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IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF CHANGES
MADE TO MEDICARE BY THE 1997 BALANCED BUDGET ACT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1999

U.S. SENATE,
COMM ITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 am., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Grassley, Hatch, Mack, Moynihan, Baucus, Rockefeller, Breaux, Graham, Bryan, and Kerrey.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. We are
here today to hold our second Medicare hearing before the Senate
Finance Committee in the 106th Congress.
As was noted last week, the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 was
the largest Medicare spending and policy change package since the
inception of the program in 1965. And as a result, many important
issues have arisen in the Medicare program. And I plan to explore
them in the committee during this session.
Today, I would like to focus our attention on the implementation
and impact of these provisions in both the fee-for-service and the
Medicare+Choice Program.
There have been significant delays in implementing certain policies that have resulted in consequences for both beneficiaries and
providers. Delays in implementing the hospital out-patient department policy has been very costly to beneficiaries. HCFA actuaries
estimate that beneficiaries will pay $570 million in higher co-insurance pa~ ent as a result of the delay.
In addition, regulatory burdens and payment issues in the
Medicare+Choice Program resulted in almost 100 plans withdrawing or reducing these services to beneficiaries last year.
In fact, Senator Monian and I are developing a
Medicare+Choice bill to address some of these concerns and will be
asking members to co-sponsor our bill shortly.
The committee is honored to have Nancy-Ann DeParle, the Administrator of HCFA to testify before us for the first time. Certainly, we appreciate the pressures HOFA has faced in ensuring

Y2K compliance and the implementation of more than 335 provisions firm the BBA.
In addition, we very much appreciate the participation of two
other witnesses: Dr. Gail Wileneky, the Chair of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and Dr. William Scanlon, Director of
Health Financing and Public Health of the GAO.
Senator Monhan was delayed somewhat.
And do you want to make a statement, -Senator Baucus?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. This is
obviously a very important and very difficult matter to solve Medicare. My man, my good friend sitting to my right, Senator Breaux
from Louisiana probably knows as well as anybody, so does 'our
next witness, Ms. Nancy-Ann DeParle. And in fact, all of us do. It
is more difficult than Social Security.
And I hope that we do pass Medicare reform this year. It is taking work, a lot of work. My concern frankly is that it is more difficult in part this year because there is not quite the sense of a cn"sis that is necessary to force people to be less ideological and force
people to be more rationale and comprising and meet the bottom
line just to get the job done. And it is unfortunate.
In the very remote sense, I think part of it is the cold war is over
and the American economy is doing very well. There is a psychology, well, what is the big deal, you know? What is the crisis?
What is the emergency? And that is part of the problem that we
face.
I think that sometimes in America, matters of great consequence
are only accomplished under one of two conditions, first, as a crisis
of extreme cases, Sputnik, Pearl Harbor, the depression, and so
forth or where there is extraordinary political leadership.
This is not a time of crisis, although Medicare is certainly more
of a crisis than Social Security. It is not enough of a crisis to force
people to leave their ideological roots a bit to come toward some
reasonable solution.
We do have wonderful leadership. 1 mean, you, Mr. Chairman,
Senator Breaux, and others are trying mightily to solve this. But
in this democracy, it takes many, many people to solve a problem.
I urge us to just come together a little more, to be a little less
proud, to try to find a solution that fits basically for the American
people, and remembering that we cannot let perfection be the
enemy of the good. Too often, people push too hard for their own
view. And if it is not close enough, they say no because it is not
perfect enough.
Well, America is a good country. It is not a perfect country, but
it is a good country. And we have to work for good solutions, not
perfect solutions. And that it is particularly true because we are a
democracy and where the people rule. There is no one person's position rules.
And as we approach solutions, Mr. Chairman, I also urge us to
think about different parts of the country. I have mentioned this
several times, but I very much hope that HOFA and those of us

who have worked to reform Medicare remember that there are
teaching hospitals, as Senator Moyrnihan often reminds us.
There are rural parts of America, I mean, very rural not Indiana
rural and not, all due respect to Senator Grassley of Iowa rural.
I am talking abor~t western rural. Some have heard me say this,
but when Ms. Clinton was in Montana not too long ago, she said,
this is not rural, this is mega rural, this is hyper rural. I mean,
the distance, it is just totally overwhelmed her. And she is a smart
lady I mean, she has been around, but she was just overwhelmed
wit the sense of distance.
So Ms. DeParle, when you work through all of this and particularly as you implement the BBA regulations, I urge you to take distance into more account than HOFA has. You have a rule that
there has to be-if I can read it here. It is called your TAGC-207
which states that there must be a practitioner at a critical access
facility within 30 minutes.
That does not make any sense in the west. Take Jordan, Montana. You -remember Jordan. Jordan is where all the freemen were
causing a raucous a few years ago. Well, there are not a lot of people around Jordan. and the nearest dock is probably Mile City, you
know, 60 -or 80 miles away. And it just does not make sense to
have the 30-minute requirement, certainly not in eastern Montana
and probably not in Alaska and some other States, too.
And so I urge you very strongly to go back and review that because the law actually says the BBA. And I will stop with this, Mr.
Chairman. Section 4201, it says a State may designate a facility as
a critical access facility if the facility makes available 24-hour
emergency service that a State determines is necessary and not
HCFA, the State. So please go back and change that. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.

I was going to try to shut off all other comments, but just let me
publicly recognize the strong leadership that Senator Breaux has
brought to the commission. And I think all of us here appreciate
very, very much what he and the others member of the panel have
done.
And I just want to publicly say to you, Senator Breaux, that we
intend to move ahead. We are very much interested by the leadership you have shown and the results of that leadership. We will
hold hearings on it.
Senator Baucus, as I said yesterday to the press, it is my intent
to move ahead and mark up legislation in a bipartisan fashion as
we always do in this committee. So I look forward to working with
all of you in that spirit.
And with that, I will call upon Senator Breaux.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA
Senator BREAux. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And
thank you for your nice comments. I appreciate them very much.
This obviously was an effort by many, many people on -the commission that we are trying to really bring about serious reform to a
system that while it is a wonderful system, it is still a 1965 model

that does not work as well av it should in the 1999s and as we
move to the 21st century.
Members of this committee were on that commission. Senator
Graham, Senator Kerrey, and myself all served on that commission
and look forward to trying to bring the same type of similar recommendation to the commission for their consideration.
I will point out that while the package did not get the super,
super majority that was required, it did receive a majority of the
commission, in fact more than a majority. In making that recommendation, I have submitted that document to the legislative
council. They are in fact now drafting it in legislative form to
present to the Congress hopefully in a bipartisan fashion and hopefully for consideration favorably by this committee.
I would just make one comment and thank you for having these
hearings. I mean, the fact that we are having these hearings points
out the basic problem. I mean, the Balanced Budget Amendment
of 1997 cut $115 billion out of the program. And some would say,
well, we did not hurt the beneficiaries. Well, yes, we did because
we hurt the people who provide the services to the beneficiaries.
You directly have an affect on the services when we continue to
use what I have called the same old-same old approach of saving
Medicare. Every year, when we have a problem with Medicare, we
do the same thing, SOS, same old-same old. We cut reimbursements to doctors and hospitals and providers. And we announce
that we have fixed the program.
And then, we come back in about eight to 12 months later and
we have hearings to try and undo what we did the time before because we are getting flak from everybody out there who are providers who are saying we cannot do it anymore. And everyone of
us have horror stories about beneficiaries who are not getting adequate service or not being accepted into the program. Providers are
not wanting to do those services for the reimbursement rates that
Congress is mandating.
And the final point is we should not be doing this. I mean, we
are micromanaging health care by body parts. I mean, I have given
examples so many times. It is -so repetitious about we making a decision about whether we should do colon cancer screening by using
barrier minimums of colon microscopies. I mean, should we be deciding that in this committee? That is what we have to do. And it
goes on and on and on and on. We cannot, continue under this process and have a health care system for the 21st century that is
going to work. Thank you.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux. And as I said, we
look forward to having your legislation referred to this committee.
It is my intent to move very rapidly in holding hearings and developing a bipartisan consensus.
With that, I would like to call forward Ms. DeParle for her testimony. It is the first time I think you have been here for the purpose of giving testimony. And we welcome you and look forward to
your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY-ANN NON DEPARLE, ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMNISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. DEPARLE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and distinguished committee members, thank you for inviting me here this morning to
discuss our progress in implementing the Balanced Budget Act that
added another 10 years to the Medicare Trust Fund.
As you say, Mr. Chairman, it was the most significant piece of
legislation in Medicare's history and made some of the most significant changes ever to the program. Axid it has been, to say the least,
a very challenging year at the Health Care Financing Administration.
And I want to thank the members of this committee. I have met
personally with many of you to discuss concerns that you have had
about the Balanced Budget Act and HOFA's implementation over
the year. And you have given us advice in how we go about doing
the implementation. It has been very helpful to us.
It has been a year since I became administrator. And the first
thing I had to do, Mr. Chairman, was to put together a team of
people to help me move forward at the Health Care Financing Administration, including many clinicians who had expertise in the
private sector in the managed care area. And one of them is with
me today, Dr. Bob Berenson.
I had four goals when I came to HCFA and when I came to this
committee to ask for your approval for my confirmation. I listed
those goals. And I just want to mention them again. The first one
that I mentioned to you was implementation of the modernization
of Medicare through the Balanced Budget Act. And that is what we
are here to discuss today.
Secondly, implementation of the new historic Children's Health
Insurance Program on which we have made a lot of progress in the
last year, as I know you are aware.
Third, I thought it was important that we sharpen our focus on
fraud, waste, and abuse. And in that area in particular, I have had
particular help from many of the members of this committee, including Senator Graham who is here today.
And fourth, as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, we had a big problem with the year 2000 computer challenge and our 60 carriers and
intermediaries in the 78 computer systems that they run and getting those compliant so that we could make sure that there was no
disruption in services to our beneficiaries.
So we had a lot on our plate over the last year. And today, I am
here to talk about our progress in implementing the Medicare reforms in the Balanced Budget Act.
As you say, there were 335 provisions affecting our programs. We
have already implemented more than half of those. And many more
of them are partially implemented. And we have been providing
you, as I believe I promised you when I appeared before you last
updates on where we are, which things have been deear, with
ylayed,
and which things are moving forward.
I believe we have made steady progress in implementing important new benefits and fee-for-service payment reforms. We in fact
issued 92 regulations last year which I think must be a modern

record. And all of that was in furtherance of implementing the Balanced Budget Act.
Some of thie provisions of the Balanced Budget Act, as you are
focusing on today, involve complicated, new, prospective payment
systems and other complex changes. And I want to em phasize to
all of you that we understand the need for refinement with changes
of this magnitude. And we want to work with the committee and
with providers to make sure that we protect beneficiary access to
care and are fair to providers as we proceed.
We have also made solid progress in implementing the
Medicare+Choice Program. We have converted the vast majority of
Medicare HMOs to the new Medicare+Choice Program. As you
know, Mr. Chairman, we had some surprises last fall, including in
Sour home State of Delaware, with a number of plans who made
usiness decisions not to participate for this year.
In the end, about 50,000 beneficiaries were affected and were left
without another Medicare+Choice plan. We are on schedule to implement a fair and more accurate payment system that takes individual beneficiary health needs into account. And we are proposing
some Laanges this yea.- to the Medicare+Choice Program that we
hope will make it easier for plans to participate. And we want to
work with this Congress to get those implemented.
We are also in the process of implementing a carefully planned
National Medicare Education Program to help beneficiaries make
informed health care decisions.
I want to mention that we are on track to implement the compricing demonstration for health plans that was called for
petitive
bthe Ba lanced Budget Act.
And in that regard in particular, I want to thank this committee
and particularly Senator Breaux and Senator Mack who is not here
and also Senator Graham for their work in fighting for this competitive demonstration which we think will help provide the objective data and actual experience that is needed to evaluate Medicare
reform proposals that assume savings from competition among
plans.I
And at the same time, we have made some major strides in fighting waste, fraud, and abuse in Medicare. And in fact, we cut our
payment error rate in half in just two years.
As I said at the outset, we are also tackling the most difficult
year 2000 challenges in the government. And this has had to be
our top priority over the last year. It has forced us, Mr. Chairman,
to make some difficult decisions, including delays in some BBA provisions that I am prepared to discuss with you today.
The vast majority of the provisions in the Balanced Budget Act
have not had to be delayed, but on the advice of some independent
experts that I brought in, I made the difficult decision last year to
delay a couple of the new provisions that could interfere with the
year 2000 work.
We will make every effort to work with the Congress and to implement those provisions as soon as we can, as soon as we get the
year 2000 work done. And we want to work.-with you to minimize
the imat of any delays.
I thn everyone here recognizes that implementing the tou h
bipartisan choices that we had to make in the Balanced Budget cti

is an enormous task. And I appreciate that you have all been cognizant of the enormity of that task. I appreciate the support and
advice that I have received from the committee.
And I want to mention that the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission in the General Accounting Office has also been very
helpful in making suggestions to us along the way in helping us
to make refinements. And we look forward to continuing to work
with this committee and the Congress as we proceed. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. DeParle appears in the appendix.)
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Ms. DeParle.
Let me reemphasize what Senator Breaux has said about the
concern we have that if the providers do not feel that they are adequately paid it reflects on the kind of service the beneficiary is to
receive.
And for that reason, I would like to ask you, what is the basis
for the administration's proposal to freeze the annual hospital update for fiscal year 2000? Does HCFA have additional information
other than MedPACs 1996 data on margins regarding how hospitals are fairing under the Balanced Budget Act?
I am concerned that this freeze in hospital updates may ultimately affect beneficiary access to-care. Has HCFA considered this
problem?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, sir, I do not believe that-first of all, we are
attempting to monitor the impact of each of the changes that have
been made in the Balanced Budget Act, whether it is to home
health providers which is an area that this committee has had an
interest in or hospitals or other-areas.
At this point, I do not think I have any independent data other
than the M4edPAC data about hospital margins. And I believe that
is what the administration's proposal is mainly based on. And that
is the fact that in 1997 and in fact during the years when there
had been reductions, hospital margins in the aggregate had been
at an all time high.
Now, I understand and have talked to several members of this
committee about the fact that looking at it in the aggregate does
not necessarily capture what might be happening in any particular
community. And I think it is important that we do that sort of
analysis. And we will be providing that to others in the administration.
The CHAJRMAN. I think it is extraordinarily important because at
lease some of the hospitals are advising us that the profit margins
have substantially reduced, that they find it very difficult to continue under current practices. If you freeze it further, what kind
of impact is that going to have?
I am also concerned about the stability of the Medicare+Choice
Program. You mentioned the fact that a number of plans have
withdrawn. I think something like 100 plans have withdrawn. In
fact, in my own State Delaware, all three health plans left the program, although one new plan has recently joined or come back in
to cover part of the State.
What'steps are you taking within your authority to make sure
this program works well for health plans and beneficiaries?

Ms. DEPAR.m.
Well, I want to say first, Mr. Chairman, you are
exactly right, stability is very important in this program. And it is
important to our beneficiaries. And that is a big part of what I
want to try to achieve.
One of the things that we have done, and I have met with your
insurance commissioner in Delaware and with other plans from
around the country, is to try to make some changes within our authority and where we do not have the authority, to come to you and
work with the Congr ess on where we can make some changes. And
I think that you were working on some of those as I understand
it right now.,
One thing is moving the deadline when plans have to submit
their information to us from May to July which we think will help
to have a m ore of a sense of the marketplace so they will not
plans
heve to be making last-minute decisions.
We have also, sir, delayed our-under the Balanced Budget Act,
we were required to implement risk adjustment which over the
long run, I think will be a very good thing for Medicare and for
health plans because it will pay them more accurately and more
fairly for providing the care. But because of the concern about stability that you mentioned, we are implementing it in a phased-in
fashion over 5 years.
*So those are just a couple of the things that we are doing. And
we are open to working with you on other things.
The CHAIRmN. Recently HCFA began the implementation of
Oasis standards for home health agencies. And it is my understanding that these standards were created to address quality
issues within the agencies. However, I am very concerned that this
lengthy, 19-page questionnaire is burdensome to the agency and
does raise some very serious confidentiality concerns.
I understand I have not had the chance to study it yet, but there
are all kinds of questions about one's health that normally are private. How do you intend to address these problems of privacy?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, sir, the Oasis instrument is something that
was designed to meet a mandate of the Congress that every home
health agency provide an assessment of the status, the health stahelhcr
tus of the people that they are caring for.
In order to minimize the burden on home hatcreagencies,
when the Congress implemented or enacted the home health prospective payment system, the requirement that we do that, we decided to use the same instrument to collect information that will
help us to design the payment methodology for the home health
prospective system. So it is the same instrument.
And I have studied it myself, sir, as have the clinicians within
the Health Care Financing Administration. You should know that
it was developed I think starting back in 1988 through research by
clinicians and others at- the University of Colorado Health Policy
Center. And they did a number of tests of this. Many home health
agencies have already been using it.
And I think as a data collection instrument, it is a good tool. I
think the issue that you are raising though is the privacy issue
which I am very concerned about. It does comply with the Privacy
Act as do all Medicare data collection instruments, but we are
working on now looking at it to make sure that it in every way pos-

sible protects the privacy of beneficiaries because that is something
that I feel very strongly about.
The CHAIRMAN. Nineteen pages, and this has to be filled out for
everybody whether or not they are covered by Medicare?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir. And the reason for that is under the law,
what are called the conditions of participation, the way that Medicare certifies providers to participate in the Medicare program are
supp Iosed to, apply to all people who get cared for by a home health
agency or hospital.
Aind the reason is that the Congress in setting up the Medicare
program wanted it to improve the quality health care provided not
just to people who happen to be beneficiaries of Medicare, but to
everyone. You would not have a hospital that only had to meet
standards for Medicare beneficiaries and not for everybody else. So
it is the same thinking that led to this for the home health agencies.
The CHAIRmAN. Well, as I said, I have not had a chance to look
at it carefully, but I find it very, very troublesome, you know. It
says high-risk factors characterizing this patient, heavy smoking,
alcohol dependency, drug dependency, none of the above. And these
questions are to be answered I gather on all home health care patients. Is that correct?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir. And it is like what would happen if you
go to the doctor today. The clinicians who work at HCFA advise me
that those are the types of questions that a doctor is supposed to
be considering. And they are relevant to how you would go about
caring for a patient.
And frankly, sir, they are relevant to the concern that you raised
at the beginning of this hearing which is the adequacy of payment
to a provider. If a beneficiary has certain risk factors, then I could
argue that a provider should get a higher reimbursement for caring
for that beneficiary because it is more complicated.
The CHAiRMAN. Well, I just want to say that I am very much concerned. And we are going to have to look into this deeper because
as I understand the questionnaire, it involves mental health, financial ability to pay and financial background. It is a very reaching
document that I think many people will find repugnant to answer
from the standpoint of their own privacy. So we will want to talk
further.
Let me ask one further question. Over the past 6 months, Congress provided $200 million to HCFA for Y2K compliance in addition to the $82 million originally appropriated for fiscal year 1999.
And despite these funds, the Medicare program has experienced
costly delays to postponed implementation of the Balanced Budget
Act provisions.
Could you please provide me with an update as to HCFA's status
on Y2K compliance and discuss the differences between HOFA and
GAO on the agency's readiness? I would also like to know what
steps have been taken with respect to your contractors.
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir. First of all, I want to thank the committee and the Congress for helping us on the year 2000 computer
challenge and providing us the resources that we need to get the
work done.

The $200 million that you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, is for repairing the contractor systems. We had 50 million lines of code that
had to be renovated and tested in order to be sure that we can pay
claims starting January 1, 2000.
The problem with the Balanced Budget Act that occurred last
spring is that on GAO's recommendation-and I want to thank
them for their help on this. One of the first things I did when I
got to HOFA was meet with them. And they told me that I needed
to hire an independent verification and validation contractor, an
IV&V contractor to come in and basically look over our shoulders
and over our contractor's shoulders as they did this work to make
sure that it was really on track.
And I did that. And the IV&V contractor told me that the work
was much more detailed and much more involved than we had
thought and that if I did not stop implementing some of the Balanced Budget Act provisions and other things that we were doing
that it would put our systems at risk of not being prepared for January 1, 2000.
So as I said, I had to make a very difficult choice. Believe me,
the last thing I wanted to do was to delay implementation of the
Balanced Budget Act provisions, but I had no choice.
So the funding that you have given us made it possible for us to
make the progress that we have made. And we have made a lot of
progress this year. And I believe GAO would agree with that.
The differences between us that you raised at the end have to
do with in December, I had added a contract amendment for all -of
our contractors, requiring- them to be Y2K compliant by the end of
December. That is earlier, as you know, than the government-wide
deadline.
All of the contractors submitted information saying that they
were compliant. We reviewed their information and decided that
only 54 of them really met our test. GAO disagrees with that and
thinks that some of them did not really meet the test. And it has
to do with whether they fully completed their future date testing.
And we just have a disagreement there. but I think they would
agree that we have made enormous progress.
And I will tell the committee that I can assure you this is our
number one priority and that there is no disruption in services on
January 1, 2000. And we will be ready to pay claims. And we hope
all the providers will be ready as well.
The CHAiRmAN. Well, my time, is up. I do have further questions,
but we are going to keep the record open until 7:00 o'clock tonight
for written questions.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. DeParle, could you just comment? You have had a little time
to think about the question I asked of you with respect to the critical access facilities. I do not know if you have had a sufficient
chance to dig into it.
Ms. DEPABLE. I actually know about this.
Senator BAUCUS. All right.
Ms. DEPARLE. And as you know, I have enjoyed spending time
in Montana.

Senator BAUCUS. Right. And I want to thank you very much for
taking the time to come to Montana, too. As I said earlier, it is long
distance. And thank you very much.
Ms. DEPARLE. It is. And I have been from glacier down to where
Senator Rockefeller spent some time. So I know thatSenator BAucus. In that another State in the west, West Virginia?
Ms. DEPARLE. But you have to go all the way through Montana.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, that is West Virginia. Right.
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, no, I mean, the part of Montana and Wyoming that he spent some time. So I know what you mean about
how rural it can be in the west. And I have met with our staff
about- the problem that the Montana facilities may have under the
new critical access hospital provisions.
And I can tell you that my goal is to effectuate what Congress
am looking at in trying to make
intended here. And that is w~aa
a decision about this.

Senator BAUCUS. Can I help you?

Ms. DEPARLE. I believe I know.
Senator BAUCUS. By telling you what Congress intended.
Ms. DEPARLE. I am very familiar with it.
Senator BAUCUS. So you- do not have to worry about it.
Ms. DEPARLE. I would be happy to hear it.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, the statute is pretty clear. It says that
States decide. And as far as I am concerned, the intention is to
make sure that there is some kind of a critical access facility available to people who do live in very rural areas. And we just need
to have regulations tailored to the State and tailored to the setting.
As you know, eastern Montana is very rural compared with western Montana. And you said you have been to Wyoming and Glacier
Park and so forth. That is not eastern Montana. I do not remember
if you made it out to, say, Jordan or Circle or Ecolacka or some of
those towns in eastern Montana that have critical access facilities.
I mean, they are really rural.
Just as a side line here, I took Senator Mitchell when he was
majority leader to Montana several years ago to show him a VA facility in eastern Montana. And I met the plane in Williston, a little
charter plane. We were putting across North Dakota and then into
Montana. And Senator Mitchell had turned to me after a couple of
hours in this twin engine prop plane. He says, Max, are you sure
we have not passed Montana? [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. We were supposed to land in Billings and drive
back to Mile City. But it is very, very, very rural. Our State has
a total population density of six people. We have about 150,000
square miles, about six people per square mile. And in eastern
Montana, it is much less dense, fewer than six per square mile,
many fewer. I would say about two or three per square mile.
And so if you could just go back and look at those regulations because when we talk about rural economic development and we talk
about rural health care, again, there is rural and there is rural.
Eastern rural is not western rural.
And it is does not rain west of the 100th meridian. It does not
rain. Because it does not rain, there are not people. It is just a
great distances. You cannot grow crops very well where it does not

rain. You cannot have towns and cities where it does not rain, you
know. It is that fact of lack of rainfall west of the 100th meridian
that dictates and causes this great sense of distance.
For example, here in Washington, DC, our annual precipitation
is about 44 inches of precipitation a year. It would be close to 50.
In eastern Montana, it is about 12, 10, 12. That is snow. That is
rain. That is everything.
So if you go back an d look at that and if I could get a report back
from you, say in the next week or two as to what you can do to
change that regulation according to the intent of Congress, I would
appreciate it.

Ms. DEPARLE. I will do that.

Senator BAucus. Thank you.
And Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHiRmAN. Your description of Montana reminds me of Delaware. [Laughter.]
The CHIwmAN. But I have been there. I know.

Senator BAUCUS. And this will help you, too. Our illustrious
chairman and I graduated from the high school. It is Helena, Montana.
The CHiwRmAN. And I always add the same year. [Laughter.]

Senator BAUCUS. And so he knows what we are talking about

here.
Ms. DEPARLE. He does.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And on the point

that Senator Baucus made, we may be less rural than his State is.
But also, as we anticipated the Critical Access Hospital Program,
we thought even in our State that there might be 10 hospitals that
would qualify. And I think we are having the same problems that
he is having with these regulations. So I would also back up what
he says and ask you to look into it.
The first question is very broad, but it is pretty basic to correcting some of the mistakes that we made in the 1997 Balanced
Budget Act. Some of them, I think we made. I think some your department made in the enforcement or carrying them out for reasons that you have already given that are probably reasons we
could not even anticipate.
But regardless, this would be about the administration's thinking
that we ought to take because CBO has published a new baseline
on Friday. It projects that spending for some benefits is now estimated to be radically lower than the estimates made immediately
after the enactment of the bill in 1997.
And obviously, this is very good news for Medicare solvency, but
I am wondering whether or not you think it is bad news for seniors. So then, the question very broad, are there any areas in Medicare where you believe Congress or HOFA need to revisit the Balanced Budget Act policies in order to maintain access to service for
beneficiaries?

Ms. DEPARLE. Well, there is one area. And I have already mentioned that with Chairman Roth which is in the Medicare+Choice
Program. We have made a number of recommendations.
And I have been working with the committee and with the Congress on those to try to make the program work more the way we
think Congress intended and to protect beneficiaries as well.
We are recommending some MediGAP changes that I know we
have been talking to the committee about. So that is one area that
I think we can already say we would like to work with you on.
As far as the baselines are concerned, Senator, I have studied the
differences between the President's budget baselines and this new
CR0 baseline.
And it is interesting because both baselines have reduced, have
been dropped quite a bit. And as you know, our actuaries estimate
that Medicare spending last year, the spending growth was only
1.5 percent which is very low compared with the past averages.
And in general, I think it is very good news. And we are monitoring around the country what is happening with particular benefits to see whether there are problems with access. And we are also,
working with colleagues at GAO and other places; that are looking
at it.
So far, we are not seeing in the fee-for-service world particular
problems.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, can IMs. DEPARLE. There may be some. And if there -are some, we
want to work with the Congress on them.
Senator GRASSLEY. Could I ask you then if you could comment
maybe in three specific areas along the lines of my first question:
hospital in-patient care, skilled nursing facilities, and home health
care?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, with hospital in-patient care, something interesting happened last year that is reflected I think both in the
President's budget baseline and in the CR0 baseline which is that
for the first time ever in-patient care coding. What they call the
case mix complexity dropped.
And the actuaries actually attribute that not to spending reductions, but to the increased emphasis on appropriate billing and
something that you have been very interested in, fraud, waste, and
abuse and frankly the efforts of our law enforcement partners in
some pretty high-profile cases.I
We are not seeing at this point problems in in-patient hospitals,
but as I said we are looking at that and want to continue to monitor it because some hospitals are under enormous pressure.
I am sorry. The second area you mentioned.
Senator GRASSLEY. Skilled nursing facilities and also home
health care.
Ms. DEPARLE. Skilled nursing facilities, again the data that we
have shows that admissions are down. And that was something I
was particularly interested in because you had a hearing last year
in the Aging Committee on home health and asked us to look at
that and see whether admissions were going to go up to nursing
homes as a result of the home health reduction. So far, we have
not seen that.

Two areas have been raised to my attention though that I should
mention. One is that under the Balanced Budget Act, there are reductions made to what are called non-therapy ancillary services.
And some of the nursing homes that treat high acuity patients are
concerned that those reductions could affect their ability to care for
those patients.
We -are doing some more research in order to do some refinements to the prospective payment system for skilled nursing facilities to reflect that, but those nursing homes are a concern.
There are also some caps on therapy that you may be familiar
with that were actually something that the House put in. There is
a concern that those caps for therapies could have an effect on
stroke patients and people who have particularly needs. It is
$1,500 per year.
And as I said, I have gotten a few letters about that not from
beneficiaries, but from the skilled nursing facilities.
And in home health, I think you know. As I said, we have been
monitoring that. There are fewer home health agencies now, but
the data that we have reflects both branch consolidation of the
home health agencies.
And so far, we are not seeing a problem in access, but we will
continue to monitor that. And we will work with you and with the
Congress if that turns out to be a problem.

Senator GRASsLEY. My time is up. But just in Des Moines, Iowa,

a community of 250,000 in our State capital, we had 23 home
health agencies. And I think nine or 10 of those have gone out of
business or consolidated, as you indicated which I do not know
whether it has had a negative impact, but I think we need to be
monitoring those sorts of happenings.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,
The CHAIRMA. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Nancy, for being with us. Let me just say that you
have an impossible job. I mean, it is absolutely impossible to micromanage health care in the 21st century like Congress is requiring
you to do every day and come up with anything that makes sense.
I know you are doing a terrific job with the instructions that we
give you. And then, after we give them to you, we change them.
And after we change them, we change them again.
Give me an update, if you will. I mean, BBA said we are going
to save $115 billion. And one of the ways we were going to do it
was by slowing the growth rate for doctors and hospitals, but principally we were going to a prospective payment system for home
health care, for rehab hospitals, and for out-patient departments.
Can you give me an update on the status of the PPS payments
with regard to each of these, first skilled nursing facilities?
Ms. DEPARiLE. Yes, sir. That one was mandated by the Balanced
Budget Act to be implemented July 1, 1998. And we did that. There
is one aspect of it, consolidated billing for Part B services that is
on hold because of the computer changes that we have to make for
the year 2000. But the rest of it, we have gone forward with implementing.

And as I was saying to Senator Grassley, there are a couple of
areas whereSenator BREAUX. You mentioned non-therapy ancillary services.
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes.
Senator BREAUX. But what are you going to do about that?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, we are doing research right now to refine
the resource utilization groups, the payment methodology so that
it can we hope more accurately reflect the cost of high acuity patients.
Senator BREAUX. So you are going to use the RUGs system?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir. Yes, sir, that is what we have implemented. If the research does show that in fact the RUGs do not accurately reflect the cost of caring for these higher acuity patients,
then we would make a change for that system. And we think we
have the authority.
Senator BREAUX. What is your timing on that?
Ms. DEPARLE. I believe the research is scheduled to be back to
us some time late this year. So a change would not be able to take
effect until some time in 2000 I believe.
Senator BREAUX. What is the status with PPS for home health
care?
Ms. DEPARLE. With home health, as you know, the original requirement was that we implement it in 1999, in October of this
year. We could not do that because it was a very ambitious date
to begin with. But with the year 2000 computer changes, it is very
complicated to make these kind of computer changes. And we could
not do it.
And I want to say that I appreciate the Congress last year making a change in that requirement in the Balanced Budget Act. And
we are now mandated to have it implemented on October 1, 2000.
And we are on track to do that.
Senator BREAUX. So you are still in your interim payment basis
for home health care. And I got high-cost patients and low-cost patients. And my State tells me that everybody is going busted and
broke. Your numbers are different.
What is the correct number on the number of home health agencies that have closed from your perspective?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, I just looked at this yesterday. And you are
right, the interim payment system was also changed last summer.
So we implemented one retroactive to October 1, 1997. That was
the BBA one. And now, we are implementing another one that was
changed last summer.
What I understand is that there are about 1,000 fewer home
health agencies today than there were in October 1, 1997.
Senator BREAUX. Do you have numbers on Louisiana?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator BREAUX. She handed you a sheet on your right there. I
do not know if that is it.
Ms. DEPARLE. It is. Thank you. In fact, the reductions that have
occurred, it appears that most of them occurred in four States:
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and California.
And it is interesting because those are the areas where there was
the most growth in home health agencies. And it looks like Lou-

isiana had 519 home health agencies as of October 1, 1997 when
all this started.
Senator BREAux. I mean, as a comparison, that is more than any
other State in the Nation, except Texas and California?
Ms. DEPARLE. That is exactly right. That is exactly right.
Senator BEAux All right.
Ms. DEPARLE. Texas had almost 2,000. And California had 854.
And in Louisiana, it looks like 112 have voluntarily closed. 8ut as
I said, Senator, our information about closure reflects both consolidations, closures of branches as well as actually shutting the doors.
So it is hard to say fr-om that.
Senator BREAUX Industry tells me it is 250 that have closed. But
you do not necessarily agree with that?
Ms. DEPARLE. You know what? I believe though I have talked to
some of those folks because I met some of them when I wats with
you in Louisiana last year. And I think their data includes
branches as well. So I am not certain. But our numbers show that
about 8 percent of them have closed. And for the rest of the country, it is about 4 percent of agencies. So those four States are the
places where most of it has occurred.
Senator B1REAux All right. What is the status of rehab hospitals?
Ms. DEPARLE. On rehab hospitals, the Balanced Budget Act requires us to implement a prospective payment system on October
1 of 2000. We are in the middle of the research on this right now.
There are issues about whether we use a per diem system versus
a per discharge system. And Dr. Berenson who is with me today
and his staff are working on what the right way to go is on this.
And we are reviewing the recommendations of the MedPAC and of
the GAO on that. It is very complicated.
Senator Bm~Aux Does anybody, Mr. Chairman, does anybody in
Congress really understand any of this? I mean, this is 'justlike the
absolute bizarre micromanagement of health care tht anybody
could-if we tried to make it more complicated, we probably could
not do it.
I mean, we are debating whether you are going to use the RUG
approach to evaluating patients in rehab hospitals. Or whether we
are going to use the FIM/FRG methodology which stands for the
research utilization groups or the functional independence measure
and functional. relation groups.
I mean, does anybody wonder why people have problems with all
of this, the way we are doing it? I mean, I am not criticizing you.
We passed these laws. And then, we change them about every 8
months to make it even more complicated, confusing, and difficult.
So the final question is a follow-up. Are you going to do the
RUGs or are you going to do the FIM/FRG type of approach on
rehabs?
Ms. DEPARLE. We have not made a decision yet.
Senator BREAux When are we going to have a decision on that?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, we are still doing the research. And we are
on track to implement this system October 1, 2000. To do that,
Senator, we have to publish a regulation by this fall to implement
the system next fall . So between now and this fall, we would have
made a decision. And I will commit to you that we will come up
and consult with you all before we do that.

Senator BREAUX. The final point, I mean, we had OBO, Mr.
Chairman, testify last week. I guess will be presenting testimony
formally tomorrow, but made a presentation before the committee.
And one of the interesting things that OBO points out is that the
average time for processing all these claims rose dramatically in
1998. I mean, there were reasons for it, computer problems, more
compliance activities requirements, everything else.
But an increase in one week, for example, an average time for
processing a claim from a company or a home health care or a hospital or a rehab out-patient, an increase of one week in making the
payments from Medicare to these facilities reduces Medicare outlays for the fiscal year by 2.3 percent. I mean, that is a real problem for people who are depending on their payments. Can you comment on that?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir, but if I could just make a point. Medicare
pays faster than virtually anyone in the insurance market. You require us under law to pay what are called clean claims within 16
ays I think.
I do think though that it is important to understand that fast
payment is not the only goal here. In fact, one of the reasons why
we have had some of the fraud, waste, and abuse problems we have
had is because we may have paid them a little too fast without
looking at them.
So the key here is I know you know is striking the right balance.
And we do not want any providers to go without their payment.
And there have been instances in the last year where it -slowed
down too much I think, but on the whole I think that you want us
to be careful and prudent stewards of the funds and looking at
them.
Senator BREAUX. You have done a tremendous job in an impossible situation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
And next is Senator Graham of Florida to be followed by Senator
Bryan.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAM, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM FLORIDA
Senator Giu~m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask
some questions about the withdrawal of health maintenance organizations from many communities around the country. I understand that the total number of Medicare beneficiaries who are impacted by those withdrawals was approximately 400,000.
Have you done an analysis of what were the characteristics of
conditions that led to HMO withdrawals?
Ms. DEPARLE. We have been engaged in that, Senator. And it is
interesting. As you said, 400,00 beneficiaries were affected. Only
50,000 of those were actually left without another health plan
choice. And the interesting thing is almost half of those were in
Utah where both plans withdrew back in May of last year which
is before all this stuff happened in fall.
In looking at it, it appears at first I thought it had everything
to do -with our payment rates for Medicare which, of course, with

the Balanced Budget Act and the reductions in fee-for-service that
has driven a lot of reductions also in managed care.
But when you actually analyze it, I looked at some data from
Florida and from some other States where the interesting thing is
that the plane pulled out in a parallel fashion from the Federal
Employees- Health Benefits Program. And the reason that is interesting is because in that program, they got a 5.4 percent or something like that increase.
So it is not just all the payment rates. When you get below itand I have actually been meeting with a bunch of the plan CEOs
myself. In fact, I am meeting with two of them each week. And
they tell me that there are other things like the difficulties some
of them are having now in putting together networks of providers.
In some States that has been an increasing problem.
The increase in prescription drug expenditures has been a tremendous problem for a lot of these plans. Some of them in Florida
even had unlimited prescription drug benefits, no cap or anything.
And they have been very terrified frankly by the 16, 17 percent increases there. So it appears to be complicated.
I want to be clear that some of the change in the law last year
like the submission date of the ACRs I think had an impact on
this. They pointed out to me some ways in which they think our
regulations went too far. And we have made some changes to accommodate them because I agreed with them. So it is a complicated thing.
What we want to do is to work together with this committee to
try to avoid that situation for next year the best that we can, but.
I think we all have to realize that when we are doing business with
the private sector this way, they are going to make business decisions. And I think our role has to be to make sure that if those decisions are made that are beneficiaries are protected. And that is
where I am trying to position us.
Senator GRAHAm. If we are moving towards a Medicare system
that is going to increasingly emphasize the private sector as an
intermediar as opposed to the traditional fee-for-service system, it
seems to me as a predicate for that more privatized system, we
have got to be able to ensure beneficiaries that at least for the vast
majority there will be some access to such a private intermediary.
Given the analysis that you have done, what do you think the
Federal Government should do in order to create an environment
that will achieve that result of a private sector provider, intermediary provider in most communities in the country?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, I do not want to over simplify this because
it is very complicated. But in my discussions with both plan executives who are the ones making these decisions and with benieficiaries and their advocates, the key word that comes out to me
is the one that the chairman mentioned at the beq'nning. of this
which is stability. They both need to know what is happening and
when it is happening.
And so I think it is too early to say whether changes need to be
made to the payment methodology. I do not think we know that.
For one thing, this year is the first year that the blend that this
committee authored to try to help plans move into the less populated areas, this is the first year that that will kick in. And it loks

as though it is going to promise higher payment rates for some of
those areas. It is too early to say about that.
But I think that whatever we do that we need to work together
to promote stability, both for beneficiaries and for the plan so that
they know what to expect and what is going to be happening in-the
next year. In that way, we can prevent these sort of precipitous
withdrawals that you had "-o deal with down in Florida.
Senator GRAHAm. One area that I would suggest you might look
at is the question of what is the appropriate catchment area for differentials in payment. This seems to particularly arise where you
have a core urban county surrounding a number of suburban or
rural counties, but there where is a lot of movement of people who
may live in the rural county, but work in the urban county. And
they have difficulty understanding why they have a different relationship with their HMO, including what the HMO is paid for the
services than does their co-worker who lives and works in the
urban county.
Ms. DEPARLE. It is a big problem. I have relatives in Florida who
live in the Sarasota area. And they have relatives who live in
Miami. And they do not understand why their relatives in Miami
do not have to pay a premium and they do. It is difficult.
And yet, when I talk to the plans, they tell me that it is very
important that they have the flexibility. In fact, they tell me that
they would not be in Miami if they were not able to cushion their
costs in Sarasota by charging a premium.
So it is an extremely complicated area, but I would be happy to
work with the committee on a better way of doing it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bryan.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD H. BRYAN, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM NEVADA
Senator BRYAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you very much for your testimony this morning. You
do have an extremely difficult job, as Senator Breaux pointed out.
I will not try to out-rural the distinguished Senator from Montana, but let me make a point that sometimes in consolidating the
data and looking as you must at the big picture, sometimes the
conclusions are unhelpful and even misleading.
And let me just cite one example. And I will get some questions.
Nye County in Nevada, the third largest county geographically was
listed recently as one of the 10 fastest growing counties in America.
It has a very small base, about 28,000, 29,000 people. Most of that
growth, almost all of it is in the southern part of the State, about
60 miles from Las Vegas.
My point is in Tonopaw which is county seat, the medical facility
there is hinging on insolvency. I mean, it is in very, very desperate
straights as are many hospitals in rural Nevada. Those critical access payments are going to be very important.
And if you look at Nye County and you say, well, look, this is
a rapidly growing county, everything looks fine -there, my point
being in the northern part of the county which is 206 miles from
Las Vegas, they are experiencing a real economic decline.
So the general data or the conclusion is decidedly unhelpful, misleading, and inaccurate in portraying an area that is so far re-

moved from Paromp, that is the area in the south that is growing
rapidly, that their circumstances there bear no relevancy at all in
terms of access to health care in the northern part of the county,
just as an observation, if I may.
Point two, you indicated that the growth rate of Medicare, 1.5
percent. Is that an aberration? Or are we likely to see that, say,
over the next four to 5 years in your judgment?
Ms. DEPARLE. I think it is probably an aberration. I am not predicting that we are going to return to high growth levels, but our
actuaries-project that over the next few years, it will be going up
to 5, 6 percent a year.
They think that this past year was an aberration I think for a
couple of reasons: one because of the tremendous reductions in
home utilization as a result in all of the changes that we made
there.
They cite our increased emphasis on waste, fraud, and abuse as
having had an impact., And they note in particular there that the
aspect of the hospital in-patient utilization that I mentioned where
for the first time ever instead of coding all the pneumonia cases as
the most complicated kind, you know, $8,000 a pop, they are now
coding them at the least complicated kind.
So we are seeing those kinds of changes. And I do not think we
necessarily think those are going to be long-term changes.
Senator BRYAN. And let -me say that I think that there is good
news there. And I want to compliment you in your efforts in terms
of the fraud, waste, and abuse issue. Most people do not understand. And Senator Breaux is right. Most of the Congress frankly
do not understand all of the complexities of this program.
But the one thing the public does understand is fraud and waste.
And that engenders considerable reaction, as you know. And your
efforts in this areas I think are helpful.
I think much criticism can be directed to the Congress for not
providing the resources to emphasize that. We have done a much
better job with the BBA as well as the previous enactment of the
Kennedy-Kassenbaum which provided I think about $150 million of
additional Federal resources to focus on this.
How much further can we go? How much more out there is there
that we might reasonably expect to achieve some savings from?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, I think there is more. We have reduced the
error rate* in half. It is now, you know, down quite a bit. And I,
would hope, my goal originally when I got there was, to try to get
from, I think it was, 14 percent when I got there down to 5 percent
by 2000. 1 am now hoping I can do even better than that.
There probably is some irreducible minimum that we cannot get
rid of, but I am encouraged by, we just did a project down in Florida actually, Senator Graham, where we did some. provider education. We developed a computer module that physicians could use
to learn more about how to properly bill and document their
claims.
And we actually went into residency programs where the young
doctors have not started billing Medicare, but are learnig these
things. And it showed 20 percent increases in their ablty to do
this properly.

So I think there is still room to make improvements here. And
there is a lot that the Congress has done to help us. And I want
to thank the committee again for that.
Senator BRYAN. Do we need to do more? Or we have provided the
tools that you need to get the job done?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, the administration is asking for some more
enactments this year to close some more of the loopholes that we
found while we are running these projects. So we always have more
things that we can talk to you about. But in general, you have provided us with the resources we needed to make a big step forward.
And we appreciate that.
Senator BRYAN. Let me ask you the question. My time is about
to run out. The uestion in terms of the caps on the physical therapy, the speech-anguage therapy, I mean, either it is truly an
egregious mistake we have made or they are the most effective
lobby in America today. I mean, you cannot step off the plane. You
cannot have office hours either' in your State or here without a
steady stream of these who make an impassioned argument. I am
not suggesting that they are inaccurate.
Give us your sense in terms of the reimbursement the cap. I
mean, is that something that we went too far? Or are you prepared
to reach any judgments at this point on that?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, into effect on January 1 of this year. And I
do not think we know yet, but a $1,500 cap on therapy about now
or soon thereafter is when you would start to see that kick in. And
we will know.
I asked in fact to see the letters that we have gotten on it. And
we have gotten a number of letters from providers. I would not say
a huge number. We have gotten some letters from providers. I do
not have aniy letters or communications from beneficiaries yet.
But I will say, Senator, this provision is something that sort of
cropped up at the end of the BBA negotiations. And we had some
concern about it at that time. So I want to monitor it. And I will
be coming back to the committee to tell you what we found because
I think I am concerned.
Senator BRYAN. Yes. At what point will you have kind of a handle on in terms of whether we did in fact make this terrible mistake that the providers certainly argue that we have? How much
time do you need to make that judgment before you can say, look,
here is my recommendation, I think we ought to modify it, change
it or make some other arrangements?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, our data is somewhat lagged. So I would say
it probably would be early summer before we will have anything
that you would want to make a -judgment on.
Senator BRYAN. Thank you very much, Ms. DeParle.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM WEST VIRGINIA
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Nancy-Ann, I just want to say that I think you are absolutely superb, that the country is lucky to have you, and that every time
you speak about some subject, your Rhodes scholarship background

shows up loudly and clearly and that you have unlike some of your

predecessors,

but not all by any means, an extraordinary ability to

I was not here at the beginning. I think what is going to happen
with the failure of the Medicare commission yesterday to pass an
agreed-upon plan is that it will not end up making much difference, that the plan will be introduced into this Finance Committee and the Ways and Means Committee.
I think there was a fairly large ideological split on the commission. I am glad that it did not pass for reasons which I will allude
to in a moment, but my prediction is that it will pass this committee because although this committee does not know as much
about health care as it thinks it does, it will be greatly appealed
to by the idea of if HCFA or if the Federal Government is not making the progress that it thinks it should be, that somehow the private sector always can do it better.
And this committee is dominated not in total, but in some slight
majority by people who think that way. And that is a veryj interesting philosophical argument to me because I have watched
In a sense, you talk about the deregulation of Medicare. That
would be hyperbolic. But I have watched the deregulation of railroads and how that has clobbered the 20 percent of captive shippers in this country who have only one line to their factory or to
their grain reserve or their coal mine and how therefore the price
gets dictated q~cfually against the law by railroads. It is meant to
be set by the S.ixrface Transportation Board, but they failed to do
that.
So railroads can do whatever they want and have and in West
Virginia hold about 30 percent of our economy hostage, literally
hostage, but the world does not know. And the world does not care
because the world is not really interested in railroads.
The airline is deregulated. And we had Eastern and United and
American in West Virginia, all jets. And within a month, they were
all gone. And sci now, we have propeller planes that are very small.
And my knees and my chin meet. [Laughter.]
Senator RocKEFELLER. I do not -mind that, but it just makes it
very difficult to read or prepare or do work.
So that somehow the sense that if the Federal Government is not
doing it or if the health carfe system is. not working or Medicare is
not working properly, and one can talk about that, or if it is not
somehow ratcheting down for the future which in fact Medicare has
a pretty good track record in doing, that the future is doleful, that
what you then do is you turn to the private sector.
And it is an instinct and particularly I would say in a Republican
Congress which is absolutely predictable. If you have a problem
and it is under the general jurisdiction of the Federal Government
and you are not exactly sure what to do, give it to the private sector or let the private sector take a part of it.
I remember when Senator Dole was here, he put forward the
idea of MSAs. And that was just roaring through the Congress.
And they have been a failure. They have lost money. People have
not signed up.
Now, the idea is that you can turn more and more Medicare over
to plans, to HMOs. And the idea is that there would be even in 20,

25 years, 50 to 75 percent of seniors who would have signed up for
a plan even though in most parts of this country, those plans do
not exist. In mine, there is one plan in my State, the whole State.
So the concept of let the private sector do it, I think has to be
approached very, very cautiously and with trepidation.
Now, with that as a background and what I am in a sense predicting to you is that pretty much that side of the aisle, some on
this side will pass that plan, but it will not be as good as the plan
that we rejected yesterday.
It will be stripped back considerably to fit the political and ideological concepts of how the health care system ought to work. And
it will go through the Senate. And it will go through the House.
And it will land on the President's desk. And I just say that because I think those who listen need to understand that that possibility is quite probable.
My time is up, but I am still going to just ask this little question.
The managed care industry last year got a number of people. Actually, this year they are saying that was only the tip of the iceberg
and that they plan to see a lot more of that happening in Medicare,
HMOs. And you say mostly or half of it was in Utah.
Should we expect more plans to withdraw from Medicare this
yar?' Do you think that is correct? What do you think is going to
happen this year?
Do you expect that if they do not withdraw that they will reduce
benefits or that they will increase premiums? There will be a slight
trend towards that or a large trend towards that or what is your
thought?
Ms. DEPARLE. I do think there will be a trend towards increasing
premiums and reducing benefits. If you had asked me that question
in December, I- would have said, yes, sir, I think there is ging to
be tremendous volatility and a lot of plans may leave based on
what the CEOs were telling me.
I now see it a little bit differently because since that time, we
have announced the payment rates for next year. And because the
way the formula in the Balanced Budget Act works, the so-called
blend will be triggered for the first time. And the payments rates
look a little better.
We have also announced that we plan to use our authority under
the Balanced Budget Act to phase in the risk adjustment which as
I have said over the long term is certainly the right direction to go
and it will pay plans more fairly for caring for the sicker patients,
but it is something that the plans have been concerned about because some of them will see it as a reduction in their rates.
So those factors make me think perhaps we will not see the sort
of pullouts that we have seen this year, but I have been also talkiing to the trade associations for the plans. And they are telling me
th at we are going to see it.
I am not sure at this point, but I do think that some of the
changes that we are proposing to make and that I know that some
of the members of the committee are working on could help to mitigate that. And I think that is what -y.e need to do this year to try
to make the system as stable as possible.
What I would hope that in whatever we do we do not lurch from
one thing to the next because I think that is the most difficult to

manage and administer and the most difficult pro-position for both
health plans and providers for that matter because Medicare has
always been a public-private partnership, Many people do not see
it that way, but the truth is that is what it has ben.
And most of all for beneficiaries. Even in areas as you say there
is only one plan in West Virginia, although I have talked to someone recently who said they were trying to set up a PSO there. So
maybe, there will be another one.
But even in West Virginia where beneficiaries were not directly
affected by what happened in September, they all heard about it.
And it undermines their confidence in Medicare. And that is not a
good thing. So I would hope that whatever the administration and
the Congress does, tries to promote stability and confidence in the
system.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Nancy, we still have hopes of persuading Jay to
our side. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerrey.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. J. ROBERT KERREY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM NEBRASKA

Senator KERREY. Thank you very much. First of all, like Senator
Rockefeller and others, I suspect before I heard them, I am going
to join in cornplimnenting you on your testimony. And it is very clear
and obvious that HCFA has quite a challenge in trying to deal with.
the Y2K problem as well as all the things that we ask you to do
in the B alanced Budget Act of 1997.
I am quite impressed with what BBA has been accomplishing.
The new CBO evaluation of the, HI trust fund is startling in its
prediction of good things to come. I mean, it seems to me we have
improved the fiscal situation for the hospitalization trust fund considerably.
At the same time, I think other members were talking about
there is obviously some concern about is that going to produce anegative impact? Are there things that are going to happen as aconsequence?
And let me, I am tempted not to say anything to Senator Rockefeller's comment, but I would associate myself with those who believe that the market can be used to accomplish very good things.
I am not unwilling to intervene in the marketplace.
Indeed, Medicare, as you said is a substantial public-private effort all by itself that uses the marketplace on a daily basis. One
of the things that we wrote into law is allowing a pilot project of
competition in Florida. Competition is beneficial and will carry us
so far. And there are some things that competition will not do.
There are some things the market will not get done. But I amvexry
impressed in many ways with what the market can do. And indeed
I think consumers are used to the marketplace.
Medicare l eneficiaries are becoming more and more educated
about what is available. I have met at length with beneficiaries in
Nebraska. They are reasonably satisfied with the current program,
but very knwedgeable about all the various GAP policies that are
available. They know this program cold, what it provides, what it
does not provide.

And I understand that there are people with diminished capacity, but they are using the marketplace. They are making informed
decisions. And there is much that I think can be improved about
it, but I do not put myself in the camp that says that we ought to
just continue to have the government make all the decisions and
not increasingly where it is possible and to produce a more desirable outcome allow consumer choice to improve both the quality
and the cost effectiveness of the system.
I am hearing at the same time on the negative side, potential
negative side from the BBA 1997 some concerns from hospitals especially in rural areas. We have shut down two in Nebraska so far
this year. Now, that may be understandable and necessary consolidation as costs are rung out of the system.
But are you monitoring? Nancy, do you monitor the rural situation on a regular basis? Do you have any capacity to tell us what
is going on out there and make some suggestions of what we ought
to be doing with BBA 1997?
Ms. DEPARLE. We do try to monitor it, Senator, but I would say
that I do not think we do as good a job as we should of focusing
on rural areas. And in fact, I met with the Rural Health Care Association and someone from Nebraska actually a couple of weeks ago
to talk about that.
There is a-and he does research on this and has offered to try
to help us get better data on what is actually happening in rural
areas. There are concerns about whether access to care could be
jeopardized in rural areas. And we are trying to monitor that and
want to work with you to continue doing it.
Senator KERitEY. I wonder if-would like to do that because I respect your intellectual capacity and your knowledge of this program. And I very much appreciate any suggestions that you have.
As you know, we are a low-cost area, all communities except for
Omaha. And a low-cost area tends to have difficulty all by itself because reimbursement rates are quite low.
And it is almost entirely fee-for-service. I mean, there is not
much managed care. I think we have 130,000 people under some
kind of managed care plan in the State. It is a relatively small
number. So there is not much choice out there other than straight
fee-for-service and when reimbursement rates are already low.
But what I am hearing from rural hospitals is that BBA 1997
tightened the screws oven further. And I very much would appreciate any response that you give back specific to what we might
need to do without completely unraveling the Balanced Budget
Agreement of 1997 which obviously has made the hospitalization
trust healthier than it was prior to that action?
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, I agree with you that this is all about striking the proper balance. And we want to work with you to try to
do a better job of that.
Senator KERREY. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Kerrey.
Nancy, as any number of the members of the panel have indicated, they feel very fortunate to have you. We look forward to
working with you as you have suggested.
Let me express-well, before I do that, let me call on Senator
Mack.

Senator Mack.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CONNIE MACK,4 A U.S.
SENATOR FROM FLORIDA
Senator MACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I apologize both
to Nancy and to you for not being here earlier, but some of you
may know that Mack is short for Macillacuty. My real name is
Cornelius Mac~illacuty. And this being St. Patrick's Day, I took
the opportunity to spend some time with the Prime Minister of Ireland. So I apologize for being late this morning.
I do have a couple of questions that I would like to pose, but I
also would like to associate myself with the comments made by the
chairman just a moment ago.
There is a small, very important program in Florida and several
other States which provides care to the frail elderly living in nursing homes on a pre-paid or managed care basis called Evercare.
The program is geared to keeping these elderly, largely female, and
often mentally impaired nursing home residents well and out of the
hospital. Hospital admissions for persons covered by Evercare are
40 percent lower than for similar populations.
My concern is that the proposed risk adjustment payment methodology does not take into account the needs of this population and
will penalize the program financially due to the reduced use of the
hospital.
On January the 15th, the HOFA notice provided a one-year exemption from this, but I want assurances that this program will
not end up being the baby thrown out with the bath water.
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, I can assure you that we have spent a lot
of time meeting with the folks who run Evercare. And in fact, Dr.
Berenson who is with me today has personally spent a lot of time
on this. And we do not want to affect them in that way.
Part of the problem, as you may know, is having the appropriate
data from them in order to be able to adjust their payments, accordingly. And we are trying over the next year to get that. So we will
work with you on it. We think it is a good program.
Senator MACK. Great. I am glad to hear that. And I appreciate
it. Next, the Medicare+Choice was heralded as a means of providing a choice of systems for Medicare beneficiaries to select. As
I understand it, the expectation was that hospitals and physicians
would get together and come up with locally run, risk contracting
organizations that would be responsive to the needs of seniors in
their communities - and would maintain continuous relationships
with providers.
This idealized version of what might happen did not occur as existing HMOs became Medicare+Choice providers and almost no
new organizational entities came into the marketplace.
My concern is that we are about to get rid of AAPCC for an untested risk management system whose purpose is to lower payments to HMOs. And we do not really know whether we are over
paying now. If we were, HiMOs and new provider-run entities
would be flocking to get into the Medicare HMO business.
I am concerned that the proposed risk management system created to prevent overpayment will create new problems for us yet
unseen. And I would just like to get your reaction to that concern.

Ms. DEPARLE. Well, the risk adjustment system I think over time
is the right direction to go in, but it is something that we need to
move slowly on.
And that is the reason why, Senator, we, have chosen to exercise
our discretion under the law to phase it in so that for this year,
we are only proposing to do 10 percent of the risk adjusted payments partly because we wanted to try to promote stability.
And I do want to say that I think it is too early to say. And I
do not want anyone here to feel that Medicare+Choice Program has
been a failure. I know some people do feel that way. I think it is
too early to say.
We have to look back at what we did last year. We made-we
changed every single thing almost about the Medicare program.
The reductions, and I feel they were very necessary. And many of
the changes we made, I think we are going to look back on them
in 5 years and think they were very good things.
But this is a very difficult time -that we are in. And I would hate
to see us make another huge change this year until we see how
this is going to work.
This is the first year that the payment system that you designed
that moves away from the AAPCC is really going to go into effect
because the blended rates will go into effect this year for the first
time. And I think it is important to see how that works before I
give you my judgment on, yes, we need to move to a new system.
But I will commit to you that we will continue to work with you
and monitor this. And we have already made some suggestions to
the committee on things we think we need to do to make this more
hospitable for plans and therefore more stable for beneficiaries as
well.
Senator MACK Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BREAUX. Can I ask a question?
The CHAIRmAN. Yes, Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. I meant to ask you about the risk adjusters for
managed care. And I take it that while we Are talking about phas-,
ing it in over 5 years, we are still using the risk adjustment based
on in-patient hospital stays which I would think that some would
make a very strong argument that that is an inaccurate reference
because managed care is basically trying to keep people out of hospitals. And yet, we are going to be reimbursing them based on inpatient hospital costs. Do you have any comments on that?
Ms. DEPARLE. Well, if that were all we were going to do is base
it on in-patient hospital data, I would agree with you, that is not
adequate. But we had to start somewhere. And that was the data
that we had and could collect from plans.
We are now beginning to collect them out-patient data. And we
will be ready in -the next couple of years to implement a system
that is based on that out-patient data as well.
And I think it is one of those things, Senator, most people who
have looked at this, most health policy experts, including I think
our colleagues at MedPAC would say you have to start somewhere.
We had to get a start on a more accurate and fairer payment methodology.
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And because we know it does not fully encompass everything
that managed care is doing, we are phasing it in a little bit at a
time, only 10 percent this coming year for that reason because it
does not fully encompass everything that they are doing.
Senator BREAUX. So that statement tells me that you still are
evaluating the best basis to use for the reimbursement rate under
the risk adjustment.
Ms. DEPARLE. We have a proposal out there. And we are starting
with that. We want to start with that in January 1, 2000, but our
proposal is to phase in. And we widll be looking at this as we go
along and working with the Congress on it as well and with the
managed care plans.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.

The time is growing late. I do have some questions I want to ask
of you, but we will do it in writing. Let me just make one comment.
As I indicated earlier, we all think we are very fortunate to have
a person of your intellect in this position and realize what an extraordinarily difficult job it is to do.
At the same time, there is a feeling that the bureaucracy is not
enthusiastic about the Medicare+Choice Program and not anxious
to see it succeed. And I would hope that you through your leadership would take whatever steps are necessary to motivate the bureaucracy because it is important that Medicare+Choice Program
succeeds.
The whole program could rise or fall on that. And so it is disturbing to think that there are those who are not enthusiastic, but
in a position to do harm if not good.
Ms. DEPARLE. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, you do have my commitment on that. And as I mentioned in my statement, one of the first
things I did last year was bring in some new leadership, including
at least two clinicians. One is a geriatrician and one is an internist
who have worked in managed care plans and one who actually ran
a managed care plan. And I wanted to bring in that expertise because I think it is so important that Medicare move in that direction.

The CHAIRMAN. I see our ranking member, Senator Moynihan is

here. Would you like to ask any question?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK
Senator MOYNiHAN. Well, thank you, sir. I have been getting my
back repaired. [Laughter.]
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 carved out direct graduate
medical education payments from the managed care rates to address the issue that managed care plans do not necessarily contract
with teaching hospitals. And it seems to me, if I understand it,
these payments are still not getting to the graduate medical facilities. Is there a problem there.
Ms. DEPARLE. There were problems in the beginning of this, Senator. And in fact, I spoke with some of the hospitals about that.
But recently, I have not heard from them. And I assume that our
friend, Ken Rasky, would have been calling me if that were the
case. So I am surprised to hear there is still a problem.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is a fair assumption. But I guess, Mr.
Chairman, that I will make the general point, as I have before,
that as you get into a more rational, market-based system for providing health care, you have the problem of how do you maintain
the teaching hospitals and the medical schools.
These are public goods, as economists say. And the market will
not provide for them. And that is why you have among other things
governments. And there is more at risk than we know just now.
And I hope that as you go forward, you keep that in mind. I am
sure you will, but it needs to be raised to a level of consciousness.
In the health legislation we had in 1993 and 1994, we were proposing to cut the number of doctors by a quarter in the Nation,
Ms. DEPARLE. I believe that is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Did you ever read it anywhere at the
time? No. And we were proposing to cut the number of specialists
by half. Is that about right?
Ms. DEPARL.E. I believe that is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Well, what if anybody came along with
a higher education plan that proposed to cut the number of chemistry professors in half? Would people say that is a good plan? That
would really show the Japanese. [Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. But grown up people proposed that. And no
one said, or at least asked, can we talk about this? It just went as
a given. And I think-well, you know what I think. Thank you very
much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. DEPARLE. Thank you.
The CHAIm AN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
Nancy, thank you for being here. And we look forward to continuing this dialogue.
Ms. DEPARLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It is now my pleasure to call forward Gail
Wilensky and Bill Scanlon. It is a pleasure to welcome both of you.
And we look forward to hearing your testimony.
Dr. WILENSKY, WE WILL BEGIN WITH YOU.
Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Welcome again.

STATEMENT OF HON. GAIEL R. WILENSKY, PH.D., CHAIR, MEDICARE PAYMENT ADVISORY COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, and other members of the committee. I am pleased
to be here to discuss the provisions of the Balanced Budget Act and
to mainly dray on the recommendations of MedPAC's report which
was sent to the Congress on March 1st. There are a lot of recommendations in there. I am not going to, of course, try to go over
all of them.,
What I thought might be useful was to break out my comments
in a couple of pieces to indicate those areas where we think the
Balanced Budget Act and/or actions by HCFA seem appropriate at
least to date and other areas where we already have some concern
either about responses from HCFA or about provisions that are in

the Balanced -Budget Act and that you may want to take some further action on.
First, let me just go through some of the areas where we think
at least to date you are not to make change yet, although in several
of these areas, we think you ought to be very careful about what
is going on. We pledge to monitor what is going on and to report
back.
In terms of the basic payments to hospitals, particularly to inpatient, we recommend that you not make any changes to what
was in the Balanced Budget Act. That has two implications. Continue as is law, but do not make further reductions as has been
proposed.
There is a tremendous amount of change that is going on. A lot
of the activity hospitals have gotten involved in like home care and
skilled nursing facilities and the movement to out-patient are being
affected by the Balanced Budget Act. We cannot really see yet the
changes because the data lags a year or two.
We suggest that you not do any further reductions until we can
see the effects of what you have already done.
Similarly, with regard to the HMOs, I want to reinforce some
themes that Nancy-Ann raised with you. We do not recommend
any change at the moment. We think the payment structure is at
least as appropriate as we could recommend now, but we are worried about what is going on. We think it is very important that we
monitor the changes, we see'who continues to participate or withdraw.
We think that there are things that HOFA can do to make it
easier to reduce the burdens, the regulatory burden, like the date
that liMOs have to report their benefit payment structure and also
to make sure that they can continue having the flexibility to charge
different amounts or have different payment benefits in counties
that receive different amounts of money from HCFA.
This is something that HCFA has been proposing to withdraw.
We think they ought to continue that flexibility.
For now, we think that risk adjustment in the slow phase-in
makes sense. It is to move relative payments right, but I am concerned about the withdrawals.
And I am concerned that the payments under the fee-for-service
and the payments under the managed care plans are starting to
grow apart. This is a bad idea. You probably are going to have to
come in and make some change, but I think it is too early to propose such a change.
We also think the PPS for nursing homes is generally in the
right direction, but there are a number of areas where we are very
concerned. And let me just highlight some of them. I would be glad
to talk about them in more detail during the question and answer.
For one thing, we are concerned about the amount of aggregation
that is going on in out-patient payments. There are two reasons for
this. In the first, there is a lot of variation of what goes on in the
bundle. Some of the services that are provided are more expensive.
And some are less expensive.
But equaliy importantly, we are going to be paying for what may
be a very similar or the same service differently if it is provided

in the out-patient setting or the doctor's office or the ambulatory
surgery center. And that is asking for trouble.
We think the payment should be as neutral as possible according
to where the care is actually provided. In the doctor's office, we pay
in a very disaggregated way for the service. And maybe, ancillary
service is almost always provided with it.
And we think that is a more sensible model to use in out-patient,
not so much because the same service is frequently provided in all
three of these settings, but because it will become more so as we
get technologically more sophisticated and we are able to provide
outside of the institutional setting.
That same philosophy has a ramification in post acute. In general, we think it is important to use the same payment system if
a service can be provided in different places.
And when it comes to rehab, we are proposing HOFA try to pay
for rehabilitation services that are provided in the nursing home in
the same way they pay them on a freestanding basis which we
think should be on a discharge basis. This is different from what
HCFA is now thinking about in terms of their proposal.
We also think some changes need to be made in terms of the acuity, the high acuity, the very sick patients in nursing homes. -We
are concerned that we are not providing enough resources. And
that will either put some patients at risk or back them up into the
hospitals and that we need to do some work on that to make sure
we can pay appropriately.
And finally, there are some areas in terms of home care that we
think need some further consideration, some clarification from the
Congress in terms of their coverage and eligibility rules.
We'continue to recommend a small co-payment, not for those
who are on any type of Federal support because of their low-income
status, to have a limit as to how much we charge them. And at the
point they reach that limit, that they would get an independent assessment by somebody who was experienced and knowledgeable in
geriatric care about the rest of their care plan program. So we balance off economic incentives with making sure that we take care
of the patient's needs.
These are the main areas, although, of course, there are others
where we have made recommendations. We would, of course, be
glad to work with the committee. We are already working with
your staffs to try to see whether we can help them as you consider
further Medicare changes. Thank you.'
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wilensky appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Dr. Wilensky. We appreciate
very much the service that you have been giving and look forward
to continuing the dialogue.
Now, it is my pleasure to call on you, Dr. Scanlon.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. SCANLON, PH.D., DIRECTOR,
HEALTH FINANCING AND PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES, HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. SCANLON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am very
happy to be here, and members of the committee. We are happy to

join as you discuss the implementation and the impact of Medicare's changes in the Balanced Budget Act. And the importance of
these changes, as you have heard today, cannot be overstated.
The BBA's constraints on provider's fees, increases in beneficiary
payments, and structural reforms will likely lower payments by
several hundred billion dollars over the next 10 years.
Changes of such magnitude obviously will have a significant impact on beneficiaries and providers. The questions we should be
asking are these impacts targeted correctly to improve program efficiency and are the associated burdens being distributed fairly?
It is still too early in BBA's short history to draw major conclusions about these issues. I would like to, however, share with you
some observations from both our past and more recent work that
will have relevance as you review this experience. I will focus first
on the Medicare+Choice Program and then some of the payment
changes for skilled nursing facilities and home health services.
Reforms of the payment methods for Medicare+Choice- plans are
underway as we have heard. They will address the methodological
flaws that have led to billions of dollars in excess payments as well
as wide disparities in payment'rates across counties.
While we look to managed care enrollment to improve the efficiency of service delivery in Medicare, the reality has been that increasing managed care enrollment was costing the program more.
A faculty risk adjuster among other things was largely to blame,
with risk adjustment being the mechanism to adjust managed care
payments to reflect the health of the enrollees and better align
those rates with the plan's likely cost.
In the past, we failed to achieve this alignment to the detriment
Of the taxpayer. In accord with the Balanced Budget Act, HCFA
has developed a new interim risk adjuster based on the available
data and is going to put it in place starting in the year 2000.
A more comprehensive risk adjuster awaits us in the year 2004.
HOFA phased approach for implementing this risk adjuster makes
sense. It recognizes the limitations of available data and will help
to avoid any sharp payment changes that could affect the benefits
that plans offer and thus diminish their attractiveness to beneficiaries.
There has been though a recent surge in 'plan dropouts from
Medicare. Attention is focused on how much these may relate to
changes in payment rates and the requirements of plans to participate in the program. The answer is not easy.
Our past work has shown that the relationship between planned
particip.A~ion and payment rates is not simple. Some areas with low
rates have enjoyed expensive plan participation and others with
high rates have had little.
We have been examining the factors involved in the recent withdrawals for both this committee and the House Ways and Means
and Commerce committees and are finding that there is also no
simple relationship between the recent withdrawals and the change
in rates or the new requirements for participation.
The circumstances of individual plans and individual markets
appear to play key roles. Indeed, as we have witnessed in these
withdrawals, there are simultaneously a significant number of

plans which have entered new areas or have applic ations pending
to do so.
Ultimately, as these rates and participation changes are assessed, we need to be sensitive to the balance between maintaining
desired access to quality care for beneficiaries and making sure
that the needed changes to plan payments are done to achieve program efficiencies.
In creating Medicare+Choice, the Balanced Budget Act also encompassed more than just plan payments. They included a mandate to develop an extensive consumer information campaign.
Over the last several years, we reported to Senators Grassley
and Breaux several times about the importance of consumer information in fostering a competitive market for health care and the
considerable difficulties that Medicare beneficiaries face in trying
to assemble consistent comparative information- about their health'
plan choices.
Informed choices are going to become particularly important as
BBA phases out the beneficiaries opportunities to disenroll from a
plan on a monthly basis and move towards the private sector practice of holding an annual open season.
HOFA has only piloted some of its information and campaign initiatives. And certain problems did develop. It is critical now that
we refine these efforts to make them more useful and effective for
beneficiaries.
On the program fee-for-service side, the Balanced Budget Act's
mandate to replace cost-based reimbursement methods with respect to. payment systems constitutes another major program reform.
The phase-in of prospective payments for skilled nursing facilities began on schedule, as you have heard, last July. However,
flaws in the design of the rates and faulty data used to set the rate
levels may compromise both the ability to slow spending growth
and the assurance that facilities receive appropriate rates for beneficiary care.
HOFA's development of a prospective payment system for home
health has fallen behind the original schedule, but the interim payment system with similar spending containment objectives is now
in place.
We have been monitoring the impact of the interim payment system and are finding some data are instructive. More than 1,000
agencies, as you have heard, have closed since October of 1997.
However, because of the dramatic expansion in the number of
agencies occurring between 1994 and 1997, there are still a larger
number of agencies participating in Medicare than there were in
October of 1995.
Home health agencies serving Medicare beneficiaries currently
number about 9,000. We have not detected any signlificant impact
on beneficiary access to home health care from eithr the closures
or the interim payment system.
Because an agency's capacity can increase quickly by adding
staff, it is often possible the staff and the patients of an agency
that closes. Nevertheless, because comprehensive data on home
health are not readily available, we are continuing to monitor the
situation for this committee, as well as for the House Commerce

and Ways and Means Committee and will provide you evidence on
our results relatively soon.
In conclusion, I would like to mention that HOFA's efforts to put
the BBA provisions in place have been extensive and noteworthy.
They have made considerable progress. At the same time, they
have encountered certain obstacles, such as the intense pressure to
deal with the year 2000 computer problem and the need to cope
with gaps in experience, expertise, and essential data..
Given the importance, however, of the success in achieving the
objectives of BBA, we hope that HCFA can surmount these challenges and refine and build on its past efforts.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to answer
any questions you have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scanlon appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Scanlon.
Dr. Wilensky, you just said that allowing the Medicare+Choice
payments to grow apart from the fee-for-service payments is a bad
idea. So would you recommend increasing the fee-for-service payments or the Medicare+Choice payments or both?
Dr. WILENSKY. Well, let me sure you understand why they are
growing apart. It used to be that we paid for the HMOs, for the
Medicare+Choice according to what the payments in the traditional
Medicare program were. And that resulted in very wide differences
in terms of, let's say, what Nebraska was paid versus what was
paid in some parts of Florida, som parts of New York, some parts
of California.
In an effort to try to bring that together, to reduce that variation,
we put a floor. And we put the floor in place by slowing down the
rate of growth to a very slow rate in the high-spending counties to
2 percent at a minimum.
So now what happens is traditional Medicare is growing at 5 or
6 percent per year. And the other payments are going to only grow
2 percent.
There are really two ways you can go about it. One is you can
go back and put them together which, of course, would mean these
wide variations. And the second is you can completely restructure
how you think about paying and paying it in terms of what you are
spending person. This gets into the kinds of changes that some
members of your committee have been devoting a lot of time to.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Yes.

Dr. WILENSKY. I do not want to enter that fray voluntarily. But
it is a different way of looking at how you spend for patients.
This is an issue I raised with the Congress, actually pleaded with
the Congress not to do before you passed BBA, to set up a payment
where what youp spent under the Medicare+Choice or whatever you
called was going to be much higher in some counties than traditional fee-for-service. That is true in Nebraska and Iowa.
And that fact that you have not had some plans come in is true
for the moment. They will disrupt markets if they do. And equally
important in Florida and southern California and some parts of
New York, you are going to start seeing the HMOs growing at very
slow payments, 2 percent on a reduced growth basis. That is really
pretty unreasonable growth rate. At the same time, traditional,

Medicare is going to bb growing at 5 or 6 percent, even though this
year it was very slow.
So it is either togo back to where you were or think about Changhow you pay traditional Medicare in paying on a per capita
ing
basis. It will -force you to reco *uzethat Medicare, a national program pays very differently not because people have different health
status and not because of cost of living differences, those are legitimate reasons to pay differently, but because how health care is delivered varies enormously across the country. This is not going to
be an easy problem to solve.
The CHAIRmAN. Let me ask you this. There seems to be conflicting beliefs on whether current payments to Medicare+Choice
plans are adequate. As we all know, there are a number of working
elements of the payment formula that should be examined to determine this risk adjustment just being one.
Dr. WILENSKY. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Can MedPAC adopt a comprehensive analysis of
all the payment elements together to determine whether payment
levels are adequate?
Dr. WILENSKY. Yes, we can. And we will in fact do that and report back to the committee. We do think that the comments that
have been made that it is more than just payment which can drive
plans to leave. Sometimes, they make bad decisions. There may be
regulatory burdens that HOFA could lighten up on and not put
beneficiaries at risk.
But we are concerned about the withdrawals that have occurred
to date and that may occur in the future. And we will look at that
issue and report back to you.
The CHIRMAN. We would appreciate that very much.
Doctors, we may have -some more questions we will submit in
writing.
Dr. WILENSKY. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Scanlon of GAO has released a number of reports recently on home health care involving issues with respect to
the interim payment system and on the role of surety bonds. Would
you please discuss the use of surety bonds in the home health
agencies? And in addition, would you please elaborate on your work
on beneficiary access?
Dr. SCANLON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The surety bond provision was
included in the Balanced Budget Act. There was a requirement
that HCFA have each home health agency obtain a surety bond of
at least $50,000.
It was done at the time because there was considerable concern
about the rapid growth in -the numbers of home health agencies
and the fact that the requirements for becoming a home health
agency were some minimal. We were witnessing agencies becoming
participants in Medicare care after having served only one patient
and not having any confidence that they were really organized as
solid businesses.
So the idea of a surety bond was proposed with the sense that
the surety companies -would provide a check in terms of assessing
whether this really was a solid business before we let them into the
program.

I think that that is something that the surety bond does provide
is that there is a check as to whether or not these are businesses.
It is not a check of whether or not they are going to be capable
home health agencies.II
The other concern we had was with the way HCFA instituted the
requirement in that they did not limit themselves to requiring the
$50,000 surety bond. It required that surety bonds be equal to
$50,000 or 15 percent of an agencies Medicare revenue. Yet, there
was no evidence that largerfagencies were more likely to be engaged in-have a problem of defaulting sort of on repayment of
overpayments.
As a result, we recommended that HCFA limit the bond to
$50,000 which they have indicated that they will. We have also
suggested to -the Congress that you consider -making the requirement that something as a temporary requirement that new agencies have to have, but once an agency has demonstrated they are
functioning well as an ongoing business, that the requirement can
be removed.
With respect to the studies that we have been doing of access,
as I indicated, it is hard to do this work in part because comprehensive data are not readily available on who is using home
health services and who is not. We have been interviewing in a
number of areas where there have been more closure of agencies,
where there has been changes in utilization, trying to identify if
there are any access issues.
We have identified that there are some, but they are not related
to the interim payment system. They are problems that have existed in the past for the most part. They are problems associated
with very complex patients who need highly skilled services and
there is a shortage highly skilled personnel in certain areas. And
therefore, the agencies have trouble serving those individuals.
This work though needs to continue because as you have heard
today, there is great diversity out there in terms of the circumstances of different areas in different States. And we are continuing to try and find to monitor to find any access problems that
might exist.

Dr. WILENSKY. Mr. Chairman, if I might add?
The CHAIRMAN. Please.

Dr. WILENSKY. MedPAC is doing some data collection right now
on this issue on home care access. We hope to have data available
before the end of next month and include din our access section for
our June report to the Congress, June 1st report. But we will be
able to share some of the data by the end of next month.

The CHAiRmAN. That will be very helpful.

Let me ask you, Dr. Scanlon. It is my understanding, GAO has
done a separate review of HCFA's readiness for Y2K. What is
GAO's review right now (n HCFA's readiness? Are there important
differences in perspective between GAO and HCFA?

Dr. SCANLON. As Ms. DeParle indicated, we have been engaged

in a review of their activities since last year. It is our Information
Technology Group. And initially, we were very concerned about
their preparation for the year 2000 in that there was neither sort
of appropriate comprehensive plan to deal with it in terms of
changing the computer systems nor sort of contingency planning to

deal with the event either internally or external systems that one
needed to interact with had been modified and that there was still
an imperative that one be able to pay claims and pay health plans.
We were heartened by their progress. They have under Ms.
DeParle's leadership made considerable progress in addressing the
Y2K problem. And as she indicated, their internal systems are
compliant.
External systems though, our view is not as optimistic as
HCFA's. And they have indicated that 55 of their 78 systems are
compliant. They are substantially compliant, but in computers
small differences can have a huge impact in terms of their operations. So fixing those last sort of elements to make them fully
compliant is regarded as very important on our part.
Further, we think that they need to-once these systems have
been fully modified, they need to be able to conduct a comprehensive end-to-end test to be able to understand are they all going to
work in unison. That is key before we can be comfortable about the
year 2000.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume you are going to be continuing your review.
Dr. SCANLON. We are continuing that work. It is being done at
this point for the Aging Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I would hope that you would let us know what
progress is being made.
Senator MoyNiHAN.
Senator MoyNiHAN. All right. I have just two quick questions,
but to Dr. Wilensky. We have heard that MedPAC is beginning to
develop a report on graduate medical education.
Dr. WILENSKY. Yes.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Could you tell us something about that?
Dr. WILENSKY. Yes. One of our requirements when we were established as part of the Balanced Budget Act was to issue a report
to the Congress in August of 1999 on graduate medical education.
And we will have that to you in several months.
Senator MoyNiHAN. All right.
Dr. WILENSKY. So we are looking specifically at issues of payment rates and appropriateness for direct and indirect medical education and something about our view of the system that would result if they were changed according to various options. And we will
have a report to you on that basis.
Senator MoyNiHAN. In August?
Dr. WILENSKY. In August.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Good. I mean, I hope you share my view that
when you are dealing with this branch, this sector of the health
care system, you are not dealing with a market arrangement,,
which is increasingly the case elsewhere and that we have to provide for this task to be done as you provide for the public good as
a market commodity.
Dr. WiLENSKY. We are certainly concerned about the comprehensiveness of the changes that are affecting teaching hospitals as well
as other hospitals in trying to look at in terms of an in toto as to
what is going on with these institutions and what would happen
with any chan~ge.
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Senator MOYNiHAN. Could I just offer the thought that there is
no mystery about it? The cost of a teaching hospital is higher than
the costs of other hospitals.
Dr. WILENSKY. Yes.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Then, therefore, HMOs make the rational
market decision. And suddenly, you do not have a teaching hospital. You cannot have a medical school, etcetera, etcetera.
Dr. WILENSKY. No, but we are concerned especially to look at the
two pieces because we think they are very separate. The indirect
medical education which reflects the higher cost of teaching hospitals, there is no question that they do have higher cost, to look
at that and whether or not we seem to be paying in a reasonable
way and who else might pay and also to look separately at the
issue of direct medical education in terms of the training. So we
are trying to look at these as issues both in terms of Medicare, Federal Government obligations and other obligations.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Well, good. We look forward to your report
Ancf if I could just ask Dr. Scanlon, a matter that Senator
Breaux has been concerned about, the managed care industry is
sying that last year was just the beginning of what we should expect-in the way of HMOs withdrawing from Medicare. Do you have
any feeling for that?
Dr. SCANLON. Not-a good prognosticator, but I do think we are
involved in a major shift in the market. The Medicare program has
signaled that it is not willing to continue the payment levels of the
past which as I have indicated frankly ended up costing the program more. If beneficiaries had remained in fee-for-service, we
would have saved money as opposed to when they did join HMOs.
So we did need to make that kind of a change.
Now, what is going to be the consequence in terms of plans' willingness to serve as well as most importantly the benefits that they
are willing to offer beyond the traditional package is something
that we do need to be focusing on.
Beneficiaries still may find that when the benefits change and
prem iums are being charged that it is advantageous to be in a
HMO as opposed to buying a MediGAP policy and remaining in the
traditional program, but we have to acknowledge that we have
changed what Medicare as the customer wants to buy.
Senator MoYNiHAN. You will keep your eye on that, will you not?
Dr. SCANLON. We certainly will. _
Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRmAN. Senator Breaux.
,--Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I will try and be
brief. Thanks to both of our witness for once again being with us
and for their serious contribution to this discussion.
Gail, let me follow up with you Senator Moynihan's question
about GME, graduate medical education. Is there a way that is
being explore d that would guarantee that there is a Federal obligation to assist universities in training medical professionals that
could be achieved outside of the Medicare system?
Some of the ideas that have been explored is to say, all right,
this is a national Federal obligation to do this. It is in the interest

of this country just like it is in the interest of us to have a strong
national defense or a strong maritime industry. It is in the interest
of the country to have good doctors. And therefore, it is an obligation to help pay for their training and education.
Is there a way to do it outside of Medicare which creates problems in many, many areas? Some discussion has been given to
making it a mandatory entitlement which would be guaranteeing
that there would be an appropriation that would be guaranteed by
the government, to in fact fund it which would mean that everybody
in the country is participating in paying for it as opposed just to
people in the Medicare program.
Dr. WILENSKY. We are definitely looking at the issue of Medicare
continuing to pay as it has p id or Medicate paying in some other
fashion versus the Federal Gvernment taking on a role outside of
Medicare.
I do not have a sense yet about where our commission is going
to come down in terms of such recommendations. We obviously do
not have too many more meetings until we have to try to see
whether there is a consensus, but we will look at the issue of Federal non-Medicare versus Medicare.
I have been worried about having this in the Medicare program
since I was HCFA administrator because the fiscal problems of
Medicare have not been a secret. I mean, this was something we
could all see coming down the pike. And therefore, what, if anything, it should suggest :for graduate medical education is a longstanding issue. Again, I do not know where we will come.
Senator BREAUJX. Is your commission required to have a super,
super majority to make a recommendation? [Laughter.]

Dr. WILENSKY. It is not.
Senator BREAUX. Just a simple majority?

Dr. WILENSKY. It actuallySenator BREAUX. A little like Congress.
Dr. WILENSKY. It has tried very much to have a consensus, but
we have on rare occasions taken a vote. And do we have the ability
if we choose to make a recommendation on the basis ofSenator BREAUX. I tell you, I meani, I appreciate the work that
you are doing. It will be well documented. I am concerned that it
is not going to be here until August. I think that their recommendia'tion may be very helpful to the Congress as we hopefully
pursue an effort to do something on Medicare reform this year as
opposed t~o the fruitless effort of trying to do next year. And we can
really benefit from it as soon as you can get that to us because it
may well be helpful, I mean, other means.
I mean, we have discussed this time and again. I mean, once
again, we are right in the middle of the mess of trying to figure
out how to handle BBA 1997. I mean, this is a short-term, in your
face, right now problem. And we see it being extended.
And Nancy is having to phase it in over 5 years and looking at
different risk adjustments. And all of this is just so terribly, ter..ribly complicated. Once we get all of this in place, we are going to
have it change it again. That is the unfortunate thing about it.
I really appreciate both of you and your departments being involved in monitoring and helping us to find out what is going on.
I mean, you also helped HCFA in sort of watching what they do
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and reporting it from an outside perspective. Ana that is very, very
important.
I have underlined and colored and everything else everything
both of you have said. So I thank you for your contribution.
Dr. WILENSKY. You are welcome.
The ChkiRMAN. Senator Breaux speaks for all of us appreciating
your contributions. And we look forward to continuing to work with
you. Thank you for being here.
Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you very much.
Dr. SCANLON. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:08 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]
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U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.

The meeting was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in
room SD-2 15, Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the'committee) presiding.
Also p resent: Senators Chafee, Grassley, Moynihan, Baucus,
Rockefeller, Kerrey, and Robb.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE,, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
The CHAIRmhAN. The committee will please be in order.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, before the committee begins
its formal program this morning, I wonder if I might offer the congratulations of our side to you on the announcement that you'are
going to run for a sixth term in the United States Senate. There
must have been two or three people like that in our history. But
within the limits of partisan prudence, we wish you every success,
and the staff also.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Well, I appreciate those gracious remarks, Pat. And I will be sure to get you up to Delaware during
the campaign. [Laughter.]
As I started to say, over the past several weeks, we have focused
on preparn Medicare for future generations of Medicare beneficiaries. An I am very grateful for the interest and participation

of the members of this committee and for the contributions that

nearly 50 witnesses have made thus far in helping us lay the
groundwork for the important legislation that hopefully we are
about to begin drafting.
Today and tomorrow, we are taking a break from our series of
hearings on the Medicare of the future to take a close look at the
program serving Medicare beneficiaries now.
Nearly 2 years ago, Congress passed and the President signed
into law the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 which made significant
changes to the original Medicare Fee-for- Service Program, and
which, of course, created the Medicare+Choice Program. And since
(41)

its passage, HOFA has issued rather numerous regulations implementing this law.
During our 2-day series, we will hear from a number of witnesses
about the Medicare Program on how Medicare beneficiaries have
been impacted by this law and the resulting regulations.
Today, we will focus on the Medicare+Choice Progrm, a program which I believe is serving as a laboratory for Medicare reform
and which many believe is a foundation for what will be a reformed
Medicare Program. For this reason, it is critical for us to assess
how well the Medicare+Choice is serving its beneficiaries and to
determine what steps, if any
are necessary to make
Medicare+Choice work better for the 6 million and growing beneficiaries now enrolled.
Specifically, I have asked the witnesses invited today to discuss
the impact on beneficiaries of the recent ongoing withdrawals from
the Medicare+Choice Program and how the Health Care Financing
Administration's proposed health-based risk adjustment methodology could worsen this impact.
Next, I am pleased to call on our ranking member, Senator Moynihan.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MoyNiHAN. Mr. Chairman, once again we thank you for
the careful attention to the actual results of legislation as against
the prospects. We passed the Balanced Budget Act in 1997. We
made these changes. And how are they coming?
Dr. Scanlon will appreciate this. We have learned about the complexity of managing our National health system. We learned last
week about the number of pages of regulations that HCFA had
issued, about 150,000, or 3 times the length of the impermeable Internal Revenue Service Code which suggests it is a daunting issue.
And it is not anyone's fault, but it may be a systemic problem.
I know that in my State of New York, we find the number of persons on Medicaid going down to be a good thing or inadvertently
not. And we would like to hear from all of you. We very much respect your work. And we thank you for coming.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Pat.
We are very pleased to welcome two panels of distinguished witnesses today. Testifying on our first panel is Michael Hash who is
Deputy Administrator of HCFA; Steven Lieberman, Executive Associate Director of the Congressional Budget Office; and William
Scanlon who, of course, is Director of Financing and Public Health
Issues of the GAO.
Mr. Hash.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL HASH, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON,
DC

Mr. HASH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senator Moynihan and
distinguished members of the committee, we want to thank you for
the opportunity to come here today and to discuss our progress in
implementing the Medicare+Choice Program.

Successful implementation of Medicare+Choice is a very high priority for us at HCFA. We meet regularly with beneficiary- advocates, industry representatives, and others to discuss ways to improve the Medicare+Choice Program. We have approved 15 new
Medicare+Choice plans and have also approved 17 expanded service areas for existing contracting plans since last November. And
the total Medicare+Choice enrollment is now 100,000 higher than
it was before some plans decided to not renew their contracts last
fall.
The Balanced Budget Act, as all of you know, put into place a
new payment system which addresses problems with the old systems for paying heal th plans. The new system breaks the link to
the fee-for-service payment system and fee-for-service costs. That
link, as you know, has caused wide disparities in payments to
plans across the country and the availability of plans to beneficiaries.
In the year 2000, calendar year 2000, the new payment system
will begin to risk adjust payments to better account for the health
status of the enrollees in each of the contracting plans.
Now, there is considerable evidence that we have and continue
to pay health plans more than what is warranted by their enrolled
population because our payments have not been adjusted for the
expected costs of those Medicare enrollees.
One study put the magnitude of these overpayments at $2 billion
a year. That is why risk adjustment will not be and cannot be
budget neutral. The whole reason for proceeding with risk adjustment and specifically with risk adjustment that is not budget neutral is that Medicare has not been paying health plans accurately.
We are in phasing, as I think you know, our risk adjustment
methodology over a 5-year period in order to provide for a smooth
transition and to avoid untoward disruptions. Only 10 percent of
our planned payments for next year will reflect the risk adjustment
methodology.
How risk adjustment will change total payments to health plans
depends, of course, on how the plans themselves react in terms of
their enrollment. Risk adjustment significantly changes the incentives for plans and could well lead to the enrollment of beneficiaries with greater health care needs. That would result in plans
receiving higher payments than they do today.
~Payment changes will be further buffeted by an annual payment
update of the rates for the year 2000 of 5 percent as well as the
implementation of the blended payment rates in a very substantial
number of the counties who were eligible for blended payments in
the past. And that will provide substantially more funding in areas
that have historically had lower health plan capitation payments.
As you know, some Medicare HMOs did not convert to the
Medicare+Choice last year. And others in fact reduced their service
area substantially. Some plans are likely to reduce service this
coming year, as well. We are, of course, as I know you are, concerned about the business decisions that plans make to reduce participation in the Medicare4 Choice Program, but it is important I
think to put those decisions in a context.
The vast majority of Medicare HMOs did in fact convert and sign
Medicare+Ohoice contracts last year. There are now, as I men-

tioned a moment ago, more Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in private health plane than there were before the withdrawal of plans
last year.
And plans that withdraw do so I think for reasons well beyond
the BBA payment policies. For example, many of them had weak
market positions. They had commercial pressures for things like
the increasing cost of prescription drugs or they found themselves
in unfavorable contracts with their provider networks.
A comprehensive review by the General Accounting Office which
I know Dr. Scanon will be talking about confirms that many market factors contributed to p lan withdrawals.
Moreover, it is our understanding that the Federal Employees
Health Benefit Program had similar experience with plan pull-outs
last fall. In several instances, plans that withdrew from the
Medicare+Choice Program also with-drew from the same specific
counties that FEHBP plans did last year.
This all suggests that plan withdrawals have more to do with internal plan and larger marketplace interest than with Medicare
rates or regulation. In fact, a certain amount of market volatility
is expected when you rely on the private sector participation in the
Taiswhy it is essential to preserve a strong public sector feefor-service program in Medicare. That is why the President's budget includ,-s proposals to protect beneficiaries from disruptions if in
fact plans withdraw from participation. And that is why we have
provided for earlier notification of beneficiaries in the case of plan
withdrawals.
We look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and the
committee on legislation that the President has proposed to broaden access of Medicare beneficiaries to supplemental Medigap policies if they lose their Medicare+Choice options and to allow new
enrollees, including those with end stage renal disease to move to
another Medicare+Choice plan if one is available.
We want to thank you again for holding this hearing. And I
would be happy at the appropriate time to any questions that you
or other members of the committee may have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hash.
Mr. Lieberman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hash appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF STEVEN LIEBERMAN, EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, WASHINGTON,,DC
Mr. LIEBERMAN.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, Sen-

ator Moynihan, and members of the committee, it is a pleasure to
be here this morning. I ask that you place my written statement
on the enrollment and payment issues in the record,
The CHAIRMAN. All statements will be included as if read.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. T1, ank you. This morning, I will focus on three
Points that are descr~eed more fully in my written statement. First,
will summarize CBO's projection of Medicare+Choice enrollment.
Next, I will analyze the role of financial incentives and the BBA
payments in Medicare+Choice. And then I will conclude by discussing risk adjustment briefly.

In the years leading up to the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, enrollment in Medicare managed care plans grew explosively. The
growth rate peaked at 36 percent in 1996. Since then, the growth
in Medicare+iChoice enrollment has slowed substantially. Currently, 16 percent of all Medicare beneficiaries have joined
Medicare+Choice plans.
OBO projects that the proportion of beneficiaries in
Medicare+Choice will almost double by the year 2009, reaching 31
percent. That projection assumes an annual growth rate of almost
9 percent. Although still impressive, that rate of growth is substantially below the pre-BBA experience.
Let me now turn to financial incentives. For enrollment, to grow,
beneficiaries must have incentives to switch from traditional feefor-service to competing Medicare+Choice plans. If beneficiaries are
given the choice of high-quality health plans that offer better benefits or lower cost than traditional Medicare, enrollment in
Medicare+Choice will grow sharply. However, if consumers have no
choice of plans or if the plans offer unattractive benefits, high cost,
or poor quality, beneficiaries will remain with fee-for-service Medicare.
Many Medicare+Choice plans pay physicians and other providers
by passing through a fixed percentage of the monthly Medicare
capitation payment. Under capitation arrangements, physicians are
cost centers. Providing more services increases only their costs, not
their revenues. In contrast, under fee-for-service payment arrangements, physicians are revenue centers. Providing more services
generates more fees.
As businesses, providers and health plans will participate in
Medicare+Choice only if they can get an adequate return-at a
minimum, if they can at least cover their costs. If payments are
seen as inadequate, providers and health plans will tend not to
participate in Medicare+Choice.
Lower payment updates will limit the extra benefits that health
plans offer. If health plans eliminate prescription drug benefits or
if they require hefty monthly premiums instead of zero premiums,
fewer beneficiaries will enroll.
The
BBA has
substantially reduced the growth in
Medicare+Choice payments by tying annual payment updates to
the rise in fee-for-service spending. Reform of traditional
Medicare+Choice has a secondary effect of lowering the payments
to health plans.
In addition, the BBA specifically cut Medicare+Choice spending
in three ways. First, the annual payment updates were reduced
below the growth in fee-for-service spending from 1998 through
2002. Second, the amounts associated with graduate medical education are gradually being eliminated. And third, HCFA has reduced payments by about 0.2 percent to finance informing beneficiaries about coverage options.
To address the wide variation in local Medicare+Choice rates
that Mr. Hash referred to, the BBA blended local and national payment rates. That blending provision substantially redistributes
money from areas with high rates to those with low rates, but on
a spending-neutral basis.

The BBA also directed HOFA to implement risk adjustment.
Until this year, OBO had assumed that Medicare+Choice payments
that would be adjusted for risk would be instituted on a spendingneutral basis, that is, without changing total outlays. But the principal inpatientldiagnostic cost group (PIPIDCG) risk adjuster being
phased in by HCF5A will reduce Medicare+Choice spending by 7.6
percent when it is fully implemented.
Starting in 2004, HCFA anticipates implementing the second
stage of risk adjustment, which will further reduce payments. As
planned, risk adjustment will reduce Medicare+Choice spending by
15 percent annually.
Payment reductions related to risk adjustment on the order of 15
percent would be likely to cause sharp drops in both participating
plans and enrollment. Neither the CBO baseline nor enrollment
projections assume full savings from risk adjustment.
The costs of providing services to Medicare beneficiaries vary
enormously. The most expensive 5 percent of beneficiaries each
have an average annual cost of over $70,000, which is more than
10 times the average cost for the typical beneficiary. That top 5
percent of beneficiaries cost almost as much as the remaining 95
percent of the program. Those enormous variations in cost make
risk adjustment both extremely important and exceptionally difficult.
HOFA deserves credit for developing the PIP/T)CG system. Although superior to demographic adjustment, PIPIDCGs have serious limitations. Achieving significant improvements will be a difficult and far from certain accomplishment.
An alternative to statistically adjusting payments is to adjust the
level of risk borne by the payment pool. A variety of approaches are
currently being used in other settings. They include partial capitation, disease or condition-specific carve-outs, and stop-loss or reinsurance coverage. Those approaches might -balance incentives to
overprovide services versus to stint on care. They also might operate better in a market dominated by small risk pools.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer questions at the appropriate time.

The CH.4muAAN. Thankyou, Mr. Lieberman.

Dr. Scanlon.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lieberman appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. SCANLON, PH.D., DIRECTOR,
HEALTH FINANCING AND PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES, HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. SCANLON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And Senator
Moynihan and members of the committee, I am pleased to be here
today to discuss the implementation of the BBA payment reforms
in the Medicare+Choice Program. Through this program, the Balanced Budget Act furthers the use of a choice-based model of providing Medicare benefits and addresses some of the deficiencies of
the former risk contract program. It encourages the wider availability of HMOs across areas and permits other types of health
plans to participate in Medicare.

The BBA also seeks to pay health plans more appropriately than
before under the old AAPPC fomua which we and others have
pointed out paid HIMOs too much. The conundrum we have is how
to balance appropriate payment with an opportunity for
Medicare+Choice plans to prosper and to serve beneficiaries with
a richer benefit package.
The HMO industry is concerned that BRA payment changes are
too severe, citing plan withdrawals from Medicare+Choice last year
as evidence of the BBA's adverse effects. Today, my comments will
attempt to address these concerns, providing you some helpful information as you examine whether modifications to the BRA payment changes are needed.
First, there is the issue of what the rates paid Medicare+Choice
plans have changed and why those changes were deemed important. At the outset, it is important to note that BBA payment reforms involve a mixture of changes. Some provisions actually raise
payments, both in the aggregate as in the case of the BRA's fixing
of the 1997 rates as the base for future payment, and certain localities as the result of the BRA floor rate for counties.
Using 1997 rates as the base means that a forecast error built
into those rates created a $1.3 billion cushion that will be in the
base for future health plan payments. Most attention is focused on
the reductions that have or will occur due to the offsets of the annual increases, the new risk adjustment method, and the carve-out
of graduate medical education payments.
The offsets in the new risk adjusters are meant to address the
excess payment problems that have resulted from HMO enrollees
being healthier on average than their fee-for-service counterparts.
As you have heard, considerable research has been done on this
subject, both by ourselves and others. And as Mr. Hash indicated,
the 1997 PBRC estimate pegged the level of overpayment at $2 billion annually. And our work show that the excess rather than decreasing as HMO participation grew, it was increasing.
The offsets to annual increases do remove some of those excess
payments, but not totally. Further, they are across-the-board reductions. And excess payments vary considerably by area and plan.
Implementing adequate risk adjusters will be the key to fully addressing the excess payments in a targeted way that is protective
of both plans and beneficiaries.
The second issue is what impacts these rate changes will have
even if they are appropriate to correct for favorable selection on
plans and beneficiaries. Attention has focused on the plans' withdrawals last year and the changes in additional benefits that plans
offered as well as the potential for future withdrawals and future
benefit changes.
We have reviewed these changes and reported to you and the
Commerce and Ways and Means committees on them. We found
that the withdrawals, as Mr. Hash indicated, were clearly related
to how the plan expected to fare in the Medicare+Choice Program
given local market conditions.
The changes in Medicare+Choice rates undoubtedly played a
role. However, plans withdrew from high-rate counties as well as
low-rate counties and from counties which had experienced large
increases in rates. Factors besides rates appeared to be important

as the withdrawing plans tended to leave markets in which they
had recently entered, markets with strong competition, and markets where they had limited enrollment. A third of the time when
plans left a county, they had fewer than 100 enrollees in that county.
We found that while approximately 100 plans withdrew or
changed their service areas in 1998, subsequently 40 plans have
been approved or applied to participate in Medicare+Choice. The
net effect if all these plans participate will be that more beneficiaries have access to a managed care plan in 1999 than did in
1998.
The prospect of future withdrawals does exist. And some have
been announced. Those that we have reviewed follow the pattern
that has been observed last year. Multiple factors appear to have
made staying in Medicare+Choice in certain..counties unattractive.
Some have speculated about the total number of plans likely to
withdraw. At this point, those estimates seem to be largely speculation.
The second concern is that, what will happen to the additional
benefits plans offer that have been so attractive to beneficiaries?
We were able to analyze changes in whether plans offered particular benefits, such as prescription drugs or dental care. And we
found very modest changes in the benefit offering.
However, our analyses could only determine whether a benefit
was being offered, not the depth of coverage. In addition, plans had
requested an opportunity to change benefit packages after their
original May 1st ACR filings last year and were not allowed to do
SO.
Plans have offered additional benefits both for competitive reasons and because Medicare requires that when they can provide
the traditional Medicare benefit package for less than the Medicare
rate, those additional monies or savings must be given to enrollees
in the form of additional benefits or escrowed.
Prior to EBA, plan-supplied information indicated that the savings averaged about 13 percent of payments in 1997. We have
begun an analysis of the 1999 information to see how the BBA affected those savings. For Los Angeles County, one of the areas with
high rates, the savings currently averaged 21 percent of Medicare
payments. And plans are continuing to offer additional benefits valued at about $117 per member per month.
In closing, let me ask what are the overall conclusions to be
drawn from this type of information? What should -be our reaction
in terms of how Medicare+Choice plans, beneficiaries, and taxpayers have been impacted?
Adjusting plan payments so that the program pays no more for
a Medicare+Choice enrollee than for a traditional Medicare beneficiary with the equivalent health status is going to mean smaller
payments and most likely lower profits for plans as well as fewer
supplementary benefits for enrollees.
These consequences raise the question of whether the benefits of
encouraging managed care warrant changes in BBA payments to
protect plans and a fraction of the Medicare beneficiary population
enrolled even when those increases result in -Medicare spending

more on a Medicare+Choice beneficiary than on a traditional Medicare beneficiary.I
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer. any questions you or members of the committee may have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scanlon appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Scanlon.
Mr. Hash, could you please discuss any work HCFA has done to
assess the impact that proposed risk adjustment will have on
Medicare+Choice beneficiaries, particularly during the second,
third, and fourth year of the phase-in?
Mr. HASH. Mr. Chairman, in putting together the risk adjustment methodology, we did do assessments of the impact at the aggregate level of what the phase-in of the so-called PIP/DCG methodology would mean. As you know, for the coming year 2000, we
will only be using 10 percent of risk adjusted payments for purposes of determining the capitation rate for our health plans.
What we are attempting to do as we design the methodology was
to rule out those diagnoses that we were going to adjust for that
were discretionary or did not involve hospitalizations. We ruled out
any adjustment for 1-day hospitalizations.
We took a number of steps to ensure that the adjustment really
focused on that subset of Medicare enrollees with the most significant health care cost which is something like 13 or 14 percent of
the beneficiary population. So it is obviously focusing on that subset of Medicare beneficiaries who are expected to have very substantial health care costs.
The CHAJRmAN. Let me ask you this: what steps would you recommend to promote more growth in the Medicare+Choice Program?
Mr. HASH. Well, I think one of the key ingredients to increasing
participation is our education program, that is to say making beneficiaries much more aware of what their choices are, what are the
additional benefits, what the opportunities are to receive their
Medicare benefits through private plans.
That is why we have obviously invested so much in the National
Medicare Education Program because our evaluation of that effort
revealed to us that many beneficiaries have very limited knowledge
about Medicare+Choice as well as the basic the Medicare Program
itself.
We found that over half of the beneficiaries in a survey that we
conducted thought that going into a Medicare HMO meant leaving
the Medicare Program. And we need to obviously do a more comprehensive job of educating the beneficiary community. And I think
that will be very important in terms of increasing participation.
The CHAiRmA1N. Let me turn to you, Dr. Scanlon, on this question. I understand that the GAO is also trying to determine if
HCFA- is adequately informing Medicare beneficiaries of their
Medicare+Choice options. Do you think that this new program is
easy to digest for most beneficiaries? And do you have any recommendations for HCFA in this area?
Dr. SCANLON. We have been looking at this question. In fact, we
have been looking at with--Senator Grassley as part of his work on
the Aging Committee, and have reported to him and Senator
Breaux many times on that.

Our concern is that regardless of what we try, this program remains complex. And there is going to be a variety of types of information that beneficiaries are going to need in order to be fully and
appropriately educated about their choices.
While there are some initial steps that have been taken through
the Medicare Information Campaign in terms of providing us some
standardized information, we believe that it needs to be further established in terms -of other information that beneficiaries receive
from the plans themselves so that they are standardized and start
to use terminology that are consistent across plans so that people
can make true comparisons.
As Mr. Hash in dicated, there is nothing that probably will promote this program better than good education because a strong
market is built upon information. And we have not had that here
up to this point.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lieberman, could you p lease compare and
contrast OBO's enrollment projections for Medicare+Choice at the
was passed with what your projections are now?
the BBA
pointplease,
And
explain any changes.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. At the time of
the BBA's passage or shortly thereafter, we projected that in 2007,
enrollment in Medicare+Choice would reach approximately 36 percent of beneficiaries. We have modified that number now to about
28 percent. So the growth rate is down from 36 percent, going from
a 36 percent to a 28 percent share.
In terms of growth rates, the rate we had projected for the 10
years immediately after the BBA was about 13.5 percent. We are
now down a little bit-below 9 percent-as the annual growth rate.
We see three reasons for changing our projections.
The first reason is that, prospectively, we believe the effect of the
risk adjusters in taking dollars out of the system means that there
will be less attractive benefits being offered in some markets and
that fewer plans will be participati-.},.
The second is that the combined effects of the payment increases
have been and are continuing to be somewhat lower than people
had anticipated. And third-the reason we think is having the biggest effect in the short term-is we believe that beneficiaries have
a heightened awareness of the fact that, as Mr. Hash said in his
answer, the pressure of market forces means that plans can withdraw from the. program. And that has disrupted some expectations.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Hash.
Mr. HASH. May I comment, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Mr. HASH. I would just like to emphasize that when we look
ahead at the impact on the enrollment of the changes that are
brought about by the BBA including the implementation of the risk
adjustment methodology, the impacts that we are talking about are
based upon an assumption that the current enrollee mix, the type
of individuals who enroll in Medicare+Choice plans continues for
the next 4 years, 5 years just as it is today.
If in fact the composition of the individuals who enroll in those
Medicare+Choice, plans becomes a group of beneficiaries with more
and heavier health care needs, then in fact payments will increase
to those plans. And these estimates about the imp act of money

being removed from the Medicare+Choice Program' will be overstated if in fact the enrollment characteristics change over the next
four or 5 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Let'me turn to you again, Mr. Lieberman. In
your testimony, you did discuss some alternative risk adjustment
methods. Would you please discuss some of these other approaches
that may work better for Medicare?
Mr. Lieberman. In general, the question is, since it is so hard to
get a prospective set of statistical adjustment payments, are there
other approaches? Other approaches that have been tried include
partial capitation. I note that HCFA has a demonstration project
going on at the University of California at San Diego-the academic health center there-in which it is using partial capitation
as a way to mitigate the risk that the health plan would bear.
The second alternative that is widely used in both Medicaid and,
in fact, among Medicare HMOs is carve-outs of specific conditions,
such as solid organ transplants. And a third approach that, again,
is common inThe CHAIRMAN. Could you explain how that works?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Certainly. If, for example, for the entire risk
pool, solid organ transplants are 2 percent of total costs, one would
take 2 percent of costs-if one were to do this in an actuarially
neutral way--out of the total payments. That would lower the average payment. Then when somebody needed a liver transplant or a
heart transplant, you would pay for that separately.
The basis for payment could be entirely different from the prospective rate. There could be a case rate. One could use centers of
excellence with competitively bid prices. One could pay a portion of
cost. One could pay on the basis of DRGs. So it gives one greater
flexibility.
Very briefly, the third approach is to use stop-loss or reinsurance
coverages, which can operate at the individual level, so that you remove the cost of a catastrophically expensive individual from a
small risk pool. And one of the problems that HCFA is facing--in
the sense that it is common practice in many of the California, AFLzona, and other western markets with substantial Medicare+Choice
enrollmeint--is that the HMO's pass much of the financial risk
down to their provider groups, which have relatively small risk
pools. The problem HCFA faces is not just making the right payment to the health plan. At some level, HCFA has an interest in
making sure the right amount of money goes down to the level that
is bearing risks.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator 'Moynihan.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have had
wonderful, concise testimony. And I have understood about 10 percent of what I have heard which is about a 50 percent increase.
Just one question". I did not quite catch Mr. Lieberman, a remark
you just made about persons with catastrophic costs for organ
transplants. You spoke of centers for excellence where there would
be competitive pricing. Would you help me there? I just did not
quite hear you.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I am sorry. I covered lots of ground without explaining. I apologize. Senator Moynihan, what I was referring to
was that if, from an actuarial perspective, one pulled out the ex-

pected cost of solid organ transplants or heart transplants or whatever, HCFA could then set the average payment excluding the cost
for the condition on a prospective basis. And then, when a specific
member needed a transplant, HCFA could, in theory at least, have
a wide range of alternatives that it could choose from to pay for
it. One of the alternatives that HCFA might choose to use, which
is built on some of the demonstrations it has done, would be to bid
out the procedure using a set of criteria in which both price and
quality would be very important elements.
Senator MOYNIHAN. To bid out?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, Sir.
Senator MoyNIHN. We go back to 1992. And we are holding
hearings on the health care proposals and administration. And sitting over there are Dr. Scanlon with a Jesuit from Fordham who
said that what you are witnessing stecm
oiiaino
ei
ei
cine, and a fascinating epihar & the cmoiiaino
At the down end of the tbe,
a gentleman where Mr. Hash is
sitting who was the head of the UCLA hospital said, could I give
an example? In southern California, we now have a spot marSou
~et for
bone marrow transplants.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, Sir.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Lieberman, you are nodding.

Mr, LIEBERMAN. I spent a couple of years running managed care
operations for the University of California at San Diego. And I am
familiar with our trying to bid to get-I would not quite call it a
spot market, but it was, shall we say, a competitive market to do
organ transplants.
Senator MOYNnHAN. Yes. This is -a fundamental change in medicine. And we are accommodating to it, but I think the realization
arrived here. This began on the west coast. And it moved to the
east coast. And again, you are nodding. That meant that Washington was sort of behind. The event came rather late to Washington. But it is a profound change in medicine and in no way to
be deplored, but to be comprehended as against the previous guild
systems that we had.
Could you, sir, give us in writing just a little bit more about that
because it is of profound importance I think?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I would be happy to submit that for the record.
[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
The "commodification" of medicine poses important new opportunities, although
it also can raise serious concerns. Some meia gos and servces-such as routine
lab tests or many types of durable medical equipment-are commodities. Fee-frrservice Medicare, however, generally doesn't pay commodity prices--it may ay
more in a market than the prices paid by private purchasers (such as HMOs) t~a
effectively use competitive forces. Creating mechanisms to allow fee-for-service
Medicare to benefit from competition when purchasing commodities would save
money, and the resulting cha
sould generally not be apparent to beneficiaries.
Many pole would object if all medical services were treated as commodities. For
exampleindviduals may have a very personal relationship with their primary physician. But many expensive procedures involve physicians and patients who have
limited personal contact and virtually no ongoing relationship. Patients rarely spend
much time with pathologists or anesthesiologists. Similarly, most people don't have
ongoing relations hi ps with a transplant surgeon or an oncologist before they are referred to one by their physicians. -Carving out" solid organ transplants or coronary
artery bypass grafts from the regular program, competitively bidding the procedures, and channeling patients to 'centers of excellence" selected on the basis of

qual 'ity and price could yield better outcomes for beneficiaries while lowering Medicare costs.

Senator MoyNiHAN. And, too, I' would like to ask Dr. Scanlon and
any other member to comment on the withdrawals of health plans.
You heard that this year, there is not a reaction to BBA rate reductions alone. Market forces appear to have played a larger role. Can
you expand on that, sir?
Dr. SCANLON. Certainly, Senator Moynihan. In looking at the distribution of the withdrawals, it was clear that the plans were withdrawing from markets in which they were not doing as well as they
may have expected. The plans, they faced in many instances significant competition suggesting that other plans were finding that
market attractive, finding the Medicare+Choice rates viable. Yet, a
given plan did not want to compete against those plans.
We also found that plans were withdrawing from markets that
they had just recently entered and much more likely to do that
than in markets that they had been established in for a long period
of time.
Senator MOYNIHAN. They would test the waters?
Dr. SCANLON. Test the market and potentially find-not that we
had suggested Medicare+Choice rate changes do not matter, but
that other things matter as well. And before we had the BBA enacted, if you were to discuss a managed care plan's strategy in
terms of market development, you would understand that it was
very much of a business strategy in terms of trying to identify the
conditions under which they as a particular plan, not necessarily
as an industry, could find itSenator MoyNiHAN. They as a particular business?
Dr. SCANLON. As a particular business, but find it advantageous
to then enter a country or an area. At some subsequent point in
time, they might find that areas that they had rejected earlier,
they would now feel that they were areas in which they would like
to enter.
And I think we can -expect to see that again. There is volatility
now. Plans are reassessing their participation in different markets,
but we find that either sometimes new plans come in and replace
plans that have exited or at some future point a plan may decide
that a market is now ripe enough for them to participate.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you very much. It is very clarifying.
I am sorry. My time has run out.
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmA. Please proceed.
Senator MoyNifiA. I will just note how common it is to have experienced officials here talking about markets"
The CHAIRmAN. That is right.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Thirty years ago, we would not have talked
about markets.
The CHIRMAN. That is right.
Senator MoyNmHA. It has changed. Thank you.
The CHA1~mAN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My first two questions would be of Dr. Scanlon, but if either of the other two panelists would like to participate, they are welcomed to do it.

Your testimony emphasized that there are other factors accounting for plans withdrawing in addition to the payment rates. And
so I was especially intrested in your observation that an unusually
large number oflpns withdrew fr-om the Federal Employees
Health Benefit Program in 1998 because we are obviously looking
at that program as a model for Medicare reform.
What do you know of the reasons for those withdrawals? And
why do you consider them relevant to our decisions about
Medicare+Choice programs?
Dr. SCANLON. Well, Senator, I think that while we look to the
FEHBP Program as a potential model and in part because we recognize the advantages of plans having to compete on the basis of
price that is going to be charged to enrollees, we recognize that
also, again as Senator Moynihan indicated, this is a market in
which there are dynamics of plans coming in and out depending on
a lot of different circumstances.
Managed care generally speaking has been in more turmoil in
the past year and a half; 2 years than it was in the past. After a
period of significant growth, there has in some respects been some
market shake-out as they discovered that competing for enrollees
by offering lower premiums is not goin[ to be a sustainable strategy for the longer term. They are goingi) have to raise premiums.
This produces a reaction on the part of buyers. And so there is a
give and take that is occurring.
We have noted, as Mr. Hash said, that the pull-outs in FEHBP
in some respects mirror the pull-outs in Medicare in terms of the
areas. We have not looked in detail in terms of the economics of
any particular plan. In other words, what was the level of enrollment? What was the level of competition that they faced? We did
the detailed analysis only in the Medicare Program.
Senator GRAssLEY. Mr. Hash, did you want to comment?
Mr. HASH. I think Dr. Scanlon really identified the generic factors that we have seen. I think one factor that increasingly comes
to our attention is that plans are talking about having increasing
difficulty in their negotiations with the providers to get contracts
with them for the provision of services that are within the bounds
allowed by their income from capitation.
So I think in some marketplaces for new entrants, as Dr. Scanlon
indicated, being able to establish through contracts a provider network that is appropriately priced from the plan's point of view has
been a challenge for many of them that has not worked out successfully and has resulted in their decision to non-renew their
Medicare contract.
Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Scanlon, you made it very clear in your
comments that a major goal in 1997 was to make Medicare+Choice
an option and to do that for seniors all over the country, but also
we wanted them to know that we wanted to do that for rural areas
as well.
I know your testimony today focused primarily upon 1998. But
what lessons can we draw from that experience as we try to decide
whether the program will work in those low-payment rural areas
in the future? And if payment rates are only one of a number of
factors that influence behavior, does that mean that even the Bal-

anced Budget Act improvements will not be sufficient to get rural
seniors into the program or to have the program for rural seniors?
Dr. SCANLON. Right. We recognize very clearly the difficulties of
establishing a managed care organization in rural areas. I mean,
the fact that managed care in part is built upon being able to utilize the most efficient providers and to negotiate with providers to
accept sort of more effcient rates, so to speak, and that in rural
areas with the limited provider community that those opportunities
are not as significant. Also, the limited populations mean that it
is harder spread risks. So all of those things are problematic in
terms of setting up a managed care plan.
Now, the BBA in establishing the floor did provide a major Step
in terms of encouragement of managed care in rural areas. I thin
it is too early to determine whether or not-I should not say
whether not, but how sufficient a step it has been in terms of what
areas does that floor sort of make it attractive and adequate for a
managed care plan to operate.
The regulations that were aapplied to Medicare+Choice plans
were issued in June of 1998. And it is really sor'- of too soon to determine sort of exactly what the experience is going to be in terms
of plans organizing and locating sort of in different areas. I think
we need a little more time to be able to judge.
And then, beyond rates, we do need to identify what are the barriers and decide whether or not they are going to be something that
could be overcome.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The CHAiRMAN. Senator Kerrey.
Senator KERREY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First, I
would like to say again, but perhaps a little more clearly than I
have in the past especially now that part of the President's proposal for a new benefit has been released to the public, I am getting requests from Nebraskans to support that new benefit.
And I want to make it clear that my first order of business is
to evaluate BBA 1997 and try to determine whether or not any
modifications need to be made there. I am not sure any do, but if
they do I am prepared to make them.I
This is a very complicated system. It is very hard for us to tell
whether or not a change in the law is going to produce everything
that we want it to. And I hear these gentlemen saying that in general terms, we are enrolling more people in managed care. We are
seeing an increase in the number of enrollments.
And, Mr. Lieberman, you predict that 35 percent-what do you
predict by 2007 or 2008?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Twenty-eight percent in 2007.
Senator KERREY. So we are seeing that desired effect. Now, the
is, are we seeing cost controls? Now, we have reduced the
question
bdgetary projections for Medicare substantially as a consequence
of those changes.
And I just want to make it clear to you, Mr. Chairman, that I
think my first order of business is to try and evaluate whether or
not any changes need to be made in BBA 1997 before we go on and
start adding more benefits that might be politically fun, but might
be enormously expensive aind might reduce our capacity to maintain high-quality care in the rest of the system.

Mr. Lieberman, you have used a figure that I have heard before,
although you stated it in a way that I found it a little easier to
both understand and then retell. Approximately 5 percent of Medicare beneficiaries which would be roughly 1.8 million or 2 million,
somewhere in that range cost about what the remaining 95 percent
or 35 million or so beneficiaries cost, so roughly $70,000 per beneficiary, about $120 billion and change and about $120 billion for
the rest of them. How does that- compare to private sector insurance pools?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Senator Kerrey, my sense is-and I want to go
back and check this-but my sense is that in commercial insurance, typically the top 5 percent of enrollees-the most expensive
people-would account for anywhere from 30 percent to 45 percent
of total costs. So it is a little more skewed in Medicare but not substantially.
Senator KERREY. I will ask all three of you. Since I only have a
limited amount of time, if you could answer it briefly. Is part of the
problem that we have inadequate data? Are we dealing with inadequate data when you are trying to determine-when we are trying
to make risk adjustment work?
And I am just talking about risk adjustment. You are trying to
make risk adjustment work. We are using inpatient hospitalization
data. It seems to me that part of the problem both in evaluating
that as well as other things having to do with Medicare is just an
insufficient amount of data to determine what is going on out
there. I mean, that is what you do, you evaluate these programs
at the GAO, at the CBO, and at HOFA. Do you have good data
when you are evaluating it? Could that data be better? Is there
anything we could do to make it better?
Dr. SCANLON. The data could certainly be better. And the data
are often the major limitation. I mean, in the area of risk adjustment, we are starting now and the HOFA is starting now with hospitalizations because those are the only data available.
If we move to a situation where they have information on other
health services, even once you have done that and you have got to
worr about the processes that Mr. Lieberman's testimony indiI
cated about making sure those are clean valid data.
Subsequent to that though, you are still basing your decision as
to what the health of an individual is based on the services that
they use. Ideally, we would move to a situation where we could
measure their health directly. We are very limited in virtually ev-.
erything that we do by the information that is available.
Senator KERREY. Well, could you three gentlemen at a later time
make a recommendation, especially Mr. Lieberman, you and Dr.
Scanlon make recommendations on what we could do with law to
improve the quality of the data so that both we as policymakers
could make better decisions and HOFA, they try to make risk adjustment work?
[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
Some data that are :important to 1oicyakers should be relatively straightforward to produce. For example, HO A use to produce data annually on fee-forservice spending at the county level but has stopped doing so. Those data are critically important for understanding and evaluating Medicare trends in specific mar-

kets. Because HCFA already has the underlying information, producing the data
would not impose additional burdens on providers or beneficiaries.
In contrast, getting data to improve risk adjusters may involve imposing an added
burden on the private sector because data that are not now routinely collected
would have to be reported to HOFA. In the past, attempts to collect data that are
not produced in the normal course of business (such as complete reporting of health
care encounters) have experienced significant practical problems.
Yet even if additional data could be reliably produced, experts believe that risk
adjustment can only account for a fraction of the variation in health care costs. As
I discussed in my testimony, limitations in both data availability and statistical
methods highlight why alternative approaches- to adjusting prospective payments for
risk might be worth considering.

Senator KERREY. Basically, what they are trying to do is set the
rates so that, on the one hand, they are not excessively high; on
the other hand, they are not excessively low. You do not want them
excessively high for the 95 percent. And you do not want them excessively low for the 5 percent or you will skew the decision that
the market is making and decrease the incentives that are there
for people to legitimately go to managed care. And if you are operating only on inpatient data, I mean, I think the complaint that I
have heard that is most persuasive is that inpatient data is all by
itself not the best measurement to use.
Mr. HASH. If I could comment briefly on that, Senator Kerrey.
The reason-you are right. We agree that inpatient hospital data
is not adequate to base a full risk adjustment methodology on. The
reason we started it at that point is that the BBA actually set forth
a requirement that we could only begin to collect data for risk adjustment on hospitalization use first and then move to outpatient
and encounter data second.
But as Dr. Scanlon indicated, there are lots of questions about
making sure the data that we are getting are accurate and valid
and they have been audited. And there is this delicate balance between how much burden to put on the reporting end, meaning the
health plan and the health provider end versus our need for good
and accurate data to manage and operate the program.
Senator KERREY. And I do not want to make this sound like it
is rocket science. I know and understand that I mean I could add
either a genetic or an external accident that occurs shortly after
this hearing. And I could be at $70,000 a year. I could be costing
a substantial amount. It is very difficult to predict that. In fact, it
is impossible to predict a genetic or an external accident. And as
a consequence, it is very difficult to predict with even 50 percent
certainty what is going to happen.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Rockefeller.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hash, it is my understanding that the HCFA actuaries, that
there was a technical error in the BBA which is profoundly-it is
very interesting what you just said in fact, that we require you and
then we complain about what you then do. But due to a technical
error that you are actually apt to--the plans will receive an increase in payment of 4.2 percent that is since 1997, that they have
received that kind of an increase.
Now, leaving aside the medical inflation rates for the moment,
you verified that by nodding your head. But can you comment on
what is the history of this and how that happened?

Mr. HASH. Yes, Senator Rockefeller, I will be happy to. And in
the BBA or I should say prior to the BBA, each and every year,
the law required that the rates for managed care plans be updated
based on a projection that involved a number of estimates in advance of the year to which they would apply. But the law also provided for corrections of those estimates at the end of the actual period so that in future updates, you would adjust for any under or
over estimate based on actual experience.
In the BBA, the Congress in establishing the base for the
Medicare+Choice rates picked 1997 as the base year and did not
provide for any adjustment for the estimates related to the 1997
rates.
Once we got past 1997 and actually analyzed the real'experience
with the updates, it was determined that those rates for 1997 were
overstated by the 4.2 percent and we could not correct for that with
subsequent updates. So that 4.2 percent applies to each and every
year after 1997 and is a built inflator to those Medicare+Choice
rates.
Senator RoCKEFELLER. I appreciate that. The HIMOs tend to
claim that using inpatient data will undermine the principles, so
to speak, of managed care. Now, risk adjustment is based upon
more than just inpatient data. Yet, this is again what they tend to
focus on.
Is it not true that data for outpatient encounters is not yet available, number one? In addition to inpatient data, is HOFA not also
taking demographic characteristics, such as age, sex, Medicaid eligibility, and disability into account? Will these factors help lessen
the potential disincentive caused by using inpatient data?
Mr. HASH. Well, let me take pieces of that and answer it the best
I can, Senator Rockefeller. With regard to outpatient data, we have
not yet begun to collect it, but we expect to actually announce in
the all the specifications for the outpatient data and a schedule for
beginning to collect it because as you pointed out, we do need to
base a comprehensive risk adjustment on both inpatient and outpatient service data.
With respect to other adjustments that are made to the
Medicare+Choice rates, you are correct. And it is historic. Under
the prior statutory provisions, there were so-called demographic adjustments just like the ones you just cited. They continue to apply
to the adjustment of rates now. And on top of them, we are providing for a phase-in of a risk adjustment in addition to those demographic factors.
Senator RocKEFELLER. Others can respond.
[No response.]
Dr. Wenberg, to you, Mike also, he testified before this committee
in April. He said there is a tremendous variation the way physicians practice medicine in the United States. Of course, he is famous for his work on that at Dartmouth. And he says where there
are more hospital beds, there tend to be more hospitalizations. In
other words, in market terms, supply drives demand.
Is it not true that providers have in fact a lot of disci etion in
whether or not to hospitalize patients? And did HCFA not take this
into account when developing the risk adjustment system by excluding discretionary hospitalizations? And can you give therefore

examples of non-discretionary hospitalizations and discuss how
your proposed system will avoid unfairly discriminating against
managed care?
Mr. HASH. That is an excellent, Senator Rockefeller. I mentioned
in my opening statement that we in fact made a series of adjustments to what diagnosis we would actually use for the inpatient
hospitalization adjustment. And we -did exclude discretionary admissions. And we also excluded admissions that are less than a 1day stay.
In terms of non-discretionary, the sort of subset of diagnosis that
require hospitalization obviously runs the gamut from things like
hip fractures, folks with emphysema, or obstructive pulmonary disease, heart conditions of one kind or another and cancer.
These would conditions that would give rise to hospitalizations
and therefore would generate a higher payment under the risk adjustment methodology in the subsequent year because the data and
the evidence show that if you have a hospitalization for one of
these non-discretionary reasons, you are likely to implicate very
substantially increase d costs in the future to manage the course of
the illness or disease that 'occasioned the hospitalization.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Risk adjustment is neither an art or a
science nor potentially perfectly possible.
Mr. HASH. I would agree with that, Senator Rockefeller.

Senator RocKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you.

Senator Chafee.
Senator CI-TAEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hash, I understand there has been some discussion here regarding the reasons why managed care plans have withdrawn from
Medicare. And one of the reasons given is the cost of prescription
drugs. And I wonder if you could elaborate on that particularly in
view of the fact that people are now-it is now being suggested by
the President and others that we contemplate a Medicare prescription drug benefit. What do you foresee?
Mr. HASH. Well, I would say with respect to managed care plans
and the kind of reasons they have reported to us for withdrawing
or non-renewing in the Medicare Program, some last year cited the
very substantial increase in the cost of prescription drugs which
they were covering as an additional benefit as a reason for withdrawing or not renewing their contract.
With regard to the future, I think obviously as the President has
said on several occasions, he is committed to a drug benefit that
is a part of the basic Medicare benefit package and that the management presumably of that drug benefit in terms of its cost would
be something that we are continuing to review in our work for the
President on his proposal.
But I think he is very sensitive to the potential cost and is having us examine the range of options out there in the private marketplace where other plans that cover prescription drugs, how they
are dealing with the issue of the rising cost of prescriptions drugs
to make sure that any plan he recommends is informed by that private sector experience.
Senator CHAFEE. Did I read that the suggestion is that it is not
going to be that expensive because it is going to save a lot of money
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in hospitalization and nursing homes. And I personally think that
is wishful thinking. I mean, every time, we have gotten mixed with
prescription drugs, we have found it very, very expensive. What do
you say about, oh, it is going to be a wash, the cost will be offset
by the reduced hospitalization and reduced nursing home requirements?
Mr. HASH. Senator Ohafee, we are trying to make sure that we
review the literature and the experience with regard to the effects
of certain pharmaceuticals on the need for other kinds of services,
including hospitalizations and the like. We do not have yet a complete analysis to indicate to what extent there may be offsetting
savings.
I think it is a very complicated area because some of the advancements in pharmaceutical treatments are clearly ones that in-'
crease the cost of care while others in fact may have substitution
effects that reduce the overall cost of care, but what the net of that
is I think I am not prepared to give you a full answer on today.
But I think we all know examples of the one that comes immediately to mind is in the case of HIV and AIDS where the drug
therapy, although quite expensive has significantly reduced the
need for hospitalization for many individuals who have HIV/AIDS.
But whether the net effect of that is a savings over prior therapy
that was available including a lot of hospitalization, the literature
is not completely in on that.
But I think it is this kind of analysis that is important. Whether
or not on balance prescription drug benefits will overall reduce the
cost of care to Medicare I think is a question we still have not answered.
Senator OHAFEE. I would not be too optimistic over it. I will just
quickly, my predecessor, the Secretary of the Navy, had the
Ignatious law which was when you buy more aircraft, it is more expensive per plane. When you buy fewer aircraft, it is more expensive per plane. [Laughter.]
That is the Ignatious law. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My question really
goes to risk adjustment and the various ways we adjust and which
seems to make the most sense. I understand that HCFA has experimented with its PIP/DCG, whatever it is. I would like to have
more.
Mr. HASH. Principal Inpatient Patient/Diagnostic Cost Group.
Senator BAUCUS. Now, how do you say that?
Mr. HASH. PIP/DOG.
Senator BAUCUS. All right. Anyway, as I understand, it is the top
17 groups. There are 17 groups that are the most expensive that
are looked at.
Mr. HASH. Fifteen, I am told.
Senator BAUCUS. Fifteen. All right. And that lower payment then
for those that are not in the 15?
Mr. HASH. Standard payment.
Senator BAUCUS. Standard payment. Right. Now, just using your
best guess here, this is all pretty technical, which of the various
alternatives do you think probably tend to work better? You men-

tioned solid organ transplant, a different way to pay for adjusting
risk.
And are you expeietn wihprilcpitation? What is probto work better and what should we focus on both
ably going otn
to refine the most? Or are there going to be three or four different
-ways to do this, all operating simultaneously?. And you pick one
that seems to work the best or blend?
I am justtring to get a sense of where you think we are going
because I thin risk adjustment is going to be critically important
here as we come up with Medicare reform.
Mr. HASH. I agree, Senator Baucus. It is a very difficult question.
Mr. Lieberman has referred several-times this morning to opportunities to in effect carve out some procedures or services from the
risk pool and either reinsure them or pay for them separately or
some other way that they are removed from having to be covered
by the capitated payment itself.
I think that is why we have some demonstrations underway looking at alternatives to risk adjustment to see whether they are in
fact more effective, more easy to implement, or whatever. And I
think the jury is still out on those demonstrations as to whether
'they are proving to be effective or not.
In the meantime, our best reading of the direction in the Balanced Budget Act about what we should do with regard to risk adjustment to start with is to begin a comprehensive or a risk adjustment approach based on hospital inpatient data and then move to
more comprehensive data.

Senator BAUCUS. Right.

Mr. HASH. Now, we have provided for a transitional implementation of that because we also recognize that this is a very significant
change. We have not had a lot of experience with risk adjustment.
And we wanted to do it on an incremental basis which gives us
some op ortunity and you as well some opportunity to evaluate and
make wateverSenator BAUCUS. What is the reasonable goal to shoot for? What
percent in variability is reasonable to shoot for? From my understanding, now it is ab out 1 percent.

Mr. HASH. Right.

Senator BAUCUS. Are you trying to get 7 percent or something
like that? Some suggest 25. What is a good solid-I am not an
enemy of the good here. But what is a good solid variability number that we should aim for?
Mr. HASH. I am far from the expert on this as I ,,uspect that you
are not either, Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Right.
Mr. HASH. So I am hesitant to give you a quantitative answer,
although I just asked one of my colleagues. And I am told that sort
of a maximum that the literature would be I think in terms explaining variations in health costs would be about 25 percent. As
you can see, we are some distance from that. The tradeoffs are, of
course, ultimately things like how much information do we have to
collect?
Senator BAUCUS. I understand that.
Mr. HASH. And what is the cost of that to get to the level of precision.

Senator BATJCUS. Right. It is usually 25 percent is about the reasonable maximum?
Mr. HASH. I do not know. My
Senator BAUCLJS. I would lie to ask Mr. Lieberman 'and Dr.
Scanlon.
Mr. HASH. I would like to yield to them on that point.
Senator BAUCUS. Sure.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Senator Baucus, let me make a couple of comments. On the one hand, clearly, the PIPIDCG is better than its
predecessor. On the other hand, by most standards, it is not very
good. The man problem with the current system is how difficult it
would be to improve it. And although I think HICFA is making serious efforts to do that, it is an enormously difficult undertaking.
There are, as we discussed earlier, both data problems and data
manipulation problems.
The other part of the PIP/DOG question, though, is that there is
some very preliminary evidence that the current system- not only
suffers from a limited ability to explain variations in cost but in
some limited or specific ways, it may--and I underscore that this
is very preliminary-it may systematically disadvantage some
plans that have enrolled sicker-than-average patients.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Lieberman, my question really is, is 25 a
good number to shoot for?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. That is what the literature says.
Senator BAUCUS. What do you think?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I think that we are going to be a long time getting there. And therefore I would suggest that we need to think
about other ways to-Senator BAUCUS. All right. It sounds like it is quite difficult. But
does that suggest in the meantime we should work harder to develop incentives for quality in care?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Absolutely.
Senator BAUCUS. And how far along are we there? I mean, risk
adjustment is fairly recent it seems. What about quality incentives?
Mr. HASH. Well, one of the important parts of the BBA, Senator
Baucus, was the inclusion of very specific requirements about holding managed care plans and the Fee-for- Servce Program to a
standard of quality improvement that is measurable.
And so in our regulation that we published last June, we set
forth some standards that we announced in terms of data, performance measures that we are collecting, and the requirement for our
contracting plans to actually engage in performance improvement
projects at least two a year that have measurable outcomes that
show improvement. And we actually think on the quality for purposes of our Medicare+Choice Program, we have put into place
some very strong measures to make sure the bar of performance
is high and that we have continuous quality improvement.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, my time has expired. This is just a subject which I think we are going to have to work a lot harder on and
develop a lot better than we have thus far. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr--Chairman.
The CHAiRmAN. Well, thank you very much for being here, gentlemen. We appreciate the excellence of your testimony. And we
Will, I am sure, be in contact soon. Thank you very much.
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I will now welcome our -second panel. We will hear from Robert
Cumming, Principal with the actuarial firm of Milliman & Robertson who is here today representing the American Academy of Actuaries. We will also hear from Seven deMontmollin with AvMed
Health Plan who will testify on behalf of the American Association
of Health Plans. And finally, Peter Smith who is Chief Executive
Officer of Ralin Medical.
Mr. Gumming, we will start with you if we may. Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT CUMMING, PRINCIPAL, MILLIMAN &
ROBERTSON, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF ACTUARIES, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Mr. GUMMING. Good morning, Chairman Roth and members of
the committee. My name is Bob Gumming. I am a Principal with
the actuarial consulting firm of Milliman and Robertson located in
Minneapolis. I am appearing today in my capacity as a member
and representative of the Risk Adjustor's Work Group of the American Academy of Actuaries.
Our volunteer work group was formed at the request of the
Health Care Financing Administration. The purpose of our work
group was to perform an actuarial review of the health status risk
adjuster developed by HOFA. This risk adjuster will be used startin the year 2000 to adjust payments to Medicare+Choice health
plans.
The analysis of our work group is summarized in a report which
was released by HCFA to Congress in March of this year. As described in our report, the adoption of a new health status risk adjustment payment system is a significant change for HOFA and for
the health plans. And it may have a significant impact on the
health plans, on contracting health care providers, and on Medicare
beneficiaries.
There is a substantial risk for the Medicare system if the risk adjustment methodology does not work as intended. The possible negative consequences
of this include the withdrawal of
Medicare+Choice plans from the marketplace, financial problems or
insolvency of health plans, and the reduction of benefits for Medicare beneficiaries.
Our work group concluded that the methodology that has been
developed by HOFA is actuarially sound, but with certain qualifications and concerns. On balance and with the phased-in approach
which has been recommended by HCFA, we -believe the new risk
adjustment is a reasonable first step in what should be a long-term
evolutionary process.
Based on a review of the information and data provided by
HCFA, our work group did note a number of concerns in qualifications. The concerns mentioned in our report include, first of all,
there is a potential bias against managed care plans. That is there
is a possibility that managed care plans may be paid less than is
appropriate due to the new risk adjustment system. This is due to
the fact that the risk adjuster is based only on hospital inpatient
admission data.
This may penalize managed care plans that are more efficient in
managing care. It may also penalize managed care plans that are
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more efficient at preventing health care problems that would otherwise require a hospital inpatient stay.
For example, if a health care plan is able to prevent some type
of flare-up of a disease or condition, they may prevent a hospital
inpatient admission, but the end result is that they would be paid
less money by so doing, by that preventive effort. This is an unintended and undesirable consequence.
The phase-in of the risk adjusters does to mitigate this concern
in the first year. However, we feel that this issue should be analyzed further as you move forward. Also, the work group recommends that the implementation of a risk adjustment system be
done~, including both ambulatory or outpatient services as well as
the hospital inpatient services as soon as is feasible.
Our second major concern relates to the administrative feasibility of implementing the new system while assuring data quality
and appropriate accuracy of the information. A.R mentioned, the
new payment system is a significant change for HOFA and for
health plans.
The processing by HOFA and health plans of large amounts of
new data and the completion of complex calculations to determine
the new payment system introduces certain uncertainty ar- . the
potential for data problems. To be actuarially sound, the new payment system needs to be carefully implemented with appropriate
audits and data quality checks.
Our opinion, as I mentioned, was a qualified opinion of actuarial
soundness. Our opinion was qualified since we were unable to fully
analyze HOFA's proposal because of incomplete available data and
the fact that HOFA was continuing to implement the risk adjustment as we were doing our analysis.
While HCFA has done much work in a short period of time to
develop the new risk adjustment system, much additional work remains. The work group believes that HOFA should further modify
the risk adjustment model with additional information gained over
the next few years.
Our report to HCFA includes a number of recommended changes
to the risk adjustment methodology that the agency should consider as they go forward. The work group would like the opportunity to provrie further comments on the new system as it is implementedt.
And I would be glad to answer questions of the committee at the
appropriate time. Than~k you.
The CHmRwtN ri~ank you.
And now, we will call on Mr. deMontmollin.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cumming appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF STEVEN DEMONTMOLLIN, VICE PRESIDENT
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, AVMIED, INC., GAINESVILLE, FL
Mr. DEMIONTMOLLIN.

Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee, th~~nk you for this opportunity to testify on issues relating
to the implementation of the Medicare+Choice Program. I am Steve
deMontmollin, Vice President and General Counsel of AvMed
Health Plan based in Gainesville, Florida.

AvMed is Florida's oldest and largest not-for-profit HMO serving
nearly 80,000 Medicare members which, Mr. Chairman, would
make us the 17th, largest Medicare HMO in the country by enrollment. We have participated in the Medicare Program since 1981.
Florida has about 768,000 Medicare+Choice beneficiaries of a total
Medicare population of 2.7 million or 28 percent of the total Medicare enrollment.
Now, you have heard Mr. Lieberman this morning talk about
getting to 28 percent penetration by the years 2007. Florida is
there presently. I will suggest, however, that unless changes are
made mid-course in the Medicare+Choice Program, neither Florid a
or the U.S. will be at the 28 percent in the year 2007.
The growth rate into managed care during the 1990's has
reached as high as 36 percent per year from the fee-for-service system into the managed care system. For the years 1997 and 1998,
there were rates of growth of about 10 percent and 8.5 percent, respectively.
It is important to understand that for the year 1999, the first
year of the implementation of the Balanced Budget Act, that
growth rate was at 1.7 percent. Regardless of how that number is
dressed up, the amount of growth into this program has been dramatically reduced.
I am testifying today on behalf of the American Association of
Health Plans whose membership includes most Medicare+Choice
organizations. I will begin by emphasizing that millions of Medicare beneficiaries are counting on Congress to guarantee the future
success of the Medicare+Choice Program.
They are the ones who have the most at stake in this debate.
Medicare beneficiaries may not care much about risk adjustment
and other complex policy issues, but they clearly understand the
fundamental concept of fairness. I believe many Medicare beneficiaries would be seriously concerned if they knew about the unfairness of the Health Care Financing Administration's approach to
implementing the Medicare+Choice payment system.
An analysis of projections of the Medicare+Choice rates in each
county over the next 5 years shows a significant reimbursement
gap, often more than $1,000 opening up between the Fee-for-Service Program and the Medicare+Choice Prora. For example, thisgap will exceed $3,500 in the year 200 for Dade County's more
than 128,000 Medicare+Choice enrollees.
And I think that it begs the question to this committee, if the
Federal Government is going to have to spend as much as $3,500
more for each fee-for-service Medicare beneficiary in the year 2004
than it is spending on the 128,000 current Medicare+Choice beneficiaries, is that a good value for the Federal Government.
For nearly half of these enrollees, the Medicare+Choice reimbursement will be between 72 and 85 percent of fee-for-service
Medicare payments in 2004, significantly exceeding any estimates
of alleged favorable selection by plans. Even in the smaller markets
that plans were expected to expand into, nearly half of
Medicare+Choice enrollees live in areas where the fairness gap will
be $1,000 or more in the year 2004.
This reveals a fundamental unfairness in the Medicare+Choice
payment system. No one should kid themselves that managed care

plans will be the only ones hurt by this disparity. The stark reality
is that Medicare+Choice enrollees, especially lower income enrollees will suffer if payments to their health plans are inadequate to
cover their health care costs.
We urge the committee to consider approaches that would help
reduce the fairness gap and restore stability to the
Medicare+Choice Program. These approaches would include at a
minimum making the risk adjuster budget neutral, as was Congress' intent I believe, as well as setting a floor below which payments could not fall, or eliminating the legislative reduction in the
Medicare+Choice payment growth rate.
We must also recognize that physicians and other health care
providers are affected by inadequate payments to Medicare+Choice
plans. HOFA's risk adjustment methodology will exacerbate this
problem. Every dollar identified by HCFA as Medicare savings is
actually a dollar that cannot be used to pay providers or to finance
prevention initiatives and quality improvement programs.
Let me now focus on the implementation issues that are largely
responsible for these alarming payment disparities. HOFA's risk
adjustment methodology would achieve tremendous savings at the
expense of Medicare+Choice plans and enrollees, $11.2 billion over
the next 5 years, though a system that Congress intended and the
OBO previously scored as budget neutral.
We are also concerned that HOFA's risk adjustment methodology
reflects a strong bias against managed care. By relying solely on
inpatient hospitalization data, HOFA penalizes plans that reduce
hospitalization through disease management programs that improve care for chronically ill patients.
Moreover, excluding 1-day stays will result in a distorted picture
of beneficiaries' health causing certain Medicare+Choice enrollees
to appear healthier than they actually are. The end result of this
poorly designed methodology is that payment for the
Medicare+Choice population will be inadequate to cover the cost of
beneficiaries health services.
Without Congressional action this year, beneficiaries may find
access to their health plans jeopardized and that few choices are
available to them. Last year, AvMed sustained significant losses in
the Medicare Program and found it necessary to withdraw from 7
of the 25 counties in which we previously offered Medicare services,
affecting some 6,500 beneficiaries.
A large part of our not-for-profit mission is to serve -the Medicare
and Medicaid populations. And we are hopeful that it will not be
necessary to withdraw from additional counties for the year 2000.
1 urge the committee to act now to ensure that the
Medicare+Choice Program remains a viable foundation for longterm structural reform.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmA. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. deMontmollin appears in the appendix.]
Mr. Smith?
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STATEMENT OF PETER SMITH, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
RALIN MEDICAL, BUFFALO GROVE , IL
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Peter Smith. I am the Chief Executive Officer of Ralin
Medical, Inc., located in Buffalo Grove, Illinois. It is a pleasure to
come before the Finance Committee this morning to discuss some
concerns that we have with the proposed risk adjustment payment
methodology developed by HCFA.
In order to understand our concerns with HCFA's proposed methodology, Mr. Chairman, I think it is first important for the committee to understand how these changes affect organizations like
Ralin which provides health care services to some of the Nation's
sickest patients, those with chronic illness. These are the 5 percent
mentioned earlier today that constitute about 95 percent of the
medical expenses in the system.
Ralin is the largest disease management company in the United
States. We have developed a very successful model for delivering
health care services in the managed care sector to patients suffering from congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary, and diabetes.
With over 130,000 patient months of experience, we have a track
record in delivering better medical care to patients at less cost to
our customers. The vast majority of our patients are Medicare aged
and are enrolled in Medicare risk plans.
Our disease management system is called MultiFit which was
developed at Stanford. It is primarily a telephonic program in
which our nurse interacts with the patient and the patielit's physician to extend what the physician can do between office visits, to
manage pharmaceutical compliance, diet, and lifestyle.
This is accomplished through contact with the patient and the
physician using various, well-tested tools validated and developed
by Stanford. We do retain the capability to do home encounters
with patients based on our relationship with over 90 home health
agencies 'which we subcontract with nationally.
The simple value proposition that we offer is that a managed
care can pay our fees with the result of better patient care, improved medical management, patient and physician satisfaction,
and enough cost savings to cover our fees and still more. The financial savings that are achieved have definitely been through improved clinical results at the same time.
In a survey of 5,000 Medicare risk heart failure patients over a
3-year period, we achieved a 62-percent reduction in hospital days,
a reduction of total medical expenses by 52 percent, the number of
patients eligible but not receiving appropriate medications decreasing by 30 percent, functional status increasing by 10 percent, and
most importantly 97 percent of all the patients were satisfied with
the overall quality of care and services by the program.
As a result of these types of outcomes since 1994, we have developed over 50 relationships with national, regional, and local managed care plans. Our customers have been the early adopters of a
significant change in the health care delivery system. Most often,
we are at risk to improve historical financial results, plus clinical
quality of life, and patient satisfaction results.

We are here today to express our basic agreement with the risk
adjustment concept as developed and presented by HCFA. The intention to reimburse wore for sicker and costlier patients seems
appropriate.
verHowever,
we have two basic concerns. First, plans that have
been leaders in the development of health promotional programs
will be penalized during the initial risk adjustment phase because
they exhibit a low number of hospitalizations relative to the health
status of their populhtion. Second, going forward, plans would have
very little incentive to start or to continue health promotional programs due to poor incentives.
Simply stated, the more hospitalizations occurring, the higher
the reimbursement under the risk adjustment methodology. The
fewer number of hospitalizations occurring due to health promotion
programs, such as ours, the lower the proposed reimbursement.
This creates the same financial result for a plan not investing in
disease management as for a plan that does make such an investment. This clearly, rewards those with no programs and penalizes
those who have initiated programs.
We have presented this concern to officials of HCFA on April
28th along with an independent analysis we used, using a live data
base to confirm our own internal review. This analysis and examples to illustrate the oint are pare of the longer testimony that I
submitted as part of t~e record. I would be happy to comment later
on.
I believe it is fair to say, Mr. Chairman, that while HCFA was
not prepared to agree on the spot with our conclusions, they agreed
it might make sense to reevaluate their methodology in the context
of the issues we raised. And they agreed to consider our recommendation.
We proposed one possible remedy. Under our proposal, if a patient is in a plan that meets HOFA's program standards for a specific risk adjustment category into which the patient has been indexed, then as long as the plan continues to meet HOFA's standards, the patient would remain in the specific PIP/DOG regardless
of hospitalization.
Conversely, if the plan's program at any time fails to meet
HCFA's program standards for the specific category, the patient's
reimbursement could be reduced until the plan again meets the
standard. This would involve HCFA actually using its quality
standards under their own quality improvement system for managed care, QISMO guidelines.
Many psibilities exist, Mr. Chairman. We would like to work
with thepcommittee and HCFA to adopt an appropriate methodology, pilot testing these suggestions durng the phase-in would
avoid irreparable arm tothe promotion of a worthwhile disease
management program.
One last point,' it is worth reemphasizing. The appropriate risk
adjusted methodology to promote good health maintenance programs should be based on incentive,
bothinthese pientivandthe
ain
n
h
erly. When they are aligned properly, bt h
health care system would benefit.
I welcome any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith appears in the appendix.]

The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
*Let me ask you, -Mr. Cumming, on a comment Mr. Smith just
made, would you and other members of the academy feel more
comfortable if HOFA were to try the new risk adjusters in a few
markets, as a demonstration program, before going Nationwide?
Mr. CUM;MING. Our work group did look at that particular issue
and made a number of observations and recommendations. There
are certainly tradeoffs to that type of phase-in approach.
The potential issues related to that would involve making sure
that the markets that you do look at include a broad cross section
of the markets out there, including urban and rural, high cost and
low cost, high managed care penetration and low managed care
penetration.
Another issue relates to the managed care plans that are in the
markets where it is phased in. They may feel that they
particular
have a unfair advantage versus other managed care plans that are
not in markets where there is such a phase-in.
The CHAIRmAN. If you have a demonstration program what
would be the period of time necessary to make them effective?
Mr. CUMMING. Our work group did not look at that particular
issue, but we would be happy to get back to you with some written
comments on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, do you have any comment on that?
Mr. SMITH. We made a proposal that basically said that between
now and the end of this year that you could take certain PIP/DCG
categories and -establish quality standards using the QISMO basis
and that then during the first half of next year, you could evaluate
the plans using the standards that have been achieved.
And by the time you came to the end of the year 2000, you would
be able to actually implement our proposal. And then, rom there
on, it would become a rolling program over the next 3 years is basically what we were suggesting.
The C HARmAN. Let me turn back to you a minute, Mr.
Cumming. HOFA claims that Medicare+Choice plans are overpaid
by 7.6 percent which the agency is attempting to correct through
the current risk adjustment methodology. In assessing the approof this risk adjuster, did the academy work group verify
priateness
this overpayment figure?
Mr. CLJmmING. The academy work group did not look at the level
of possible overpayment. 'We do agree that HOFA's analysis shows
that if they do fully implement, the hospital inpatient risk adjustment system they have proposed that tait would lead to about a
7 to 8-percent reduction in th payment levels to health plans.
The. work group does believe though that the HOFA should move
as quckly as possible to a system that incorporates not only hospital inpatient data, but also physician data and other ambulatory
information to build a comprehensive risk adjustment system. And
that may certainly have somewhat different results, but we have
not analyzed that at this point.
The CHIRmAN. Mr. deMontmollin, what are the principal obstacles to private plan participation in the Medicare Program?
Mr. DEMONTMOLLIN. I think that Mr. Lieberman addressed a
number of them. And I thin that they were also addressed by the
GAO witness. And that is the inability under the BBA and also the

HCFA administrative guidelines for flexibility to design benefits
and supplemental premiums from county to county, the inability to
recognize the difference in the payment rate in a particular county,
and the difference in the ability or the feasibility of contracting
with providers in those counties.
We are going to be talking about something called provider pushback. The managed care backlash has resulted in providers becoming embolden to demand amounts of money for reimbursement, reimbursement that they expect to be made whole from the cuts in
the Balanced Budget Act. They feel like they are going to make up
22 percent at the hospitals by going to the HMOs and demanding
much higher increases in their payments.
The payment rate itself. Last year, a 2-percent payment increase
with a one-half of 1 percent taken back because the 16 percent of
managed care* plans were paying the entire cost of the education
program, some $95 million. That resulted in taking back one-half
of a percent of the increase of 2 percent to our plan.
The provider push-back, I have talked about. Drugs in my plain,
increased by 33 percent last year. We expect increases of 22 percent in the commercial area and in excess of 35 percent in the
Medicare area.
The percentage point reduction which is the double whammy
that currently is being reduced in the capitation payment, the
Medicare+Choice plans is exacerbating the reduction from 20 percent that BBA provides for managed care plans.
The risk adjuster, you have heard some reasons why plans like
ours that has a congestive heart failure disease management program where we say to a patient when we find out that she has congestive heart disease, that we say to her we want to make sure
that you are Lacex or the other appropriate medication. Do you
have a scale? If you do not have a scale, we are going to provide
you one because your weight within range is very important, not
because this is going to save us money, but because we know that
if that patient goes in the hospital three times with a diagnosis of
congestive heart failure, her chances of surviving 6 months after
that third hospitalization are cut in half. It is a quality of care
issue that I think Mr. Smith addressed very well.
The graduate medical education reduction in the capitation payment to HMOs is another perfect example. Our headquarters is in
Gainesville, Florida, the home of the fighting Florida Gators at the
University of Florida. It has a tremendous health care teaching
hospital and medical school.
Our contract with that hospital did not go down to reflect GME
payment reduction. In fact, it went in excess of 30 percent. We can
make the same statement at the University of South Florida and
the University of Miami Medical School.
So the issue is are we talking about business decisions that we
are worried about? These are all business decisions. How do we
stay in business given these circumstances?
Two-thirds of all HMOs in Florida, 26 of 34 fail to make a 2-percent solvency requirement required by the Department of Insurance in Florida last year. As of September 30, 1998, the aggregate
losses in managed care in Florida was $60 million. We are talking

about an industry that is beleaguered, not an industry that is
flushed and is feasting on the rest of the health care industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to comment on the statistics you have Mr. Smith.
Your pages are unnumbered, but I think it is about page 3. They
are remarkable. And as I understand, this all stems from this teleassociation that you have. Could you just briefly explain
phonic
how this thing works?
I mean, if you are able to save money like this primarily coming
from the reduction of hospital admissions, I take it, and the length
of hospital stays, it is really remarkable. How does this system
work?
Mr. SMITH. I would be glad to comment on it. First of all, most
of our relationship has been with managed care. And one comment
I would make is because the system is fundamentally telephonic,
the Health Care Financing Fee-for-Service Program does not pay
for this type of assistance.
If you look at moa~t congestive heart failure patients, about 70
Percent of them are in the fee-for-service side, but the model has
een developed in managed care because they had the ability to
adopt the program. What happens is we make a contractual relationship with a managed care customer. They began to look into
their data base for patients who have heart failure as an example.'And they also look for the names of the physicians of those patients.
We then begin an enrollment process where we contact the physician, explain our program, and gain their endorsement to enroll
the patient. So all patients are enrolled with the endorsement of
the physician.
Within 24 hours, we do a home visit to the patient which consists
of both a physical and an environmental assessment. That information is dunned through one of our subcontracted home health agencies.
At this point, all that information is then passed to our nurse
who is an employee of our company who works with the patient
and the doctor on a long-term basis. It's almost like having a personal'and a coach who is an expert because all of our nurses are
specialists in critical care nursing.
And they work over the phone with the patient, using the
MultiFit management system. There are patient education materials as part of MultiFit. There is a chronological time line that dictates what actions should be taken at various intervals with the
patient with the knowledge and support of the physician.
And what you are really doing is you are saying the patient
should be on certain medication. Sometimes, they are on other
medications that they should not be on. So we are working with the
doctor to sort that out. We are making sure that the patient complies with the medication once they are on it and that they get to
a targeted dosage level which means they will not have side effects.
And we also work on their diet and their lifestyle. And they
know at any time day or night they can reach us. We are basically
a safety net. And we encourage them to become very involved in
their own disease, for example, identifying themselves the symp-

tomns that can lead to trouble, learning how to comply with their
diet which is not as easy as one might think.
So the philosophy is a long-term relationship with the patient
over time. And I agree with you. These results have been remarkable, but the best thing about it is the quality of life for the patient
is so dramatically increased that our patient's satisfaction levels
are up. The physicians are happy because they have a much better
patient. And at the end of the day, we are saving considerable
amounts of money for the system.
Senator OIAFEE. Well, I would think so.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. One final question, Mr. Smith. Could you please
describe briefly the analysis that your company conducted that you
believe indicates that the proposed risk adjustment methodology
rewards plans that do not adequately manage an illness?
Mr. SMITH. I

would be happy to do that. We created what I

would call scenario A and scenario B. In scenario A, we actually
took our own data base and worked with an independent company
in Boston that actually worked with HCFA to develop the PIPI
DCG.
And in that, we found about 1,000 patients that would be able
to have 12 months of medical data so that they could go through
the indexing process on a simulated basis. And all 1,000 of these
patients ended up in the DOG category for heart failure.
And then, these patients had 12 months of additional data so
that we could actually follow what happened to these patients in
our program. And the interesting thing was there was a dramatic
decrease in hospitalization because of the program.
And as a result of that, there was a certain amount of reimbursement associated with these patients. And you could look at the reimbursement and you could look at the lower cost. And you could
find out how the health plan came out. And so we had a certain
result of going through that whole process.
In scenario B, we simply took all the available medical literature
which basically indicates that in any group of patients who have
heart failure, if they're in an unmanaged program, about 50 percent of them will be re-hospitalized within 6 months.
And we have redistributed the patients into the DCG bucket
which meant that there were more hospitalizations and higher reimbursements, but the Icosts were also equally as high.
So when you took the difference between the reimbursement and
the cost under scenario A and you took the difference between the
reimbursement and the cost under, scenario B, the bottom line to
the plan that was involved was the same.
And that really mathematically indicated that the plan had no
great incentive to try to avoid these hospitalizations and run this
kind of program. And that is what is in the detail of the record.
And we were able to show that.
And one other interesting comment, although all of the outpatient data is not completely there, there is some outpatient data
methodology. And we asked our group to apply that. And it did improve the results of the health plans, but only marginally. And
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when we met with HOFA, that data was also presented. And they
recognized that issue.
The CHAIRMA. Well, gentlemen, the hour is growing late. We
appreciate your being here. Undoubtedly, as we proceed with the
work in this area, we will be in contact with you, but I want to express my appreciation to all three of your providing very valuable
testimony.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:53 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
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The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. The committee will please be in
order.
Today the committee will continue addressing the impact of the
Balanced Budget Act on Medicare, focusing specifically on the feefor-service program.
Approximately 85 percent of the 39 million beneficiaries in Medi-care are enrolled in fee-for-service. The Balanced Budget Act created well over 150 changes affecting providers and beneficiaries in
traditional Medicare.
Four main prospective payment systems were mandated by the
Balanced Budget Act, affecting skilled nursing facilities, home
health agencies, outpatient services, and rehabilitation hospitals.
With Medicare annual growth rates at 10 percent prior to the EBA,
the prospective payment systems are a major step towards controlling the growth in Medicare spending.
It is through the many provisions in the Balanced Budget Act
that projected solvency dates for the Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund were originally extended. Although it is important to evaluate and monitor implementation of the BBA provisions in the feefor-service program, it is equally important to assess the impact
these provisions have had on providers and beneficiaries.
During the hearing, the committee will examine the major BBA
provisions more closely and identify key issues on which the committee should focus. It is important that the issues identified can
be fully substantiated. In addition, in each case it is necessary to-(75)

identify whether HOFA can exercise its administrative authority or
whether statutory changes are needed by Congress.
Senator Baucus?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA
Senator BAUMUS Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
All of us have heard about problems created by the Balanced
Budget Act and the concern that perhaps the cut back in payments
to providers have gone too far. I think it is very important for us
tc-day to listen to those concerns and, with the panel, explore the
degreto which that has happened.
Scnin some sense, and in my judgment even more important, is to try to find some kind of a framework, some kind of
benchmark or criteria which would help us not only now, but in the
future, answer these kinds of questions.
It is one thing for a provider to say, we need more money. That
very well could be true in many cases. But it is something else to
try to determine what I think is more important, namely, how we
make those decisions and what the criteria are and what the structure formulation might be.
It is very clear to me that the cuts have had a disproportionate
effect in different parts of the couritry, and certainly for rural
States, very much. I hear it constantly when I am home, and in
the data provided to me it seems quite clear.
So my strong hope, Mr. Chairman, and it is my expectation and
my belief, that when we finish today and the other Medicare hearI think you might have scheduled, that we would be in
which
inga mch
better position to know just how valid those claims are.
I think there is validity in a lot of the claims, in how much we
restore and what criteria we use, which will provide us with guidance not only today, but hopefully more in the future.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
It is now my pleasure to welcome the witnesses from our first
panel. Dr. Bob Berenson is director of the Center for Health Plans
and Providers at HOFA; Dr. Paul Van de Water is associate director for Budget Analysis at the Congressional Budget Office. I sort
of feel I do not have to introduce Dr. Wilensky or Dr. Scanlon. We
appreciate their willingness to be here on many occasions, and welcome them once more.
We ask that each witness limit his testimony to five minutes.
The full statement will be included as if read.
Dr. Berenson, would you please begin?
STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. BERENSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR HEALTH PLANS AND PROVIDERS, HEALTH CARE
FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. BERENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you -for invitinsto discuss the impact of the Balanced Budget Act on Medicarefee-for-service beneficiaries and providers.
The BBA expands preventive benefits and- it includes payment
reforms that are critical to strengthening and protecting Medicare.
We have implemented now more than half of th B's 335 provisions affecting our programs at HCFA, including the new preven-

tive benefits such as diabetes education and a prospective payment
system for skilled nursing facilities.
In most cases, the statute prescribes in great detail the changes
we are required to make. We are committed to affording providers
maximum flexibility within our limited discretion.
Change of this magnitude always requires adjustment. It is not
surprising that market corrections would result from such significant legislation. Our first and foremost concern must be the effect
of policy changes on access to affordable quality health care for
beneficiaries.
We are proactively monitoring the impact of the BBA to ensure
that beneficiary access to covered services is not compromised, but
we should be cautious about making changes to the BBA until we
consider information and evidence of problems in beneficiary access
to quality care.
We are increasing our activity in monitoring the impact of the
BBA to ensure that access is not compromised. Currently, we are
working hard to gather data from media reports, beneficiary and
provider groups, area agencies on aging, State Health Insurance
Assistance programs, our various contractors, State health officials.
We are examining information from the SEC and Wall Street analysts on the circumstances that companies face.
We are monitoring Census Bureau data on trends and profits in
each service industry. We are monitoring Bureau of Labor Statistics on employment trends. The HHS Inspector General's Office
will be working immediately to study the impact of the rehabilitation therapy caps. I would add that some of the work done by some
of the other organizations here is also helpful in this monitoring activity.
They will also study whether hospital discharge planners are
having trouble placing beneficiaries in home health care or skilled
nursing facilities, and we have established a work group to develop
an ongoing strategy for monitoring home health access.
It is clear that the BBA is succeeding in promoting efficiency in
extending the life of the Medicare trust fund. However, the BBA
is only one factor contributing to changes in Medicare spending.
Our actuaries tell us that low inflation from a strong economy
and aggressive efforts to pay correctly and fight fraud, waste, and
abuse are having a significant impact on total spending.
We have significantly decreased the number of improper payments made by Medicare. For the first time ever, the hospital case
mix index is going down due to efforts to stop upcoding. Some of
the slow-down in spending-growth results -from slower claims- processing and payment during the transition to new payment systems.
The BBA also is only one factor contributing to provider challenges in the rapidly-evolving health care marketplace. Efforts to
pay correctly and promote efficiency may mean that Medicare no
longer makes up for losses or inefficiencies elsewhere.
We are concerned about reporir about the financial conditions of
some providers. However, it is essential that we delineate the
BBA's impact from the effects of excess capacit ,discounted
rates
to other payers, aggressive competition, and otier mar ket factors
that are not caused by the BBA.

We: look forward to continuing to work with this committee to
iLentify' problems. We will keep you up to date on the status of our
implementation of the BBA, as well as this new focus on monitorhig its impact. I thank you for holding this hearing and I will
be xapy to answer questions.
[Teprepared statement of Dr. Bereneon appears in the appendix.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Van de Water?
STATEMENT OF PAUL VAN DE WATER, PH.D. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR BUDGET ANALYSIS, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
OFFICE, '.,,ASHINGTON, DC
Dr. VAN DE WATER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to
represent the Congressional Budget Office at this hearing on the
impact of the Balanced Budget Act on Medicare's fee-for-service
program.
In August 1987 when the BBA was enacted, CBO estimated that
it would reduce Medicare spending by a total of $112 billion over
the 1998-2002 period, compared with prior law.
Taking into account the effects of the BBA, we then projected
that Medicare spending would grow from $189 billion in 1997 to
$200 billion in 1998 and $210 billion in 1999.
In the nearly 2 years since the BBA was enacted and CR0 made
those estimates, Medicare's spending has grown much less rapidly
than CBO projected in August 1997. Actual outlays in 1997 and
1998 were $1 billion and $9 billion, respectively, below those projections. Spending for the current fiscal year, 1999, is on a course
that would put it about $20 billion below CBO's 1997 projections.
What has caused this unexpectedly slow growth in Medicare
spending? Although the data do not provide a clear answer, OBO
believes, as Dr. Berenson has indicated, that a key factor is improved compliance with Medicare payment rules.
Our 1997 projections did not fully anticipate the effects of Operation Restore Trust and other of the Medicare program's efforts to
combat fraud. Medicare's contractors have screened claims more
rgrsly, and the Departments of Justice and Health and Human
Sevcshave pursued a wide range of health care providers
through investigations and lawsuits.
A second factor in the slow-down is an increase in the time Medicare takes to process claims. The expanded compliance activities,
combined with major efforts to prepare computer systems for 2000,
have contributed to longer payment lags, which exert a substantial
influence on Medicare outlays.
Does the substantial shortfall in spending also reflect an underestimate of the effects of the Balanced Budget Act? For the most
part, we believe the answer is no. With one possible exception,
CBO's estimates of the Medicare provisions of the BBA still seem
reasonable.
The one policy for which CR0 may have underestimated savings
is the interim payment system for home health agencies. Like
other elements of Medicare, home health spending has been affected by stronger antifraud initiatives and longer payment lags. In
addition, however, home health agencies appear to have shown an

unexpectedly cautious response to the per-beneficiary limits under
the interim payment system. That limit applies to aggregate payments. Payments for individual beneficiaries may exceed the limit
as long as the average payment for all beneficiaries served by a
home health agency does not exceed the p er-beneficiary limit. But
some agencies apparently believe that the limit applies to each
beneficiary and may be cutting off services to patients who have
reached the per-beneficiary limit. Thus, the average payment per
beneficiary is well below the allowable amount.
OBO is currently updating our projections of Medicare spending,
and we will release them in a few weeks, on July 1, as called for
in the budget resolution.
Because the rate of Medicare 'Spending through May of this year
has been lower than OBO's most recent projection and about 2.5
percent below that for the first 8 months of last year, our July projections of Medicare spending for the current year, 1999, and next
year will probably be several billion dollars below our previous estimates.
Medicare will replace the interim payment system for home
health services with a prospective payment system in 2001. Because that system will remove much of the uncertainty about payments that may have contributed to the current apparent drop in
utilization, spending for home health services could well rebound in
2001 and subsequent years.
Therefore, OBO does not now anticipate significantly revising its
projections of spending on home health or on other categories of
Medicare services beyond 2000. OBO expects that total Medicare
spending will resume growing at an average rate of 7 to 8 percent
a year in the decade after 2000.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Van de Water appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Wilensky?
STATEMENT OF GAIL WILENSKY, PH.D., CHAIR, MEDICARE
PAYMENT ADVISORY COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting
me to appear before you and the rest of the members of the committee. My name is Gail Wilensky, as you indicated, and I am here
as the chair of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission.
We have a number of recommendations that have been included
in our March report on payment, and on the June report that was
released last week on broader issues in Medicare.
I would like to summarize several of the recommendations that
we make as they affect hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, home
care, and physicians. Detail about that is both in my testimony
and, of course, in the reports themselves.
The first point, is there clearly has been a slow-down that has
been greater than has been anticipated. We agree with the comments that my two colleagues who have spoken previously made as
to why that slow-down has occurred, that has been greater-thananticipated response to fraud and abuse efforts by the Department

of Justice and the Inspector General, and also the slow-down in the
pagyents.
most people believe that the slow-down will not be a permanent
part of Me .care throughout the 5-year budget period. Therefore,
while we believe that there are some targeted changes that would
make the Balanced Budget Act better, we urge caution in terms of
the kind of changes that you make.
We certainly are not in any way suggesting a wholesale redo of
the Balanced Budget Act, but, rather, we have suggested some
areas where, if you are going to make changes, we think you could
improve the functioning of th
balanced Budget Act. I would just
like to summarize a few of those areas.
With regard to inpatient hospital, we believe that the payments
that exist under the Balanced Budget Act are within the range that
MEDPAC would have been recommending to the Congiess, using
the protocols that had been used in the predecessor commissions.
So, while we know there has been concern raised, we think it is
very important to monitor the effects. We acknowledge that our latest data, and the latest data anyone else has available as well, is
from 1997, which is before all of these changes occur.
We believe that the change that is in place, the recommendation
that would be about a 0.9 percent increase in the amounts paid to
hospitals, is consistent with what we would recommend for inpatient spending.
With regard to outpatient spending, however, we have some different concerns. As we have already indicated to you in our earlier
report, we think the prospective payment system that has been
suggested by the Health Care Financing Administration is too aggregative.
Whac that means, is there will be some payments that will be
more than appropriate and some payments that will be less than
appropriate for procedures in a classification.
'Particularly when you cornp are it with the fee schedule that we.
use for physicians, which is where a lot of the services would otherwise be performed if they were not performed in the outpatient department.
We also recognize that it appears that the slow-down in spending
that will come under prospective payment is greater than what was
initially projected. Initially, it was thought to be about 3.8 percent.
Current projections are about 5.7 percent. That is a significant increase.
In general, what we have recommended is to phase in payment
changes to tr to minimize the impact in any one year and allow
for some kind of recovery, or mid-course correction, if that appears
to be appropriate.
So it is an issue that, if the operational details can be worked
out, we think that the Congress should consider with respect to the
implementation of the outpatient PPS.
Let me talk a minute about the skilled nursing facilities. A lot
has been written anecdotally about problems that people are having getting into skilled nursing facilities. We do not have timely
data about what is happening.
We have, however, recognized that there is concern and some
preliminary evidence that the resources required to take care of the

high-acuity pasickest patients in nursng hoetes-called
tients, des not get maced by a differential or an increased
amount of payment.
We have- recommended that there be a refinement to this payment system. We have cautioned that, if that doe's not happen-,- you
might see access problems developing, particularly for the sickest
'patients. We think this is an area, if you are going to make
changes, that you might give some serious consideration to.
With regard to home care, our concerns are about the reported
declines in the number of services being provided to users, but we
are very frustrated in the difficulty we have in making a recommendation because of the lack of information about the clinical
needs of patients and the inability that means to devise a reasonable payment system.
We have suggested that because we think that it is likely that
the Health Care Financing Administration will not be able to implement the prospective payment for home care in a timely way,
that home care providers be allowed to exclude a small number of
their patients, maybe in the neighborhood of 2 percent, from the
current limits of te interim payment system in order to protect
the very sickest patients while some of the changes are worked out.
We would like to remind the Congress also that, while we have
seen'some declines being reported, it is after a 10-year period of
very rapid increases in both the number of people being served and
the number of services being provided.*
Since we do not have good clinical criteria to compare use and
clinical characteristics of patients, we are more in the position of
knowing that there had been very rapid increases, and now we
have seen some declines and we do not know a whole. lot more than
just that.
Let me finish by saying that we have some smaller technical corrections that we have suggested with regard to the physician payment, particularly with regard to the sustainable grwth rate.
There is no ability to make corrections for errors and projections.
That is not a good idea. It would require a relatively small change.
Again, let me caution you that, while it is not surprising that,
given the magnitude of the changes in the Balanced Budget Act,
that there would be some areas that would be suggesting themselves for revision, that that is not the same as doing wholesale
changes to the Balanced Budget Act, and you would find yourself
back to where you were pre-1997.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wilensky appears in the appendix.]
The CILARMAN. Thank you, Dr. Wilensky.
Now, Dr. Scanlon. It is always good to have you here.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. SCANLON, PH.D., DIRtECTOR,4
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EDUCATION, AND HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. SCANLON. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to be back.
I am very pleased to be here today, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee, as you consider the implementation of the fee-forservice portions of the Balanced Budget Act.

The BBA set into motion significant changes that both attempted
to modernize Medicare's payment methods, as well as to reign in
spending. Those reforms continued the movement away from costbased reimbursement towards prospective payment for services,
adopting the model that has been successful in terms of curbing
acute care hospital spending.
I would like to focus today in my remarks on the changes affecting skilled nursing facility and home health agencies, on which we
have either reported to you or are doing work currently.
The Balanced Budget Act directed the development of similar
prospective payment systems for other types of fee-for-service providers, but the reforms are farth~est along for these two types of
providers.
Concerns by both the SNF and home health industries has been
raised about the changes' impact on the financial viability of providers, and they also have asserted that the beneficiaries' access to
services may have been compromised. How valid are these concerns?
The BBA made necessary and fundamental changes to Medicare's payment methods for both SNF and home health agencies to
slow spending growth, while appropriately protecting beneficiary
care.
Prior to the Balanced Budget Act, spending on both services was
growing rapidly. No analyses supported why it should be growing
rapidly, and there were significant concerns that fraud and abuse
played a role.
While refinements may be required to make these payment systems more effective, their design intentionally makes inefficient
providers change their practice patterns to remain in the Medicare
business.
We believe that the industry concerns about the financial viability of SNFs operating under a prospective payment system need to
be investigated and we are undertaking such a review for you.
At this point, though, the concerns are not substantiated. I would
note several factors that suggest that the prospective payment System's impact on the viability of SNFs may be less severe than has
been claimed by providers.
Medicare is a small portion of most SNF's businesses. Furthermore, only one-quarter of Medicare's reimbursement is currently
based on the prospective payment system. The remainder of the
payment reflects the facility's own historical spending, spending
that may be inflated due, in part, to excess provision of ancillary
services in the past.
Indeed, prospective rights may have been set too high, on average, rather than too low, and providers are over-compensated rather than under-compensated. Nevertheless, it seems certain that
modifications to the prospective payment system are appropriate.
There is evidence, as Dr. Wilensky indicated, that payments are
not appropriately targeted to patients requiring extensive, costly
care. The potential access problems that may result from this
under-paying for high-cost cases will likely result in some beneficiaries staying in acute care hospitals rather than forn.~oig care.
This should provide some safety net while modifications are made.

HOFA is aware of this problem that payments are not adequately
targeted to high-cost patients and is working to address it.
The impact of payment reforms on home health agencies has
been more noticeable because Medicare is such a major share of
these agencies' business. The IPS, interim payment system, was
implemented without a transition. The number of Medicare-certified home health agencies has declined by 14 percent since October 1997.
Utilization has returned to 1994 levels, which was the base year
for the interim payment system, since the number of home health
agencies had virtually doubled between 1990 and 1997 and beneficiaries are still being served by other 9,000 agencies, approximately the same number that were available in 1996.
Agency departures were heavily concentrated in a few States and
in urban areas. In each instance, many agencies remained to serve
beneficiaries. Concern exists about rural areas, where only a few
agencies may have initially existed.
Our interviews with home health agencies, advocacy groups, and
others in rural areas that lost a significant number of agencies indicated that the recent decline in agencies had not impaired beneficiary access.
The drop in utilization does not appear to be related to home
health closures. It is consistent with the interim payment system's
incentives, however, to control the volume of services provided to
beneficiaries.
In short, after years of substantial increases in visits, much of
which has proved to be inexplicable, the interim payment system
has curbed the growth in home health spending.
Our interviews suggest that some of the decline in utilization appears to involve greater sensitivity to who qualifies for the home
health benefit. The sense is that some who do not qualify, but who
may have been served in the past, are not receiving services now.
While access generally has not seemingly been impaired, there
are indications, however, that some beneficiaries who are likely
more costly to serve are having more difficulty in obtaining home
health services.
This is because the revenue caps imposed by the interim payment system are not adjusted to reflect variations in patient needs,
a problem that should be ameliorated with the implementation of
the prospective payment system.
It is essential that HOFA, in designing the prospective payment
system, adequately adjust payments to account for the wide differences in patient needs. We agree with MEDPAC that if the prospective payment system cannot be implemented promptly, some
mechanism to protect access for these patients is important.
In conclusion, I would note that the BBA made necessary and
fundamental changes to Medicare's payment for both skilled nursing facility and home health agencies in order to slow -spending
growth while preserving appropriate beneficiary care.
Further refinements are probably required to make these systems more effective. However, the intentional design of these systems is to require inefficient providers to adjust their practice patterns to remain viable.

It is important that the implementation of these payment mechanisms is monitored to ensure that the correct balance between appropriate beneficiary access and holding the line on Medicare
spending is being achieved. In addition, thorough analysis or a fair
trial of the provisions over a reasonable period of time is critical
before fundamental modifications are made.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would be happy
to answer any questions that you or others have. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scanlon appears in the appendix.)I
The CHAIRwM. Thank you, Dr. Scanlon.
Dr. Berenson, you have heard Dr. Wilensky and Dr. Scanlon talk
about the problem of access experienced by medically complex patients, both in skilled nursing facility and home health care.
Could you please discuss what steps HOFA is taking to address
this, and provide any further recommendations Congress should
consider to ensure beneficiary access?
Dr. BERENSON. Yes. In the area of SNFs, skilled nursing, there
is the concern about patients who are ventilator- dependent or have
other subacute needs, more so than the lower acuity nursing home
patient.
I would, first, point out that the payments that do go to the nursing homes include those payments, but it may be that the case mix
system that is currently in place underestimates the special needs
of those patients.
So we have a contract out now with APT Associates. We expect
the results by the end of the year and we will be in a position to
recommend what changes in the relative weights we could put into
p lace for next year if we find that, in fact, we are under paying.
There may wellbe a problem there, and we are doing the research
now to look into that.
With regard to home health care, in the system that we are preparing, and we really are confident that it will be ready by October
1 of next year, as required, that we will be case mixng appropriately.
Part of that does depend on our ability to get OASIS data, based
on patient assessments, to complement the research that we are
doing. But we share with the others the concern about case mix,
the need to capture costs associated with high acuity patients.
The CHIRMAN. Let me ask you this. Recently, HCFA reported a
5.7 percent reduction in spending, approximately $4.5 billion over
5 years to hospitals under the outpatient prospective payment system.
Would you p lease describe the source of this reduction and
HCFA's plan, if any, to address the cut administratively?
Dr. BERENSON. Yes. We do not think we have a lot of discretion.
The statute basically requires us to set a target aggregate payment
for the outpatient system to determine the conversion factor that
will be applied to the groups of services that we pay for.
The law provides that we use an estimate of the sum of the total
payments that would be payable from the Medicare trust fuind
under the current payment system in 1999, and the beneficiary copayments that would have been made under the new payment system in 1999.

Under the new payment system, beneficiary co-payments are tied
to the median of charges rather than the mean of charges. The median of charges is significantly below. So, the estimate is a combination of what Medicare would have paid out of trust funds and
what beneficiaries would pay under the new system.
There have been some discussions about the possibility of ignoring that language, that we could perhaps not do it. But our general
counsel really thinks that the clear intent of the law is to decrease
beneficiary cost sharing.
They already now, under outpatient, pay nearly 50 percent of
charges because of the historical way in which payments had been
made in outpatient. The law was designed to, over a period of time,
reduce the cost sharing by beneficiaries..
So the bottom line is, it results is $5.7 billion. We think that is
what the statutory meaning is. We do not think we have the administrative discretion to ignore that.
The CHAIRmAN. Let me turn to you, Dr. Van de Water. Your testimony highlights a number of reasons why projections of Medicare
spending are much lower today than originally anticipated.
Could you please identify differences between 1997 and 1999
baselines for skilled nursing care and home health care, and discuss the reasons for these differences?
Dr. VAN DE WATER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. As I indicated in my
statement, in the aggregate, OBO's current projections, and actual

spending for 1997, 1998, and 1999, are substantially below what
we projected.
Now, the comparisons between the 1997 estimates and the current estimates, on the basis of particular categories of services, are
rather fugitive. That is, we did not prepare 1997 estimates by category of service.
Many of the provisions of the Balanced Budget Act that appeared
to be directed at one type of health care provider, in fact, affected
many different categories of providers. So it is really not possible
to compare actual spending, say, on home health services with
spending projected in 1997. The overall sources of difference, the
two biggest ones that I mentioned, pertain specifically to home

health and skilled nursing facilities as well as to other categories
of services.

Those two general explanations are, first of all, the unexpected
benefits, if you will, of HOFA and Justice's efforts to combat fraud,

waste, and abuse, and second, the increased time lag between
when the service is rendered and the time that Medicare makes
payment.
In the case of home health services, I could give you a few specific examples. Since the 1997 baseline was prepared in January of
1997, several months before the BBA was enacted, there have been
many additional investigations and prosecutions of home health
providers, including the incarceration of at least one provider.
Background checks for home health employees have been implemented. Operation Restore Trust has been expanded from a demonstration to a nationwide program, and there has been a temporary moratorium on new home health agencies entering Medicare. Those are just some examples of how this general point applies to home health services.

Similarly, in the case of payment lags, home health agencies
have been affected not only by many of the factors that affect providers generally but also by a special factor known* as sequential
billing, in which payment is made for a particular service only if
all prior claims have been resolved. That has further delayed reimbursement in the home health area.
So, to summarize, the general reasons that I gave-namely, the
expanded antifraud efforts and the increases ill payment lags--we
believe apply equally to home health services and payment for
skilled nursing facilities.
The CHAIRmA. Thank you.
Dr. Wilensky, could you please discuss the rationale behind the
per-episode versus per diem payment system for rehabilitation hospitals?
Dr. WJILENSKY. The recommendation we have made is to go to a
per-episode rather than a per diem reimbursement. We think there
are a couple of reasons to do this for rehabilitation hospitals. For
one thing, the activities tend to be on the basis of an episode.
When you have a payment on a per diem, what you do is encourage what goes on on a daily rate when you might be able to better
service a rehabilitation patient by having as much rehabilitation
occur in concentrated times or over delayed times, depending on
what is best for the patient. This is a preferred way, in general,
to do a payment.
In some areas, we do not have enough information. We do not
have a medical classification system that will support a discharge
or an episode base. But, in general, as in the hospital, we moved
away from a per diem to a per-discharge basis of payment.
Whenever you can have a classification system that supports
that, I think it is generally preferable. The one that is in use is a
functional measurement system. It seems to do a pretty good job
in distinguishing the needs of various types of patients.
Even though we cannot foresee at the moment a similar system
in existence for home care, although there is some discussion about
that, we think that is, not a good reason to not go to the per-discharge basis, or episode basis, where we can in rehabilitation
spending.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Scanlon, it is my understanding that the
skilled nursing prospective payment system may not adequately reimburse for the medically complex, which, of course, we discussed
at considerable length.
Could you please discuss any evidence to support this, and describe other findings regarding the impact of the prospective payment system on skilled nursing facilities?
Dr. SCANLON. Well, Mr. Chairman, at this point, the evidence is
largely anecdotal about both the access problem for complex cases,
as well as the impact on the financial status of the skilled nursing
facilities.
I think it is very understandable, in looking at the prospective
payment system itself, that there may be an access problem developing for the most expensive patients, that the top category in the
case mix system just may not be sort of adequate to deal with the
very expensive patient.

Really, what needs to be done is to have that category broken potentially into pieces, so that you have very expensive cases and
then lesser expensive cases, and you're paying accordingly. That
way, you encourage the facility to admit, sort of, the very expensive
cases.
In terms of the impact on the financial viability and status of
nursing homes, this is something, again, where we are largely at
this point operating on the basis of anecdote.
This is what we are trying to investigate for you, to look into
using some of the same kind of information that Dr. Berenson reported, information that comes from the SEC, information that
comes from cost reports, information that comes from the facilities
and the organizations themselves to understand exactly what is
happening with respect to prospective payment and their financial
operations.
It is important also, I think, to take into account that it is not
just prospective payment that has influenced these organizations
that supply either nursing home care or other types of ancillary
services-which is often something that some of these businesses
do both of, they are both nursing home and ancillary service businesses-because BBA affected them through things like the $1,500
outpatient therapy cap and will affect them.
As nursing homes move to consolidated billing, they may not be
able to secure the same relationships with other nursing homes
that they have had in the past. So, we need to look into all of these
various aspects of the change that has happened in the marketplace to really understand what has happened to these organizations.
The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Dr. Scanlon.
Senator Moynihan?

Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Again, to a theme that I hope is not tedious, but it is, I believe,
real, and that is the condition of teaching hospitals in the aftermath of the Balanced Budget Act.
There was an article in the New York Times not long ago that
starts, "The fiscal knife that has begun to cut into teaching hosin Boston and other cities has not yet had the same dire efpitals
ects, layoffs and widespread operating deficits, as hospitals around
New York State."
Ken Raskey, who is president of the Greater New York Hospital
Association, said,. "The carnage which is created by the Balanced
Budget Act will totally disrupt the health care system in New York
when it is fully implemente d. It goes at the heart of the infrastructure."P
I wonder if I could get some response to this. It is true of teaching hospitals, nationwide, and Boston seems to have been impacted
earlier. But, sooner or later, it seems to be the situation.
Dr. Wilensky?
Dr. WILENSKY. We will be doing a specific report to the Congress
on our recommendations with regard to graduate medical education
later this summer. But we are not able to observe responses that
support the kinds of descriptions you have just provided.
Asbest we can tell for the numbers for 1998 with regard to medical costs, these medical costs for hospitals in general-not teaching

hospitals specifically-appear to, be less than some of the reports
that have been circulated around Washington would suggest, based
on the National Panel of Hospitals data, but we do not have full
data yet.
One of the real problems we have, is we do not have good information about what has happened to hospitals in 1998, and obviously not in 1999, since this is June.
The information that we have is not consistent with the dire reports that have been given, but I cannot say they are wrong. I can
only say that it requires careful monitoring and an ability and willinigness by the Congress to step in if it appears that there are observable problems.
In some areas, like some of the issues with regard to home care,
or more particularly skilled nursing facilities, where there appears
to be a problem with regard to the construction of how you make
a payment or the therapy cap that was mentioned which was not
related in any way toth clinical characteristics of the patient,
even without data you can say that this is a payment design that
is likely to lead to problems.
I do not think we can say that with regard to the hospital, and
particularly the teaching hospital, but I think we should be vigilant
to monitor the changes as they go on.
We clearly are seeing greater effects from spending reductions
fr-om the Balanced Budget Act than was iitialy expected by the
Congressional Budget Office and by others in Washington. So, I do
not see that being supported by empirical information, but it is possible that it is out there and we just do not have the information
to see it.
Senator MOYNiHAN. I hope you will be diligent in seeking it out.
It has been commented that, yes, crime and poverty has been a
normal pattern in hospitals, in my city, for example. But now it is
real because of the different nature, the special nature, of the
teaching hospital and the whole medical profession. I would just
hope we coul pay attention to this.
Dr. Berenson, did you want to say something?
Dr. BERENSON. Just a couple of comments. I, first, should say, as
a graduate of the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, I am not indifferent
to the issue that you raise. The inpatient margins, at least the last
data we had in 1997 for teaching hospitals, were very good for
teaching hospitals.
The imt~ impacts on the outpatient payments suggest that
teaching hospitals may in fact be, under the current design--and
the rule is still open for comments so we do not know ultimately
what it will be-impacted significantly. Some of that may have to
do with coding issues. Once that gets corrected, those impacts may
decline.
The final point I would make, is we have started at HCFA to
meet with some of the executives from some of the hospitals. Dr.
Theer, from Partners in Boston, has been in. We are trying to understand. His basic point was, 1997 and 1999 are like twvo different
eras.
Senator MoymAN. That is what we are saying. Yes.
Dr. BERENSON. We are trying to, because we do not have systematic data, work with a few institutions and try to understand what

is going on. So, we have heard it, we are concerned about it, but
we really do not know at this point.
Senator MoYNIHN. Thank you very much. Thank you all.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to move from Manhattan, New York to Manhattan,
Montana. I am curious. We have heard lots of data on the aggregate. Just as Senator Moynihan is concerned about the tyranny of
the averages and the aggregate, so are we in the State of Montana.
So, Dr. Berenson, I wonder if you might indicate the degree to
which your analysis shows that rural areas are hurt more, rural
home health care, for example, or rural skilled nursing facilities.
Dr. BERENSON. Yes. In fact, I would defer, to some extent, to the
GAO. In fact, MEDPAC has done some of this analysis. As I said
in my opening remarks, we are now engaged in a very comprehensive effort to understand impacts. We are going to be talking to
doctors.
Next week, I am going to be talking to the Practicing Physicians
Advisory Committee. We are going to be talking to discharge planners at hospitals. The point is, we need to have a special effort to
get a rural problems because a normal sample will not get there.
Senator BAUCUS. When do you think you might get there?
Dr. BERENSON. This is an immediate short-term activity. We are
talking weeks.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Dr. Wilenaky or Dr. Scanlon, do you have any data on that?
Dr. WILENSKY. One of the areas where we have noted is the
greater effect that is likely to occur if the prospective payment for
outpatient services is implemented as the rule suggested.
It would be that rural hospitals, as well as some of the cancer
hospitals, would be disproportionately impacted by this change. As
I have indicated, we think there are some problems with the way
the prospective payment system has been put together.
We think it is obviously, from HCFA's own. projections, going to
result in a substantially greater reduction than was initially
thought, 5.7 instead of 3.8 percent. At the very least, we think it
should be phased in and we think some changes ought to be made,
as to how it is constructed.
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Scanlon?
Dr. SCANLON. In our work, we were very concerned about what
was happening in rural areas, because when we looked at urban
areas we found that, des pits the number of large home health
agency withdrawals, that tere were still many, many home health
agencies left.
So we concentrated, in all the qualitative information that we
gathered, on the rural areas because the quantitative information
is not adequate at this point to really understand.
We did not find a significant problem in the rural areas that we
looked into. What we found," was that when an agency was not existing in an area, there was always an agency, at least one and
sometimes several, from the surrounding counties that were servWefound in terms of overall utilization that the utilization declines were highest, or largest, in the areas where utilization had

been the highest to begin with. That did not include many of the
rural areas. That often was very urban areas that were having the
bigger utilization declines.
Senator BAUCUS. Now, do you distinguish between eastern rural
and western rural? Because there is a difference.
Dr. SCANLON.

We try to deal with all types of rural.

Senator BAUCUS. I am beginning to think we should have one,
because there is a huge difference.

Dr.

SCANLON. I

have been here before, so I have been educated

on that point. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. We have got to get you out there.
Dr. SCANLON. Right. I have also had the privilege of doing that
one, too.
Senator BAUCUS. I know Dr. Wilensky has.
Dr. SCANLON. But we did look at areas where there was a larger
loss of agencies in rural areas. I would say from Montana, fortunately, there was a small loss of agencies. When we looked at information as of January 1999, there had only been two agencies that
had withdrawn from Medicare in Montana, therefore, that was not
one of the States that we included in our focus. But we were very
sensitive to eastern rural versus western rural in the study.
Senator BAUCUS. I would appreciate that, very much.
Is there any validity in perhaps reimbursing some of the most
rural, smaller home health care agencies, or maybe even SNFs, on
some kind of a cost reimbursement, as we have, say, with medical
assistance facilities, a new concept of health care delivery in very
remote, rural parts of the country. Does that make any sense?
Dr. SCANLON. I think we certainly need to take the cost of delivering services into account in setting rates. While we have been
very focused on how we vary rates with respect to the patient's
characteristics, we may need to also at times think about, what are
the provider characteristics.
So when you have a home health visit that involves an incredible
amount of travel, as I am sure would happen in Montana, that is
something that we need to be concerned about in our system.
Senator BAUCUS. I wondered, during the earlier presentation
some of you have mentioned that the slow-down in BBA payments
is due partly to better enforcement of the -antifraud provisions, and
so forth.
The second reason, was an increased delay due to claims processing. Could you break that out? Is that 50/50 or is that 25/75?
What is the proportion of each of the two major areas that the two
of you, at least, suggested?
Dr. VAN DE WATER.

We really do not have a whole lot of detail

about that. We are already running a bit on a wing and a prayer
to have identified the antifraud activities and the payment lags.
Senator BAUCUS. But you must have some sense, a gut sense of
some kind. One percent versus 99, 50 versus 50? You have got to
have some feel.

Dr.

VAN DE WATER.

My personal guess would be that it is a bit

more attributable to the antifraud activities than to the payment
lag.

Dr. WILENSKY. I think the payment lag issue is something that
will catch up over time. It has introduced a slow-down in payment
for every month of change or delay that occurs.
But if you settle down to a steady, slower payment, that will go
away in terms of the impact, whereas, I am not sure the change
in behavior with regard to how you bill or how you code hospital
payments or other payments is something that is not a one-time
change. So I think it is really a different issue. This is something
that shows up, but, unless they keep increasing the delay in payment, which I have not heard suggested, it will go away as an explanation.
Dr. BERENSON. If I could, I would like to say, in fact, we are
going to be decreasing. For home health agencies, we have made
a couple of administrative changes that should speed up cash flow,
to some extent. There was a disproportionate impact of medical review on some of the home health agencies, where as much as 20
or 30 percent of their claims might have been held up.
We changed that last year, so it cannot be any more than about
10 percent that could be held up for medical review. The other
thing is, we have now found alternatives to the sequential billing
requirements. We still encourage the agencies to send us claims in
the order of service, but we can work around that, if necessary. So,
if anything, that should go the other direction. There will not be
decreased delay times.
Senator BAUCUS. I just have one comment, Mr. Chairman. Frequently this morning we have heard references to, well, we do not
have sufficient data. The best we have is 1997, rnd perhaps even
some of that is a little sketchy.
In this modern world we are now in of globalization, with capital
traveling the speed of light and not respecting boundaries, I just
have some sense that there ought to be a better way to get more
timely data.
It needs some kind of, maybe, 5-day instant background check.
We got it for guns, maybe we can get it for providers, or something.
Obviously, we cannot, because the data is not there. My time has
expired. But it just strikes me that one of the big problems here
is the untimeliness of data.
The CHM1~mAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
This question is directed to Dr. Wilensky and Dr. Scanlon. I find
in my State great concern over the home health payments and
home health agencies are going out of business. I know that you
put this in the category of untested evidence. But the case that
really has them upset is the 15 percent cut that is coming on October 1, 2000. They are terribly disturbed over that, and repealing
that provision is their number one priority.
I wonder if you could comment on that and how you foresee this
15 percent cut coming up on October 1.
Dr. WILENSKY. We attempted to do some analysis to try to get
around this problem of not knowing where we are because of untimely data. We did some interviews of some home care agencies
and we talked to some of the advocates and other people involved
with the delivery of home care.
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We attempted to do an analysis of the claims data from HCFA,
but there hias been a problem with the very earliest data, which we
understand will be able to be resolved around July. So, we think
we will be able to get a better sense of reviewing claims data in
the next month or so. We are still struggling to figure out how
much change has occurred and what impact it has had on the delivery of services.
If you talk to individuals who are involved in either being advocates or are providing care, they are reporting an unwillingness,, on
some occasions, to take new Medicare patients, particularly the
very sickest, and the advocates are reporting some concerns as
well. So, it is hard. Although we do not have a good clinical basis
to say what would be a good use of home care services, we certainly
are hearing reports about concerns.
The biggest issue, the one that Dr. Berenson referenced, is that
we need to have some clinical information available on the patients, as well as the services that they are being provided, to know
how to make a better classification system.
There has been some concern about the particular OASIS system
because of the amount of data and the intrusive nature of some of
the data. But the issue it is directed at is very important, otherwise
we are left with having very arbitrary ways to try to slow down
payment.
I think Dr. Van de Water mentioned a particularly frustrating
issue. Some home care agencies are applying the beneficiary limit
as though it applies to each and every beneficiary, when it was
meant to be for the average of all of the people in the nursing

home. It has artificially lowered the amount of services home care
agencies are providing.

We have recommended to HOFA that they have got to get the

payors, the fiscal intermediaries, to be much clearer about how
these payment limits have to be enforced, because that is just making what is a difficult situation much worse.
Let me go back and remind you that we have just gotten through
a decade of what I have called, because I think it is a fair term,
explosive growth in, home care services, a more than 30 percent in-

crease in expenditures every year from 1988 to 1996. We are seeing
a slow down, but it is hard to say.
What we should be looking at is an ideal payment system because we do not have the clinical indicators of the patient, we do
not know enough about what services are being delivered. It is
hard to make a sensible recommendation.
Senator CHAFEE. Dr. Scanlon?
Dr. SCANLON. I would like to pick up on exactly that point, that
we came out of a period, when the BRA was enacted, of incredible
growth, and growth that we could not understand.
We had a significant number of States in which home health utilization was declining before the Balanced Budget Act, States
where we were not hearing complaints about access to services.
We had others that were having astronomical growth and we did
not understand what that growth really entailed because we did
not understand the patients, what their needs were, and whether
those needs were being met appropriately or being over-served.

So one of the things about the BBA, is trying to bring that under
control. But critical to this is bringing it under control in a targeted
way. The 15 percent cut in the context of a prospective payment
system that redistributes funds in accordance with patients' needs
is very different than a 15 percent across-the-board cut which simthe historical patterns by reducing them all evenly. We
changes
ply
kow
the historical patterns were not appropriate.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, my time is up. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The

CHAnuAMN.

Thank you.

Senator Breaux?

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank the panel for
this discussion. It is like, here we go again. We have all been here
before. I have got the political theory that, in even years we cut
Medicare, in odd years, we put the money back. We have been here
before. We will continue to do, this as long as we have a syst,.-n
where Congress micro manages it all from Washingtn
Here we are, sitting and talking about, we tholugiht we were
going octi
$103 billion. It came out to be about $220 billion
wrhof provider cuts. Now we are going to put some more money
back in, and where are we going to put it?
This is the greatest example of micro managing a multi-billion
dollar health system that is totally inefficient the way we try to do
it. This is almost to the point of ludicrousy. Dr. Van de Water, we
thought we were gon to do $103 billion worth of provider cuts.
How much do you thin we actually did?

Dr.

VAN DE WATER.

Well, as I indicated in my statement, we are

not convinced that -the slow-down in spending has resulted from
changes in BBA. BBA may, in fact, have saved a bit more than our
earlier estimate indicated.
Senator BREAUX. A bit more. Define a bit All the people coming
after you are going to define it and they say it is- a lot of money
more than we thought. Do you disagree with that? Do you thiN
when we said $103 billion, t hat is what they are receiving in terms

of cuts?
Dr. VAN DE WATER. Again, following Senator Baucus's suggestion
to go from instinct, I would say we might be talking about a total

of 10 percent or so.

Senator

BREAUJX.

So you are saying that the actual cuts are only

10 percent more than we intended.

Dr. VAN

DE WATER.

At most, I would say. The reasons for this

slow-down, I think all of the witnesses here this morning agree,
are, first of all, the success of the antifraud efforts, which I know

all of us wereSenator BREAux. Well, you are going to get a lot of dispute on
that when the next panel gets up here.
Dr. VAN DE WATER. I am sure we will.
Senator BREAUX. All right. Say it is 10 percent. Say we need $10
billion more, and Senator Roth is very generous and reduces his
tax cut by $10 billion, and we put it back.
The CHAmaMAN. Wait a minute, now.

Senator BREAUX. Just a suggestion. [Laughter.] Just a thought.
Then the next question in this micro managed operation that we
run up here, where do we put the $10 billion? Do we put it in hos-

pitals, do we put it in nursing homes, do we put it in home health
We are going to be charged with dishing out $10 billion. Who are
---- we- going to believe? So what is the suggestion out there of what
we do? Say we get $10 billion more. Where are we going to put it?
Who are we going to believe?
The problem is, the data comes in after everybody is out of the
business. I mean, you are telling us that we notice some pain out
there, but -the only thing we have got is stories, nursing homes
shun Medicare patients and nursing homes say no, hospitals feel
pain, and home health care; how many have gone out of business,
10,000, 1 guess? Maybe a lot of them should have gone out of business. We have 1,000 home health agencies out of business.
So how do we divvy up $10 billion, if that is what we are going
to do? You tell us we do not have the information, but then we
-have got to make the decision this year. We have one big mess on
ou hands about how to fix the problem, which I think argues for
the point that the system is the problem. We are going to do this
every other year. We are going to cut 1 year and say we saved it.
We are going to come back the next year and put the money back
into the program and say, well, we fixed it.
Then the next year, we are going to have toa cut it again. Just
as sure as the sun rises, we will be back the year after that trying
to put more money back in. This is a system that is not sustainable, the way it is going on. That is-just a statement. It is obviously
not a question.
But the real point is, where do we put money back? Gail, you
have some suggestions. You talked about serious nursing home patients which are high drug therapy and higher costs. We have,
what, a cap on it? That is not working.
Dr. WILENSKY. Those are two separate areas. You have a cap on
therapy spending and there is a problem with the sickest nursing
home patients.
Senator BREAUX. All right. So we put a little bit more money
back into those. I mean, how much do we need there? We do not
have the information, right? Right? Right. All right. I Will take that
as a unanimous agreement.
But it just points out how bad the problem is. We know that the
cuts were more than they should have been, more than we thought
they were going to be, but we-do not know how bad they are. We
know we need more money. We do not know where to put it because we do not have the information of where it should go.
It is absolutely unsustainable, which is why we need to look at
reform rather than just continuing to micro manage it as we try
to do, and not very well.
Thank you.The CHAIRmAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Senator Kerrey?
Senator KERREY. Thank, you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I would associate with what Senator Breaux said. I
do think that systemic reform ianeeded, otherwise Congress is
going to continue to sort of shoot in the dark. But, as long as we
are shooting in the dark, it seems to me we have to take, if yu
do not have the data, if HCFA does not have accurate data of wa
-

is going on exactly, the data that is the more appropriate to us.
That is, what do we hear fr6m home? In Nebraska, just like Senator Baucus was saying earlier, we are west of the 99th and we
have got several conditions out there that create serious problems
in our health care community. We have got low payments to begin
Even though we have a uniform premium, we do not have
local costs being used to determine what the premiums are going
to be. We have a national premium set up, so we have a low level
of reimbursement to begin with into the State for providers.
A hospital will have a very high percent, especially in rural
areas, of not only Medicare patients, but a very high percent of
non-reimbursable expenses. Wehad two rural hospitals shut down
in 1998 as a consequence.
There is lower general income in the rural community, a higher
percent of uninsured in the rural community. Right now, as a consequence of low commodity prices, we have got downward pressure
on income as well.
When I talk to providers in Nebraska, they say we have got a
real crisis. Even if we accept that a piece of it comes from the BBA,
and a piece of it comes from the antifraud- effort, and a piece of it
comes from delaying payments, whatever the reason, they say to
mne, Senator, in 1997 when you voted for BBA, you voted to spend
$200 billion in 1998, $210 billion in 1999, $220 billion in 2000,
$241 billion, $247 billion, and that would save $112 billion from
the providers.
By the way, in 1997 we heard everybody come up and say there
was a problem. At the end of the day, the only people we could get
any money out of was providers. Nobody else made any contribution. So we took $112 billion of savings out of the providers.
I appreciate that you are saying that OBO's estimate is that still
only $112 billion is going to come from that, but the spending is
going to be considerably less than that. You tell me whether or not
you agree with what I am saying. When I voted in 1997, I voted
to spend $200 billion in 1998, and $210 billion in 1999.
Right nowI you are saying we are going to spend $20 billion less
in 1999. At the $210 billion level, I am still taking money out of
the providers. I am still generating $112 billion worth of savings.
I am saying this because right now the political context is, we
may vote this year to put $20-30 billion out for prescription benefits. All in favor, say aye. On that one, it is going to be a hard vote
no. There is a lot of momentum building to spend $20-30 billion on
a prescription benefit.
I think part of that comes -because of this 5 percentl95 percent
situation, 5 percent of the sickest people using as much as 95 percent of the non-sick individuals. The non-sick individuals are pretty
well organized.
So I wonder if you - would comment, from CBO's perspective,
when I voted in 1997, did I vote for spending $210 billion in 1999,
and we are only gong to spend $191 billion? I voted to generate
savingsg~
beogaeie
$210 billion was below the net baseline.
That is a net number, net of premiums and net of total outlays,
discretionary and mandatory
Dr. VAN DE WATER. Needless to say, Senator, I would not want
to say what you intended to vote for when you voted for the BBA.

-with.

That was your decision. I am certainly not in your shoes. If I were,
I think waa
would have thought I was voting for was a particular set of benefits and payment rules,
Now, it has turned out tat tose benefits and payment rules
have resulted in less aggregate spending than we estimated, but it
is not clear that anyone is getting less than beneficiaries or providers-i
Senator KERREY. Dr. Van de Water, that gets back to the problem that Senator Breaux identified.

Dr.

VAN DE WATER.

Exactly. Indeed, it is.

Senator KERREY. The only way I can produce the savings is to
get into the different payment mechanisms that we have at HOFA.
But what we were dealing with in 1997 was the question, -how do
we balance our budget? That is what BBA stands for. So we are
gng to balance -our budget and we need savings from Medicare to
dothat. So we have $112 billion worth of savings that we had, and
could gohome to my providers and say, that means I am going
to spend $200 billion in 1998, $210 billion in 1999, $220 billion,
and on, and on, and on.
What I am saying is, regardless of how it occurred, whether it
was done by BBA or terrific antifraud effort, which I appreciate
that you have done, or delayed payments-although, if you extend
that one out, if you really want to produce some savings, why do
you not delay payments for a couple of years? I mean, we could
really generate some savings then. I do not know that I would brag
on that one too much.
One way or the other, I am spending less than what I needed to
spend in order to balance the budget. That is what we said we were
doing in 1997. We were going to balance the budget and we needed
from Medicare. Now, for whatever the reason, we are prosavings
ducing more savings than we promised we were going to produce
in 1997 when we voted for it.

Dr. VAN

DE WATER.

If I could comment, though. I think it does,

indeed, go back to Senator Breaux's point. If spending is $20 billion
below the projection, the problem is to figure out, as both you and
he have said, why is that the case? If, hypothetically-and this is
purely hypothetical-that $20 billion shortfall were to have resulted solely from squeezing additional fraud out of the system,
that, I would think, you would consider to be an unlikely reason
to want to ptan extra $20 billion back.
Senior
ERREY. No, no. Dr. Van de Water, I would disagree
with that p resumption. Again, the purpose of BRA 1997 was to balance the budget. What we decided was, we needed $112 -billion
worth of savings to get that done. Through a combination of other
things, we produced a lot more savings.
Again, back to what Senator Breaux was saying, the system is
so complicated it is difficult to know what is going to produce savings and what is not going to produce savings.
I understand there are lots of other things going on. We had an
August 1997 score from you saying, this is what the baseline looks
like for the next 5 years, and if you make these changes it will
produce $112 billion worth of savings. Well, it did not produce $112
billion worth of savings. That, and lots of other things unknown to
us at the time, produced considerably more savings than that.

What we did, I voted to send more money than we are actually
spending on patient care. I amn saying to you, in the absence of
your data, I can take you out to Nebraska and show you a real and
present crisis in our health care system that I did not vote for in
1997, and I do not want to be a party to.
The CHAIRmA. Next, we have Senator Mack.
Senator MACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRmAN. We are going to have to try to keep within our
limits because we have another panel.
Senator MACK. Can I have back the 15 seconds I just lost, then?
The CHAIRMAN. Tomorrow. [Laughter.]
Senator MACK. I share the frustrations that have been expressed
by everyone here. I am as frustrated not knowing exactly how we
are going to proceed, as well. But we are doing what we are supposed to be doing. We are expressing the concerns that we are
hearing from folks in our State that both represents patients as
well as providers.
1, again, share the concern that Senator Moynihan has raised
with respect to teaching hospitals. According to what they have
said to me, it is not just what we have done with respect to graduate medical education, but it is also the effect of the BBA in other
areas of savings.
In addition to that, they have an increased case load of charitable cases because, as people moved off welfare, they are not covered by Medicaid so they have a larger amount of uncompensated
cases. HIMOs are trying to drive down prices as best they can.
So when we listen to these things, we try to be rational about
them and try to understand which ones are accurate and which
ones are not. All we are saying is, while you might not have the
data, my concern is that, as we kind of debate about whether there
is data or not data -to do it, these numbers could be very significant
and it could have severe impact on certain segments of our health
care delivery system. I am really not looking for a response. You
all have had to respond or try to react to everyone. I am just voicI
inf my concern as well.
do, though, however, want to ask Dr. Berenson a couple of
questions having to do with what are referred to as APCs.
One of the things that I do now, which is almost standard procedure when I go home, because of my involvement in the fight
against cancer, I go to hospitals, local hospitals, teaching hospitals,
and listen to what the concerns are as far as treatment for cancer
is concerned.
One of the issues that I hear over and over again has to do with
chemotherapy. I am concerned about the ambulatory payment classification and how they will impact cancer care. Many patient
groups have expressed reservations that these new classifications
will limit patient access if many higher-cost drugs have been excluded or the payment for them is so low, hospitals cannot afford
them to outpatients.
What is HCFA's response to this?
Dr. BERENSON. We are obviously hearing the same concerns. The
time for comments on the rural has not closed yet, and we expect
there will be extensive comments in this area. Clearly, the issue of
new drugs is one that has been mentioned, and we will respond.

There is, at least to. some extent, we think, a little bit of confusion in that we have AP~s for administration and separate AP~s
for the actual cost of the drug. At least some cancer centers are just
coding one, not knowing that they have the opportunity for coding
both and, indeed, if there are multiple units of a drug, to code multiple times.
So there may be a very real problem. We will review the comments, and at the same time I think there is an education issue
that would have to happen if, in fact, we would not make substantial changes. We will have to look at it, but we are certainly hearing from the same groups.
YSenator MACK. I have been told that $52.70 is the proposed
amount for cancer treatments under the APO. Is that the chemotherapy portion of it?
Dr. BERENSON. Well, there are four different categories of
chemotherapies. There are four different groups being proposed in
the proposed rule, so it varies from that number to a much higher
number. I do not have those details with me.
Senator MACK. The last point in this area then would be, a process is being set up, I think, for updating APC so that new drug infusion therapies can be included.f But I have also been told that
that could take as long as four to four and a half years.
I find that very troubling, in the sense that, with the money that
we are investing in developing new drugs and new technologies to
treat cancer, that a process would take tour and a half years to update isDr. BERENSON. I do not know, about the four and a half years.
I will personally look into that and see. That does not sound reasonable to me either. I just do not know that detail, but I will look
into it.
Senator MACK. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Thank you.

Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. I will start with Dr. Wilensky. I think I hear
you sayng that we should not do wholesale changes to the BalancedBudget Act unless and until we see some real evidence of access problems. Of course, I think that is a sensible approach. But
I also hear you supporting targeted fixes where there are demonstrated problems.
So I would like to ask a specific one in which you stated that the
$1,500 caps on speech, physical, and occupational therapy that
were enacted were arbitrary and probably bear no relation to clinical characteristics. While you have not proposed any specific policies regarding these caps, you have raised concerns on several occa-

sions about this.

I have introduced legislation to try to address the problem, and
I think we are at the point where MEDPAC, needs to go beyond expressing concerns to proposing a solution.
So do you have a proposal to rectify the situation?

Dr. WILENSKY. I do not. Unfortunately, MEDPAC did not specifi-

cally look at this issue during the course of our deliberations. I am
co dent that, if we had, because the limit does not in any way
take account of the clinical characteristics of the patient, we would
have concluded concern about the arbitrariness and we may or inay

not have raised some issues about the direction that we would like
&are actually going to be meeting this summer. I will be glad
to specifically raise the issue with the commissioners. If you would
like, outside of my MEDPAC role, I would be glad to give you some
o a
assessment of the legislation that you have pooe.Ia
miliar with the specifics. I knew that you had proposed it.
Senator G&'ssLEY. All right. You could comment just on my legislation, but I am not looking just for comment on my legislation.
I am looking for what we can do to solve where I think we have
some real problems.
Dr. WILENSKY. I think there are a couple of issues here. One, is
because there are safety valves, but the sickest patients cannot
make use of them. That is, if you can go to the outpatient, you are
not affected by the cap.
If you can move to other providers, HOFA does not have the systems in p lace to actually implement the cap. But if you are in a
nursing home and have a major stroke and you cannot be moved
easily, you are going to be subjected to the cap.
Obviously, I think that you need to work with HCFA to think
about specifically what would make sense, whether there is a way
to differentiate, target, or attach it to some characteristics from the
Resource Utilization group, distinctions that are in place and that
we may know about some of the patients. The question is, how can
you quickly try to link it to something about the clinical characteristics of the patient?
Senator GRASSLEY. My bill does a medically necessary waiver.
Dr. WILENSKY. Dr. Berenson would have to respond if that is possible.
Dr. BERENSON. I am not sure of that. We are looking at a numnber of possibilities here. There were caps for independent professional therapists in place, and there was not a lot of sort of verbalized concern about that. I think it may be that the caps then got
extended and were done without understanding the clinical characteristics or the implications on patients.

I want to reemphasize the point that Gail made about the nurs-

ing home patient, who may be the patient with the stroke who does
not have an opportunity to take advantage of the work-arounds to
get to the outpatient department, or to go to different therapists,
who may be particularly impacted by these caps.
We are looking at whether the combination of speech and physical therapy in a single cap makes sense, whether the limit itself
can be modified, and we are also looking at the issue of whether
we can identify clinical characteristics. I do not know how easy
that is going to be, but we 'are certainly open to working with you
to try to understand that.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. I will go on to another point, and

my last question. I believe that all of you have noted the big hos-

pital outpatient cut that HOFA's proposed rule would require.
HCFA invited suggestions on how to lessen the impact on rural
hospitals because they relied so much on outpatient care.
Several of us on this committee introduced a comprehensive
rural health care bill which would simply exempt sole community

hospitals from the outpatient prospective payment system. Could
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any of you-and at least hopefully a couple of you--comment on
the approach or suggest a better one, particularly Dr. Berenson?
Dr. BERENSON. I actually cannot comment on that now. We will
those comments as they come in. I am really not prepared
to tell you at this moment.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would you please prepare a written response
for my question for this?
Dr. BERENSON. Yes, I Will.
Senator GR.AsSLEY. Anybody else can comment on that.
Dr. WILENSKY. We noted that the outpatient provisions, as they
are currently defined, particularly impact both rural and cancer
hospitals. We think there are ways, including phasing in and
maybe a more disaggregated construction of the prospective payment, that would benefit, although it would have to be assessed as
to whether it would benefit.
In general, as a former HOFA administrator, I am uneasy about
wholesale exemption, but I think you would need to look at whether there is some modified system or other modifications that could
be more reasonable.
Senator GJ~ssLEY. Thank you all very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Graham?
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to express my appreciation to this very thoughtful and informative panel. I think there has been a- theme that has gone
through many of the questions that have been asked.
That is, in the abs~enf.e of structural reforms to the Medicare system, but the need to restrain costs, we have gone to the softest
area of the program, which is cutting provider reimbursement. As
Senator Breaux suggests, now that we are in the odd-numbered
year we are seeing the backw.Aah of that decision.
So I would like to focus on some of the ways in which we might
get out of this cycle of cutting providers, then coming back and restoring funds to at least some providers.
Stuart Butler of the Heritage Foundation spoke at one of' our
panels recently, and he had a suggestion that Congress should try
to disengage itself from the detail of micro management.
His proposal was to have some entity established of people who
had scientific and policy backgrounds to qualify them to do this
who would constantly be reviewing the Medicare program, and
then make recommendations to Congress which would be treated
analogous to the Base Realignment and Closure Commission,
which is a system that requires us to consider it, but to do so on
an up or down vote.
Recognizing that Congress has the con .itutional responsibility to
legislate, therefore, as much as some would like,, we cannot be totally excluded from this process.
Is that an approach that you think has some efficacy or would
you have some other recommendations as to how we could get out
of this current morass of trying to decide the most detailed issues
of health care provision.
Dr. WILENSKY. I was also testifying at that hearing with Mr.
Butler and agree with the notion of having something like a separate Medicare board to decide certain kinds of activities.

-review
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The real question is whether, at the same time, you are willing
to restructure and reform the nature of the Medicare program,
which is, of course, also part of his recommendation.
Traditional Medicare, by its nature, involves having the government make decisions on th price of individual services, the appropriateness of individual services, the quality of individual services.
As long as that is the role that the government has chosen to take,
someone in a governmental position will be making many, many,
many micro decisions. Whether it is the Congress depends on the
Congress.
I think, in a modernized fee-for-service Medicare system, you will
need to delegate to HOFA, or somebody, more discretion and a
Medicare board ought to be providing oversight on the bigger
issues, as he suggested, with regard to benefits, enrollment, and information. So, I think it is a good suggestion, but I think it needs
a broader context in terms of the rest of reforming Medicare.
Senator GRAHAm. Any other comments on that?
[No response.]
Senator GRAHAm. In an effort in the BBA to try to deal with cost
in a way other than just straight reduction in provider benefits was
the introduction of concepts of competitive bid ding, as an example,
on disposable medical equipment.
Today we have a system in which there is a price list for everything from wheelchairs to oxygen, and that price list is relatively
stagnant and generally above what the market would indicate the
appropriate pricing should be. So we recommended a series of demonstration projects on using a competitive bid model for DME, and
similarly, a competitive bid model for some of the managed care
plans.
Any comment as to the potential usefulness of that approach?
Dr. BERENSON. Well, it was certainly something that was in the
BRA and we are taking very seriously. As you well know, in Lakeland, Florida we are making progress on the DME bidding process.
There has been a legal challenge, as these things happen, but we
think we have gotten over that hurdle. We are right in the middle
of, or are about to have the selections made as to who will be participating in that area. If we get some experience from that, we
plan to expand the DME bidding.
We have also, and this may have come up yesterday, I am not
sure, the competitive pricing demonstrations for Medicare+Choice.
I think the Congress wisely set up an independent committee,
called the Competitive Pricing Advisory Committee, to select the
sites because none of the HIMOs want to be first in this area.
But we are proceeding in Kansas City and in Phoenix, with some
different success. Kansas City has been much more amenable to
proceeding. We think this is a very important demonstration and
HCFA is committed to seeing it through.
Senator GRAHAm. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMAN. Thank you, Senator Graham.
Senator Bryan?
Senator BRYAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
struck, listening to the questions, by the difficulty that we confront.
BRA was focused on trying to reduce the payments for providers.
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Maybe we did not strike that balance appropriately. Dr. Wileneky,
you commented not only today but previously about that balance.
In trying to craft where that balance is, we need data. That data
is not available. We rail against the Medicare system and say, look,
they ought to have more flexibility.
.Yet, on occasion when the Conrss has provided that, the very
provider groups that urge us to be more flexible come to us and
say, no, no, that is not what we contemplated. Heaven forbid, do
not do that. That is awful. So, it really is quite a difficult dilemma.
Since your very thoughtful comments, Dr. Wilensky, I think
every provider group in my State has come And indicated that they,
too, are under compensated.
So I guess my observation would be that, for those who fear that
the entrepreneurial spirit in America is languishing in the health
care industry, it is alive, flourishing, and doing extraordinarily
well.
I would like to shift the focus of the question just a little bit, because one of the other things we did in BBA was to expand upon
the antifraud provisions, which were, as I recall, in the KennedyKassebaumn we built some of those in.
You will recall that a few years ago, I believe it was, the Inspector General opined that we had as much as $20 billion of fraud,
as they characterized it. There is not a senior in my State, and I
suggest in my colleagues' State, that did not read the Reader's Digest article that emphasized that, and we heard a lot about that.
To the extent we have been able to extend the solvency of Medicare to the year 2015, can any of you give us any insight as to
whether or not you think that the antifraud provisions have been
a part of that extended solvency, have been effective, have hit the
mark right?
Do we need to do something more or did we go too strongly on
that? As you know, some of the provider groups have come to us
and said, this was a terrible thing that you have done. Now you
have all subjected us to terrible potential criminal prosecution.
Could you give us some insight into that, please?
Dr. SCANLON. I think that there is no question, as Dr. Van de
Water has indicated, that the antifraud efforts have paid off in
terms of reduced spending, so we can see that in the projections for
the future.
There are also concerns about sort of the degree of vigor in which
some of those efforts have been pursued. In fact, you have asked
us to look at the Justice Department's efforts to use the False
Claims Act with respect to health care fraud efforts.
The Justice Department, since last June, has been using guidelines to try and make sure their efforts are measured, valid, and
reasonable in terms of pursuing these kinds of cases. We will be
trying to make sure for you that this is occurring Nationwide, so
you can feel reassured on those grounds.
So I do think these efforts are having an impact. There is no evidence at this point that they have gone too Far. There have been
some very reasonable settlements of a number of cases. Then there
are other areas where there are issues that need to be resolved because of the complexity of medical care, and what constitutes an
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inadvertent error versus an abusive claim is something we need to
sort of be able to draw the line.
I would like to go back to the first part of your question, or actually maybe it is more your statement, with the issue about viewing
the BBA as cutting payments to providers. I think of the BBA more
as attempting to pay efficient prices for te appropriate access to
services. That is really what we were talking about, because we
changed systems that we knew were inefficient, and we tried to
substitute systems that are efficient.
At the same. time, these current systems may not have enough
money in them or may not be targeted appropriately, and that is
really what we are talking about, I think, -today,is trying to get
them targeted appropriately, with adequate funds.
-'
Senator BRYAN. Any other comments? Yes, Dr. Wilensky.
Dr. WILENSKY. I think, Just briefly, there had been concern prior
to the Kassebaum-Kennedy legislation that there was not a way to
fund payment safeguard and fraud -and abuse efforts because of the
appropriating mechanism, and that this was an important way to
provide some additional fuinding
No one that I know of woud suggest that it is better to have
fraud and abuse go on in the Medicare program. I think itis helpful that the guidelines were issued by the Department of Justice.
There has been concern raised in the provider community to me in
my MEDPAC role about whether or not the False Claims Act is
being used in increasingly creative ways. It is important that people providing services feel like they- have a fair stake in how they
are being treated as well.
Senator BRYAN. Could you give us your own response before we
get the next gentleman on the panel: any evidence, in your judgment, that the BBA antifraud provisions have gone too far or that
they been unfair?
Dr. WILENsKY. None that I am aware of. There is certainly a lot
of concern about it in the provider community, and it may have
been related to this issue of home health, providers using the limit
at the individual beneficiary level and not in the aggregate, as was
intended. Correct information can fix that.
Senator BRYAN. Thank you.
May Dr. Berenson respond? He had his hand up and I cut him
off. He wanted to respond.
Dr. BERENSON. I just wanted to make a brief point, a different
point. Often, waste, fraud and abuse is recited as a mantra, as if
it is all one thing. What we are trying very hard to do at HOFA
is to distinguish fraud, which is real and needs to be prosecuted,
from paying correctly.
We have a very complex payment system. I am a physician. I
have to deal with 7,000 potential CPT codes, even more than that.
Mistakes get made. We are trying very hard to make it clear that
our efforts to pay correctly, to save trust fund money, does not necessarily equate into viewing every physician as a potential criminal
or every good provider out there as committing fraud. So, I think
the government's efforts have been in both areas, and I think fairly
successfull.
Senator B YAN. I thank you very much.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMA. Thank you. Let me thank the panel for the excellence of their presentation. We have called-on you many times before and will continue to do so. Thank you.
It is now my'pleasure to welcome the witnesses from our second
panel. Dr. Scully is president and CEO of the Federation of American Health Systems; Dr. Smith, who I am particularly happy to
welcome since he comes from my State of Delaware, and is president and CEO of Christiana Care Corporation. He is here today on
behalf of the Anierican Hospital Association.
Dr.'Ted Lewers is vice chairman of the American Medical Association. Ms. Bailis is co-chairman and co-CEO of Solomont Bailis
Ventures. She is here on behalf of the American Health Care Association.
Ms. Suther is president and CEO of the Visiting Nurses Association of Texas, here today on behalf of the National Association of
Home Care.
We thank you all for joining us today. We will begin with Mr.
Scully, please.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. SCULLY, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HEALTH SYSTEMS, -WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SCULLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee for inviting me to testify today. My name is Tom Scully. I
am president of the Federation, which represents 1,700 privatelyowned, investor-owned and managed hospitals across the country.
I am going to focus, as you can probably guess, briefly on this
hart to my right this morning.
As you discussed earlier, the BBA, in 1997, was intended to cut
$103 billion. That is a net number. You cut $114 billion and spent
some money back. It was intended to slow, in the early 1990's, the
inflation rate of about 10 percent a year to an inflation rate of
about 5.5 percent a year.
The fact is, the inflation rate for Medicare is negative 1.6 percent, and the inflation rate for Part A of Medicare, which is where
hospitals and nursing homes are, is a negative 5.2 percent.
So I think, arguably, we have way overshot the mark on the BBA
and I think research, which I will get into, shows that it has had
a pretty significant negative impact on health care providers'.
Providers were to kick in $103 billion, which was the vast bulk
of all the savings in the BBA in 1997. Now if you look at the real
numbers, which I would argue is the blue number at the bottom,
the Treasury numbers, it looks like $220 billion over 5 years is a
much more realistic estimate.
One of the problems with the way BBA works, is it is -a one-way
ratchet. The top line was the pre-BBA estimates of Medicare
spending, the middle line was what you hoped and expected to hit
and was written into the law as the estimate in 1997, and the
*is 'where OBO was in March, and the blue line is where
lineis
gren
Trasury
right now.
What happens is, it is a one-way ratchet. If you misguesetimate
by $100 billion, the money is gone, never to be seen again. That
is the dilemma we have.
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If you look at just a snapshot for 1999, your target for 1999 and
Medicare savings was $15.5 billion when the bill passed 18 months
ago. And OBO said, and I think Paul Van de Water said earlier,
OBO now estimates you have exceeded that by $19.4 billion for this
year, and Treasury would pile another 5.6 percent on top of that.
So instead of saving $15.5 billion this year, you have saved $40.5
billion this year, which is $25 billion more than you expected 18
months ago, and there is an 11 percent lower rate of spending in
the Medicare program this year than what you expected when you
passed the bill in November of 1997.
What has that meant for providers? Both the Federation,
through Ernst & Young, HCIA, and the AHA through Lewin, have
put out fairly significant studies on this. We worked very closely
with MEDPAC on working on that study.
We found that hospital margins this year, 1999, overall, are 0.1
percent, which is the lowest they have been in years. Outpatient
margins, which is-the number one issue I am going to raise that
we should hopefully address this year, are negative 17 percent this
year, and falling to negative 28.7 percent under the BBA by 2002.
That is before we get into the HOFA rule that is coming out,
which is an additional yet unscored and unconsidered 5.7 percent
cut. That is another $1 billion a year that is not figured in those
numbers.
Rural hospital margins, which I know Senator Baucus was worried about, are 4.2 percent for fiscal year 98, and they will fall
under the BBA to negative 5.6 percent by 2002.
If you look at the investor community reaction to this, if you look
at nonprofit hospitals and health plans, bond ratings are in the
tank for anyone who is nonprofit.
If you look at the investor world-and I attached an attachment
to my testimony-the average health care stock, whether it is hospitals, nursing homes, providers, information companies, is down
about 40 percent since the BBA passed, and that is obviously in a
market where virtually every other sector of the economy has
boomed.
What would our priorities be for repairing the BBA? First, by far,
would be outpatient PPS. I am not sure this is HOFA's fault or
Congress' fault. Outpatient prospective payment was a mess for
years. HOFA, the providers, and Congress worked very closely from
1994 to 1997 to put together a proposal that was included in your

bill.

Unfortunately, though the House and Senate bills were identical,
word for word, the conference agreement included some minor
changes that were never scored, never considered by OBO, never
understood by us, never understood by HCFA until a year after the
bill passed, that now result in a 5.7 percent additional cut that was
never scored. That is $900 million a year that are not in these
numbers additionally out of the outpatient side.
Our number one goal for this year for the Federation, for our
hospitals, is to fix that, whether HCFA can do it adminhiizatively,
and we believe they can, or whether Congress has to come back
and repair it. As you can imagine, $900 million a year in a- reconciliation bill is lot.
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Our second, would be transfer policy. I think most of you are familiar with that. Our view is that the transfer policy runs totally
counter to the idea of prospective payment and health care. We
think it is totally unfair in the way it has worked. It has turned
out to save three to four times as much as was estimated in the
BBA.
We also find the places that are penalized most are hospitals in
areas that have average lengths of stay that are lower than the national mean. So if you are in a hospital that happens to discharge
a stroke or hip replacement patient faster than the national mean,
you lose money. So, it completely runs counter to what you did in
1983, which we supported, which was a move to prospective payment.
Our final request for an adjustment in the bill would be bad
debt. This is a greatly misunderstood policy. It is generally the
near-poor, non-Medicaid, non-Medigap'patients, about 10 percent of
the Medicare near-poor, that do not get their hospital deductible of
$768 covered.
At some point, Medicare used to pay us 100 percent of that. That
may not have been a rational policy, but that was the case. It was
cut to 55 percent in the BBA, which we think is way too far and
we think that should be adjusted back upward.
Most unfairly, it was intended in the BBA to apply to all Part
A providers. Due to what I believe everybody now considers a drafting error, it only applied to hospitals. So, no other Part A providers
were hit. We think that hit went too far and affects primarily hospitals serving poor patients.
To wrap up, Mr. Chairman, we have a lot of concerns on this bill.
We look forward to working with the committee to address some
of the excesses we think are in the BBA. One-third of the hospitals
in this country are operating in the red right now. That is 55 percent more than when the BBA passed.
I think there is abundant evidence out there that the BBA went
too far. We know you do not have a lot of money to fix it, but we
hope you can find at least a few Band-Aids to put back on in this
Congress.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scully appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Smith, please.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES M. SMITH, M.D. PRESIDENT AND
CEO, CHRISTIANA CARE CORP., ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Charles Smith and
I am president and CEO of Christiana Care Corporation in Wilmington, Delaware. I am here today on behalf of the American
Hospital Association. We appreciate the opportunity to present our
views.
Christiana Care is a not-for-profit coordinated health care system
that provides the entire spectrum of health care services to patients in a four-State area. As such, the Balanced Budget Act of
1997 and the changes that it has brought about in Medicare reimbursement affect all of our services.
Before I begin, let it be said that the Balanced Budget Act represents landmark legislation. Medicare must be protected and
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care poiders must be forced to provide health care in the
most cost-effective way possible.
It is not the intent of this act that causes concern, but the unforeseen and unintended consequences for patient care and medical
education that need prompt and definitive correction.
Although it is tempting for me to focus on the money, instead,
as a physician and health care administrator, I want to talk about
the effects of the changes in Medicare reimbursement on the community and people served by my organization.
I will also show how, in a patient-focused system, changes in one
part of the system surge like a tempest throughout its entirety because of the extreme interconnectedness of all of the components
of health care.
The post-hospital care part of the system cannot provide adequate care to home health and nursing home patients because of
the Balanced Budget Act's reduction in reimbursement for those
services, particularly for complex patients.
As a result, a genuine Catch-22 situation has been created for
hospitals. Hospitals are unable to discharge Medicare patients, and
at the same time are being penalized for not doing so.
We now have an ever-increasing number of patients in our hospitals awaiting placement. Recently, this number reached 80 as opposed to about 20 prior to the Balanced Budget Act. This creates
significant problems. The most important problem is that hospitalization for the elderly, when not needed for acute care reasons,
is bad patient care.
Older people manifest dramatic physical and mental deterioration during periods of hospitalization, and some never recover their
previous functional state.
It is also a problem for the operation of the hospital. We now
have beds filled with patients who do not need to be in the hospital. The fact that these beds cannot be used for the care for which
they were intended impedes the admitting process and interrupts
the normal flow of patients through the hospital, causing medical
gridlock.
In this specific instance, ironically, the financial consequences of
all of this is to actually increase the cost of health care. Of course,these costs are largely uncompensated and will result in losses to
hospitals because Medicare, quite appropriately, pays only for necessary hospitalization.
The medical education programs at Christiana Care are very important for providing medical manpower in our State. As many as
45 percent of our graduating primary care residents stay in our
State to practice. Without our residency programs, it- would probably be impossible, and certainly much more expensive, to continue
providing the enormous amount of uncompensated care that we
provide now to the under-privileged and uninsured.
-Balanced Budget Act reductions and support for medical edvication have already affected our programs and we are very worried
about the effect of future changes on access and service to our corn-

-health

--

munity.

Because Christiana Care provides -so much outpatient care, we
are also worried about the changes in the prospective payment sys-
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tern. We are already losing money in the care of outpatient Medicare patients, and this would only add to that.
We feel that we do need relief. Primarily, we feel we would like
to have relief with repeal of the transfer provision, as proposed in
Senate Bill 37. This provision this year will cost us $1.2 million.
We would like to see reductions eased in the proposed outpatient

PPS by establishing a stop-loss program that would protect hospitals from large reductions, and by convincing HOFA to reverse
their plan to further reduce payments by 5.7 percent.
We would like to see restored adequate reimbursement for
skilled nursing facilities by establishing an outlier pool to compensate for extensive expensive cases. Other suggestions for relief
have been submitted with my written testimony.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Balanced Budget Act is now
causi ng real pain for real people. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Smith appears in the appendix.]
The CnA1RmAr. Thank you, Dr. Smith.
I regret we have a vote taking place, so we are going to have to
recess temporarily. I think there are two votes and there is 5 minutes left on this.
Senator MoyNIHAN. We will be back.
The CHAIRmAN. We will be back. The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene at 12:18 p.m.]
The CHIRMAN. I apologize to the distinguished panel, but this

is the way the Senate works.

Ms. Bailis, we will go down to you, if we may.
STATEMENT OF SUSAN S. BAIILIS, CO-CHAIRMAN AND CO-CEO,
SOLOMONT BAILIS VENTURES, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION, BOSTON, MA
Ms. BAILIS. Thank you, Chairman Roth and members of the Senate Finance Committee. My name is Susan Bailis, and I have overseen the operations of nursing homes and SNFs for more than 13
years. I have also served on ProPAC, the predecessor to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission. I speak today on behalf of the
American Health Care Association.
Controlling Medicare spending is a laudable goal, but the unintended consequences of the most recent cuts in Medicare have been

severe. A change from cost-based reimbursement to a prospective

payment system has been dramatic.
With a transformation of that magnitude, the need for corrective
adjustments along the- way is inevitable. I come before you today
to relay our concerns, and more important, to propose solutions.
Comprehensive data has been difficult to come by, as we have
heard this morning, because the PPS is relatively new.
However, one startling fact has emerged. That is that SNFs have
experienced an average reduction in their daily Medicare payments
of $50 per day, per patient. The study also shows that Medicare
beneficiaiy use of skilled nursing facilities has dropped by more
than 10 percent, and patient length of stay has -decreased by nearly
15 percent.
These numbers tell an important story. Nursing homes are reevaluating the extent to which Medicare resources will allow them
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to appropriately care for the sickest patients. The result is a very
real access problem to skilled nursing facilities which is causing
backups in hospitals thrugout the country.
The squeeze has puts SNFs in a difficult situation. We are concerned about the impact it will have on Medicare beneficiaries, specifically high acuity patients. Naturally, SNFs will be hard-pressed
to continue to prov'de service when patients' cost of care exceed the
resources avab le.
I want to share with you an example of the difficulty SNFs are
experiencing under PPS. Reports from the front lines, if you will,
in the skilled nursing field to illustrate the seriousness of the problems we face and the real threat of reduced access to skilled care.
In Florida, Ms. Y, 89 years- of age, arrived at a Lakeland SNF
on March 25 to recover from pneumonia and a chronic urinary
tract infection. Due to her weakened condition, she needed resiratory, physical, occupational, and speech therapy, plus IV antiSiotics, to gain the strength she needed to go home.
Mrs. Y returned to her home on May 17, thanks to the excellent
care that she received at the skilled nursing facility. However, the
Medicare system failed to reimburse the skilled nurigfclt
$20,000 worth of direct and ancillary care that was provided to the
patient so that she could return to health.
This included $3,000 in pharmacy costs alone. Even though the
patient was in a high Medicare reimbursement category, she consumed over $350 more a day in respiratory, IV, and other therapies
than Medicare paid for. Yet, if she did not get that care, she would
have used up her Medicare days, flipped to Medicaid, and probably
eiaeds
stayed in the nursing home indefiiteS hl fter
Staff at the center report that nerfhl
o hirMdyaeds
charges in a typical month consume an average of $8,000 to
$10,000 worth of services and supplies, more than the center receives in compensation.
Since their policy is to take all Medicare recipients regardless of
acuity level, the center's viability is continuing to be severely impacted by the BBA.
The M4edicare cuts that are denying Medicare beneficiaries access
to care are not just affecting Medicare beneficiaries, but are also
affecting employees as well. The bleak outlook for SNFs, the open
season on caregivers mentality that seems to prevail in some quarters, is turning away high-quality professional staff. These deep
cuts force layois of tens of thousands of employees.
Mr. Chairman, the job of a skilled care staff is challenging under
any circumstances, but I can say with certainty that these dramatic reductions add a new degree of difficulty in providing access
to high-quality care that Medicare beneficiaries expect and deserve.
These examples I have cited today show the PPS, for a whole
host of reasons, is threatening qualit 'y, continuity of care, and access. We have some recommendations on this to what we believe
are fair solutions to four critical challenges, solutions that take into
account the constraints of Congress and HOFA in implementing
change.
First, we propose that HOFA replace the current market basket
update for SN's with an output economic index that better reflects
the changes in intensity and mix of resident services.
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Second, Congress, HCFA, and MEDPAC all recognize that the
new payment system for SNFs fails to account for certain Medicare
beneficiaries with medically complex conditions. 1 already talked
about some of those patients. We propose a patient condition-based
payment modifier targeted to these patients.
Third, PPS rates are based on cost reports going back to 1995.
We recommend that providers have the option of maintaining the
current blended rate for the second year of PPS, or moving to the
Federal rate immediately.
Fourth, and finally, we believe residents would benefit if Congress addresses the problems posed by the $1,500 annual cap on
outpatient rehabilitation services. The committee is urged to support S. 472, which would create criteria to trigger exceptions to the
caps for the sickest and most vulnerable Medicare beneficiaries.
Mr. Chairman, as I conclude my remarks, I would like to convey
to the committee that we know the constraints that exist. These solutions can only be achieved in a bipartisan fashion, and we look
forward to your leadership.
I thank you for the opportunity to be here today.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bailis appears in the appendix.]

The

CHAIRmAN.

Thank you.

Now, Dr. Lewers?
STATEMENT OF D. TED LEWERS, M.D., VICE CHAIR, AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. J EwERs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Ted Lewers. I am
a nephrologist and internist from Easton, MD. I serve as vice chair
of the American Medical Association Board of Trustees.
While I am also a MEDPAC commissioner,, I want to make it
very clear that I am here today speaking and representing for the
AMA and not MEDPAC.
The AMA appreciates the opportunity to provide this committee
with our views on needed improvements to the sustainable growth
rate system which is the basis for Medicare physician payment updates.
The SGR enacted under BBA 1997 is a target rate of spending
gowth for physician services. There are serious problems with the
SGR formula and with its administration to date.
MEDPAC has recommended -four improvements in the SGR. We
are here today to urge Congress to enact these refinements into
law this year. The physician community is united in recommending
the following.
First, HOFA should correct projection errors usedl in calculating
the 1998 and 1999 SGR and should be required to correct projection errors each year as actual data becomes available. The law requires HCFA to make projections to calculate the SGR target before actual data is available. As a result, the projections that have
been made to date were wrong.
For example, HCFA's SGR target for 1998 was based on erroneous projections of GDP growth and changes in fee-for-service enrollment. Because these errors have not been corrected, the 1999
payment update is about $645 million lower than actual data
would require.
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We urge Congress to direct HCFA to immediately rectify this
problem. Our view is also in accord with MEDPAC's recommendation.
In addition, in establishing the 1999 SGR, HCFA estimated that
fee-for-service enrollment would decline by 4.3 percent in 1999.
This is despite a slowing rate of increase ini Medicare managed care
enrollment over the last one and a half years, and an actual decrease in December of 1998 and January of 1999.
HCFA based the 1999 SGR on a projected increase in managed
care enrollment of 29 percent. Over time, due to the cumulative nature of the SGR, uncorrected projection errors will short-change
physician service payments by billions of dollars.
Second, the SGR should be set at GDP plus 2 percentage points
to take into account increased expenditures and utilization of services du.e t-) technological innovation.
Under t.ne SGR, health care utilization is held to the rate of GDP
growth. OBO forecasts indicate that real per capita GDP growth
over the next decade will be far below historical rates of Medicare
utilization growth. Thus, the SGR system guarantees that Mediicare physician payments will decline.
MEDPAC, and its predecessor, PPRC, both recommended thAt
the SGR include an add-on to GDP for cost increases due to i.mprovements in medical capabilities and advancements in scientific
technology. We strongly agree.
We also urge that Congress consider a long-term approach to setting an appropriate growth target. For instance, Congress could require the AHCPR, with its experience in practice guidelines and
technological advances, to work with MEDPAC, in estimating the
impact of improvements in technology, changes in the characteristics of fee-for-service enrollees, and shifts in sites of service on utilization grwth.
Third, payment updates under the SGR must be stabilized. Currently, ME DPAC, HCFA, and the AMA project that the SGR will
produce extreme volatility in payment levels. This prevents predictability in the budget process for either the Federa Government or
physicians.
The AMA agrees with MEDPAC's recommendation that Congress
should stabilize the SGR by moving it to a calendar year system.
Further stabilization could be achieved by narrowing both the
upper and lower limits on payment updates and changing from annual GDP growth to a rolling 5-year average.
Fourth, and our final point, Congress should reestablish payment
preview reports, as recommended MEDPAC. HCFA should provide Congress, MEDPAC, and physician organizations with quarterly physician expenditure data and an estimate of the next year's
payment update.
The physician community, surgeons and primary care alike, is
concerned that payment cuts due to flaws in the SGR, on top of
more than a decade of previous cuts, could threaten beneficiary access and our ability to continue to offer our Medicare patients the
benefits of the finest medical care available.
The SGR must be fixed. The AMA urges the committee to consider the recommendations we have discussed.' Further details are
in our written testimony, and we greatly appreciate the commit-
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tee's work in this area. We are ready to answer any questions and
to help in any way. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lewers appears in the appendix.]
The CHmRnmA. Thank you very much.
Next, we will call upon Ms. Suther, please.
STATEMENT OF MARY SUTHER, PRESIDENT AND CEO, VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS, ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CARE, WASHINGTON,
DC
Ms. SumTER.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today.

My name is Mary Suther. I am the president and CEO of the Visiting Nurse Association of Texas, which is a very large home care
agency that serves both rural and urban patients. It is a charitable
organization. We have been in business over 65 years.
The Medicare home health benefit has undergone tremendous,
change as a result of BBA and recent program requirements. Many
providers have left the program, and I know, that HCFA testified
they did not know exact numbers. I do have a copy that I will give
you. In Texas, prior to the BBA, we had 15 counties that were not
served. We now have 40 counties that are not served. Two of those
counties are over 4,500 square feet in area and they are bordered
by counties thatSenator MOYNiHAN. No, ma'am. I think you may mean square
miles.
Ms. SumHER. I am sorry. You are absolutely right. [Laughter.]
Square miles. And they are bordered by contiguous counties that
also have no home health agency. I will give you detailed information on that.
There is a decreased number of patients receiving fewer services.
Some areas of the country have no Medicare agencies. Infrastructure necessary for implementing PPS is being eroded. Even though
studies have shown that the home care problems that exist are not
of crisis proportion, why do we have to wait until there is a crisis?
This is extremely important to note, that GAO and MEDPAC
found that, even in the first quarter of 1998, before the main effects of BBA were felt, because many home health agencies had not
even started with IPS, beneficiaries were already losing access.
Even so, home care was back to 1994 levels.
The current situation is much worse. We have examples attached
in our written testimony of specific cases of real people who are in
need of care and are going without home care. Many of them are
being admitted to institutions. You heard earlier testimonies that
institutions are full and are having problems with accepting some
of them.
The IPS is the most devastating change for home health agencies
under BBA. The severe payment reductions, coupled with other
HCFA initiatives that increase costs, have had severe effects on
health care providers, thus, beneficiaries.
Approximately 2,000 agencies have gone out of business. Surviving agencies have had to decrease staff, therefore, have had to
limit admissions of medically complex patients or patients that live
a far distance from the facility.
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In my own agency, we had losses of over $1 million as a result
of this, and our community donations have subsidized this. We
have a very generous community, but they do not want to subsidize
the Medicare program with charitable donations.
Some of the major problems are related to the medically complex
patients. A study done by the Center for Health Policy Research of
Georgetown University found II'S curtails access to covered services for the sickest, most frail Medicare patients.
CVA used an unprecedented 66 percent behavioral offset and
thus directed Congress that it would have to cut home health $48
billion to save $16 billion over five years. It is now painfully clear
that that was completely unnecessary. This has had devastating effects.
Contrary to the previous remarks of panelists, home health agencies, in general, do understand the aggregate per-beneficiary cost.
There may be an occasional home health agency that does not.
That is not the point. The point is, the payment level is too low.
My particular agency was $7 million under cost caps the'year for
baseline for BBA. We also have a lower utilization rate than the
Nation and other home health agencies in our State. We have Ctill
be adversely affected by this.
Per-visit cost limits were reduced by 14 to 22 percent. Home
health, under BBA, could not win. If an agency had a high cost per
visit and a low per-beneficiary cost, too bad. If they had a high perbeneficiary cost and a low cost per visit, again, too bad.
No consideration was given to technological or regulatory
changes or population changes, the aging of the population. No
mention was made to age adjusting for the changes in Medicare.
Just, bam, back to 1993 and 1994 cost data.
These changes were especially devastating to rural beneficiaries
and inner city beneficiaries due to the extra costs incurred in caring for those beneficiaries. Over-payments is another issue. BBA
1997 went into effect October 1, 1997, and HCFA was not required
to publish visit limits until January 1998, and per-beneficiary limits until April 1998.
Thus, agencies were blindly continuing to operate and provide
services to patients. Many agencies found themselves in an overpayment situation because HOFA continued to pay them at the
higher rate.
It will result in those agencies, if they have to pay this money
back, many of them, in going out of business, restricting access for
more beneficiaries and further erosion of the infrastructure that
has taken us 30 years to build.
On February 5, venipuncture was removed as a qualifying service, and that had a devastating effect. We believe that Congress
must target resources to ensure beneficiary -access.
The vital home health infrastructure must be stabilized by providing some type of outer for medically complex, high-cost, heavy
needs patients, by eliminating the 15 percent additional cut scheduled for October 1, 2000, and to provide relief from financially disabling ove'r-payments to preserve infrastructure.
These proposals are in keeping with GAO and MEDPAC concerns. The effects of the BBA produced many unintentional con-
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sequences. We are relying on your leadership to make the necessary changes. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Suther appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIMAN. Thank you, Ms. Suther.
Mr. Scully, let me turn to you. Could you please elaborate on
why the Medicare inpatient margin is not a good indicator of a hospital's financial viability? What other indicators would you suggest
we use?
IMr. SCULLY. Well, hospital inpatient margins are one piece. Obviously, inpatient, as a percentage of a hospital's revenues, is generally shrinking and outpatient is growing.
While our inpatient margins have generally, in our study, concurred with MEDPAC, then probably 16 to 17 percent in the last
couple of years. We have not proposed any adjustments, at least in
our recommendations, on the inpatient side.
They have been negative 17 percent, growing to negative 28 percent on the outpatient side. On the margins on SNFs, home health,
other businesses, and other hospitals are also very negative.
In addition, when you look at the costs-and this is according to
MEDPAC data, if you look at what a hospital receives relative to
its costs, we receive roughly about 98 percent of our costs from
Medicare as a payor, while the average private payor, who is usually an HMO, is about 117 percent of cost. That margin has narrowed, so Medicare has become a relatively better payor. But the
HMOs are not getting easier.
You look back two or 3 years, and the HMOs paid us 130 percent
of cost.. Now they pay 117 percent. So we have no place left to turn.
Our inpatient margins in Medicare are better than they are on the
outpatient side, they are better on the home health side, and the
SNF side.
But our overall Medicare margins, as I mentioned, are 0.1 percent this year. No hospital I know of, in net, makes any money on
Medicare. You do. the best you c-an on Medicare and you try to get
whatever you can out of the private payors, which is why we are
having such a tough time.
The CHMRMAN. Dr. Smith, as we well know, Christiana Care furnishes many kinds of health care services. MEDPAC has raised an
important question of how organizations respond to the combined
effects of different payment policy changes in the BBA. Could you
tell us how Christiana Care has dealt with this issue?
Dr. SMITH. Yes, sir. I can certainly try to do that. First of all,
as you know, the timing of the implementation of elements of the
Balanced Budget Act varies. So the major impact on our system at
this point in time has come in the area of post-hospital care, with
some in-hospital as well as medical teaching impact, but those will
be coming more in year 2002.
The response that we have mounted to cope with this have been
really to doeveryhing we can to increase our revenues wherever
we can find them. We are doing everything we can to reduce -our
costs. However, most of our costs are personnel costs.
Contrary to what-a lot of people think, our occupancy is still very
high. We were running over 90 percent occupancy and we, therefore, cannot eliminate clinical positions, but we are responding by
trying to reduce our costs.
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In addition to that, we are doing everything we can to modify utilization. So, we are responding the way the Balanced Budget Act
wants us to respond, but we have had negatives.
Our nursing home this year, as a result of the Balanced Budget
Act, has lost $700,000 at this point in time. I believe we are the
only nursing home in the State that will take complex patients,
and this is resulting in a loss for us. We have had to decrease home
health care services. This year, which is just about now con ',.leted,
we, on our medical clinical services, will have a deficit of $1.2 million. That is inpatient and outpatient combined.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is a lot for them.
Dr. SMITH. Sure, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you to discuss the hospital transfer
polcy and any adverse incentives this policy has created, particularly inrural areas.
Dr. SMITH. I think the hospital transfer policy does, in my view,
penalize health care providers for doing what might be best for the
patient. As I have -mentioned, it is not good to keep a Medicare patient in the hospital. Certainly, they should be discharged just as
quickly as possible.
However, the financial incentives or economic incentives brought
on by the transfer policy are to keep them there until they have
stayed out their DRG, and that is clinically unsound and not in the
best interest of patients.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Clearly. Clearly.
Dr. SMITH. Therefore, we are being penalized for doing what we
feel is best for patients. The penalty to Christiana Care for this fiscal year will be $1.2 million.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, Ms. Plailis. Would you discuss
the impact of therapy limits on patients in the outpatient and
skilled nursing settings, and whether consolidated billing requirements are making the problem worse?
Ms. BAILIS. I will be glad to talk about the impact the therapy
caps are having on residents in facilities. The actual consolidated
billing provisions have been delayed because of Y2K issues and we
will not have information on that until that actually is implemented.
But the therapy cap is clearly having an impact on residents. A
study done of 32,000 Medicare beneficiaries showed that 4 percent
of beneficiaries had already exceeded the cap, that it is anticipated
that 13 percent will have exceeded the cap by the end of the year,
and 28 percent of beneficiaries have expended half of the cap.
In addition, patients are beginning to ration their therapy so
they can be sure that there is enough for them throughout the
year. The cap particularly discriminates against very sick patients
that suffer from stroke, cardiac problems, hip fractures, Parkinson's disease, cancer, diabetes, and respiratory diseases. So there
is no question that the cap is having a significant impact as we sit
here.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Lowers, I would like to go to the innovative
technologies that are such an important key to a successful practice
by physicians. This is especially true in an age where many services, once performed in the hospital, are now being performed in a
physician's office.
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Could you discuss your ideas on how to explicitly recognize the
cost of new technology and annual updates to the physician fee?
Dr. LUw.Eis. Well, you have hit a very key point and it is one
that FIPRC recommended back in 1995, 1 guess--I was a commissioner on PPRC at that time as well--on how do you recognize
that? I think it was very clear, and I think it remains vei clear,
that we need to find some way to recognizc that we have to e able,
in some manner, to afford technological advances or we stagnate
and the quality of care will decrease.
At that point in time, I remember extensive debates in PPRC regarding, how do we do this? It was felt that there had to be a percentage point added on to the SGR. That was when we created the
SGR. They felt that was the best way to do it. I am aware of concerns that that is not the best way to do it. But we feel that definitely we need to do something to make sure that that continues
so that stagnation does not occur.
It is also one of the reasons why we have recommended to you
today that AHCPR basically take this on as a study, we are thinking, in the terms of 3 years of a process in working with MEDPAC
to try to come forth with a long-term solution. I think what we
have recommended is probably a short-term solution and one that
would correct that. But we cannot continue to fund, as you have
wisely done, the NIH and other agencies to help in research and
to grow.
To think that when I was a medical student, a cataract patient
had bags around their head for three weeks. I remember those
days. I hate to admit that I do, but I do. I remember when we could
not do colonoscopy. I remember a lot of these factors. I do not want
to see us, in 10 years, saying, gee, I wish we would have found
some way to do this.I
So we urge you to help us with this. We really feel that the
AHCPR can help us. Their innovation and all the work they have
done in recent years, I think, makes them idea to do this study for
a long-term fix.
The CHAmAN. No question about it, it is important. We will call
upon you to help us, too.
Dr. LEWERs. I will ask our people to take a look at this and to
see if there are other areas that they think we can do, -and cer-'_
tainly we will advise you of their fin ings. I will make those calls
this afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Ms. Suther, like all of the members of this panel, we are very
much concerned with maintaining home health care access for the
sickest beneficiaries. The implementation of the prospective payment system next year is, presumably, a major step to alleviate
this problem. In the interim, however, are there any ideas Congress should consider that would specifically target reimbursement
to medically complex patients?
Ms. SUTHER. Yes, there are. I think there is some preliminary information from the studies that were done for PS t at might giv e
some hints as to some indices for medically complex patients. Obviously, if you are a small agency and you admit one medically complex patient, it could devastate You. If you are a large one, like
mine, you could accept a larger number of those.
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I think there needs to be some way of determining which patients are medically cornplex. We do not have a good method of
doing that. Now, hopeuly PPS will come forth with that, but we
have not been privy to the information that they are going to utilize PPS yet, except in very brief detail.
We do not know whether it will work. But I think that people
doing that research have some ideas5 as to how they could determine which agencies are seeing patients that are sicker and that
are more complex than other-agencies.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MoyNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This has been wonderful testimony. I am sorry we had to break
it up. I would tell you, our committee has many concerns, but one
of them is what Dr. Lewers; describes. We are in a great age of
medical discovery and innovation. We do not want the management
of our Federal insurance system to inhibit, much less to impair,
that.
In this context, with the rise of HMOs and such, we are going
to have to begin thinking of teaching hospitals at public goods, in
the terms economists would use. A public good is one in which everybody shares the benefits, so no one wi l pay. That is why you
have governance, in effect.
It appears sometimes that all the new science does is add to the
complexity and cost. Consider your cataract patient. Cataract operations are done in offices and take 15 minutes now with laser development, and such-like. There are many such equivalents of what
were once very difficult medical procedures becoming much simpler
thanks to research.
I would just ask one general question. Mr. Scully, in your testimony you made a rather startling proposition, that more than onethird of all hospitals are facing bottom lines in the red due to the
Balanced Budget Act of 1997. One-third.
So might I ask Dr. Smith, who represents hospitals here today,
would you share that assessment, and if not, what would your as..
sessment be?
Dr. SMITH. I do not have specific information on that. What I
have read is, 20 to 25 percent of hospitals will have operating margins in the red for this fiscal year.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Does that startle you?
Dr. SMITH. I am sorry, sir. Does what startle me, that one-fifth
to one-quarter areSenator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Yes. Is that something new or is that
just the way hospitals exist?
Dr. SMITH. It does not startle me. I am not sure that I would,
however, classifyr it as the way hospitals exist. It is a balance between revenue and expenses. I thin that the number of hospitals
where the operating margins are getting....maller are definitely
going up, and that is a real concern, particularly when some of
these hospitals are in areas where they may be the only providers
of care.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Mr. Scully?
Mr. SCULLY. Senator, if I might. Dr. Smith probably does not
spend as much time running his hospital as Christiana. But that
data is from an HA study, so actually the HA produced that data.
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Generically, if you look back over the last 15 years, you are obviously going to have some hospitals that always do poorly and lose
money. The general numbers run between about 17 and 22 percent
over the years. The fact that the number is up to 33 percent is a
pretty significant change since the BBA.
Senator MoyNIHN. Dr. Lewers, would you care to comment?
Dr. LEwERa On hospitals?
Senator MoyNIHAN. Yes.
Dr. LEwERS. No.
Senator MoyNiHAN. No.
Dr. LEwERs. Not on hospitals. [Laughter.] I know when to put
my foot in and not. But I will comment on your efforts with the
teaching hospitals, and commend you for that. It is very well
known.
The AMA is very concerned about what is going to happen to
teaching hospitals, to teaching facilities, as we move into the outpatient areas. Following the trainees as they move into the other
areas, the complexity, all of this is, in a sense, very frightening. I
spend a fair amount of my time traveling in some of the teaching
hospitals and working with residents and working with students.
It is 'an area that we have to come to some decision on. I look
forward to the debate on graduate medical education that we will
have at MEDPAC. As I said, I am not here speaking for MEDPAC.
But we have been working on that now since the BBA and since
MEDPAC formed, and every meeting we spend time on this. We
are getting down to the fish-and-cut-bait time now. We have a report to do in August. The AMA basically will be working with us
and assisting MEDPAC in whatever endeavors it has.
We have policies on this that -you are very well aware of. The
teaching hospitals, the academic- medical centers, are ones that,
throughout this country, are, when you talk about margins, really
on the margin. We, must dG something to solve that problem.
Senator MoyNIHAN. Well, I just could not be happier with all of
those responses. These are good problems. If you have market systems that are moderating costs, that is good. If that leads a certain
segment in difficulty, it is a difficulty that is in the larger context
of innovation and price moderation.
My heavens, the beginning of this decade we thought c:zsts would
be going up about 19 percent a year and they would be up around
a quarter of GDP right now. It did not happen. But if there is a
side effect that affects hospitals, we will take care of that, too.
We will look forward to that August report. Thank you all very
much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. LEwERs. Thank you.
The CHAIRmA. On that optimistic note, we will call the committee to an end. I want to thank each one of you again for being
here today. We appreciate your most helpful testimony.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you so much.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:56 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUSAN S. BAuas
Thank you, Chairman Roth and Members of the Senate Finance Committee, for
this opportunity to share the concerns of skilled nursing facility (SNF) providers as
we navigate our way through the recently implemented prospective payment systemn
(PPS)-and other changes bogt about by the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA).
Let me state for the record tat my name is Susan Bailis, and I am the co-chairman and co-chief executive officer of a company that develops innovative health care
services and provides consulting with a specialty in eldercare. I have overseen the
operations of nursing homes and SNFs with 5,00 beds for more than 13 years. I
have served on ProPAC-the predecessor to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission-and I am also a clinical social worker. I speak today on behalf of the
American Health Care Association (AHCA), a federation of 50 affiliated associations
representing over 11,000 non-profit and for-profit assisted living, nursing facility,
and subacute providers nationwide.
Mr. Chairman, let me express our sincere appreciation for the opportunity to
share with you our concerns regarding the implementation of the SNF PPS and its
impact on residents for whom we have the privilege to care. Controlling Medicare
spending is a laudable goal, but the unintended consequences of the most recent
cuts in Medicare have been severe. A change from cost-based reimbursement to a
prospective payments system (PPS) has been-by definition--dramatic. With a
transformation of that magnitude, the need for corrective adjustments along the
way is inevitable. Hearings like this one demonstrate this Committee's willingess
to recognize that Cogrss must redress some of the unintended problems that have
emerged from the BBA. In that same spirit I come before you today to relay our
concerns-and mor imprtant, to propose solutions.
Comprehensive data ha been difficult to come by because the PPS is relatively
new. However, based on recent data collected among the SNF community by Muse
and Associates-a Washington, D.C.-based research firm--one startling fact has
emerged, and that is that SNFs have experienced an average reduction in their
daily Medicare payments of $50 per day per patient. The study also shows that
Medicar beneficiary use of skilled nursing facilities has droppedby more than 10
percent, and patient length of stay has decreased by nearly 15 percent. These numnbers tell an important story. Nursing homes are reevaluating the extent to which
Medicare resources will allow them to approriately care for the sickest patients.
The result is a very real access problem to skiled nursing services, which is causing
backups in hospitals throughout the country. This squeeze has put SNFs in a difficult situation, and we are concerned about the impact it will have on Medicare
beneficiaries--specificaly higrh-acuity patients. Naturally, SNFs will be hardpressed to continue to provide service when patients' costs of care exceed the resources available.
I want to share with you a few examples of the difficulties SNFs are experiencing
under PPS-reports from the front-lines, if you will, in the skilled nursing fieldto illustrate the se-aousness of the problem we face, and the real threat of reduced
access to skilled care.
In Florida, Mrs. Y (89 years of age) arrived at a Lakeland SNF on March 25th
to recover from pneumonia and a chronic urinary tract infection. Due to her weakened condition she needed respiratory, physical, occupational and speech therapy
pluI aniit
c o in the strength she needed to go home. Mrs. Y returned to
her home on May 17th thanks to the excellent care she received at the skilled nursing facility; however, the Medicare system failed to reimburse the skilled nursing
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facility $20,000 worth of direct and ancillary care that were provided to Mrs. Y so
that she could return to health. This included $3 000 of pharmacy costs alone. An d
even though Mrs. Y was in a high Medicare rei;ursment category, she consumed
over $350 more a day in resp Itory, IV and other therapies than Medicare paid for.
Ytifshe did not get that care se would have used u p her Medicare days, then
flipped to Medicaid and probably stayed in the home indefi*tel . Staff at the center
report that nearly half of their Medicare discharges in a tvrpica month consume an
average of $8,00 to $10,000 worth of services anA. supplies more than the center
receives in compensation. Since their policy is to take all Medicare recipients regardless of acuity level, the center's viability is continuing to be severely impacted
In Delaware, Mrs. D, an 85 year -.l woman, who was recently recovery from
an infection and heart problems in a Delaware hospital found out about the shrinkngmeof Medicare beds in her state. She was ready for nursing home placementubut ive Medicare's inability to provide adequate resources, she had diffiuty loctZ a SNF and as a result, she had no choice but to stay in the hospital
an extra two weeks. iiventll a prvder offered to take her to a center in neighboring Maryland despite the f~tthat she needed Ln expensive [V antibiotics at a
cost of $410. a day. Her Medicare level dictated the center would only be cornpestd$260 a day for her care. Since then her doctor has prescribed a $1,700
kebrce that the center will provide as part of her routine care costs.
In the state of Washington, a locally-owned and managed independent provider
operates a30-bed sildnrngfacility with nearby hospital. The facility primarily serves short-term (usuallirless than 20 days) high-acuity patients-many of
whom were patients in the hospital's oncology department. The facility enabled patients to be treated by the hospital's doctors and eliminated the need or these very
sick patients to travel beteen facilties.
The result of PPS on this facility is unmanageable losses of between $20,000 and
$40 000 per month. The unit is well-managed and has provided uninterrupted high
quality care, but it cannot overcome the fact that so many of its patients are very
high acuity and require, in many cases, expensive treatments and medications that
are not compensated for by the PPS rate. If the financing system is not changed,
the facility anticipates it will. be left no choice but to close its doors creating access
problems for its local Medicare beneficiaries. Additionally, its functions will have to
be assumed by another facility several miles away.
The Medicare cuts that -are denm~ Medicare beneficiaries access to care are not
jutaffctn Meiaebnfcaisut
also affecting our employees as well. The
bOak outlo for SNFs-the "open-rseason on caregivers" mentality that seems to
prevail in some quarters--is turning away high quality professional staff. These
deep cuts have forced layoffs of tens of thousands of employees. Mr. Chairman, the
job of skilled care staff is challenging under t~ay circumstances--but I can say with
certainty that these dramatic reductions add a new degree of difficulty in providing
access to high-quality care that Medicare beneficiaries expect and deserve.
As you know, we are concerned that the situation has worsened to the point that
many fcilities will opt out of Medicare altogether. These cuts are forcing both indepenident providers and large national corporations to make difficult choices of
whether to provide services in a system that does not prvde adequate resources
for care. This means, that Medicare beneficiaries will have less access to quality
care. If you think things are bad now, imagine how much more the situation wil
deteriorate if 1,000-plus facilities go out of business. Congress and the Administration should not stand by-forcing our states to make contingency plans for the care
of hundreds of thousands of elderly residents needlessly uprooted from the facilities
and the caregivers they've come to know. This would create a logistical nightmare,
the most pressing problem being transfer trauma-which has been proven to increase mortality rates among the elderly.
The examples rye cited today show that the PPS, for a whole host of reasons, is
threaten qultcniut
fcradacs-the
very goals we share for the
elderly adinfirm Americans for whom we care. Mr. Chairman, the bottom line is
that the deep cuts in Medicare create a clear and present danger to the well-being
of our nation's elderly. The problems are critical and require immediate attention.
To that end, I would like to outline what we believe to be fair solutions to four critical challenges-solutions that take into account the constraints of Congress and
HCFA in implementing chane
First, we propose that HCF replace the current market basket update for SNFs
with an output economic index that better reflects the changes in intensity and mix
of resident services. Simpply put, HCFA should replace the current inflation rate update factor for SNFs with a more accurate measurement of the cost of services they
are required to provide. This current market basket grossly understates the actual
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market conditions for SNFs because it understates the annual change in the costs
of providing an appropriate mix of goods and services produced by SNFs. SNFs have
changed dramatically the services we provide and the acuity levels of the patients
we care for. Additionally, this more accurate index exists within the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. This change could be made by HCFA under existing law. Using the
new index would restore funding back into the system and would help to alleviate
the crisis SNFs are experiencing. HCFA has the authority to make this change, and
Congress should encourage them to do so.
Second: Congress, HCFA and MedAC all recognze that the new payment system
for SNFs--Resource Utilization Groups III [RU~s III1-fails to account for certain
Medicare beneficiaries with medically complex conditions. That is especially true for
patients with high utilization of non-therapy ancillary services such as prescripts,
tions, respiratory car-e, IV antibiotics and chemotherapy. AHCA Uis proposed a patient-condition based payment modifier targeted to those patients most likely to fall
outside the reimbursement system. In other words, if a patient comes into a SNF'
with a condition, such as ventilator care needs or advanced stage pressure ulcers,
the facility treating that patient would be eligible for additional reimbursement to
compensate for providing the reured -high cost services. This is the measure that
wvesupprt, but we would certaily entertain other solutions.
Thir, PPS rates are based on cost reports that date all the way back to 1995.
Providers should have the option of maintaining the current blended rate for the
second year of the PPS transition-currently 751% facility peific/25% federal-or
elect to move to the full federal rate immediately. This woud prevent facilties that
changed the type and volume of Medicare services after 1995-the PPS base year-f-froi ing disadvantaged by the transition rate. Again, this is a matter of equity,
and a means of easing the transition to PPS. We believe this can be done administratively by HCFA.
Fourth and finally, residents would benefit if Congress would address the problems posed by the imposition of $1,500 annual caps on Part B outpatient rehabilitation services. The BBA imposed these arbitrary and capricious caps without the benefit of data or of hearings. Mr. Chairman, I assure you-speaking from the frontlines of the skilled care community no one who was part of this process could have
intended this cap to create the kind of patient impact we're seeing. I urge this Committee to support S. 472, legislation sponsored by Senators Grassley and Reid,
which would create criteria to trigger exceptions to the caps for the sickest and most
vulnerable Medicare beneficiaries. Let me express our appreciation to Senators
Grassley, Conrad, Hatch, Robb, Mack and Graham-for being early supporters of
this legislation. But let me also challenge this Committee to translate that early
support into immediate action.
Mr. Chairman, as I conclude my remarks, I would like to convey to the Committee
that we know the constraints that exist. That is why we've worked so hard to put
forward solutions that are reasonable and consistent with the aim of the BBA. Each
of the four actions I've outlined today is realistic, responsible-and within reach.
Each of the actions we recommend would restore funding that would ensure continued _quality and access to Medicare beneficiaries. And that -is why each of the actions we recommend should be adopted-for the sake of the patients entrusted to
our care. These solutions can only be achieved in a bipartisan fashion, and we look
to your leadership. Our nation's seniors expect and deserve no less.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity
to be here today. On behalf of AHCA, I want to make clear our commitment to pronidin
high quality care to America's frail and elderly. The situation is critical, but
it will get worse unless Congress and the Administration work with providers to fix
the system.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT

A-.

BERENSON,

M.D.

Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, distinguished committee members, thank you
for inviting us to discuss the impact of the Balanced Budget Act on Medicare fee-

for-service beneficiaries and providers. The BBA includes important new preventive'

benefits and vayment system reforms that promote efficiency and prudent use of
taxpa er dollars. These reforms are critical to strengthening and protecting Medicare i~r the future. The Medicare Trust Fund, which was projected to be insolvent
by 1999 when President Clinton took office, is now projected to be solvent until
2015.
We have implemented more than half of the BBA's 335 provisions affecting our
programs, including the new preventive benefits such as diabetes education, and a
prospective payment system for skilled nursing facilities. In most cases, the statute
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prescribes in great detail the changes we are required to make. We are committed
to affording providers maximum flexibility within our limited discretion as we implement the BBA
Change of this magnitude always rqI res adjustment. It is not surprising that
market corrections would i~esult from suh souatlgsato.Orfrs
n oe
most concern has always been and will continue to be the effect of policy changes
on beneficiaries' access to affordable, quality health care. We are proactively monitoring the impact of the BBA to ensure that beneficiary access to covered services
is not compromi -d. Our regional offices are gathering, extensive information from
around the country to help us determine whether specific corrective actions may be
necessary. We should be cautious about making changes to the BBA until we consider information and evidence of problems in beneficiary access to quality care.
It is clear that the BBA is succeeding in promoting efficiency and extending the
life of the Medicare Trust Fund. However, the BBA is only one factor contributing
to changes in Medicare spending. Our actuaries tell us that low inflation from a
strong economy and aggesive efforts to pay correctly and fight fraud waste, and
abuse are also having aimact on total sending. We have significantly decreased
the number of imnproper myments made by Medicare. And, for the first time ever,
the hospital case mix incIx is down due to efforts to stop "upcoding," the practice
of billing for more serious diagnoses than patients actaly have in order to obtain
higher reimbursement. It is also important to note that some of the slowdown in
spending growth results from slower claims processing and payment during the
transition to new payment systems.
The BBA also is only one factor contributing to provider challenges in the rapidly
evolving health care market place. Efforts to pay right and promote efficiency may
mean that Medicare no longer makes up for losses or inefficiencies elsewhere. We
are concerned about reports about the financial conditions of some providers. However, it is essential that we delineate the BBA's impact from the effects of excess
capacity, discounted rates to other payers, aggressive competition, and other market
factors not caused by the BBA.
NEW PREVENTIVE BENEFITS

One set of significant changes brought about by the BBA is coverage of key preventive health benefits. We have:
" expanded coverage for test strips and education programs to help diabetics control their disease;
" begun covering bone density measurement for beneficiaries at risk of
osteoporosis;I
" begun covering several colorectal cancer screening tests;
" expanded preventive benefits for women so Medicare now covers a screening
smear, pelvic exam and clinical breast exam every three years for most
women, and every year for women at high risk for cervical or vaginal cancer;
and,
*bemun covering annual screening mammograms for all women age 40 and over,
iZaone-time initial, or baseline, mammoffam for women ages 35-39, paying
for these tests whether or not beneficiaries have met their annual deductibes.
-pap

PAYMENT REFORMS

The BBA made substantial changes to the way we reimburse providers in the feefor-service program. We have made solid progress in implementing these payment
reforms1 . For example, we have:
" modified inpatient hospital payment rules;
" established a prospective payment system for skilled nursing facilities to encourage facilities to provide care that is both efficient and appropriate;
" refined the physician payment system, aR called for in the 1BA to more accurately reflect practice expenses for primary and specialty care physicians; and
initiated the development of prospective payment systems for hom health
agencies, outpatient hospital care, and rehabilitation hospitals that will be implemented once the Year 2000 computer challenge has been addressed; and,
ebegun implementing an important test of whether -,:i rket forces can help Medicare and its beneficiaries save money on durable medical equipment.
MONITORING ACCESS
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ficiaries' access to affordable, qality health care. We are proactively monitoring the
impact of the BBA to ensure that beneficiary access to covered services is not compromised. In addition to these efforts, we are systematically gathering data from
media reports, beneficiary advocacy groups, providers, Area Agencies on Aging,
State Health Insurance Assistance Programs, claims processing contractors, State
health officials, and other sources to look for objective information and evidence of
the impact of BBA changes on access to quality care.
We are
o..1n
rmation available from the Securities and Exchange Commission and Wall Street analysts on leading publicly traded health care corporations. This can help us understand trends and Medicare's role in net income, revenues and expenses, as well as provide indicators of liquidity and leverage, occupancy
rates, states-of-operation, lines of business exited or sold by the company, and other
costs which maybe related to discontinued operations.
We are monitoring Census Bureau data, which allow us to gauge the importance
of Medicare in each health service industry, looking at financial trends in revenue
sources by major service sectors, and tracking profit margin trends for tax-exempt
providers.
We are monitoring the Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly employment statistics
for employment trends in different p arts of the health care industry. Such data
show, for example, that the total number of hours worked by employees of independent home health agencies is at about the same level as in 1996. That provides a
more useful indicator of actual home health care usage after the BBA than statistics
on the number of agency closures and mergers.
We are being assisted by our colleagues at the HHS Inspector General's office.
They have agreed to study the impact of the BBA's $1500 limits on outpatient rehabilitation therapy. They have also agreed to interview hospital discharge planners
as to whether they are having difficulty placing beneficiaries -in home health care
or skilled nursing facilities. Results of that study should help provide information
in addition to surveys done for the General Accounting Office an~ the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission of home health agencies. And, because home health
beneficiaries are among the most vulnerable, we have established a workgroup to
develop an ongoing strategy for monitoring beneficiary access and agency closures.
SPECIFIC BBA PROVISIONS

Home Health: The BBA closed loopholes that had invited fraud, waste and abuse.
For example, it stopped the practice of billing for care delivered in low cost, rural
areas for care from urban offices at hi h urban-area rates. It tightened eligibility
rules so patients who only need blood Irawn no longer qualify for the entire range
of home health services. And it created an interim payment system to be used while
we develop a prospective payment system. We expect to have the prospective payment system in place by thie October 1, 2000 statutory deadline.. We expect to publish a proposed regulation this October so we can begin receiving and evaluating
public comments, and a final rule in July 2000.
The interim payment system is a first ste p toward giving home health agencies
incentives to provide care efficiently. Before the BBA, reimbursement was based on
the costs they incurred in providing care, subject to a per visit limit, and this en'couraged agencies to provide more visits and to increase costs up to their limit. The
interim system includes a new aggregate per beneficiary limit designed to provide
incentives for efficiency until tile prospective payment system can be implemented.
Last year Congress raised the limits on costs somewhat in an effort to help. agencies under the interim system. We are also taking steps to help agencies adjust to
'these changes, and in March we held a town hail meeting to hear directly from
home heailh providers about their concerns. We are giving agencies up to a year
to repay overpayments resulting from the interim payment system. And, effective
July 1, we are ending the sequential billing policy that had raised cash flow concerns for some agencies. This rule was designed to help facilitate the transfer of
payment for care not related to inpatient hospital care from Part A to Part B, but
we have determined we can accomplish the transfer through other means. At the
same time, we are implementing the Outcome and Assessment Information Set
(OASIS). OASIS fulfills a statutory mandate for a "standardized, reproducible" home
care assessment instrument. It will help home health agencies determine what patients need. It will help improve the quality of care. And it is essential for accurate
payment under prospective payment.
Tdate evaluations by us and the GAO have not found that, reduced home health
quality or access problems. However, as mentioned above, beausng beneficiaries
speningis
cause home healt
are among the most vulnerable, we are planning
for ongoing detailed monitoring of-beneficiary access aiid agency Closures.
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Skilled Nursing Facilities: We implemented the new skilled nursing facility prospective payment system called for in the BBA on July 1, 1998. The old payment
system was based on actual costs and included no incentives to provide care efficiently. The new system uses mean-based prices adjusted for each patient's clinical
condition and care needs, as well as geographic variation i wages. It creates incentives to provide care more efficiently by relating payments to patient need, and enables Medicare to be a more prudent purchaser of these services.
The BBA mandated a per diem prospective payment system covein all routine,
ancillary, and capital costs related to covered services provded tobneficiaries
under Medicare Part A. The law requires use of 1995 as at baselyear, and implementation by July 1, 1998 with a three year. transition. It did not allow for exceptions
to the transition, carving out of any service, or creation of an outlier policy. We are
carefully reviewing the possibility of making administrative changes to the PPS, but
we believe we have little discretion.
We held a town hail meeting earlier this year to hear a broad range of provider
concerns. There were concerns that the prospective payment system does not fully
reflect the costs of non-therap~y ancillaries such as drugs for high acuity patients.
Wie share these concerns and are conducting research that will serve as the basis
for refinements to the resource utilization groups that we expect to implement next
year. And we fully expect that we -will need to periodically evaluate the system to
ensure that it appropriately reflects changes in care practice and the Medicare population. We are concerned about anecdotal reports of problems resulting from the
prospective payment system. As stated earlier, we have asked the HUS Inspector
General to evaluate the situation.
Outpatient Rehabilitation Therapy: The BBA imposed $1500 caps on the amount
of outpatient rehabilitation therapy services that can l reimbursed. We continue
to be concerned about these limits and are troubled by anecdotal reports about the
adverse impact of these limits. Limits on these services of $1500 may not be sufficient to cover necessary care for all beneficiaries. Because of our concern, our HHS
Inspector General colleagues have agreed to study the impact of the BBA~s $1500
limit on outpatient rehabilitation therapy to help, us judge whether and how any adjustments to the cap should be made.
Hospitals: We have implemented the bulk of the inpatient hospital-related
changes included in the BBA in updated regulations. We haive implemented substantial refinements to hospital Graduate Medical Education payments and policy
to encourage training of primary care physicians, promote training in ambulatory
and managed care where beneficiaries are receiving more and more services, curtail
increases in the number of residents, and slow the rate of increase in spending. We
have implemented provisions designed to stregten rural health care systems. And
we froze inpatient hospital. payments in fiscal year 1998, as required under the
BBA, resulting in substantial savings to taxpayers and the Medicare Trust Fund.
The BBA also called for a prospective payment system for outpatient care, which
we expect to implement next year. The outpatient prospective payment system will
include a gradual correction to the old payment system in which beneficiaries were
paying their 20 percent copayment based on hospital charges, rather than on Medicare payment rates. Regrettably, implementation of the prospective payment system
as originally scheduledwould have required numerous. complex systems changes
that could substantially jeopardize our Year 2000 efforts. We are working to implement this system as quickly as the Year 2000 challenge allows. We issued a Notice
of Proposed Rule Makin in September 1998 outlining plans for the new system so
that hospitals and others can gin providing comments and suggestions. We are
making data files available to the industry, and we have extended the comment period until June 30, 1999 so the industry and other interested parties will have sufficient time and information to comment.
We do have greater concern for rural, inner city, cancer, and teaching hospitals
because our analysis suggests that the outpatient prospective payment system Will
have a disproportionate impact on these facilities. We are reviewing the many comments we have received on the proposed regulation and we are continuing to develop possible modifications to the system for inclusion in the final rule.
Physicians: As directed by the BBA, we have begun implementing the resourcebased system for practice expenses under the physician fee schedule, with a transition to full implementation by 2002 in a budget-neutral fashion that will raise payment for some physicians and lower it for others. The methodology we used addresses many concerns raised by physicians and meets the BBA requirements. We fully
expect to update and refine the practice expense relative value units in our annual
regulations revising the Medicare fee schedule. We plan to include the BBA-mandated resource-based system for malpractice relative value units in this year's proposed rule. We welcome and encourage the ongoing contributions of the meica
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community to this process, and we will continue to monitor beneficiary access to
care and utilization of services a 3the new system is fully implemented.
We also aire seeking legislatio.a to refine the H3BA's Sustainable Growth Rate for
Medicare pa.-ments for physician services are annually updated
payment.
physician
or inflation
and adjusted by comparing ac tual physician spending to a national target for physician spending Th
B elcdtefrmer
physician spendn rge
rate of growth, the Medicare Volume Performance Standard, with the Sustainable
Growth-]Rate (SGR), The SGR iakes into account price changes, fee-for-service enrollment changes, real gross dornestic product per capita, and changes in law or regulation affecting the baseiz.
After BBA was enacted, HCFA actuaries discovered that the SGR system is unstable, and would result in unreasonable fluctuations from year to year. Also, the
SOR target cannot be revised to account for new data. The President's fiscal 2000
budget contains a legislative proposal to deal with these issues.
CONCLUSION

The BBA made important changes to the fee-for-service Medicare program to
strengthen and protect it for the future. These changes, along with a strong economy and our increased efforts to combat fraud, waste, and abuse, have extended the
life of the Trust Fund until 2015. Change of the magnitude encompassed in the BBA
inevitably requires adjustment and fine tuning. It is not surprising that market corrections would result frm such significant legislation.
As always, we remain concerned about the effect of policy changes on beneficiaries' access to affordable, quality health care. We are proactively monitoring the
impact of the BBA to ensr that beneficiary access to covered services is not compromised. Our regional offices are gathering extensive information from around the
country to help us determine whether specific corrective actions may be necessary.
And we welcome the opportunity to loat
an new information regarding beneficiary access to quality care. We are committed to looking at possible refinements
to the BBA that are within our administrative authority. However, we should be
cautious about making changes to the BBA until we consider information and evidence of problems in beneficiary access to quality care. We look forward to continuing to work with this Committee to identify issues of concern, and we will keep you
up to date on the status our of implementation of the BBA. I thank you for holding
this hearing, and I am happy to answer your questions.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. CUMMING
Good morning Chairan Roth and members of the committee. My name is Bob
Cumming andlI am a principal with the actuarial consulting firm of Milliman &
Robertson in Minneapolis. I am appearing today in my capacity as a representative
of the1 Risk Adiustors; Work Group of the American Academy of Actuaries (Academy). Our wo-rk group was formed at the request of the Health Care Financig Administration (HCFA) to complete an actuarial review of the health status risk adj ustment methodology the agency, will use starting on January 1, 2000 to pay
MIedicare+Choice health plans.
As you are aware, the use of a health status risk adjustment formula is required
by the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA). That law directed HOFA to report to
Cogres on the p roposed risk adjustment method and, further, provides for, "an
evaluation of such method by an outside, independent actuary of the actuarial
soundness of the proposal." (BBA, Section 1853). Ls t fall,,the Health Car Financing Administration asked the American Academy of Actuaries to perform this evaluation. The Academy appointed a volunteer work group consisting of health actuaries who are either consultants to or staff members with health plans and health insurers to review HCFA's proposal. A list of the members of the work group is attached to my testimony. Ouranysis was included as part of the agency's report
to Congress which was iseued on March 1. The Academy's work was provided pro

I The American Academy of Actuaries is the public policy organization for actuaries practicing
in all specialties within the United States. A major purpose of the Academy is to act as the
public information organization for the profession. The Academy is non-partisan and assists the
public policy process through the presentation of clear and objective actuarial analysis. The
Academy reuarly prepares testimony for Congress, provides infciration to federal elected offl*als, comments on prooe federal regulations, and works closely with state officials on issues
related to insurance. The Academy also develops and upholds actuarial standards of conduct,
and practice, and the Code of Professional Conduct for all actuaries practicing in
qualification
e ntdStates.
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bono, although HCFA did reimburse the members for travel expenses associated
with the meetings of the work group.
HRCFA'S PROPOSAL

Currently, HOFA's payment rates for Medicare+Choice pln are adjusted to reflect the risk characteristics of the plans' participants as defned by the demographic
factors of age, gender and the beneficiarys status (institutionalized or non-institutionalized; Medlicaid recipient or non-Medicaid- employed or not; disabled or not).
Beginning in the year 2000, HOFA is required y~ the BBA to supplement these demo rphic adjustments with a health status risk adjustor.
qJA plans to assign a risk score to each Medicare beneficiary based on diagnosis information for that individual, taken from previous hospitalinpatient stays.
The risk scores were developed using a list of "principal inpatient diagnostic cost
groups" (PI1P-DOGs), which were developed for this purpose. The previous medical
costs for inpatient hospital stays incurred by the indiviaua are used to determine
their expected future medical risk and, therefore, how much the Medicare+Choice
health plan in which they are enrolled should be p aid. New enrollees in Medicare
will be assigned an estimated risk score based on HCFA's analysis of existing Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) data.
CONCLUSIONS

The new risk adjustment system represents a significant change for health plans,
contracting providers, and health plan members, While the Academy work grup believes the conceptual basis of the risk adjustment method proposed by HOFA is "actuarially sound, as we have defined it for this purpose, we have serious concerns
about the method's implementation, operation, and impact. These issues include:
" Exclusions of certain risk categories from the risk adjustment methodology,
such as one-day hospital stays, which may penalize health plans that effectively
manage the delivery of health care.
" Lack of adequate testing of the potential impact of the new methodology on
health p lans and Medicare+Choice beneficiaries, although the phase-rn wil SIRnificantly soften the impact of changes in reimbursement levels from what it
might otherwise be.
* Administrative feasibility of the implementation of the new system because of
timing and data collection issues.
" The processing of extraordinary amounts of newly collected data and completing
a series of complex calculations introduces an element of uncertainty that cannot be anticipated until health plans and HOFA have full opportunity to understand the implications.
* Use of only ee-for-service data as the basis for the development of risk adjustment weights.
There is a substantial risk for the Medicare system if the risk adjustment methodology does not work as intended. The negative consequences could include withdrawal of Medicare+Choice health plans from the market, financial problems or insolvency for health plans and the potential for a reduction in benefits provided to
beneficiaries. Because of these concerns, the work group believes HCFX's decision
to implement the new methodology under a phased-in approach is a sound one and
will himit changes from the current payment system while HCFA and the health
plans assess the impact of the new methodology.
While HOFA has done much work in a short time period to develop the new methodology and design implementation strategies, additional work remains to fully define HfCFA's risk ad ustment method and- test application of the method to make
sure it achieves the intended results. The work group recommends that HCFA further modify the risk adjustment model wi the knowledge gained during the first
year of operation.
DEFINITION OF ACTUARIAL SOUNDNESS

The Academy was asked by HCFA to evaluate the actuarial soundness of its proposal. For this purpose, there is no widely recognizpd definition of "actuarial soundness." The work group therefore analyzed HCFA's proposal in term of: (1) established actuarial criteria for risk adjustment, (2) Actuarial Standards of Practice, and
(3) the general principles and practices of actuarial science. Actuarial Standards of
Practice are guidelines developed by the Actuarial Standards Board to help actuaries in their work. Specific actuarial goals and criteria for risk adjustment are described in the Academy's May 1993 monograph titled, "Health Risk Assessment and
Health Risk Adjustment: Crucial Elements in Effective Health Care Reform." The
criteria used to evaluate risk adjustment systems are:
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Accuracy: Because payments to health plans will be determined based on the risk
adjustment mechanism, accuracy and avoidance of statistical bias is critical.
Practicality and Reasonable Cost: The risk adjustment mechanism should not be
so complex that implementation is extremely cumbersome, thereby adding significant cost to the system.
Timeliness and Predictability: Carriers setting premiumn rates should be able to
predict the impact of risk adjustment on their p~reniums with a fair degree of accuracy and in a timely manner, in order to avoid solvency concerns and disruption to
members.
Resistance to Manipulation: The risk adjustment mechanism should aim to make
it impossible for specific carriers to benefit financially by "gaming" the mechanism.
The Academy's review took into account all aspects of the proposed methodologies
that impact on its "actuarial soundness," including but not limited to the proposed
formulas, the availability, quality, and relevance oi the data required, and the ability to be implemented as intended.
In addition, the Academy has evaluated the appropriateness of the proposed
methods in relation to available alternatives (including non-administrative data
models such as surveys, enhanced age/gender/status, and the status quo) and in
light of the modifications being made to the underlying base rates by county over
the same time period.
LIMITATIONS OF THE WORK GROUP'S ANALYSIS

It is important to note that the work group's analysis and conclusions relied on
the information tunpppied by HCFA. During the review process, HCFA provided the
work group with preliminary results of the potential payment impact of the risk adjustment methodology on Medicare+Choice plans. However, the work group was not
able to verify the accuracy of the data collected by HOFA or the calculations used
by HCFA to determine the impact on health plans.
In addition, HCFA did not provide the work group with an assessment of the impact of the risk adjustment methodology on beneficiaries, and the scope of our opinion is similarly limited.
HOFA's risk adjusted payment system is still a "work in progrss", and it should
be understood that our opinion on the actuarial soundness of HCFA's proposals are
based on the system as they were described to us at the time we performed our review.
The work group was not able to undertake a detailed analysis of the mathematical formulas used to develop the risk adjustment methodology, but rather focused
its review on the conceptual and theoretical basis of the system. Because HCFA is
still working on the proposed methodology and there arv a number of unresolved
implementation issues, our report is a qualified review of the, actuarial soundness
of the proposal.
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The new methodology for making health status risk adjustments to Medicare payments appears to meet the requirements of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, provided the system is implemented carefully. On balance, and with a phase-in, the
proposed risk adjustment method appears to be a reasonable first step in what
should be a long-term evolutionary process. HOFA is to be commended for the
progres to date and for recognizing the limitations of the proposal arising from the
available data, timing requirements and areas for future improvements.
In general, the work group believes the PIP-DOG risk assessment methodology
developed by HOFA meets the goals of'risk assessment I outlined earlier in my testimony. However, there are a number of concerns about the health risk assessment
formula that the work group raised in its report:
Using Only Inpatient Data: A significant component of the PIP-DOG model is the
restriction of the risk adjustment method to conditions identified by inpatient hosThis feature has both advantages and disadvantages. As one positive
pital
factor,claims.
this requirement matches well with the information currently available to
the Medicare program. Currently, hospital claim information is more accessible and
easier to audit than ambulatory care data, and requires less additional work by
health plans to report to HOFA.
However, there are several drawbacks to a system that uses only inpatient data.
A major feature of managed care has been the measurable shifting of inpatient care
to outpatient sites and the substitution of less invasive therapies to treat a given
condition. When the risk assessment system is restricted to inpatient claims, the
members subject to effective managed care can appear healthier than average, because of limits on what is measure.
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If outpatient (ambulatory.) data is added to the inpatient claim'I information, a
better picture of the potential "risk" of each individual Medicare beneficiary is obtained. We have therefore recommended that outpatient data be included in HCFA~s
methodology as soon as it is feasible to do so.
Exclusion of One-Day Hospital Stays: The risk adjustment methodology does not
"give credit" for one-day hospitalizations, under the assumption that including them
may result in "gaming" of the system by health plans. If included, plans could
"game" the system by ordering unnecessary one-day stays for minor medical condition,
i orer o iclude beneficiaries in the health status risk adjustment process,
and thereby increase payments the next year.
The underlying concept of excluding one-day admissions does have mnerit. It can
reduce gaming of the system by requirng each- hospitalization to be of a certain severity (measured by a length of two days or more) and plans would not have an
incentive to hospitalize a patient overnight just to receive "credit."
However, the exclusion of one-day stays may unduly penalize plans which efficiently manage the delivery of health care. This is because effective care management tend to reduce stays to one day which might otherwise be two or more lay
stays. Since those stays would then be excluded from the risk adjustment process,
this would penalize plans for their efficiency.
According to the report from Health Economics Research (HER), which assisted
HOFA in deigning, the PIP-DOGs, excluding one-day stays reduces the predictive
power of te health status risk adjustment methodology. Also, it miht be noted
that excluding one-day hospitalizations shifts the issue of "gamin" Fro1 wete
to hospitalize someone at all to a question of whether to keep the patient for a second hospital day.
The work group suspects that the disadvantages of excluding one-dilayhospitalizations may outweigh any possible gain. It would be appropriate to analyze the risk
adjustment methodology based on whether it is easier to "game" admissions or to
"game" length of stay and any resulting adverse incentives for health plans.
HCFA may want to consider either using one-day stays as part of the risk adjustment formula or giving a partial credit or other adjustments for those hospitalizations in structuring payments to health plans.
Principal Diagnosis: The PIP-DOG model measures conditions by capturing the
principal diagnosis recorded on each inpatient claim. The use of the principal diagnosis for the PIP-DOG model is based on existing coding practices for inpatient
claims used by hospitals. Since
omteinia
collected
is generally used, it is
possible that not all appropriate inforaini olce or used. A qualifying condition could be listed as the secondary (or other) diagnosis, which could be a contributing factor leading to the need for hospitalization.
Alternately, there is a common belief that many secondary conditions currently
reported are not as reliable and should not be included in the measurement system.
Since the initial stages of the risk assessment system will be using data that was
recorded without the presence of direct coding incentives, it may be reasonable to
use only picpal diagnosis information. However, as the PIP-DOG system is-implemented, th rstriction to using only principal diagnostic groups should be re-evaluated.
Number and Development of the PIP-DOG Groups: Health Economics Research
developed the diagnostic grups using a HOFA survey of Medicare FFS data which
sampled 5% of Medicare beneficiaries. The claims information for this sample fell
in the two-year interval from January 1, 1995 through December 31, 1996. Beneficiaries who were not alive and enrolled in Medicare for the entire time perod were
excluded, as were individuals who would not have been eligib e or the
Medicare+Choice program for various reasons. Because of these liits, the actual
sample represents roughly a 3.5% sample. We have included some technical recommendations in our report, which can be included as HCFA revises the methodolExcluding Discretionary Conditions: The base cost group (those individuals who
are not assigned health status risk scores) also includes Medicare beneficiaries with
diagnoses that were determined b~y HER to be discretionary, vague, or only occasionally resulted in inpatient admissions. The exclusion of those "discretionary" conditions has the beneficial effect of reducing potential bias in the formula against
Medicare+Choice health plans with well managed care delivery systems by not givingcrditfo dscretionary admissions and by removing the incentives to hospitalize
a ptiet fr mnor illness.
Hoeew suggest that the diagnoses included in the base cost rmup should
be reviewed in the future as coding practices change under the PIP-DG system.
If hospitals become more aggresive in their coding in the future, the percentage of
claims falling into a PIP-DOG may change and weights would need to be recall-
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brated, particularly if the PIP-DOG method is used beyond the currently planned
three-year period.
Chemotherapy: HCFA has indicated that beneficiaries who are undergoing chemotherapy will be placed in a diagnosis category based on the patient's secondary diagnosis (most likely cancer). Since the medical conditions underlying the need for
chemotherapy represent high-cost, ongoing conditions that aregpedictive of future
medical expenses, it is appropriate that they be included in te risk assessment
model. The work group believes including chemotherapy as part of the diagnosis
groups will increase the ability of the methodology to predict future health care
costs.
Exclusion of Indirect Medical Education Costs: The model developed by HER excludes indirect medical education (IME) costs from the Medicare FFS data used to
calculate the relative weights used in this system. The IME costs are approximately
two-thirds of the total graduate medical education costs currently paid through
Medicare (the FFS data does include direct medical education expenses). While it
is technically incorrect to include any graduate medical education costs (since medical education costs will be paid outside of the capitation rate in the future), any distortion is likely to be small. However, it is possible there will be some internal inconsistencies in the model since high-cost conditions captured in the PIP-DCGs may
more likely be treated in a tertiary care or teaching hospitaJ.
Factors for Newly Enrolled Medicare Members: HCFA decided to develop a special
set of risk scores for those individuals who are eligible for Medicare for the first
time and do not have any previous encounter data in the Medicare system. HCFA
used F data to construct average expenditures for categories of newly eligible
members (beneficiaries who become eligible for Medicare be cause of age or disability, or members who were previously eligible for coverage but deferred entry into
the Medicare system). Newly eligible members will be assigned an estimated risk
score based on HCFAs estimate of their predicted medical expenditures. The validity of these risk scores is unclear. The work group suggested that HCFA review its
risk scores for the newly eligible once current data is available.
Additional Testing: HeathEconomic Research performed a number of tests on
the PIP-DCG risk adjuster methodology to determine how accurately it predicts
total expected medical costs. The recommendations made by HER regarding several
key components of the model such as the use of inpatient data only, exclusion of
one-day stays and the number of PIP-DCG grups to be used, appear to be reasonable based on the FFS data which was reviewed. While the HER report discusses
potential bias against managed care organizations that deliver care more efficiently
than fee for service providers, HER did not have managed care data to determine
what, if any, bias exists.
HCFA has completed some preliminary testing of the potential impact of the new
risk adjustment methodology on Medicare+Choice p lans, including managed care organizations. In order to understand the impact of the new system on the marketplace, the work group suggests that HOFA update these teats as additional data is
available, and as health plans gain more experience with the operation of the risk
adjustment mechanism.
Cost-Benefit Analysis: The proposed system is relatively new and it is likely that
there will be difficulties in implementation. It would be vy helpful to establish
more accurate estimates of the cost of implementing the PIP-'DCG methodology and
any modifications (such as using ambulatory data) and to determine the benefits to
be derived from these systems before final decisions as to implementation are made.
We suggest that consideration be given to producing a cost-benefit analysis of the
PIP-DCG methodology and any subsequent modifications. The analysis should specifically include the costs incurred by health plans due to changes to the system.
Actuarial Oversight: HCFA apparently plans to conduct additional analysis of the
impact of the PIP-DCG methodology on managed care plans. It is unclear what form
that impact analysis will take. In addition, there is a need for continuing monitoring
and testing of the system and future modifications. The work group suggemz that
additional actuarial review be included as the system and subsequent chai,,ges are
implemented.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN J. DEMONTMOLLIN
1. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on issues related to implementation of the Medicare+Choice
program. I amr Steve deMontmollin, Vice President and General Counsel of AvMed
Health Plan. Based in Gainesville, Florida, AvMed is Florida's oldest and largest
not-for-profit HMO, serving some 400,000 members, including nearly 80,000 Medicare members, throughout the state. AvMed has participated in the Medicare program since being awarded demonstration project status in 1981. AvMed contracts
with close to 7,000 private physicians and 126 hospitals, is federally qualified, and
is privately accredited by the- National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)
and the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
Last year AvMed sustained significant losses in the Medicare program and iund
it necessary to withdraw from seven of the twenty-five counties in which we previously offered Medicare services affecting some 6,500 beneficiaries. A large part of
our not-for-profit mission is to serve the Medicare and Medicaid populations and we
are hopeful that it will not be necessary to withdraw from additional counties for
the year 2000.
I am testifying today on behalf of the American Association of Health Plans
(AAHP) which represents more than 1,000 HMOs, PPOs, and similar network
health plans. AAHP's membership includes most Medicare+Choice organizations.
Together, AAHP member plans, which provide care for more than 140 million Americans nationwide, have strongly supported efforts to modernize Medicare and give
beneficiaries the same health care choice that are available to working Americans.
AAHP and its member plans have had a longstanding commitment to Medicare
and to the mission of providing high quality, cost effective services to beneficiaries.
Today, more than 16 percent--or 6.1 million beneficiaries--are enrolled in health
plans, up from only 6.2 percent five years ago. Recent research indicates that health
an increasing number of older Medicare beneficiaries, and that
lans are attracting
pMedicare
beneficirie are remaining in health plans longer. In addition, near-poor
Medicare beneficiaries are more likely to enroll in health plans than are higher-income beneficiaries. These health plans offer Medicare beneficiaries many benefits
that are not covered under fee-for-service Medicare, such as expanded hospital benefits or prescription drug coverage.
The Medicare program was enacted 34 years ago and reflected private sector insurance coverage at that time. Much has chaned since then-but prior to the enactment of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA), Medicare had taken few dramatic steps to modernize the program. In the past 34 years, health plans have
learned how to organize and deliver health care services in ways that improve coverage and quality while better controlling costs. But Medicare had been slow to take
advantage of these improvements. As a result, while more than 80 percent of work-
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ing Americans with health insurance coverage now receive their care through health
ve six Medicare beneficiaries is a health plan member.
nlyoneoutof
Withplas,
passage of the BBA two years ago, Congress took significant steps to provide
Medicare beneficiaries with expanded choices similar to those available in the private sector and ensure the solvency of the Medicare trust fund. The establishment
of the Medicare+Choice program, which AAHP supported, is the foundation for a
program design that can be sustained for baby boomers and future generations of
Medicare beneficiaries. Unanticipated events, including the more than 800 pages of
regulations for the pro gram and HCFA's plans to implement a risk adjuster that,
will result in significant payment reductions, however, have endangered this foundation and created structural issues that must be resolved quickly.
As you debate changes to the Medicare+Choice program, AAHP members urge the
Committee to consider the following five principles, which we expand upon later in
this testimony:
"First, Congress must ensure that Medicare+Choice payments are adequate, stable, and fair compared to those in fee-for-service Medicare. Federal contributions to Medicare+Choice organizations should be adequate and predictable to
promote expanded choices for beneficiaries in low payment areas, while maintaining the availability of affordable options for beneficiaries in markets in
which health plan options are currently well established. As is now apparent,
the BBA payment formula, in combination with the Administration's risk adjuster, wil not achieve this goal. Instead, AAHP analysis shows a dramatic gap
opening up between reimbursement for beneficiaries in the Medicare+Choice
program and their counterparts in fee-for-service Medicare.
" Second, mechanisms to improve payment accuracy should ensure that
Medicare+Choice organizations are reimbursed appropriately. Much, though not
all, of the gap between Medicare+Choice payments and fee-for-servce payments
result from the risk adjustment a pp roach chosen by the Administration. The
Administration's approach will cut Medicare+Choice payments by an additional
$11.2 billion over a 5-year period and thus endanger the ver choices, broader
benefits, and out-of-pocket protections theEs' .?eniors enjoy. AAHP) urges that implementation of the new risk adjustment mechanism required under the BBA
should only move forward on a spending neutral basis, as Congress intended.
" Third, beneficiaries need more information on the Medicare+C hoice program
that is accurate and timely. Beneficiaries should receive accurate information
that allows them to compare all options and select the one that best meets their
needs. Last year, HOFA conducted a costly beneficiary information campaign,
funded for all beneficiaries through an assessment on the 15 percent enrolled
in Medicare+Choice. This campaign did not meet congressional expectations.
Many seniors received incorrect or confusing information and some plans were
left out of the brochure altogether. AAHP urges Congress to ask HCFA for an
accounting of its use of resources for educational purposes. We also urge Congress to adopt MedPAC's recommendation to fund thi8 program through HCFA's
operating funds rather than a tax on Medicare+Choice enrollees. AAHP continues to believe that the entire beneficiary information program should be reevaluated and streamlined.
*Fourth, Congress must promote responsive government. To increase consumer
confidence in all aspects of the Medicare program, HOFA should take immediate steps to improve administration and regulation of the Medicare+Choice
program. During the first year of Medicare+Choice implementation, HCFA promulgated more than 800 pages of new regulations and issued countless operational policy letters. HCFA's implementation of the BBA highlights tensions
between the agency's dual roles -as purchaser and regulator. The conflict between these roles often prevents the agency from acting more nimbly in the best
interests of beneficiaries.
*Finally, Congress must act now to ensure that the Medicare+Choice prggr~m
remains a viable foundation for long-term structural reform. To that end ,as the
Committee considers fundamental reforms to Medicare, it needs to evaluate
carefully what has occurred in the Medicare+Choice program and make necessary changes. AAHP believes that the success of the Medicare+Choice program, and the ability of this Committee to make mid-coiwsesorrections, will determine the nation's willingness to move to broader reforms.
11. ENSURE THAT MEDICARE+CHOICE PAYMENTS ARE ADEQUATE, STABLE, AND FAIR
COMPARED TO THOSE IN FEE FOR SERVICE MEDICARE

The BBA limited the annual rate of growth in payments to health plans, producing $22.5 billion in savings from the Medicare +Cho
proga over five years. In
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addition, the BBA reduced geographic differences in payment to encourage the devielopment of choices in lower payment areas of the country in a way that was also
intended to protect beneficiaries in already viable markets. AAHP supported the
passage of payment reforms in the BBA and understood the need for health plans
to contribute a fair share toward the savings necessary to stabilize the Medcare
Trust Fund.
"Growing Fundin Gap Does Not Serve Best Interests of Beneficiaries. AAHP is
deeply concerned, however, that the Administration's decision to implement the
risk ad~uster in a way that takes further large cuts from payments on behalf
of Medicare+Choice members and the growing funf
gap between the two
sides of the program do not serve the best interests of beneficiaries and were
not intended by Congress. In 1998 and 1999, because of the low national growth
percentage and the budget neutrality requirement, no counties received blended
payment rates. Furthermore, HCFA has chosen to implement its new risk adJustinent, methodology hn a manner that will cut a gate payments to
Medicare-,Choice organizations by an estimated additional $11.2 billon over a
five-year period. This is an administratively imposed 50 percent increase in the
$2.ilon savings Cogrss anticipated frm the payment methodology as enacted in the BBA of 1997. In fact, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) recently stated that it had "previously assumed" that risk adjustment in the
Medicare+Choicey
prg
would be budget neutral.
*AAHP Analysis Fid Significant Medicare Fairness Gap. AAHP analysis of
PricewaterhouseCoopers projections of Medicare+Choice rates in each county
over the next 5 years shows that a significant gap opens up between reimbursement under the fee-for-service program and reimbursement under the
Medicare+Choice program. This Medicare+Choice Fairness.Ga p will be at least
$1,000 for two-thirds of Medicare+Choice enrollees living in the top 100 counties, as ranked by Medicare+Choice enrollment. This same Fairness Gap Will
exceed $1,500 in major Medicare+Choice markets, such as Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis City, Dallas,
and Philadelphia. In Miami, the Fairness Gap will bhe $3,500 in 204and in
Houston the gap will exceed $2,500 in 2004. In New Orleans, the Fairness Gap
will exceed $2,600 in 2004. The table below presents several additional examples of the Fairness Gap in Avined's home state of Florida.
THE MEOICARE+CHOICE t FAIRNESS GAP
Countymerit

U+Cenol

(aged

IV98)

Fairness
Gap
200

Broward ..............................................................................................
114,775
$2,586
Dade ................................................................................................
Q8.303
$3,502
Hillsborough ...........................................................................................
43.233
$1,185
Palm Beach ..............................................................................................
893.416 $1,538
Pasco
................................................................................................
31,603
$1,825
Piein
e s........
..................
. ..... .................
..................
67,858
$1,242
SourceAAMP
cetcolation froms
PricewatertrouseCoopers
MFW)
analy"$ prepared
forAMiP,
March
1999.
PWC
analysis based
os first stage
oftriskadjstnrent, wh ichHCFA
expects
to redtice
payments
by7.6percent
FM analysis
does
notreflect seMid stage
of risk adjustment,
which CA expects
to reduce
payments
byanadditional
75 percent
In200. TheFairness
Gaprepresets 110h betwees
1997
and2004
istheprojected
difererice between
counly-Ilertl *gedMedrcare+Choice
risk-adjusted percapital
payments
andFF3percapita
payments.

For nearly half of Medicare+Choice enrollees living in the top 100 counties, the
Medicare+Choice reimbursement will be down to between 72 and 85 percent of feefor-service Medicare payments in 2004, signficantly exceeding any estimates of alleged favorable selection by plans. When AAP examined the to p101-200 counties
ranked by enrollment, we continued to find a large Fairness Gap in the smaller
markets that plans were expected to expand into under the policy changes implemented by the BBA. In these counties, nearly half of MedicareaChoice enrollees live
in areas where the Fairness Gap will be $1,000 or more in 2004.
III. MECHANISMS TO IMPROVE PAYMENT ACCURACY SHOULD ENSURE APPROPRIATE
REIMBURSEMENT FOR MEDICARE+CHOICE ORGANIZATIONS

A large percentage of the Fairness Gap is attributable to HCFA's risk adjuster.
Contrary to ensuring predictability in the new Medicare+Choice program, the impact of this risk adjustment methodology will be to restrict new market entrants
and leave beneficiaries with fewer options, reduced benefits and higher out-of-pocket
costs. Furthermore, instead of using a spendin-neutral redistribution to make more
funds available for plans with sicker populations, HCFAis plan for intple-nenting
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the risk adjuster will result in fewer dollars to care for chronically ill persons and
other Medicare+Choice members. AAHP has found that the impact of HOFA's risk
adjuster on Medicare+Choice payments to rural and urban counties is similarrural areas with Medicare+Choice beneficiaries are cut by about 6 percent, while
urban areas are cut by about 7 percent.
This Committee has a number of means at its disposal for addressing the growing
disparity between payments for beneficiaries in the Medicare+Choice program and
payments for their counterparts in the fee-for-service program. We urge the Cornmittee to consider the following possible approaches, which would help reduce the
Fairness Gap and restore stability to the Medicare+Choice program: at a minimum,
the risk adjuster could be made spending neutral; in addition, a floor could be set
below which payments to Medicare+Choice organizations could not fall; or, the legislative reduction in Medicare+Choice growth rate could be eliminated. Taking action
on these options is critical to reduce the Fairness Gap and restore stability to the
Medicare+Choice program. These approaches are the least disruptive to the BBA
Medicare+Choice payment structure, but other options could also be used to stabilize the program.
IV. PROVIDE ACCURATE AND TIMELY INFORMATION TO BENEFICIARIES

AAHP also is concerned that only health plan beneficiaries are funding the Agency's beneficiary education campaign. Given concerns about the effectiveness of this
effort at a time of growing instability in the Medicare+Choice program, AAHP
strongly urges that the program be scaled back and realistic goals set. AAHP urges
HCFA to revisit its plans for the 1999 beneficiary education campaign and ensure
that it provides beneficiaries with information that will educate, not confuse.
HCFA?s 1998 beneficiary information and education campaign experienced numerous problems that confused beneficiaries and hindered access to the new
Medicare+Choice program.
" In Omaha, Nebraska, Baltimore, Maryland and West Virginia, the Spanish language brochures were sent to areas with little Spanish-speaking population.
" In Eastern Washington and parts of Florida, the brochures were mailed with
a statement that the information presented was incorrect and that the beneficiaries should call a toll-free number if they had any questions.
" The toll-fr-ee call ceziters were each expected to receive 15,000 calls per week
per center (about 60,000 calls a month). However, during the month of November 1998, the total number of calls received by a centers was only 9,400. Most
of the calls regarded HCFA?s mistake in sending Spanish language brochures
and requests for additional brochures.
The expense of a newly developed information effort should be distributed proportionally across the entire system. Last year, Medicare HMOs and their enrollees
represented 14.3 percent of the program but shouldered 100 percent of the cost of
the information campaign. Requiring health plans and their members to bear 100
percent of this fee directly affects the premiums and benefits that plans can offer
to their members. While AAHP supports disseminating information to all beneficiaries to enhance informed choice, we believe that an equitable funding mechanism is critical to the success of this effort. The goal of expanded choice is not
served if the costs of underwriting the information campaign reduce the level of benefits that Congress sought to make available to more beneficiaries.
AAHP also is concerned about the costs of the education campaign that HOFA intends to implement. The President's proposed FY2000 budget requests that Congress appropriate $150 million, $50 nillion more than the amount allowed by the
BBA. Given HCFA's inability to document use of fees collected thus far and given
the glaring inaccuracies in and inadequacy of the handbook produced to date, it
would be inappropriate to fund this effort at such a high amount. At a time of growin the Medicare+ Choice program, we are concerned that these user
ing
fs instability
set a dangerous precedent and translate into reduced choices for beneficiaries.
AAHP supports MedPAC's recommendation to fund the handbook through HCFA
using administrative funds.
The success of the information campaign is also critical to gaining beneficiaries'
confidence and comfort level with potentially broader changes in the future. AAHP
and its member plans will continue to work with HCFA, beneficiary groups and others to develop an education campaign that provides accurate, timely and meaningful
information to beneficiaries without compromising the services to which they have
become accustomed.
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V. PROMOTE REPONSIVE, SMART GOVERNMENT

Below AAHP offers several examples that illustrate HCFA's need to become more
responsive and smarter as it continues with implementation of the Medicare+Choice
program.
*Tensions Between HCFA's Role as Purchaser and Regulator. HCFA's dual roles
as purchaser and regulator are, at times, in conflict and prevent it from acting
more nimbly in the best interest of beneficiaries. Nowhere has this conflict been
more evident than in HOFA's implementation of the BBA. The situation plans
faced in the fall of 1998 serves to illustrate the inherent conflict between
HCFA's traditional role as a regulator and its changing role as a purchaser.
Given all of the uncertainty surrounding the program and the unrealistic compliance timetable, plans across the country and across model types became
deeply concerned last fall about their ability to deliver benefits promised under
the orinaly mandated filing schedule. Furthermore, plans were locked into
their bnft
and premium offering prior to having reviewed the
Medicare+Choice "mega reg" issued in June 1998. As a result, AAHP members
requested that HCFA allow plans to resubmit p arts of their adjusted community
rate proposals. In some service areas the ability to vary copayments--even by
a small amount-meant the difference between a plan's being able to stay in
or being forced to pull out of a market.
While this request presented HCFA with a difficult situation, AAHP strongly believes that an affirmative decision would have been better for beneficiaries than the
decision HCFA made not to allow any renegotiation. As a purchaser, HOFA had a
strong motivation to maintain as many options as possible for beneficiaries by respondling to health plaiis concerns and adopting a more nimble approach to
Medicare+Choice implementation. But as a regulator, HCFA would have had a difficult time coping with the predictable political fallout from reopening bids.
These role conflicts remain unresolved, even largely unaddressed. Until ways are
found to reconcile them, however, they will stand in the way of designing and delivp rogramn that really works.
e,%naMedicare+Choice
HCFA Discontinues Tlexible Benefits Policy. Prior to enactment of the BBA,
Medicare HiMOs were allowed to vary premiums and supplemental benefits
within a contracted service area on a county-by-county basis, and to customize
products--or offer "flexible benefits-to meet beneficiary and employer needs
and the dynamics of individual markets. The BBA and HCFA's
Medicare+Choice regulations are both more restrictive than this policy, and require that Medicare+Choice plans offer uniform benefits and uniform premiums
across a plan's total service area without regard to different county payment
levels. The result is that pans are less likely to continue or begin serving lowerpayment counties, just thle opposite of expanding choice. HOFA developed a
transition policy for existing contractors which allows Medicare+Choice organizations to segment service areas and offer multiple plans in an effort to mitigate
the effect of moving away from the flexible benefits policy. Despite this transitional relief, uncertainty remains regarding the future of this policy. AAHP encourages the Committee to revise the statute so as to revert to the prior policy
allowing flexible benefits within plan service areas. Maintaining this policy wil
best serve beneficiaries and'the intent of the BBA in expanding choices and
competition.
*HCFA's QISMC Standards Disregard Exprience of Private Sector. One area of
significant concern to AAHP member plans is HCFA?s Quality Improvement
System for Managed Care (QISMC). QISMO is designed to establish a consistent set of quality oversight standards for health plans for use by HCFA and
state Medicaid agencies under the Medicare and Medicaid programs, respectively. AAH1P has long advocated coordination of quality standards for health
plans in order to maximize the value of plan resources dedicated to quality improvement. While AAHP believes that QISMO holds the promise of contributing
to this important goal, our members have a number of serious concerns regarding HCFA implementation of this program. We urge HCFA to engage in intensive dialogue with health plans contracting under the Medicare and Medicaid
programsto permit full consideration of their outstanding concerns about the
QI9M;
sandrdsand guidelines. Furthermore, we are also concerned that the
Mcr stoanrd is not providing equal attention to the overall quality of care
furnished under the fee-for-service progam.
One of our primary concerns is that QISMO lacks clear coordination with existing
public and private sector accreditation and reporting standards. Rather than coordinate with existing standards, QlSMC appears to establish an entirely new system
of requirements, which are far more stringent and unreasonable in their time-
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frames. Meeting two competing sets of standards adds to administrative cost while
detracting from health care quality improvement.
VI. ENSURE SUCCESS OF MEDICARE+CHOICE PROGRAM SO THAT IT CAN SERVE AS
FOUNDATION FOR BROADER REFORM

AAHP has summarized the crisis in the Medicare+Choice program because we believe its success will determine the nation's ability to move to broader reforms. This
crisis was best illustrated by the health plans holding nearly 100 Medicare contracts
that reluctantly reduced their service areas or withdrew from the Medicare program
last year. These decisions resulted in disruptions in care, a loss of benefits, and increased out-of-pocket costs for more than 440,000 Medicare beneficiaries. Of these
beneficiaries, 50,000 were left with no choice but to return to the fee-for-service profurther disruptions in the
gram. Unless this Committee intervenes,
Medicare+Choice program are unavoidable. These disruptions will take the form potetal fp lan withdrawals, reductions in benefits, and increases in cost shaig
Without Congresional action this year, the promises made to beneficiaries with
the passage of the BBA will remain unfulfilled, and the foundation for strengthening Medicare's future will crumble. Many issues raised by broad Medicare reforms
such as a premium support approach are similar to those experienced under the
controversial competitive pricing demonstration projects proposed in recent years for
Baltimore and Denver, and HCFA's current efforts to implement similar demonstrations in Phoenix and Kansas City. Successful competitive pricing models in the private sector include all options available to enrollees; HCFA's competitive pricing
,,-demonstrations have not and do not include the fee-for-service Medicare program as
an option alongside health plans. From the first proposed demonstration site, AAHP
consistently has recommended that both sides of the program be included in a model
to test competitive bidding.
The competitive pt-icing demonstration projects -proposed for Kansas City and
Phoenix wov.d continue to expeiment only on seniors who have chosen
Medicare+CI'oice. These projects wllead to bnfit reductions and disruptions for
the provider community, which explains why ini every community coalitions of physicians, hospitals, health plans, employers, and beneficiaries have joined together to
raise seniors' concerns about these proposals. This experience provides important
lessons for consideration of long term Medicare reforms such as a premium support
model.
VII. CONCLUSION

For over a decade, health plans have delivered to beneficiaries coordinated care,
comprehensive benefits, and protection against highly unpredictable out-of-pocket
costs, but these choices are at risk. Congress and the Administration should act immediately to create a level playing field between the Medicare+Choice program and
the fee-for-service program, and a regulatory environment that holds
Medicare.Choice organizations and providers in the Medicare fee-for-service program equally accountable. We urge you to address the Fairness Gap, and the probleswe
yae identified with HCFA's implementation of the Medicare+Choice risk
adjuster, and with regulation of the program. We are in the process of conferring
with the members of the Committee and your staff about AAHP's specific suggestions-some of which we have mentioned today-for solving these problems.
Without action this year, beneficiaries may find access to their health plans jeopardized and that few choices are available to them. In addition, employers and
unions who have depended on health plans as a source of comprehensive and afford.
able retiree health care may find their choices severely limited. Finally, if the
Medicare+Choice program erodes, it will seriously set back efforts in the Committee
and throughout the Conrss to preserve Medicare for future generations.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY-ANN DEPARLE
Chairman Roth, Senator Monhn, distinguished Committee Members, thank
you for inviting me to discuss the Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA)
prgesin implementing Medicare payment reforms enacted under the Balanced
Budget"Act of 1997 (BBA). I would like to also thank the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission for its advice for ensuring that Medicare continues to make appropriate payments and protects beneficiary access to care.
Medicare is the nation's largest insurer, covering some 38 million of our nation's
elderly and disabled. Medicare processes about 900 million fee-for-service claims
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each year, is the nation's largest purchaser of managed care, and accounts for 11
percent of the federal budget.
We have implemented more than half of the 335 BBA.p revisions affecting HCFA
programs, and many more are partially implemented. Ini the past year, we published
92 regulations and Federal Register notices implementing important Congressional
directives, beneficiary protections, the Medicare+Choie prgaad
savings in the
BBA that are critical to extending the life of the Medice rust
Fund. We have
made major strides in fighting fraud, waste and abuse, and cut our payment error
rate in half in just two years. We also have converted the vast majority of Medicare
HiMOs to the new Medicare+Choice program and implemented a carefully planned
National Medicare Education Program to help beneficiaries make informed health
care decisions.
At the some time, we are tackling one of the most difficult Year 2000 computer
challenges in government. This must be our highest priority. Unfortunately, meeting
the Year 2000 challenge has forced us to make difficult decisions involving some
BBA provisions. The vast majority of BBA provisions do not have to be delayed.
However, on the advice of independent computer experts, we made the difficult decision last year to delay projects that could interfere with Year 2000 work. This included BBA provisions such as the hospital outpatient prospective payment system
that we very much want to implement. We will make every effort to implement
these provisions as quickly as our Year 2000 obligation allows.
I have brought a new team of leader to HOFA to help us meet our BBA and Year
2000 challenges.
" Gary Christoph, Ph.D., a computer scientist and security expert from the Los
Alamos National Laboratory, serves as our first-ever Chief Information Officer
and heads our information technology team and Year 2000 efforts.
* Robert Berenson, MD, an internist who helped establish a private sector preferred provider organization health plan, now leads our Center for Health Plans
and Providers.
" Jeffrey Kang, MD, a geriatrician who was a private sector managed care plan
medical director, is our Chief Clinical Officer and heads our Office of Clinical
Standards and Quality.
" Carol Cronin, Ph.D., a gerontologist who ran a private sector firm devoted to
helping corporations educate their workers on health care, is leading our Medicare beneficiary education program.
" Marjorie Kanof, MD, a physician who has worked as a Medicare contractor
medical director, is in charge of implementing much stronger oversight of Medicare claims processing contractors.
FEE-FOR-SERVICE BENEFITS AND PAYMENT REFORMS

The BBA includes important new Medicare fee-for-service preventive benefits, as
well as payment system reforms that are critical to extending the solvency of the
Medicare Trust Fund. We are maiggodprogress in implementing these changes.
For the new preventive benefits, we have:
" expanded coverage for test strips and education programs to help diabetics control their disease;
" begun covering bone density measurement for beneficiaries at risk of
osteoporosis;
" begun covering several colorectal cancer screening tests;
" expanded preventive benefits for women so Medlicare now covers a screening
pap smear, pelvic exam and clinical breast exam every three years for most
women, and every year for women at high risk for cervical or vaginal cancer;
and,
" begun covering annual screening mammograms for all women age 40 and over,
and a one-time initial, or baseline, mammogram for women ages 35-39, payn
for these tests whether or not beneficiaries have met their annualdeutbsWe have made solid progress in implementing fee-for-service payment reforms.
For example, we have:
" modified inpatient hospital payment rules;
" established a prospective payment system for skilled nursing facilities to encourage facilities to provide care that is both efficient and approprite;
" refined the physician payment system, as called for in the BBA, to more accurately reflect practice expenses for primary and specialty care physicin; and
" initiated the development of prospective payment systems for home health
agencies, outpatient hospital care, and rehabilitation hospitals that will be implemented once the Year 2000 computer challenge has been addressed; and,
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*begun implementing an important test of whether market forces can help_ Medicame and its beneficiaries save money on durable medical equipment. We are
prepared to begin a test in Polk County, Florida of competitive bid ding as a way
to get the best quality and p ice for durable medical equipmn an di_supplies.
A toll-free hotline (888-289-0710) is available to answer beneficiary and provider
questions about the project.
Inpatient Hospital Payment
We have implemented 74 percent of the inpatient hospital-related changes included in the BBA in updated regulations. These include substantial refinements to
hospital Graduate Medical Education payments and policy to encourage training of
ciare physicians, promote training in ambulatory and managed care where
=imar
Cenfciaries are receiving more and more services, curtail increases in the number
of residents and slow the rate of increase in spending.
We also lroze inpatient hospital payments in fiscal year 1998, as required under
the BBA, resulting in substantial savig to taxpayers and the Meicare ut
Fund. We notified Cogrss last year tatwe may need to postpone the payment
update scheduled for OYctober 1999 because of the Year 2000 challenge. However,
ifwe sustain our current rate of progress in meeting that challenge, we may be able
to implement the October 1999 update on schedule.
Physicians
As directed by the BBA, we have taken concrete action to refine and implement
the resource-based system for practice expenses under the physician -fee schedule.
We published the final regulation in November 1998, and began implementing the
new system in January 1999, with a transition to full implementation by 2002. We
were required by the B BA to implement the new system in a budget-neutral fashion. This will inevitably cause some physicians to see payment increases while others see decreases.I
The methodology we used addresses many of the concerns raised by physical*
and meets the B BA requirements. We used the American Medical Association's actual cost data to reflect all of a specialty's practice expenses, not just those linked
with specific procedures. Our expert accounting contractor, KPMG Pest Marwick,
attests that our methodologr followed reasonable cost accounting principles. The
General Accounting Office aso is largely supportive of our methodology. We fully
expect to update and refine the practice expee relative value units in our annual
regulations revising the Medicare fee schee.We welcome and encourage the ongoing contributions of the medical cominuity to this process, and we will continue
to monitor beneficiary access to care and utilization of services as the new system
is fully implemented.
The Balanced Budget Act also requires that we implement a resource-based system for malpractice relative value units. We currently are in the process of developing he system and plan to include it in this year's proposed rule.
We notified Congress last year that, in order to ensure that all Year 2000 work
is done correctly we may need to fr-eeze our computer systems during a critical period of Y2K work, and would therefore have to delay the January 1, 2000, physician
updates. We will know more about whether we may be able to do these updates on
schedule after we have reached the government's March 31, 1999, Year 2000 compliance deadline. We share physicians' concern about these possible delays, and we
want to work with physicians and Congress to evaluate our options and ensure that
any necessary delays do not create a hardship and that any interim measures fairly
reimburse physicians.
Skilled Nursing Facilities
We have made substantial pro~ in implementing the new skilled nursing facility prospective payment system. The old payment system was based on actual costs.
Th e new system uses mean-based prices adjusted for each patient's clinical condition and care needs, as well as geographic variation in wages. It creates incentives
to provide care more efficiently by relating payments to patient need, and enables
Medicare to be a more prudent purchaser of these services. The BBA mandated the
implementation of a per diem prospective payment system for skilled nursing facilities covering all routine, ancillary ad capital costs related to covered services provided to beneficiaries under M*cre~ Part A. In accordance with the BRA, we implemented the new payment system July 1, 1998.
We fully understand the concerns raised by providers about this new system, particularly those related to outlier and non-therapy ancillary services. The new payment system is complex, and we are working with providers to address these concerns. We know that this is not a static system and that it will require ongoing refinements.
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We strongly believe the Resource Utilization Groups (RUGs), which are a key
component of the system, must be periodically evaluated to ensure they appropriately reflect changes in care practice and the Medicare population. We are working closely with an expert research contractor to examine ptential refinements to
the RUGS model,.particularly those associated with medically complex patients and
non-therapy anwar services, --ach as medications. We expect to have the results
of this research by January 1, 2J)00, and to be able to make refinements shortly
thereafter.
In addition to this research effort, we plan to host a Town Hall meeting next
month with interested indwb.ry and consumer stakeholders to seek their first-hand
advice on refining the current RUGS model. We will take the suggestions of the industry and the results of our contractor-'s research into consideration as we make
necessary refinements. I want to assure beneficiaries, providers, and Congress that
we appreciate the importance of this task and are committed to fairness and ensuring continued access to care.
Home Health
The BBA mandated a number of changes in the way Medicare pays for home
health services to curtail unsustainable spending growth and fight what was widespread fraud, waste, and abuse. These changes are vitally important and have been
a long-standing priority for HCFA and this Administration. Medicare spending on
home health more than tripled in the 1990s, while the number of beneficiaries receiving home health services doubled. The new payment systems create incentives
to prvde home health care efficiently as well as control spending growth.
Congress wisely postponed the final -implementation date for the home health prospective parent system because of our need to address the Year 2000 computer
problem. We are working hard to develop the prospective payment system and believe that we are on track to meet the October 1, 2000 implementation deadline.
This October, we expect to publish a proposed regulation for the prospective payment system so we can begin receiving and evaluating public comments. We anticipate that the final rule will be issued in July 2000.
We know some providers continue to have concerns about the home health interim payment system. Last year, Congress made important changes to the interim
system to address some of these concerns. However, given the magnitude of the
changes in home health payment, it is understandable that other concerns remain.
We are committed to working with providers and Conress to ensure fairness and
protect access to appropriate home care services covered by Medicare as we proceed
toward prospective payment. We are monitoring the impact of these changes on beneficiary access to care and, thus far, do not have evidence on whether access to care
has been compromised.
Hospital Outpatient Departments
The Balanced Budget Act empowers us to move away from charge-based hospital
outpatient coinsurance, which has long been a priority for the Clinton Administration. The increased costs the current system imposes on beneficiaries are unfair. Regrettably, implementation of the prospective payment system as originally scheduled
would have requred -numerous complex systems changes that could substantially
jeopardize our Tear 200efforts. Therefore, we have postponed implementation and
are working to implement this system as quickly as the Year 2000 challenge allows.
In the meantime, we are willing to work with the Congress to see if an Jternative
solution can be developed that might more quickly move us toward our shared goal
of reducing beneficiaries' out-of-pocket costs for these services.
We issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making in September 1998 outlining plans
for the new sstem so that hospitals and others can begin providing comments and
suggestions. We are making data files available to the industry, and we have extended the comment priod until June 30, 1999 so the industry and other interested
parties will have sufficient time and information to comment.
We have also implemented a BBA provision that eliminates an anomaly in the
law, known as the formula-driven overpayment, which caused taxpayers to pay too
much for certain surgical, radiological, and other hospital outpatient services. We
implemented this change just two months after the BBA was enacted.
Rehabilitation Hospitals
We are in the process of developing a prospective payment system for rehabilitation hospitals as required under the IBA. We have contracted with Muse and Associates Dr Brant Fries at the University of Michigan, and Dr. John Morris at Hebrew university to conduct research and aid in development of a case mix classification system for rehabilitation hospitals. This new system is scheduled for implementation over a two year period beginning October 1, 2000. We are currently analyzing
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the positive and negative as"et of both a per-episode and a per-diem payment System based on a comprehensive assessment of each patient's condition and resource
requirements. We have not ruled out either approach at this time. Our primary concern is to ensure that the systemn we adopt allows our beneficiaries to get the care
they need and treats providers fairly. We appreciate the technical suggestions we
have received from the industry in this regard, as well as the evaluation and advice
provided by the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and the General Accounting Office, and we will continue to work closely with them and Congress as this system is developed and implemented.
MEDICARE+CHOICE

Medicare+Choice allows private plans to offer beneficiaries a wide range of options, similar to those available in the private sector. Medicare+Choice and other
changes enacted in the BBA require a massive and important new beneficiary education campaign. Medicare+Choice includes important new protections for patients
and providers, as well as quality assessment and improvement requirements. And
it initiates a fairer and more accurate payment system.
We are very committed to successful implementation of Medicare+Choice. We believe that managed care and other- private plans are important voluntary options
next to original Medicare. Medicare managed care enrollment has nearly tripled
under the Clinton Administration, from 2.3 million when the President took office
to 6.8 million now. We now meet regularly with beneficiary and industry representatives to discuss ways to improve MedicareiChoice, and have begun making refinements based on these comments and discussions.
We have converted -the vast majority of former Medicare HMOs to the
Medicare+Choice program and published all BBA-mandated MedicareiChoice regulations. Last month we published initial refinements to these regulations which improve beneficiary protections and access to information while reducing plans' administrative workload.
We launched a national education campaign and participated in more than 1,000
events around the country to help beneficiaries understand Medicare+Choice and
other important changes to Medicare. And we are establishing a federal advisory
committee to help us better inform beneficiaries.
Beneficiary Education

As mentioned above, we have launched the National Medicare Education Program

to make sure beneficiaries receive accurate and unbiased information about benefits,

rights, and options. The campaign icludes:
*mailing a Medicare and Yo handbook to explain new benefits and health plan
options;I
" a toll-free "1-800-Medicare" call center with live operators to answer questions
and provide additional print information on request;
" a consumer-friendly Internet site, www.Medicare.gov, which includes comparisons of benefits, costs, quality, and satisfaction ratings for plans available in
each zip code;
" an alliance with more than 100 national aging, consumer, provider, employer,
union, and other organizations who help disseminate MedicareiChoice information to their constituencies;
" enhanced beneficiary counseling from State Health Insurance Assistance Programs;
" a national media publicity campaign;
" more than a thousand individual state and local outreach events around the
country in senior centers and town halls, on radio call-in shows and other
venues, and in languages ranging from Vietnamese to Creole; and,
* a comprehensive assessment of these efforts.
In 1998, we tested the whole system in five states-Arizona, Florida, Ohio, Oregon and Washington. Unfortunately, the decisions by some plans to withdraw from
the program or reduce their service area significantly complicated our task. We
learned a great deal in this "dry run," and focus groups indicated that a majority
of beneficiaries found the information in the Medicare & You handbook to be informative and useful. We are also conducting cases studies to evaluate the education
campaign in five communities in the five pilot States and one community outside
the pilot States. Prelimiar results frm our assessment effrts
sucanalready
add to he$p
getiniwys to make Medicare & You easier to use, and links we are
usr ey information faster on our website. These and other findings will help
us to refine efforts for a full-scale, national campaign before the November 199
open enrollment period.
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As mentioned above, we are establishing the Citizens Advisory Panel on Medicare
Education, in accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as a formal
mechanism to obtain pblic input for improving our education efforts. The Panel
wil meet quarterly to help:
*enhance our effectiveness in informing beneficiaries;
*expand outreach to vulnerable and underserved communities; and
*assemble an information base of "best practices" for helping beneficiaries evaluate plan options and strengthening a community infrastructure for information
and counseling.
Panel members will include representatives from the general public, older Americans, specific diseases and disabilities, minority communities, plans and insurers,
providers, and other groups.
We are also working to standardize plan marketing materials that summarize
benefits so beneficiaries can make apples-to-apples comparisons. Our goal is to complete this work before the first annual coordinated open enrollment period in November 1999.
Reaching Out to Plans
We have taken several steps to encourage health plan participation in
Medicare+Choice.
In addition to converting the vast majority of Medicare - HM~s to the new program, we have added 12 new plans and expanded service areas for another 11 piano
since last November, including the first provider sponsored oran* ation with a Federal waiver from State licensure requirements. We are reviewig 24 new plan applications and 18 service area expansion applications.
Last summer we held outreach sessions attended by more than 1,500 plan rep
resentatives, and we continue to strengthen lines of communication with plans. We
have named a senior official within HCFA Tom Gustafson, whom plans can call directly if they have trouble resolvn issues through normal HCFA channels.
As mentioned above, last moth we published initial refinements to the
Medicare+Choice regulation. The new rule:
" clarifies that beneficiaries enrolled in an M+C plan that withdraws or is terminated from Medicare are entitled to enroll in other remaining locally available
M+C pIana
" speifes that changes in plan rules must be made by October 15 to ensure
beneficiaries can make informed choices during the November annual open enrollment period;
" waives the requirement for an initial health assessment within 90 daysa of enrollment for enrollees who stay in the same plan when they age in to Meicare
and for enrollees who switch plans but remain under the care of the same primary care provider;
" allows plans to choose the form of the initial health assessment;
" allows coordination of care to be performed by a range of qualified professionals;
" limits the applicability of provider participation requirements to physicians; and
" aligns requirements for termnating specialists with the process for other providers.
We intend to publish a comprehensive final rule with further refinements this
fall.
To further facilitate plans participation, the President's budget includes a propsal to give plans two additional months to file the information used to approve
benefit and premium structures. This "Adjusted Community Rate" data would not
be due until July 1, rather than May 1. July 1 is the latest we can accept, process
and approve premium and benefit package data, have the data validated, and stil
mail beneficiaries plan information in time for the November open enrollment period. *Given legislative schedules and the need to act immediately, we informed plans
that the required filing date this year will be July 1. We look forward to working
with you to enact legisl ation necessary to support this change that is so impotn
to Medicare+Choice success.
Payment Reform
The BBA reursMedicare to "risk adjust" Medicare+Choice payments starting
January 1, 200. That means we must base payment to plans on the health status
of individual plan enrollees. Data on individual beneficiary use of health care services in a given year will be used to adjust payment for each beneficiary in a
Medicare+Choice plan the following year.. Risk adjustment represents a vast improvement over current payment methodology. It helps assure more appropriate
payments and curtails the diincentive in the current payment system for plans to
enroll sicker beneficiaries.
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Risk adjustment will help beneficiaries feel more confident in their
Medcar+Chiceoptions. It assures beneficiaries that Medicare pays plans the ni1 ht
amount to provide all necessary care because payments take each enrollee's he th
status into account. That will help people with serious illnesses, such as cancer or
cardiovascular disease, who can benefit most from the coordination of care health
plans can provide.
Risk adjustment will help taxpayers by addressing the main reason Medicare has
lost rather than saved money on managed care. Many studies show that health
plans enroll beneficiaries who, on average, are much healthier and less costly than
those who remain in traditional Medicare.
Risk adjustment will also help level the playing field among Medicare+Choice
plans. It tempers the risk of significant financial loss when plans enroll beneficiaries
who have expensive care needs. And it focuses competition more on managing care
than on avoiding risk. It also will help plans by alleviate concerns among beneficiaries that plans have financial incentives to deny care.
The law requires us to proceed with risk a ustment starting January 1, 2000,
and does not specifically call for a transition. However, we believe we must implement these changes in an incremental and prudent fashion, and are, therefore phasing in risk adjustment over five years to prevent disruptions to beneficiaries or the
Medicare+Choice program.
It is essential to stress that risk adjustment will not and cannot be budget neutral. Risk adjustment was required in the BBA because of substantial evidence that
Medicare has historically overpaid plans because managed care enrollees tend to be
healthier than beneficiaries who remain in fee-for-service Medicare.
If risk adjustment were budget neutral, Medicare and the taxpayers who fund it
would continue to lose billions of dollars each year on Medicare+Choice. Budget neutral risk adjustment would cost taxpayers an estimated $200 million in the first
year of the phase-in, and $11.2 billion over five years if health plans maintained
their current, more healthy mix of beneficiaries. Actual savings to taxpayers will depend on the extent to which less healthy beneficiaries enroll in plans. Toa payment
may be higher for some plans than it would be under the current system if their
enrollment becomes more representative of the entire Medicare population. Overall,
we project plan payment to change on average by less than I percent the first year.
The phase-in subsatially buffers the impact. The federal government is for oin
an estimated $1.4 billion in saving in the first year and as much as $4.5 billion
over the full five years because of the phase in. Impact on plans will be further
buffered by an annual payment update for 200of 5 percent, and by blended payment rates that we estimate will be paid to 63 percent of counties in 2000 and mn
many cases will be greater than 5 percent.
Competitive PricingDemonstration

We will soon begin a test of competitive p ricing for managed care, as called for
in the BBA. This test will provide objective daa and actual experience that is needed to evaluate Medicare reform proposals that assume savings from competition
among plans. Managed care plans wil compete to offer benefits at the most reasonable cost. A bidding process, similar towhat most employers and unions use to decide how much to pay plans, will be used to set Medicare+Choice rates.
To ensure broad community involvement, a Medicare Competitive Pricing Advisory Committee, chaired by General Motors Health Care Initiative Executive Director James Cubbin, has made recommendations regarding[ key design features. It
also has selected the markets of Phoenix, Arizona and Kanas City, Kansas and
Missouri, as initial demonstration sites. We are establishing local advisory committees in these communities, and they will hold public meetings to ensure that local
beneficiaries have a voice in how the test program will operate.
Ensuring Quality

The BBA raises the quality bar by requiring most plans to monitor and improve
quality so beneficiaries can compare plans based on quality and we can use Medicare's substantial market leverage to be a prudent purchaser. We are working to
incorporate quality assessment and improvement into original Medicare, as well.
And we are committed to making -measurable quality improvements throughout the
Medicare program as part of our Government Performance and Review Act objectives for fiscal 2000.
All Medicare+Choice plans must report objective, standardized measurements of
how well they provide care and services. They have been using HEDIS, the Health
Plan Employer Data and Information Set, for reporting purposes since 1997. We
also are using CAHPS, the Consumer Assessment of Health Pln Study, to objectively measure beneficiary satisfaction. We began requiring Medicare HIMOs to con-
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duct U -qPS surveys last year. This fall, we will conduct a CARPS survey of beneficiaries who disenroll from plans, asking about the beneficiary's exprience and why
they left their plan. to give beneficiaries the perspectives of both those who left and
thoseI
wh stye.And nextyear we will con-duct a fee-for-service survey to provide
beneficiaies with data on options.
REDIS and CARPS results are being formatted so beneficiaries can make direct,
a ppis-o-apls orparisons among their plan options, and ar oted on our
Website at www.Medicaregov. Beneficiaries may also request HED ISand CARPS
information through our 1-800-Medicare call center, and we will include this informnation in the 2000, eliition of Medicare & You.
We recognize that it takes time for plans to adapt to the quality improvement reqwurements, and that a leIng curve is involved. Therefore, we made several
changes from our draft proposal to help plans comply. For example, we are:
*reqw.ring plans to conduct two performance improvement projects per year,
which is comparable to standards of private sector accrediting organizations*giving plans three years to achieve demonstrable quality improvements; ana,
*giving plans -discrtion as to where they conduct site visits for provider
credentialing.
Appropriate flexibility will be provided so plans with networks that are less structured than traditional HMOs, such as PPOs, can meet these requirements. Our
will be sensitive to different plan structures and their
systems
quality
dferentimprovement
abilties to affect
provider behavior.
We are extremely impressed with the quality improvement project outlines submitted by plans. Most are very thorough and thoughtful. Many include detailed
benchmarks and timetables. They make clear that plans are very capable of achieving what Congress envisioned in the BBA.
Market Volatility

As you know, some Medicare HMOs did not convert to the Medicare+Choice program, and others reduced their service areas last year. While we are concerned
about the impact on beneficiaries who were left with no other manage d care options,
it is important to put those business decisions in context. Some of the plans that
withdrew had market positions or internal management issues that made it hard
for them to compete. And they faced rising prescription drug prices and other commercial pressures. Many of the disrupted beneficiaries had several other plans to
choose from, and all but 60,000 had at least one other plan option.
It is our understanding that the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program experienced a similar rate of plan pullouts, often affecting the very same counties. The
vast majority of Medicare -HMOs converted to Medicare+Choice, and we have approved several new plan and service area expansions. This suggests that plan withdrawal decisions have more to do with internal plan and larger marketplace issues
than with Medicare rates or regulations. In fact, a certain amount of market volatility must be expected when relying on the private sector.
To buffer against such market volatility, the President's budget includes proposals
to protect beneficiaries from such disruption by broadening access to supplemental
Medigap polices if beneficiaries lose their plan option and allowing enrollees with
end stage 'renal disease to move to another plan.
also provide oreriroii
cation of plan withdrawals in our recent refinement to Meaiar+Choice regulations.
CONCLUSION

We are making substantial progress in implementing the many Medicare changes
in the BBA. They expand options and improve services to our beneficiaries; create
better payment systems, and extend the lie of the Medicare Trust Fund. Clearly,
more work emains. We are committed to continuing to work to ensure that we are
fair and prudent as we implement payment systems, and above all do not corn-,
poiebeneficir access to care. I am gratvflil for the advice and assistance this
Cmitee and the Medicare Payment Advior Commission have provided. I thank
you again for holding this hearing, and I am happy to answer your questions.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MIKE HASH

Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, distinguished committee members, thank you
implementing the Medicare+Choice prost ics u rgesi
for inviting'
gram. Mediar+Choice allows private plans to offer a wide range of options available in the private sector. It requires a massive new beneficiary education campaign
and includes important new statutory requirements for quality assessment adimprovement.
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It also initiates a five-year transition to a fairer and more accurate payment system that includes risk adjustent to take individual beneficiaries' health care needs
into account. Risk adjustment helps assure that payments 'are appropriate and curtail disincentives for plans to enroll sicker beneficiaries.
Successful implementation of Medicare+Choice is a high priority for us. We
strongly believe that managed care and other private plans are important voluntary
op tions nex to original Medicare. Medicare managed care enrollment has nearly triped under the Clinton Administration, from 2.3 million when the President took office to now 6.8 million.
We meet regularly with beneficiary advocates, industry representatives, and others to discuss ways to improve Medicare+Choice. Bae on these discussions, we
published initial refinements to the Medicare+Choice regulations in February which
improve beneficiary protections while reducing plans' administrative workload. We
have given plans an extra two months to file the "adjusted community rate" information we use to approve benefit and premium packages. And, we are phasing in
the risk adjustment system over five years to prevent disruptions to beneficiaries
and health plans. We are eager to continue working with Conrss and our other
partners to ensure that beneficiaries enjoy the most that Medicare+Choice can offer.
BENEFICIARY EDUCATION

Helping beneficiaries understand Medicare+Choice is perhaps our most important
challenge. We launched the National Medicare Education Program to make sure
beneficiaries receive accurate, unbiased information about their benefits, rights, and
options. The campaign includes:
*mailing a Medicare & You handbook to explain new benefits and health plan
options;
*a toll-fr-ee "1-800-MEDICARE" [1-800-633-4227] call center with live operators
to answer questions, and provide detailed plan-level information;
*a consumer-friendly Internet site, w'cww.medicare.gov, which includes comparisons of benefits, costs, quality, and satisfaction ratings for plans available in
each zip code;
*working with more than 120 national aging, consumer, pr-ovider, employer,
union, and other organizations who help disseminate MedicLze+Choice information to their constituencies;'
*enhanced beneficiary counseling from State Health Insurance Assistance Programs;
*a national publicity campaign;
*more than a thousand individual state and local outreach events around the
country; and,
*a comprehensive assessment of these efforts.
We tested the system in five States in 1998 and learned how to improve efforts
for this November's open enrollment period, such as ways to make the Medicare &
You handbook easier to use, and additional links on our website to help users find
information faster. We are also standardizing plan marketing materials that summarize benefits so beneficiaries can more easily make apples-to-apples comparisons
open enrollment peio.
in this November's
amon
improve oreuainforts, we are establishing the Citiuscnuly
Tonhelplans
zens Advisory Panel on Me dicare Education, tinder the Federal Advisory Committee
Act. The panel will help:..
*enhance effectiveness in informing beneficiaries through use of public-private
partnerships;
*expand outreach to vulnerable and underserved communities; and
*assemble an information base of "best practices" for helping beneficiaries evaluate plan options and strengthening community assistance infrastructure.
Panel members will include representatives from the general public, older Americans, specific disease and disability groups minority communities, health communicators, researchers, plans, roviders, an3 other groups. We expect to announce
members and meeting schedules soon.
REACHING OUT TO PLANS

We have taken several steps to encourage health plan participation in
Medicare+Choice. As a result, we have converted the vast majority of Medicare
HIMOs-more than 300-to the new Medicare+Choice program, and added 15 new
service areas for another 17 plans since last November. We are
nded another
ndex
pln
currently
reviewing
20 new plan applications and 10 service area expansion
,ipplications. And total Medicare+Choice enrollment is now greater than it was before some plans decided to leave the program last year.
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Last summer, we held outreach sessions attended by more than 1,500 plan representatives, and we continue to strengthen lines of communication with plans. In
February, we published initial refinements to the Medicare+Choice regulation that
improve beneficiary protections and access to information, while making it easier for
health plans to offer more options to beneficiaries. The new rule:
* clarifies that beneficiaries in a plan that leaves the program are entitled to enroll in remaining locally available plans;
* snecifles that chang21es in plan rules must be made by October 15 so beneficiaries
have information they need to make an informed choice during the November

open enrollment;

" llw plans to choose how they conduct the initial health assessment;
" waives the manda tory health assessment within 90 days of enrollment for commercial enrollees who choose the same insurers Mediar+Choice plan when
they turn 65, and for enrollees who keep the same primary care provider when
switching plans;
" stipulates that the coordination of care function can be performed by a range
of qualified health care professionals, and is not limited to primary care providers;
" limits the applicability of provider participation requirements to physicians;
and,
" allows plans to terminate specialists with the same process for terminating
other providers.
We intend to publish a comprehensive final rule with further refinements this
fall.
To further facilitate plans' ability to offer choices to Medicare beneficiaries, the
President's budget includes a proposal to give plans 2 more months to file the information used to aapprove benefit and premium structures. This "Adjusted Community
Rate" data would be due July 1, rather than May 1. July 1 is the latest we can
accept, process, and approve premium and benefit package data, have the data validated, and still mail beneficiaries information about available plans in time for the
November open enrollment. This move should help plans base cost and premium
packages on more current marketplace trends and costs. Given legislative schedules
and the need to act immediately, we have informed plans that the required filing
date this year will be. July 1. We look forward to working with you to enact the legislation necessary to support this change that is so important to the success of the
Medicare+Choice program.
FAIR PAYMENT

The Balanced Budget Act p ut in place a new payment system which addresses
many of the problems with the previous adjusted average per capita cost payment
system. The new system will "risk adjust" payments to account for the health status
of each enrollee. And it breaks the lik between local fee-for-service costs and plan
payment rates, which had caused wide disparities across the country in payment
rates to plans and availability of plans to beneficiaries.
Under the BBA system, a rate for a particular county is the greater of three possible rates: a new minimum or "floor" payment; a minimum 2 percent increase over
the previous year's rate, or a blend of the county rate and an input price adjusted
national rate. The new system is phased in over five years, and therefore has several different ming parts. Medical education costs, which had been included in
HMO payments under the old system, are carved out of county rates over the fiveyear transition and paid instead directly to teaching hospitals. The blend of county
and national rates phasesnup to a 50/50 balance over the same five years. The national rate, local rates and the minimum payment amount are annually updated
based on per capita Medicare cost growth.
There is considerable evidence that we have both overpaid plans and continue to
overpay plans, because payments are linked to local fee-for-service spending and not
adjusted for risk.
"The Physician Payment Review Comumission, in its 1997 Annual Report to Congress, estimated that Medicare has been making uip to $2 billion a yar in excess payments to managed care plans. This Congressional advisory boy notes
that, unlike the private sector where managed care has slowed health care cost
growth, managed care has increased Medicare program outlays. The- Commission's 1996 Report found that those who enroll in managed care tend to be
healthy and those who disenroll tend to be unhealthy, exacerbating Medicare
losses.
" Mathematica Policy Research, which has conducted several studies of Medicare
HMOs, says care of Medicare beneficiaries in HMOs costs only 85 percent as
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much as care for those who remain in traditional fee-for-service Medicare. That
is 10.percent less than the 95 percent of the average fee-for-service costs plans
were being paid.
4The Congressional Budget Office has said managed care plans could offer Medicare benefits for 87 percent of Medicare fee-for-service costs, even though they

were paid 95 percent.

Ri
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Payment to plans will become more accurate starting in January, 2000, when the
law requires Medicare to "risk adjust" Medicare+Choice payments. That means we
must base payment to plans on the health status of individual plan enrollees. Data
on individual beneficiary use of health care services in a given year will be used
to adjust payment for each Medicare+Choice beneficiary the following year. Adjustments are based on the average total cost of care for individuals who had the same
diagnoses in the previous year. Risk adjustment represents a vast improvement over
the current payment methodology. It helps assure that payments are more appropriate, and curtails the disincentive to enroll sicker beneficiaries.
The law requirs us to proceed with risk adjustment starting January 1, 2000,
and does not calfor a transition. However, we believe we must implement these
changes in an incremental and prudent fashion, as was done with other new major
payment systems. We are, therefore, using flexibility afforded to us in the law to
over 5 years to prevent disruptions to beneficiaries or the
in risk adjustment
phase
Medicare+Choice
program.
In the first year, only 10'percent of payment to plans for each beneficiary will be
calculated based on the new risk adjustment method based on inpatient hospital diagnoses. The remaining 90 percent will be based on the existing method for calculating plan payments, which are flat amounts per enrollee per month based on the average cost to care for Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries in each county and adjusted for basic demographic factors like age and sex. In 2001, 30 percent of pay'ment amounts will be risk adjusted. In 2002, 55 percent of payment amounts will
be based on risk adjustment. In 2003, 80 percent of payment amounts will be based
on risk adjustment. By 2004, we and health plans will be ready to use data from
all sites of care, not just inpatient hospital inormation, for risk adjustment. Then,
and only then, will payment to plans be 100 percent based on risk adjustment.
Duinhe first year of data collection for risk adjustment, both the statute and
practcal issues require that we use hospital inpatient data alone. About one in
every five Medicare beneficiaries is hospitalized in a given year. Data on these hospitaliztions. are relatively easy to gather, easy to audit, and highly predictive of future health care costs. We will use the data to pay plans inore for beneficiaries hospitalized the previous year for conditions that are strongly correlated with higher
subsequent health care costs. While we will eventually be using a broader data base
for risk adjustment, that is simply not feasible at this time.
The Balanced Budget Act clearly stipulated that more comprehensive. data on -outpatient, physician, and other services could be collected only for services provided
on or after July 1, 1998. That was prudent, because it has been no small task for
plans to learn how together the inpatient data we are using for the initial phasein of risk adjustment. Reuuingjilans to provide additional data on outpatient, physician and other services wouldhliave been unduly burdensome.
This year, we will issue a schedule and guidance to plans for reporting other encounter data, such as outpatient information. The schedule will provide sufficient
time for plans to gather accurate data and for HCFA to analyze and incorporate the
data into accurate risk adjusted payments. We are now confident that by 2004 we
will be using data on all health care encounters to assess beneficiary health status
for risk adjustment. If we could base risk adjustment on more comprehensive data
now, we would. But we cannot. The law requires us to move forward now with the
data that is available, as stipulated in the statute. And, even with its limitations,
this initial risk adjustment system based on inpatient data alone will increase payment accuracy 5-fold.
The initial risk adjustment system uses only the approximately 60 percent of inthat are reliably associated with future increased costs.
diagnoses hospitalized
hospital
atient
pFor
example,
beneficiaries
for conditions such as heart attacks in aggregate are at higher risk of subsequent cardiovascular problems and they consistently
have higher health care costs in the subsequent year. Hospitalizations for such diagnoses will lead to higher payments to plans in the following year under risk adjustment. Hospitalizations for acute conditions such as appendicitis, however, rarely
lead to increased subsequent care costs. They will not-lead to higher payments
under risk adjustment.
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The 60 percent of hospital admission diagnoses that are clearly associated with
increased subsequent care costs account for about 30 percent of all Medicare spendigthe following year. It is important to note that, while risk adjustment is initially
based only on inpatient data, the risk adjsment payments account for all costs of
care associated with each diagnosis. It isalso important to note that risk adjustment is not cost-based reimbursement; it is reimbursement adjusted for projected
need based on health status in the previous year.
The relevant diagnoses will be used to classify beneficiaries into 15 different cost
categories. One category is for beneficiaries who were not hospitalized the previous
year with relevant di-agnoses. For beneficiaries included in any of the other categores, plans will receive an additional payment to cover the increased risk associatedwith dia#.noses in that category.
Payment will continue to be adjuted for demographic factors such as age gender, county of residence, and whether a Medicare beneficiary is also a Medicaid beneficiary. We have revised these demograrhic factors for use with risk adjustment,
for example, by no longer including institutional status because the risk adjustment
methodology itself does a good job of predicting expenses for nursing home residents.
Medicare will calculate a score for each beneficiary to determine the payment that
will be made if they choose to enroll'in a Medicare+Choice plan. For example, Medicare's average payment per year to health plans is $5,800. Under risk adjustment
payment for an 85-year-old man will on average be $6,414. It will be an additional
$2,060 if he is on Medicaid, another $1 207 if he is disabled, and $8,474 more if he
was admitted to the hospital for a stroke the previous year, for a total of $18,165.
The score for each beneficiary will be calculated annually, and will follow them if
they move from one health plan to another.
Most health plans operate with integrity and play by the rules, and we doubt that
plans will compromise successful medical management programs that keep patients
out of the hospital in order to game the risk adjustment system. However, plans
themselves have raised concerns that risk adjustment based on inpatient data alone
could create perverse incentives for unnecessary hospitalizations. We, therefore
have taken solid steps to prevent gaming of the system with inappropriate hospital
admissions or attempts to inflate the data submitted for use in risk adjustment.
The risk adjustment system does not include hospital stays of just one day, in
order to help guard against inappropriate admissions. And it excludes diagnoses
that are vague, ambiguous, or rarely the principal reason for hospital admission. In
addition, we will use independent experts to assess the validity and completeness
of data plans submit to us by conducts ng targeted medical record reviews and site
visits. This will help ensure that plans do not "upcode," or claim that hospital admissions were for more serious conditions that would result in higher payment.
It is essential to stress that risk adjustment will not and cannot be budget neutral
if we intend to protect the Medicare Trust Fund and be fair to the taxpayers who
support our programs. The whole reason for proceeding with risk adjustment C and
specifically with risk adjustment that is not budget neutral C is that Medicare has
not been paying plans accurately. Congress also recognized that plans have been
paid too little for enrollees with costly conditions, and too much for those with minimal care needs. The simple demographic adjustments made now for age, gender,
county of residence, Medicaid and institutional status, do not begin to accurately account for the wide variation in patient care costs. Risk adjustment will.
The vast majority of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare+Choice cost far less than
what Medicare pays plans for each enrollee. Medicare fee-for-service statistics make
clear why risk adjustment must not be budget neutral. More than half of all Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries cost less than $500 per year, while less than 5 percent of fee-for-service beneficiaries cost more than $25,000 per year, according to the
latest available statistics for calendar year 1996. The most costly 5 percent account
for more than half of all Medicare fee-for-service spending.
Since Medicare+Choice enrollees tend to be healthier than fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries, the ratio of high to low cost beneficiaries in health plans is even
more stark. Clearly, care for the overwhelming majority of Medicare enrollees costs
plans much less than what Medicare pays because our payments are predicated on
the average beneficar cost of care, calculated by county. This average includes the
enroll in manmosteepnsive beneicaries in fee-for-service, who generally do not
7frik adjustment was budget neutral, Medicare and the taxpayers who fund it
would continue to lose billions of dollars each year on Medicare +Choice. Accurate
iska astment inevitably and appropriately must change aggregate payment to
neutral risk adjustment would cost taxpayers an estimated $200 millans.in*Budget
plion
the first year of the phase-in, and $11.2 billion over 5 years if health plans
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maintained their current, mostly healthy mix of beneficiaries. It is important to
stress that actual savings to taxpayers from risk adjustment will vary to the extent
that less healthy beneficiaries enroll in Medicare+Choice plans, resulting in higher
pa "Ment than health plans receive today.
The amount of payment change will vary among plans and depend on each plan's
individual enrollees. Total payment may be higher for some plans as they enroll a
mix of beneficiaries that is more representative of the entire Medicare population.
As part of our Medicare+Choice March 1 rate announcement, we sent a letter to
each health plan with an estimate of how payment Will differ from what they are
paid now, based on their current mix of enrollees.
Overall, we project that payment to Medicare+Choice p lans on average will
change by less than one percent in the first year. How it will change over time depends on the mix of beneficiaries in each plan. Risk adjustment signlifficantly
changes incentives for plans and could weil lead to enrollment of beneficiaries with
greater care needs. That could result in plans receiving hiher payments than they
dno.Pasing in risk adjustment also substantially buyers the financial impact
$1.4 billion in savings in the first year and as
are forgoing
the full 5 years because of the phase in. Payment change
$4.5axiaers
i on over
muchon asplns.
will be further buffered by an annual payment update for 2000 of 5.04 percent. 7 is
is substantially larger than projections that were made last year.
COMPETITIVE PRICING DEMONSTRATION
Bringing market forces to bear may further help set more accurate plan payment
rates. We will soon begin a test of competitive pricing for Medicare+Choice plans,
as called for in the BBA. This is an important step in our efforts to learn how to
improve and protect Medicare. It will provide objective data needed to evaluate
Medicare reform proposals that assume savings from rate-based competition among
plans. In this demonstration, plans will compete to offer benefits at the most reasonable cost. A bidding process, similar to what most employers and unions use to decide how much to pay plans, will be used to set Medicare+Choice rates starting in
2000.
A National Medicare Competitive Pricing Advisory Commission of independent experts, chaired by General Motors Health Care Initiative Executive Director James
Cubbin, has made recommendations regarding key design features. It selected the
markets of Phoenix, Arizona and Kansas City, Kansas and Missouri, as demonstration sites. We established local advisory coni-nittees in these communities to set the
local minimum benefit package on which plans will bid and ensure that local beneficiaries and stakeholders have a voice in how the test operates. The local advisory
committee in Phoenix has raised concerns about the tight schedule for implementing
the project. In response, the national advisory commission urged the local advisory
committees to work with us to develop an alternative schedule that can implement
this essential ?roject no later than April 1, 2000. We have committed to following
the Committee s recommendation.
ENSURING QUALITY

The BBA requires most plans to both monitor and improve quality. Eventually,
plans will have to meet minimum performance standards. Beneficiaries will be able
to compare plans based on quality, and we will be able to use Medicare's market
leverage to promote competition based on quality We are working to incorporate
quality assessment and improvement into original fee-for-service Medicare, as well,
so beneficiaries will be able to ma~ke truly informed choices about all their options.
And we have committed to making measurable quality improvements throughout
Medicare as part of our Government Performance and Results Act objectives for fiscal 2000.
All plans must report objective, standardized measurements of how well they provide care and services. They have been using HEDIS, the Health Plan Employer
Data and Information Set, for reporting purposes since 1997. We also are using
CAHPS, the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Study, to objectively measure
beneficiary satisfaction. This fall, we will survey beneficiaries who disenroll from
plans, and next year we will apply HEDIS and CAHPS to fee-for-service Medicare
so we can provide comparable data on all options. The results of both HEDIS and
CARPS are be'ingomatted so beneficiaries can make direct, apples-to-apples comparisons among al teir options, including the original Medicare program.
We recognize that it takes time for plans to adapt to the quality improvement requirements. Therefore, we made several changes from our draft proposal to help
plans comply.
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" We

are requiring plans to conduct two performance improvement projects per
year. This workload is comparable to standards imposed by private sector accrediting organizatos
" We are permitting waivers of mandatory participation in a national project each
yaand allowing plans to substitute any related ongoing project of their own.
* e are giving plans three years before they must achieve minimum performance level requirements and demonstrable improvement.
*We are giving plans discretion as to where and how they conduct site visits for
provder credentialing, rather than mandating site visits to each provider locaWe are extremely impressed with the quality improvement project outlines submitted by plans. They make abundantly clear that plans are very capable of achieving, what Congress envisioned. As a result, they should provide better care and
vaue for taxpayers' dollars.
MARKET VOLATILITY

As you know, some Medicare HIMOs did not convert to Medicare+Choice, and others reduced their service areas last year. We are concerned about the business decision that some plans made to reduce participation in the program, and especially
the impact on beneficiaries who were left with no other managed care options, or
who experience disruptions in their provider relationships. It is, however, is important to put those business decisions in context.
The vast majority of Medicare HIMOs converted to the Medicare+Choice program.
We have approved 32 new p lan and service area expansions since November, and
are reviewing applications from another 30 plans that want to get into or expand
their role in Me4 .care+Choice. And there are now more beneficiaries in managed
care plans than before last year's plan pullouts. Plans that withdrew often had weak
market positions, commercial pressures such as rising drug expenditures, or internal management issues. Many of the disrupted beneficiaries had several other plans
to choose from, and all but about 50,000 had at least one other plan option.
A comprehensive review by the General Accounting Office confirms that many factors contributed to the plan withdrawals. Reasons for withdrawals and service area
reductions cited by the GAO include plan decisions that they were unable to compete because of low enrollment or large competitors, and problems in establishing
provider networks. Withdrawals affected far more high payment rate counties (91
percent) than low payment rate counties (34 percent), according to the GAO. It is
our understanding that the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program had a similar experience with plan pullouts. In several instances plans that withdrew Medicare service from specific counties also withdrew from FEHBP in those same counties.
This all suggests that plan withdrawal decisions have more to do with internal
plan and larger marketplace issues than with Medicare rates or regulations. In fact,
a certain amount of market volatility must be expected when relying on the private
sector to serve beneficiaries. That is one reason why it is essential to preserve a
strong, public-sector fee-for-service option in any Medicare reform proposal. It is
why the President's budget includes proposals to protect beneficiaries from disruption by plan withdrawals. And it is why we have provided for earlier notification
of plan withdrawals in our refinement to Medicare+Choice regulations. We look forward to working with you on legislation the President has proposed to broaden access to supplemental Medigap polices if beneficiaries lose their p lan option, and to
allow enrollees with end stage renal disease to move to another plan.
CONCLUSION

We are making substantial progress in implementing the Medicare+Choice program. We are incorporating lessons learned fomouintabefcaredain
campaign to refine fuueefforts, and establishing an advisory committee to further
help improve these essential etTnrts. We are working with plans to encourage participation, and refining regulations so plans will be able to offer beneficiaries more
choices. We are proceeding with quality improvement requirements in a prudent
manner that will meet the statutory mandate while giving plans reasonable time
and flexibility to comply. And, while we are proceeding with essential payment reforms in a prudent manner, it is abundantly clear that payment to plans continues
to be more than adequate, and that any comparison of plan payments to local feefor-service rates is specious at best. I thank you again for holding this hearing, and
I am happy to answer your questions.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH
(MARCH 17, 1999)

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief, but I would like to say that Igreatly appreciate your holding this
hearing on the implementation of the Medicare provisions in the Baced Budget
Act of 1997.
As we all know, the BBA provided for some of the most sweeping changes to the
Medicare program since its enactment into law in 1965.
Some of those changes were long overdue, particularly as we attempted to bring
greater competition and choice into the system for Medicare beneficiaries.
The Medicare Plus Choice program is clearly such an example where we have attempted to afford seniors options in the delivery of health care.
In my state of Utah, however, Medicare beneficiaries do not have a choice. In fact
the two Medicare HMO plans that served nearly 20,000 Utah seniors and disableA
throughout the entire state, terminated their contract's last year.
As a result, effective January 1, 1999, Medicare recipients will have no choice
other than the traditional fee-for-service setting.
Surprisingly, at a time when we hear criticism about managed health care and
the need for patient protection laws, nearly all those seniors who contacted me were
very pleased with their Medicare HMO plan.I
Another issue which is of great concern to me is the BBA's impact on home health
care.
Prior to the enactment of the BBA, there were 106 home health care agencies in
Utah.
Today, there are only 52 agencies currently in operation throughout the state.
More than half have gone out of business as a result of the limits imposed by the

Interim Payment System which, as we know, is adversely affecting hundreds of
agencies as well as the people who depend on home health services.
Mr. Chairman, I hope throughyXour leadership this committee will revisit the
home health provisions in thie B as well as thechanges we made last year in
an effort to provide additional relief for these companies.
Finylllet me also take this opportunity to commend my colleague on the commttee, Senator Breaux, for his leadership and courage in chairi 1 the Bipartisan
Commission on the Future of Medicare in what was clearly one of' t e most difficult
jobs in Washington.
The members of this committee know all too well that difficult and unpopular decisions will have to be made if Medicare is to survive the extraordinary financial
demands it will encounter in the next century.%
It seems to me that our primary objective now is tu ensure the BBA provisions
are implemented consistent with Congressional intent-. And, where intent is unclear,
we need to make adjustments.
I welcome the Administrator of the Health Care Financing Administration to this
hearing. I also would note that her agency has been very cooperative in briefing me
and members on this committee on issues where there is ambiguity and disagreement.
I commend you and your staff for working with us over the past year on these
very complex issues.
But I do believe adjustments to the BBA are in order, and I trust the Health Care
Financing Administration will continue to work with us in resolving these matters.
Mr. Chairman, once aga, thank you for your leadership on this important issue
and for scheduling toay's hearing.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF D. TED LEWERS, MD

The American Medical Association (AMA) appreciates the opportunity to present
to this Committee our views concerning improvements to the Medicare sustainable
growth rate (SGR) system for physicians' services, and appreciates the Committee's
focus on this important issue.
In its March 1999 Report to Congress, the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) identified serious problems in the SGR system and recommended
significant improvements to the SGR. The AMA and the national medical specialty
societies share MedPAC's concerns and believe that improve the SGR is a critical
component of efforts to ensure that the 85% of Medicare beneficiaries who are enrolled in the fee-for-service program continue to receive the benefits to which they
are entitled.
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Specifically, the physician community is concerned that the grwth limits in the
current SGR system are so stringent that they will have a chligeffect on the
adoption and diffusion of innovations in medical practice and new medical technologies. Also, the Health Care Financin Amnstration (HCFA) did not revise the
estimates it used in the 1998 SGR wen data p roved HCFA erroneous, nor will it
correct 1999 SGR errors without a congressional mandate. These errors have shortchanged payments by $645 million in 1999 alone. The SGR could also cause future
payments to be highly volatile and fall well behind cost inflation.
MEDICARE PHYSICIAN PAYMENT AND THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT

Medicare payments for physicians' services are updated annually by HCFA. Payment rates are based 9fl a relative value scale system, enacted under OBRA 89, that
reflects the physicians work, practice expense and professional. liability insurance
costs involved in each service. The relative value for each service is multiplied by
a dollar conversion factor to establish actual payment amounts. The conversion factor is required to be updated each calendar year, which involves, in pr, establishngn update adjustment factor (UAF) that is adjusted annually by t SGR.
eSOR system was intended to slow the projected rate of growth in Medicare
enditures for physicians' services.
edPAC recommends that Congress revise the SGR system as follows:
" The SGR should include a factor of growth in real gross domestic product per
increases due to improvements in medical caallowance for costscientific
anadvancements
plusand
capita
technology;
in
pabilties
" The Secretary should be required to publish an estimate of conversion factor updates by March 31 of the year before their implementation;
" The time lags between SGR measurement periods should be reduced by allowigcalculation of the SGR and update adjustment factors on a calendar year
bais;
" HCFA should be required to correct the estimates used in the SGR calculations
every year; and
" The SGR should reflect changes in the composition of Medicare fee-for-service
enrollment.
THE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH RATE SYSTEM

The SGR system was enacted under the BBA and replaces the Medicare Volume
Performance Standard system, which had been the basis for setting Medicare conversion factor updates since 1992. The SGR sets a target rate of spending growth
based on four factors: changes in payments for physician services before legislative
adjustment (essential infation); changes in Medcrfe-osrveenlmnt
cane in real pr capita grss domesti c product (GDP); and an allowance for legislative and reguator factrs afcin physian expenditures. Growth in real per
capita GDP represents the formula's allowance for growth in the utilization of physician services.
The target growth rate of spending growth is calculated each year and is designed
to hold annual growth in utilization of services per beneficiary to the same level as
annual GDP. Physician payment updates depend on whether utilization growth exceeds or falls short of the target rate. If utihization prowth exceeds GDP, then payment updates are less than inflation. If utilization is less than GDP, payment updates are above inflation.
Although real per capita GDP growth has varied from as low as -3 percent to
as high as +6 percent, average growth is only about 1.6 percent per year. At 5.9
percent, average annual per beneficiary grwth in utiiztion of physicians' services
was three to four times higher than GDP growth from 1981-1996. The BBA placed
limits on annual changes to the Medicare conversion factor under the SGR The conversion factor update mn any year can be no greater than inflation (as measured by
the Medicare Economic Index, or MEl) plus 3%o, and the update can be no lower
than inflation minus 7 percent. An "update" of MEI minus 7 percent would mean
that, in a single year, physician payments were reduced by 7 percent below the rate
of inflation in the costs of medical practice.
PROBLEMS WITH THE SGR SYSTEM

There are two major types of problems with the SGR system. The first set of prob-

lems arises from the way in which the current system is being administered by
HCFA. To address these problems, MedPAC recommends that Congress direct
HCFA to correct the errors in its SGR estimates when actual data are available.
HCFA does not believe that it currently has the legislative authority to make such
corrections. The second set of problems clearly requires a legislative solution to re-
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fine the way the SGR system was designed in the BBA: GDP growth alone is inadequate; a variety of factors will lead to tremendous instability in Medicare payment
levels over time; and there is not currently any means for anticipating and respondingrto problems in the updates before they occur.
Unlike some other Medicare payment issues, the problems with the SGR system
and their solutions are a matter on which the physician community is unified. National organizations representing diverse medical specialties, including surgeons
primary care physicians and others, as well as organizations representing medical
colleges and group practices, have been working closely together with the AMA to
address these complex issues. On behalf of the entire physician community, we are
asking Congress to take the steps necessary to assure tat we can continue to afford
to provide our Medicare patients with the best medical care available in the world.
The Projection ErrorProblem

The SGR formula requires HCFA to make projections about the factors used to
calculate the SGR. Although HCFA initially had indicated it would correct any projection errors once actual data had become available, the agency now asserts it does
not have the authority to make such corrections. We adamantly believe these projection errors must be corrected. If not, the SGR will continue to be based on erroneous
proections that result in shortages in the payment levels that the law re res be
pai to physicians. This problem is seriously compounded by the fact theGRys
tem is cumulative. Thus, any projection errors that are left uncorrected will carry
over from year to year.
Even if HCFA's projections were to be based on the best available data, methods,
and judgment, because of the uncertainty that will always exist at the particular
time period when the statute requires the projections to bemade, they will nearly
always be wrong. As a result, actual changes in these factors will differ from what
was projected.
Although HCFA initially stated in a Federal Register notice it would correct its
projection errors in subsequent years when actual data becomes available, it currently is asserting that it does not have the statutory authority to make such corrections. We believe HCFA has the authority to correct its projections errors, and that
it is imperative to do so. Failure to correct projection errors has and likely will continue to result in severe underpayments to physicians.
HCFA has already established an SGR for 1998 and 1999 that are based on erroneous projections. That is, to determine the 1998 SGR, HCFA, in late 1997, made
projections of GDP growth and changes in fee-for-service enrollment. Because HCFA
did not correct the error in the 1998 SGR, the 1999 conversion factor update of 2.3
percent is too low. Specifically, HCFA projected only 1.1 percent growth in real per
capita GDP for fiscal year 1998, whereas actual growth was closer to 2.8 percent,
according to federal government estimates. When combined with other, smaller projection errors in the 1998 SGR, HCFA made a net underestimate in the 1998 SGR
of 1.5 percent. With Medicare spending on physician services currently at about $43
billion annually, the poection errorsnled HCFA to set the payment update for 1999
about $645 million loe than is otherwise required by law.
In addition, HCFA has already made at least one major error in estimating the
1999 SGR by projecting that fee-for-service enrollment would decline by 4.3 percent
in 1999. Such a decline would require Medicare+Choice enrollment to increase by
29 percent during the same time period. In fact, with the exception of one month,
the percentage rate of increase in Medicare managed care enrollment has already
been declining every month since November 1997 through May 1999, and in December 1998 and January 1999, managed care enrollment actually decreased. Moreover,
information from the first quarter of this year suggests HOFA~s projection of GDP
growth for 1999 will also be significantly understated. Over time, due to the cumulative nature of the SGR, even if HCFA made no further projection errors, simply
leaving the 1998 and 1999 projection errors uncorrected would shortchange physician service payments by billions of dollars.
If the SGR system is to work at all, HCFA's projection errors must be corrected.
Indeed, the statute was based on recommendations by the Physician Payment Review Commission (PPRC), an advisory body to Cogrss (and predecessor to
MedPAC). In its 1995 and 1996 Reports to Cogrss, MedPAC recmmended that
projection errors in the factors used to calculate the S6R be corrected in subsequent'
years. In 1996, it stated that overvr time more Medicare beneficiaries are expected
to enroll in risk contract arrangements. fhis will make it harder to project fee-forservice Part B enrollment grwth. The resulting errors in projection could become
substantial, significantly affecting the accuracy of the conversion factor updates." To
address these problems, the PPRC stated that j[alny revision to the Volume Performance Standard system should annually correct for any projection errors in the
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target t growth rate from prior years ... This limitation (projection errors] could be
ready addressed by incorporating an adjustment into the sustainable growth rate
that corrects for previous errors in the projection."
Because the SGR system was adopted at the PPRC's recommendation, we believe
it is reasonable to conclude that Congress intended for HCFA to correct projection
errors when actual data are available instead. Since HCFA has refused to do so
however we strongly agree with MedPAC's recommendation that Conrs should
hCFAMi every year to correct its projection errors made when calulting the
Specifically, to further implement MedPAC's recommendation, the AMA believes
that Congress should require that HCFA immediately, or as soon as practicable in
the case of 1999 projections:
* Adjust its SGR estimate for fiscal year 1998 to reflect actual data on real per
growth and Medicare enrollment changes, as well as estimates of
caito eGDP
epnditures for physician services impacted by these erroneous SGR
calculations;
" Correct the 1999 conversion factor to reflect the corrected SGR; since the correct
1999 conversion factor should have been implemented on Januar 1, 1999,
HOFA should 'prorate" the conversion factor correction so that tot
ay ents
for physician services this year will equal the total amount of payments that
would have been made over the course of the year had the conversion factor
been implemented correctly on January 1; and
" Revise the 1999 SGR, as well as estimates of allowed expenditures for physician
services, to reflect available data on GDP growth and enrollment changes prior
to computing the update adjustment factor to be used in establishing the 2000
payment update.
The SGR Must Allow for Technological Innovations and Other Factors Impacting
Utilization of Health Care Services
MedPAC has also recommended that Congress revise the SGR to include a factor
of growth in real gross domestic product per capita plus an allowance for cost increases due to improvements in medical capabilities and advancements in scientific
technology.
The system is currently designed to hold annual utilization growth at or below
annual GDP growth. A common method for policymakers to evaluate trends in national health expenditures is to look at growth in health spending as a percentage
of GDP, but this approach -s replete with problems. There is no true relationship
between GDP growth and health care needs. Indeed, forecasts by Congressional

Budget Office and the U.S. Census Bureau indicate that real per capita GDP growth

will average about 1.5 percent per year over the next decade. This is far below historical rates of Medicare utilization growth. If history is any guide, then holding utilization growth to the level of GDP growth virtually guarantees that Medicare physician payments will decline.

A primary reason for this lack of congrtyt between GDP and Medicare utilization
is that GDP does not take into account health status trends nor site-of-service
changes. Thus, if there were an economic downturn with negative GDP growth at
the same time that a serious health threat struck a large proportion of Medicare
beneficiaries, the consequences could be disastrous.
Secondly GDP does not take into account technological innovations. The only way
for technolgical innovations in medical care to really take root and improve standards of care is for physicians to invest in those technologies and incorporate them
into their regular clinical practice. The invention of a new medical device cannot,
in and of itself, improve health. care-physicians must take the time to learn about
the equipment, prctice using it, train their staff integrate it into theirdigos

and treatment plans and invest significant capitaI in it. Yet physician spendigi
the only sector of Medicare that is held to as stringent a grwth standard as GDP
and that faces a real possibility of payment cuts of as muc s 5 percent eacyer
Keping utilization growth at GDP growth will hold total spending growth forhysician services well below that of the total Medicare program and other service providers.
To address this problem, as recommended by MedPAC, the factor of growth under
the SGR relating to GDP must be adjusted to allow for innovation in medical technology. We believe to implement adequately MedPAC's recommendation, the SGR
should be set at GDP + 2 percentage points to take into account technological innovation, as discussed further below. In addition, we urge that Congress consider a
long-term
approach towth
settingt tataeinoacutse-of-service changes, as8
aaprpit
Meicaesfefo-rvcan
diffehatences btoweeont
pp
r gro
e-o-evc n
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that lead to differential utilization growth. Thus, we bepopulations
managdtcare
liv t the Agnc
for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) should be directed to analyze and provide a report to MedPAC on one or more methods for accurately estimating the economic impact on Medicare expenditures for physician services resulting from improvements in medical capabilities and advancements in scientific technology, changes in the composition of enrollment of beneficiaries under
the fee-for-service Medicare program and shifts in usage of sites-of-service.
Technological Innovation
Congress has demonstrated its interest in fostering advances in medical technology and making these advances available to Medicare beneficiaries through FDA
modernization, increases in the National Institutes of Health budget, and efforts to
ipoeMedicare's coverage policy decision process. The benefits of these efforts
colseriously undermined if physicians face disincentives to invest in new medical technologies aa a result of inadequate expenditure targets.
As first envisioned by the PPRC, the SGR included a 1 to 2 percentage point addon to GDP for changes in medical technology. Ever-improving diagnostic tools such
as magnetic resonance imaging, new surgical techniques including laparoscopy and
other minimally-invasive approaches, and new medical treatments have undoubtedly contributed to growth in utilization of physician services and the well-being of
Medicare beneficiaries. For example, a recent paper published by the National Academy of Sciences indicated that from 1982-1994 the rates of chronic disability among
the elderly declined 1.5 percent annually.
With GDP projected to grow by 1.5 percent annually, the failure to allow an additional 1 to 2 percentage points to the SGR for technological innovation means that
the utilization target is only half the rate that was orignally, planned. Technological
change in medicine shows no sign of abating, and the SGR should include a technology add-on to assure Medicare beneficiaries continued access to mainstream,
state-of-the art quality medical care.
Site-of-Service Shifts
Another concern that should be taken into account by the GDP growth factor is
the effect of the shift in care from hospital inpatient setting to outpatient sites. As
MedPAC has poited out, hospitals have reduced the cost onati
care by reducing lengths-of-stay and staff and moving more services to outpatient sites, including
physician offices. These declines in inpatient costs, however, are partially offset by
increased costs in physician offices. Thus, an add-on to the SGR target is needed
to allow for this trend.
Beneficiary Characteristics
The SGR should also be adjusted for changes over time in the characteristics of
patients enrolling the fee-for-service program. A MedPAC_ analysis has shown that
the fee-for-servce population is older, with proportions in the oldest age groups
(aged 75 to 84 and those age 85 and over) increasing, while proportions in the
younger age group (aged 65-74) has decreased as a percent of tota ee-for-service
enronment 0Ider beneficiaries likely require increased health care services, and in
fact MedPAC reported a correlation between the foregoing change in composition of
fee-for-service enrollment and increased spending on physician services. If those reqirnga grater intensity of service remain in fee-for-service, the SGR utilization
standard should be adjusted accordingly.
Stabilizing Payment Updates under the SOR System
The AMA strongly agres with MedPAC's further recommendation that Congress
should stabilize the SGR system by calculating the SGR and the update adjustment
factor on a calendar year basis.
Instability in annual payment updates to physicians is another serious problem
under the SGR system, as has been acknowledged by HOFA. Projections by the
AMA, MedPAC and HCFA show the SGR formula producing alternating periods of
maximum and minimum payment updates, from inflation plus 3 percent to inflation
minus 7 percent. Assuming a constant inflation rate, these alternating periods could
of 5 percent or more for several consecutive years, folreducebypayment
plowed
increasesdecreases
of similar magnitude for several years, only to shift back again.
These projections are based on constant rates of inflation (2 percent), enrollment
changes, GDP growth and utilization growth. There is a serious problem when constant, stable rates of change in the factors driving the targets lead to extreme volatility in payments that are entirely formula-driven.
A primary reason for this instability is the fact that there is a time lag in measurement periods for the SG& Specifically, while physician payment updates are established on a calendar year basis, SGR targets are established on a federal fiscal
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yerbss(October 1 through September 30) and cumulative spending (Used to calcuat te SGR) is established on an April 1 through March 31 basis. These time

periods must all be consistent and calculated on a calendar year basis to attempt
to restore some modicum of stability to the SGR system.
Simulations by the AMA and MedPAC have also shown, however, that the change
to a calendar year system will not, by itself, solve the instability problem. Additional
steps would be needed. The wide range of updates that are possible under the current system, from inflation +3 percent to - 7 percent, is one reason for the instability. The lower limit is also unacceptably low, and, assuming an MEI of 2 percent,
represents an actual 5 percent cut in the conversion factor in a single year. These
levels of payment cuts would be highly disruptive to the market, and likely would
have the "domino effect" of impacting the entire industry, not simply Medicare feefor-service. Many managed care plans, including Medicare+Choice and state Medicaid plans, tie their physician payment updates to Medicare's rates. Thus, payment
limits under current law must be modified to assist in stabilizing the SGR system.
We recommend that the current limits on physician payment updates (MEl +3 percent to MEl -7 percent) be replaced with new, narrower limits set at MEl +2 percent and MEl - 2 percent.
Finally, use of the GDP itself also contributes to the instability of the payment
updates since GDP growth fluctuates from year to year. Thus, we recommend measuring GDP growth on the basis of a rolling 5-year average.
Payment Preview Reports
Finally, MedPAC has also recommended that Congress should require the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to publish an estimate of
conversion factor updates prior to the year of implementation. We agree.
When the SGR system was enacted to replace the previous Medicare Volume Performance Standards, the requirements for annual payment review reports from
HCFA and the PPRC were eliminated along with the old system. Without these reports, it is impossible to predict what the payment update is likely to be in the coming year, and it is impossible for Congress to anticipate and respond to any potential
problems that may ensue from an inappropriate update or a severe projection error.
Changes in Medicare physician payment levels have consequences for access to
and utilization of services, as well as physician practice management. These consequences are of sufficient importance that the system for determining Medicare feefor-service payment levels should not be left unattended on a kind of "cruise control"
status, with no "brake" mechanism available to avoid a collision.
The AMA, therefore, urges that the payment preview reports be reinstated. Specifically, we believe that 1HCFA should be required to provide to MedPAC, Congress
and organizations representing physicians quarterly physician expenditure data and
an estimate each spring of the next year's payment update. MedVPAC could then review and analyze the expenditure data and update preview, and make recommendations to Congress, as appropriate.
PRACTICE EXPENSE REFINEMENT

With strong AMA support, the BBA directed HCFA to revise its resource-based
practice expense proposal for the Medicare physician payment schedule. HCFA
issued a June 1998 proposed rule and November 1998 interim final rule. In developing the new relative vaus HCFA is also required, among other things, to "develo
a refinement process to be used during each of the 4 years of the transition period.
The AMA is available and willing to work with HCFA in this refinement process.
We are in the process of developing a new survey of medical practice cost data, to
be pilot-tested in late summer of 1999 and implemented in 2000. Many experts and
potential users of the data are being consulted in the development of this survey.
We are also planning to meet with H-CFA staff to discuss potential use of AMA survey data to refine and/or update specialty practice expense data.
Finally, we applaud the General Accounting Office (GAO) for its cooperation and
oversight of this process, as embodied in its two reports on HCFA's development of
the resource-based practice expense values. GAO's efforts have been enormously
helpful, and we appreciate its contributions to this process. For example, the GAO
recommended in its February 1999 report that HCFA develop plans for updating the
practice expense relative value units that address "how to (1) assign practice expes(relative value units] to new codes, (2) revise the [relative value units] for exisigcodes, and (3) meet the legislative requirement for a comprehensive 5-year review . .2' The AMA agrees that such a plIan for the refinement and updating process
is critical and, because the current methodology relies significantly on data collected
by the AMA, we have expressed to the HCFA Administrator our willingness to work
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cooperatively with the agency in developing a comprehensive plan for futtire data
collection and refinement.
The GAO has also recommended that HCFA "use sensitivity analysis to identify
issues with the methodology that have the greatest effect on the new practice expense [relative value units] and to target additional data collection and analysis efforts." The AMA agrees. We have noted particular specialty society concern over the
approach used by HCFA in its interim final rule for~ assignin relative values to
technical component services, as well as HCFA's failure, to date, to incorporate corrections in the data into the relative values. Some of these corrections have been
provided to HCFA on multiple occasions.
CONCLUSION

Enactment of the SGR system improvements recommended by MedPAC and completion -of the practice expense refinements recommended by the GAO are critical
to the continued ability of our nation's physicians to be able to offer our Medicare
patients the benefits of the finest medical care available in the world. If these improvements and refinements are not put in place, the SGR system could lead to severe payment cuts in the Medicare physician fee schedule and payments for services
that do not accurately reflect their costs. The cuts resulting from both the statutory
design of the SGR system and administration of the system by HCFA would be in
addition to more than a decade of cuts in physician payments. For example, in the
six years from 1991-1997, overall Medicare physician payment levels fell 10 percent
behind the rate of growth in medical practice costs. Many individual services and
procedures faced even deeper cuts.
Recent survey data from the AMA's Socioeconomic Monitoring System indicates
that these payment changes are having very significant effects on the practice of
medicine. Of 2,450 randomly selected physicians that were surveyed from April-August 1998, 35 percent'reported they are not renewing or updating equipment used
in their office, are postponing or canceling purchasing equipment for promising new
procedures and techniques, or are performing many procedures in hospitals that
were formerly performed in the office. Three quarters of these physicians reported
that Medicare payment cuts were an important factor in their decisions to defer or
cancel these investments in capital.
With these kinds of changes already taking place in response to previous payment
changes, we have grave concerns about the effects of the further reductions that
could take place due to the SGR or incorrect practice expense values. In order for
the medical innovations that will come from Congress' enhanced funding of biomedical research, FDA modernization, and better Medicare coverage policies to
translate into ever-improving standards of medical care, physicians must be able to
adopt these innovations into their practices. It is already clear that Medicare payment cuts are threatening continued technological advancement in medicine, and
this is a threat that affects all of us, not just Medicare beneficiaries. Clearly, reversal of the trend to move services away from inpatient sites into ambulatory settings
could also have severe consequences for health care costs, as well as patient care.
We appreciate the efforts of the members of this Committee to explore the problems presented by the SGR system, as well as the opportunity to disc-ass our views
on this extraordinarily important matter. We urge this Committee and Congress to
consider MedPAC's recommendations and the recommendations we have discussed
today, and are prepared to engage fully in detailed discussions with this Committee
and Congress as we work to achieve a workable and reasonable solution.
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PREPAnID STATEMENT OF STEVEN

M. LIBRbIi

Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, and Members of the Committee,, it's a pleasure
to appear before you today to discuss the enrollment and payment issues confronting
the Medicare+Choice program. The growth in that program's enrollment is closely
linked to the adequacy and apoiaessof Medicare's capitated payments. Thie
recent withdrawal of plans from Medicare+Choice, coupled with reduced growth in
payments, has prompted some observers to worry about the future of the
Medicare+Choice program

My testimony dcussthe Congressional Budget Office's (OBO's)
projection of enrollment in Medicare+Choice plans over the next 10 years and the
factors influencing growth in that enrollment.

Financial incentives play a critical

role in dtrining whether plans participate in Medicare+Choice, whether
beneficiaries enroll. and whether providers deliver appropriate services in an efficient
manner.

For Medicare+Choice to be a viable program, beneficiaries must have
incentives to relinquish traditional fee-for-service and enroll instead in competing
health plans. The challenge is to have a system that yields greater returns when it
efficiently provides necessary, high-quality services and smaller returns when it
provides inefficient, low-quality, or unnecessary services. Meeting that challenge
requires that plans, providers and beneficiaries each bear some degree of financial
risk. Serious problems can result if Medicare payments do not bear a reasonable
relationship to the costs of care -foreach group of beneficiaries for which plans and
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providers accept risL

Payments to providers must be fair and, ideally, give

incentives to control costs while rewarding quality.

If consumers have a choice of health plans offering various combinations of
benefits and premiums, they can select the plan that best meet their needs.
Enrollment in Medicare+Choice plans would grow if those plans offered better
benefits or lower costs than traditional Medicare. If consumers have no choice of
plans or if those plans offer unattractive benefits, high costs, or poor quality,
beneficiaries will remain in fee-for-service Medicare.

ENROLLMENT IN THE MEDICARE+CHOICE ?ROGRAM
CBO projects that growth in Medicare+Choice enrollment will average 9 percent
annually between 1999 and 2009. Though quite rapid, that rate ofincrease represents
a sharp reduction from earlier trends.

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA) established Medicare+Choice and
changed payment provisions for both health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and
fee-for-service providers. CBO had assumed that Medicare+Cboice enrolment
would continue to grow at the dramatic rates of the program it replaced. The annual
rawe of growth in enrollment in Medicare's risk-based plans peaked at 36 percent in
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fiscal year 1996, however, and slowed in subsequent years. CBO projects that 31
percent of all Medicare beneficiaries will join Medicare+Choice plans in 2009, up
from 16 percent this year (see Table 1).

TABLE 1.

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED ENROLLMENT INRISK-BASED HMO
PLANS AND MEDICARE+CHOICE

Fiscal Year

Number
(Millions)

Enrollees
Percentage of Medicare
Beneficiaries

Annual Growth in
(Enrollment Percent)

Actual
199
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

1.4
1.6
1.9
2.5
3.4
4.5
5.5
6.2

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

6.6
7.1
7.6
8.4
9.2
10.1
11.0
12.0
13.1
14.1

4.0
4.5
5.2
6.7
8.9
11.7
14.1
15.7

nWa
13.8
18.9
29.7
36.0
32.4
22.2
12.7

16.6
17.7
18.7
20.4
22.0
23.8
25.6
27.4
29.3
30.9

6.5
7.6
7.0
10.5
9.5
9.8
8.9
9.1
9.2
7.6

Projected

SOURCE: Cmosgrwa Budpt Ofice.
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Last year, 99 HMOs announced they were either trinating or, far more commonly,
scaling back their Medicare+Choice operations in certain counties. The potential
disruption involved 407,000 enrollees, accounting for 7 percent of all
Medicare+Choice enrollment. Plan withdrawals occurred in 406 counties-42
percent of the counties covered by Medicare managed care-Nonetheless, the
overwhelmning majority of the affected beneficiaries bad the option to switch to a
competing Medicare+Choice plan.

The unanticipated withdrawal of plans from the Medicare market has
heightened awareness that plans can leave the market. That perception is likely to
reduce the willingness of some Medicare beneficiaries to enroll in plans in the next
few years.

Although the effects of plans' withdrawal on Medicare+Choice

enrollment seem relatively clear, explaining why plans withdrew appears more
controversial.

In a recent report, the General Accounting Office concluded that most likely
more than one factor was responsible for the withdrawaL4.
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No one factor can explain why plans choose to participate in particular
counties. Although plans obviously consider payment rates, many other
factors also influence their business decisions.

The current movement of plans in and out of Medicare may be primarily the
normal reaction of plans to market competition and condtion.... Other
factors associated with plan withdrawals-recent entry in the county, low
enrollment, and higher levels of competition-suggest that a number of
Medicare plans withdrew from markets in which they had difficulty
competing.

2

By contrast, the ]HMO trade group, the American Association of Health Plans
(AAHP), attributes the withdrawals to inadequate payment rates, exacerbated by the
administative burdens imposed by the Health Care Financing Admnsrton's
(HCFA's)"MegaReg" for implementing the BBA's provisions. AAHP believes that
without substantial revisions to Medicare+Choice, additional plans will withdraw
from the program.

3

Adverse publicity associated with the health plans' withdrawal fr-om
MedicaresChoice is likely to temporarily slow growth in enrollment But over the
2.
2.
3.
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longer term, that growth depends critically on the size of payment increase and the
ability of Plans to offer attractive additional benefit such as prescription drugs.

Health plans, as businesses, will participate in MedicareChoice markets only ifthe
have an expectation of an adequate retun-at a minimum, if they can reasonable.
expect at least to cover costs. If payments are perceived as being indqae health
plans will tend not to participate '-,Medicare+Choice, especiaUy if they foresee little
prospect of Medicare payments becoming adequate.

A similar dynamic applies to providers. Rtgardless of mission or not-forprofit status, physicians and other providers cannot afford to participate indefinitely
when their enterprises are losing money.

In addition to causing plans to withdraw, inadequate Medicar+Choce
payments have another, compounding effect on enrollment growth. Reducing
payment increase to Medicare+Choice: plans will impede their ability to offer extra
benefits or limit beneficiary cost sharing

Taking steps such as eliminating

prescription drug benefits or requiring hefty monthly premiums insftd of "zero
premiums" will make Medicar&+Choice: plans less attractive to consumers, As a
result, fewer beneficiaries wil choose to join those plans.
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Are Medicare+Choice payments inadequate? The adequacy of payments can
be evaluated from five often-competing perspectives.

o

Are plans able to provide appropriate services while remaining
financially stable?

o

Are payments fair, permitting (if not encouraging) plans and
providers to serve sicker patients?

o

Is there an adequate choice of health plans in both urban and rural
parts of the country?

o

Do the payments offered by Medicare-tChoice plans attract
physicians, hospitals, and other providers to participate in their
networks?

0

Do the payments help keep Medicare affordable for both beneficiaries
and taxpayers?

Having well-established plans "vote with their feet" and withdraw from their key
Medicare+Choice markets is an indication -that payment and other conditions of
participating in Medicare+Choice may be too strngent. But health plans have
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powerful incentives to convince policyinakers that Medicare+Choice payments need
to be increased without having to withdraw from the program.

CHANGES TO MEDICARE+CHOICE PAYMENTS UNDER
THE BALANCED BTjDGET ACT

The BBA enacted 4~x policies that affected Medicare+Choice payments.

o

The BBA significantly reduces fee-for-service spending, which also
slows the growth of payments to health plans because annual updates
to Medicare+Choice payment rates are tied to the growth in perenrollee spending in the traditional Medicare program.

o

The BBA sets the annual increases in Medicare+Choice payment
rates below the growth in fee-for-service spending from 1998 through
2002.

o

The portion of Medicare+Choice payment rates that is attributable to
fee-for-service spending for graduate medical education will be
gradually eliminated.
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o

HCFA will withhold about 0.2 parent of payments to
Medicare+Choice plans to pay for dissemination of information to
beneficiaries about their coverage options.

o

A blend of local and national payment rates will be phased in for
Medicare+Choice plans. That blending provision redistributes money
from areas with high payment rates to those with low payment rates.

o

New payment risk adjusters will be implemented -in two stages.
Those adjusters are intended to more accurately reflect the expected
costs of providing health care to enrollees in Medicare+Choice plans.

The first four policies were enacted with the expectation that they would slow the
growth of Medicare spending. Those policies reduce the cumulative growth in
Medicare+Choice payment rates relative to fee-for-service payments by 6 percent.
The blending of local and national payment rates is purely redistributive, but
particular counties will see substantial changes in payment rates. The new risk
adjusters were not necessarily expected to lower average payments to
Medicare+Choice plans but, as discussed below, they could yield substantial program
savings when they are implemented.
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InUMof te EX= Bkn
Because of the blending of national and local payment rates, payment increases are
projected to vary enormously from county to county. For example, some counties
would experience such large increases in payment rates from 1997 to 2000 that the
theoretically available Medicare+Choice payment rates-ifany plans operated in the
areas--would exceed 180 percent ofthe 1997 (pre-BBA) payment rates. In contat,
some counties with high payment rates would see only a 6.1 percent increase in their
rates over the same period.

Historically, both the level- of and increase in Medicare spending per
beneficiary varied dramatically in different counties. HCFA, however, no longer
produces those data on county-specific spending trends. lfpast tends continue, some
Medicare+Choice plans will face payment rates that are projected to be substantially
below both per capita fee-for-service spending and 1997 (pre-BBA) amounts.

Over half (52) of the 100 counties with the most Medicare+Choice enRlees
are projected to have payment rates fall by 5 percent or more using as the standard
of comparison the rates that Medicare would have paid if 1997 payments were
increased by the national average growth in per capita fee-for-service spending and
the BBA payment provisions were fully in effect. Using that methodology, the
deepest reduction is estimated to be 12 percr.. In the top 100 counties, 88--home
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to 78 percent of the enrollees--would experience declines in payment rates,
compared with 1997 rates. These estimates do not include the lower payments
resulting from HCFA's implementation of risk adjustment.

Until 1999, CBO had assumed that Medicar-e+Choice payments would be adjusted
for risk without changing totai outlays. In January, the Administration published
plans to phase in risk adjustment in a manner that would reduce payment rates for
enrollees in Medicare+Choice plans. The first stage of risk adjustment would be
based on the use of inpatient hospital services by individual enrollees. That change
would reduce payments for existing enrollees by 7.6 percent when fulfly phased inby 2004. The Administration also announced a second stage of risk adjustment that
would be based on use of services in all settings. The Administration expects that
such an adjustment would reduce payments by another 7.5 percent, beginning in
2004. Jfboth plans are implemented as announced, the combined effect could reduce
payments by about 15 percent.

Payment reductions related to risk adjustment on the order of 1S percent
would be likely to cause plans to drop out of the program and enrollment in
Medicare+Choice to drop sharply.

Because of the magnitd of the planned
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reduction and the discretion retained by the Aministration in implementing the
adjusters, the CBO baseline does not assume the full savings from risk adjustment
For the same reason, the projections ofMedicare+Choice enrollment discussed in my
testimony today explicitly do not reflect the full savings. Instead, CBO assumes that
risk adjustments will ultimately reduce payments by lesser amounts.

RISK SELECTION AND RISK ADJUSTMENT
Risk selection occurs when groups of beneficiaries, such as those who emroi in a
Medicare+Choice plan, have average costs that are systematinally different from the
average costs of beneficiaries who are treated as similar by the risk adjuster. When
monthly payments are made on fixed, prospective (or capitated) basis, those groups
of enrollees are referred to as "risk: pools." If Medicare+Choice enrollees tend to
have lower costs than comparable fee-for-service beneficiaries, the result is known
as "favorablerisk selection. Conversely, "adverse" risk selection occurs when
groups or risk pools have costs that are higher than those of comparable fee-forservice beneficiaries.

Risk selection is incompletely understood and imperfectly measured. It can
arise from. many different sources." If unchecked, risk selection can destroy an
4.
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insurance system. Systematically selecting peopI,, who are healthier than average
pays offhandsomely: thereturnson favorable selection can overwhelm any potential
savings from operating an efficient system for managing care. Health itnrnce
systems in which biased selection segments the risk pool are said to enter a "death
spiral" if the problem is not fixed.

One goal of risk adjustment is to pay more fairly. In a fair system, the
amounts paid for different risk pools would closely approximate the average cost of
providing services to their members. Under that fr-amework, a good risk adjuster
would pay groups with sicker, more ex1>zsive people proportionately more and
groups with healthier, less expensive beneficiaries proportionately less.

Ther are a wide variety of potential approaches to mitigating the effects of risk
selection. HCFA has adopted a mechanism for risk adjustment that relies on
inpatient hospital admissions for specific diagnoses to trigger higher capitated
payments in the following year. That mechanism, which is known as the principal inpatient/diagnostic cost group (or P[P/DCG), attempts to adjust payments statistically
oaoibuN~Om d=WiiOO by bemfidii.
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to account for individuals with persistently high costs. Onaverage,PIP/DC~swould
reduce payments somewhat for most beneficiaries but increase them significantly for
the minority of beneficiaries who were hospitalized in the prior yea for specific
conditions (such as congestive heart failure).

HCFA has had to overcome significant analytical and operational obstacles
in setting up the PIP/DCG system.

The agency appears to be successfully

implmeningthat complex system, for which it deserves recognition. But it is
important to understand the limitations of that system for adjusting payments.

Although the PIP/DCG system is a significant improvement over demographic
adjusters, it has had limited success in achieving the goal of "fire paymentspayments that are closely related to the costliness of beneficiaries (based on their
health status). Two factors contribute to the difficulty of developing an adequate
Medicare risk adjuster.

First, the health care costs for individuals are enormously difficult to predict.
That difficulty is compounded when the predictions are based on the administrative
data available from processing claim.
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Second, Medicare spending is extremely skewed--thai is, the sickest
beneficiaries are extrardinarily costly. The most expensive 5 percent of Medicare
beneficiaries cost almost as much as the remaining 95 percent of all Medicare
beneficiaries. On average, those in the top 5 percent cost over $70,000 annuallymore than 10 times the average annual cost for all Medicare beneficiaries.

The variation incost per beneficiary has two critically important implications.
On the one hand, it highlights the potential financial consequences associated with
both risk selection and inadequate risk adjustment. On the other hand, asmn
neutral risk selection-4hat a risk pool has an "average" population-the skewness
of the distribution of costs may require relatively large numbers of participants for
a risk pool to be stable. Very large risk pools are unlikely to be undermined by
having one too many-or too few"-million-dollar cases in a year. Small risk pools,
however, could be seriously disrupted by having just one person who incurs
catastrophic health care costs.

Large health plans may be able to assume full financial risk for their
enrollees. Even without risk selection, small plans may not be well positioned to
assume full financial risk. In many large Medicare+Choice markets, health plans
base payments to physicians or other providers on apercentage of premiums, thereby
passing risk on to the providers.
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These compensation arrangements do not directly connect HCFA to provider
payments. Yet HOFA remains vitally involved for two reasons. First, HCFA
regulates the terms and conditions under which physicians may be placed at
substantial financial risk, approving their contracts with Medicare+Choice plans.
Second, HCFA has a vital interest in and regulatory responsibility for assuring that
beneficiaries have adequate access to sufficient providers and receive high-quality
care.

The numerous Medicare+Choice providers who are'paid on a capitated,
percentage-of-premium basis subdivide a health plan's risk pool. As a result, even
relatively large risk pools at the health plan level may become too small at the
provider level. PIP/DCGs may not be a desirable system for adjusting payments to
small risk pools.

Problems with Using an Inpatent Risk Adjuster

The first phase of the P[P/DCG relies solely on inpatient hospital admissions and
excludes care delivered in other settings. One can argue that the reliance on inpatient
hospital admissions hurts managed care plans, many ofwhichbhave reduced their use
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of inpatient hospital services. Some plans have implemented effective dises
management and other protocols that may alter the pattern of care, possibly
minmizngthe specific admissions that are rewarded by the PIP/DCG methodology.

What are the implications of the inpatient PIP/DCG payment system for a
Medicare+Choice plan that has invested in developing sophisticated disease
management systems forchronic conditions? Unlike acute episodes of care, chronic
conditions, such as congestive heart failure, can fr-equently have high and recurrn
costs. Paradoxically, that makes such conditions ideal for both disease managemnt
interventions and for rating a PIP/DCG payment adjustment

With chronic conditions, an HMO can identify who is at risk and develop
intervention strategies to imprve outcomes. Typically, successful interventions
sumes prevrention, investing in patients' education, and ga ining their compliance with
protocols. Although such strategies do not "cure"chronic conditions, they improve
patients' outcomes and frequently save money by avoiding hospitalization. Success
in avoiding hospitalizatons, however, means thatthe Medicare+ChQoice payment rate
is never increased to compen-sate for the beneficiary with high-Cost, chronic
conditions. Without a hospitalization for congestive heart failure, for exaple, the
PIP/DCG system does not recognize that the beneficiary has the condition.
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Is this "Catch 22" real? Preliminary findings from an analysis being
conducted by John Bertko, a principal in the actuarial consulting firm of Redden &
Anders, provide some guidance. A highly sophisticated Medicare+Choice plan
appears to have implemented effective disease management protocols for several
conditions, including congestive heart failure. By investing about $3,000 annually
in each patient, that HMO has apparently managed to avoid about half the expected
hospital inpatient admissions for congestive heart failure. Such an HMO could
become the victim of its own success in managing care. In cases in which a
beneficiary with congestive heart failure avoids hospitalization because of better
medical management, for example, the HMO would forgo over $12,000 in higher
PZPIDCG payments in the subsequent year if the system was fully phased in. Not
only would the HMO's success in avoiding hospitalization preclude its receiving the
higher revenues, but the plan would also have incurred higher expenses to finance the
disease maaeetprogram.

These findings are preliminary. But even if the completed analysis confirms
the initial findings, it is unclear how many Medicare+Choice plans have the
sophistication to implement comparable programs. It is also unclear how many
conditions would be susceptible to disease management interventions that avoided
hospitalizations that trigger higher PIP/DCG payments. However, sophisticated
disease management programs for conditions such as diabetes with complications or
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease might generate similar "Catch 22s."
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Thw successful development of the second stage of PIPIDCG risk adjusters fAces
formidable obstacles. Relying on hospital inpatient data means that the data sets we
compared with the total volume of Medicare claims~ relatively manageable.
Expending the adjustment system to include outpatient poedures markedly
increases the number of claims to be analyzed. Including all Medicare services could
further increase the mnber of claims by an order of magnitude.

Simply

maknipuJlating the data will pose significant, challenges.

Hospitals have long had strong incentives to precisely code inpatient
admissions~ makingt the claim and diagnostic information relatively reliable. HCFA
may encounter significant problems with the reliability and validity of some of the
data that would be used in the second stage of PIP/DCGs. The accuracy of hospital
outpatient data, for example. might prove problematic for use in the more
comprehensive risk-adjustment system.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO RISK ADJUSTMENT
The discussion earlier in my testimony highlighted some of the problems associated
with devising and improving an adequate mechanism for adjusting payments for risk.
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HCFA and others have funded extensive research in efforts to develop viable
mechanisms. The inability to devise more effective tools underscores how difficult
the challenge actually is.

An alternative to using a statistical approach to adjust payments isto alter the
level of risk borne in the payment pool. Some payers, such as state Medicaid
agencies, are using a variety ofapproaches that, in effect, adjust the risk pool, not the
payments.

Under fee-for-service, physicians and other providers can be viewed as
revenue centers: the more services they provide and bill, the more they get paid.
That arrangement provides strong incentives to use more, rather than fewer, services.
In stark contrast, under capitated payment arrangements, providers are cost centers:
their revenue is fixed, so that providing services adds only to costs, not to payments.
One explanation for the differing utilization patterns between fee-for-service and
(capitated) managed care is that providers are converted from "revenue centers" to
"cost centers."

In a Health Affairs article, Joseph Newhouse and colleagues have argued in
favor of partial capitation.' They raise concerns about stinting on needed care when
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a provider must bear WCO percent of the maignal cost of providing services. That
concern may be strongest where providers' risk~pools are too small to be stable or
where providers are thinly cptlzd

Payment systems that combine attributes of fee-for-service and capitation
create incentives to avoid uncsayservices but not stint on needed care. Many
such approaches are possible.

I will describe four generic types of hybrid payment systems that combine
some capitation with additional payments as services or costs increase. Those
approaches are curretly used in commercial markets, Medicaid, or Medicare
demonstrations. They all limit the amount of risk assumed by a risk pool by paying
extr for high-cost cases; that permits smaller risk pools to be more stable, lessening
their volatility and susceptibility to big financial swings. To keep such system
budget neutral, the average capitation payments must be reduced by the amount being
"carved out" for separate payment

First-Dola Partial CWAmag&o

HCFA is experimenting with partial capitation

payments inademonstraion project with an academic health center at the University
of California at San Diego (UCSD). For inpatient hospital services, HCFA pays the
UCSD health plan half of the Medic-are fee-for-service payment plus a capitate
amount In part because of the reduced risk associate with this payment system
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UCSD chose to offer a managed care plan that permitted direct access to the
specialists on its medical school faculty.

Condito~

i3IfQrv-uts. Pregnancy, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

(AIDS), solid organ transplants, and end-stage renal disease (ESRD) wre all examples
of disease or condition-specific carve-outs being employed by Medicaid agencies,
HMOs, or Medicare. Some Medicaid agencies remove AIDS or other high-cost
conditions from their capitation rates. Others exclu~de pregnancy-related costs from
their normal capitated payments. Instead, special payments are made for each case
or each delivery.

Such payment system can easily be adjusted to promote specific objectives.
For example, if a goal was to promote prenatal care and Unmit caearian deliveries, a
flat "bundled" payment could be made for all hospital and physician services. in
contrast, paying separate, higher rates for C-sections and lower rates for vaginal
deliveries would instill fewer incentives to avoid C-sections.

For decades, Medicare has separated individuals with ESRD into a distinct
risk pool. Now, Medicare is experimenting with paying for ESRD beneficiaries on
a capitated basis. Similarly, some HMOs carve ot solid organ transplants firm their
capitation payments to providers, retaining the risk (and payment responsibility) at
the plan level.
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S~ifg) SU:LMMany prvds ad health plans purchase
private reinsurance to limit the costs of specific individuals or cases which is often
referred to as "specific stop-loss" coverage. Coverage thresholds, known as
"attachment points," vary considerably. Some entities choose very highrenuac
thresholds, seeking to handle only catastrophically expensive cases. Others choose
lower attachment points, seeking to reduce their financial exposure. The lower the
attachment point, the higher the reinsurance premium-the amount carved out ofthe
capitation rates-necessary to finance the costs.

Like the attachment points, the amount of excess costs reimbursed can also
vary. In some cases, reinsurance pays 50 percent of costs in excess of the first
threshold and 80 percent of costs above a second, higher threshold. Other policies
pay 100 percent of costs in excess of a threshold. By varying both the attachment
point(s) and the share of costs paid, specific stop-loss policies can significantly
moderate risk. At the extreme, certain stop-loss policies approach first-dollar partial
capitation. (That occurs if the initial payment threshold is the first dollar.)

Ag~grateStj:LMCya
available product

. Aggregate stop-loss coverage is also commercially

typically, that coverage presupposes the existence of an

underlying specific stop-loss policy. If the cost of services for all m

besof the

risk pool exceeded a specific level, the aggregate reinsurance policy could reimburse
those excessive costs.
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For example, assume that a physician has 300 capitated Medicare
beneficiaries in his or her risk pool and buys both specific and aggregate reinsurance.
Any costs of physician services for an individual in excess of $7,500 would be paid
by specific reinsurance. None of the amounts above the attachment point would be
counted when calculating aggregate costs. However, all costs up to $7,500 would be
included in calculating whether aggregate reinsurance payments would be triggered.
In this example, two individuals might require extensive cardiac services and openheart surgery, generating physician fees in excess of $10,000 each. The specific
reinsurance policy would pay the costs over $7,500 in each case. Assume further that
the average cost of'physician services for each member of this physician's Medicare
risk pool equals $1,800 (after excluding the catastrophic costs over the threshold) but
that the physician only averaged a capitation payment of $1,440 per patient per year.
Any costs averaging in excess of $1,728 per patient per year, which is 120 percent
of the annual capitation payment, would qualify for aggregate reinsurance.

CONCLUSION
The success of Medicare+Choice is tied to how much, and how, Medicare pays. Low
rates of increase in payments will tend to cause health plans to withdraw from or
limit their presence in the Medicare+Choice market. Constrained payment rates will
make benefit offerings less attractive to consumers, which will further slow growth
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in emrollment. Even though it is an improvement over the prior demographic
adjuster, the PIP/DCO is flawed mecrhanism for adjusting for risk selection. HCFA
is working to develop an improved method for implementing stage two tha would
take account of service use in all settings. Because of the difficulty in markedly
impig mechanisms that adjust payments, however, the Congress may wish to
consider other aprahsthat would liiti the risk born by-a"0pout
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PREPARED STATEMN OF WnILAM J. SCANLON
(MRCH 17, IWO]J

Mr. Chairman and Members ofthe Committee:

We arm pleasd to be here as you discussthe iMpnclentatin and mptq of the Medicare
provisions inthe Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA). The BBA contains the most
significant changes to Medicare since its inception more than 30 years ago. The Ait's
combination of constraints on provider fees, increases inbeneficiary payments, and
structural reforms is excted to lower program spending by $386 billion over the next 10
years. The importance of these changes cannot be overemhasized given the immediacy
of Medicare's financial crisis and the upcoming demographic chanes The most
fuxndaental BBA reform was the creation of the Medicare+Choice program, designed to
modernize Medicare by offering beneficiaries a wider array of health plan choice
comparable to some of the options available inthe private insurance market. The fee-forservice component of Medicare underwent considerable transformation as well. Most
notably, this legislation continued the movement away from paying for services on the
basis of providers' incurred costs to using prospective raoes where the program sets
payment levels in adv ice and has more control over ita spending on services.

The ramifications of these finmoal changes-affecting beneficiaries, thei health care
providers and taxpayers--are substantial. Not surprisingly, some interest groups have
expressed concerns about the impact of thes changes and made calls to alter some
provisions. In some cases, adjustments mr?'be wise; inothers, premature or imprudent.
That is why it is critical that there be athorxo evaluaton of these policies singy and
in their totality, to inorm ongoing policy discussions.
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My comma"s today wil focus ol

lnIpm ugatio-n- of(1) the Medlcare+Choice

progam particry thepayumenmethoad csmimarinfomastkioffao ad (2)
prospecd ve payment system for skille mining "Waites,
(SNF and home health
-amein(HHA) inMedicare's traditonal fee-for-sevice propram Our work in these
areas Dousrae the importance of the BBA reforms, the difficultes in implementin
.dwms and t presses to dIeV m their-impact My remarks are based on previously
Isaued products a well as our ongoing work Inthese areas.

InbrK~charges of the magnitudec of those in the BDA require signifcant afeo to
implement viell and are subjece to contimal scrotiny. We recently reported thatthe
efforts of the Healt Care Fnancing Administration (HCFA) to put the BBA provision
Inplace have been extensive and noteworthy, and the agency has made substantial
prop=es in implementing the majority of the Mcare-related BBA mandates, At the
same tme it has encountered obsaces. Imne pressure to resolve Year 2000 computer
complianc issues has slowed HCFA'a ediort. In addition, inundertaking certain me*o
initiatvs the agency has had to cope with inadequate experience and insufficient
informaion. This acheving the objectives of the DBA will require HCFA to refne and
build on its initial efforts.

Fndings fom our recent MedicareChoice work focus on payments to health plan andl
HCFA'a consumer Infrmation initiatives. Reform ofthe payment methods for
Miedicae+Choie plan ae underway. They will address the mehdlgclflaws that
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have led to billions of dollars in excess payments and inappropriate payment disparites,
Recognizing the need to avoid sharp payment changes that could affect a plan'. offerings
and diminish the a tatveness of the MedicareChoice program to beneficiaries, these
changes are being phase inover several years. Nevertheess, the withdrawal of some
managed care plan has raised questions about how to maintain desired access for
beneficires while implementing needd changes to plan payments and participation
requremets.HCFA has also iniiated an information campaign to provide beneficiaries
with new tools to make informed health plan choices and create stronger, quality-based
competition. Some aspects of the campaign have only been piloted and certain problems
did devlop; refining these efforts to make them more useful anid effective for
beneficiaries is now critical.

On t&he program's feefor-service side, the BBA's mandate to replace coat-based
reimbursement methods with prospective payment systems (PPS) constitutes another
mAJOr program reform. The phasein of the PPS for SNFs began on schedule on July 1.
199. However, design flaws and inadequate underlying data used to establish the
payment rate may compromise the system's ability to meet the twin objectives of
slowing spending growth while promoting appropriate beneficiary care. Insufficient
ovrsight could compound these shrcmnsand further jeopardize potential cost
sa vings. Improvements, to the system design and better monitoring are feasible, but may
require Assistance from the Congress. The interim payment system for HHAs, with the
similar Objective of controlling rapid expenditure growth for this benet~ is now in place.
Implementation of the PPS has been delayed until 2001 but remains a considerable
GA/r-EIS9M~
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challenge give the benefit's broad eligibility rupdrements. Concern hase been raised
-hout the impact of the interim payuam system as moreP than 1,400HHAa have closed.
sinoe October 19M. However, because t number of sadces had been vcpaning
dramatically, more than 9,000 HHIAs still participate in Medicare-a large mnber tha
did in October 199. We have no found evidence that the closures or t Interim
payment system has significantly affected beneficiary acoess to home healt cPM
However, our monitoring of potential access problem is continuing as more data on any
effects ofthe interim system become available.

T7U Impc of BDA's significant transfoaion S of Medicare Could geatew pressure to
undo many oft Act's provisions. In this environment t Congress will face: difficult
decisions tha could pit particular interests against a more global interest inpeevn
Medicare for the long term We believe that it would be a nust~ie to significantly modify
BSA's provision without thorogh analysis or giving them a far trial over a reasonable
period of tim.

Medicare is the nation's largest healhinsurance program, covering about 39 million
elderly and disabled beneficiaries at a cost of more than $193 billion. Between 199 and
1997, Medicare experienced spending increases averaging 9.8 percent per year to make it
ono of the fastest growing pars of the federal budget, although this growth has slowed
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somewhat i. the pat 2 yeams The Coressioa Budget Office projects that Medicare's
-

shae of gross domestic product will rise almost one-third by 2009.

This substantial growth in Medicare spending will continue to be Wueed by demographic
and technologica change. Medicare's rolls are expanding and are projected to inces
rapidly with the retirement of the baby boom generation. For example, today's elderly
make up about 13 pectof the total population; by 2030, they will comprise 20 percent
as the baby boom geneation ag.

Individuals aged 85 and older make up the &asteat

growing group of beneficiaries. So, in addition to the increased demand fur health care
services due to sheer numbers, the greate prevalence of chronic health conditions

associated with aging will further boost i~lization.

Congressional attention has recently been focused on the impending depletion of
Medicare's Federal Hospital Inauc (HI) Trust Fund. Payroll tane creite to the HI
trist fuind finance the bulk of Medicare's "hospital insurance," or paut A,which covers
inpatient hospital services as well as skilled nursing facility, hospice, and certain home
health care services. Beneficiaries' premium contributions and general revenues finance
Medicare's -supplementary medical insurance," or part B, which covers physician and
ostient hospital service diagnostic tests. ambulance services, and other services and
supplies. A BBA provision that shifted the financing of some home healt services from
part A to part B helped extend the HI trust funod's solIvency.

GAMV-HHS4*V
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Other BIA reforms designed to slow prop=a spending, address both Medicare's
managed care and fee-for-service components. Medicare's managed care progrp=

ov

the growing number of beneficiaues who have ct~osen to enroll in prepaid health plane,
where a single monthly paymen is made for all necessary covered services. About 6.8
million people - about 17 percent of all Medicare by

e se- were enrolled in mr

than 450 managed care plans as of December 1,p)~otof Medicare's bnfcais
however, receive health care on a fee

vierceFassin which providers are reimbursed

for each covered service they deliver to beneficiaries.

HflWCEAO O EIARi±HQI
One way in which the EDA seeks to resmwuture Medicare is to encourage greater
managed care participation. Under the Medicare+Choice prom, a broader range of
health plans such as preferred provider organizations &Wd provider-sponsored
organizat
nar permitted to participate inMedicare. BBA's emphasis on
Medicare+Choice reflects the perspective that increased managed care enrollment will
help slow Medicare spending while expadin beneficiaries' health plan options.

Our -rcent work has examined two aspects of the Medicare+Choice progra-ymsW
and consmer information initiatives. BBA provisions dealing with payments to
Medicare+Cboice plans acknowledge that Medicare's prior managed care payment

@Abat 90pereanof th &SBnilim Medcae bmneflclaruu are nrld inuwuaged e pkm d
twe
recei" fixed mom* eq*Naion pqwwut. The renaal;Wde aeole Inpk
NrNWme for die cmst wybau 3... die alnm vuliaofb
dacluy ccu~wluib
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method. for haah maintenance organizations (HlMOs) and other risk plans failed to save
the government money and created wide disparities in payment rane across counties The
Act establishes a new rate-setting mnethodology for 1998 and fuftur years, incorporating
adjustment rate for the health and expected service use of managed care enrollees to
avoid overpayment. It also guarantees health plans a minimum payment level to
encourage them to locate inareas that previously had lower rates and few, if any,
Medicare participating health plans. Other provisions addressing consumer information
needs are designed to raise beneficiary participation inMedicar*+Choice and promote
more effective quality-based competition among plans.

Context for BDA'u rate-setting provisions: BBA modifications to Medicare's health
plan payment method acknowledge the problem of flawed capitation rates the,~
historically, have been paid to HMOs. Our work has demonstrated that these rates have
produced billions of dollars inaggregate excess payments anid inappropriate payment
2
disparities across counties.

The fundamenta problem we found was that HMO payment rae were based on health
care spending for the average non-enrolled beneficiary, while the plans' enrollees tended

a r 1997 tufy mnpayments to California MON, which enrolled more thani a hid ofMeicare
managed caue population, found that Medicare overpaid plans by about 16 percent In&calyear
1995-4ccoiaitjng for about $1blili Inexces payments. The proportion oftexcmpaeynts
varied acrm counte. See MeiaeHQ
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to be healther than arage non-mamalee, a phenomenon known as favorable selection.
Some analysts expected excess payments to diminsh with increaMe enrollment. Instead,
the aessm continued to grow, since rates weebase on the rising concentrations of
higher-cos beneficiaries remaining infeefor-service

Risk adjustment is a tool to set capitation rates so that they reflect enrollees' expected
health costs as accurately as possible. This tool is particularly important, given
Medcare'. growing use of managed care and the potential for favorable seecion which,
if not taken into account, generates excess payments, Medicare's current risk adjusterbased only on demographic fators, such as age and sex3--unnot sufficiently lower rate
to be consistent with the expected costs of manead care's healthier population. For
example, a senior who was relatively healthy and another who suffered from a chronic
condition, even if they were of the same age and smc would have very different expect
health care needs but with the current risk adjuster, that differece would not be
accounted for in the rate paid for then individuals.

To correc this problem, the BBA requires HCFA to devise a new risk adjuster that
iucoporae patient health status fiaors.' HCFA had todveop and report on the. new
risk adjuster by March 1 of this year and is required to put the method inplace by January
2000.

MWh
demorwc bidietos we 1e sex eligbiit for WoodaIwuinut sw~um ai
dsnc
'mP onm
kwuUSutlsuc a asklenuubt acfty. Seperets iteo6 usig die saoe
-epmptc ts,%
an ciculete for beneiciares who quef for MedIcare became oft
diciwbf (uider age 654 Separae raes are abosm for bmneficlarlus widi uid40ws rend dker
(Mdiue fame)
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Dusig. Isplementatkn, and Impact isues: HCFA's proposed interim risk adjusteto be implemented in 2000-relies exclusively on hospital inpatient data to measure
health stau. While not perfect, the proposed risk adjuster for 2000 does link the rae
paid more closely to projections of Medicae enrollees' medical costs. Ideally. the risk
adjuste would mature health status with complete and reliable data from other settings,
such as physician' offices, but these data ae not currently available. Given the reliance
on only hospital dats, HCFA has taken steps to avoid rewading plan tha hospitalize
patients unnecessarily or conversely penalize efficient plan that provide care in less
costly settngs. A "next generation of risk adjustment based on the services
beneficiaries receive inall settngs, is scheduled for 2004.

HCFA plans to phase i the use of the interim risk adjuster and, in so doing, will avoid
shap payment changes that could adversely affect beneficiaries and plan. Such changes
could be detimenta to benficiaries if plans, in response, substantially scale back their
benefit packages or reconsider their commitment to the Medicawl+Choice program.

Currently, there is concern about a fr eent surge in plan drop-out from, Medicare+Choice.
As of January 1999,99 capitated plan had withdrawn or reduced their Medicare service
areas. Industry representatives have stated that plans may have dropped out partially in
anticiaton of reduce payments, which could result,when the interim risk adjuster is
implemented. Plan have also cited the administrative burden associated with some of

4

Ted1Uiaft, die law requires the Secretary of Halt aid H==ninSwivces to develop, report a=d
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the new Medicar+Choice reguations as a significant reason fbr their withdrawal
decisions.

The issue of plan drop-outs is complex, however, since the reasons for plans' decisions
are root clear cut. As we have previously reported many nonpayment fsczorsv-such as
commercial managed care enrollment levels-nfuence plans' Medicare participation
decisions.' Some areas of the omuty with relatively low payment rate have many
Medicare managed care plans and enrollees. Moreover, the extent to which new
Medicare+Choice regulations could have precipitated the withdrawals is unclear since
few managed care organizations withdrew fr-om Medicare completely. Most plans that
pulled out of ertain geographic areas continue to serve beneficiaries inother areas. In
response to plans' concerns, however, HCFA recently revised a number of the
Medicare+Choicc regulations to make them less burdensome. lFinally, while some plans
are dropping out of the program, others are interested in signing new contracts. In fact,
16 applications fit new or expanded service areas have recently been approved and4

more are pendin&

Meiae~oc
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Conteut for BBA's Infor.atio. campaign provisions: Capitalizing on changes in the
delivery of health cae, BBA's introduction of new health plan options are intended to

ksplemeut dw health-bmsed rkk &4djwenmeth
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create a market inwhich differet types of health plans compete to enroll and serv
Medicare beneflcianes. The BDA reflects the idea that consumer information is an
essential component ofsa competitive market. From the beneficiary's viewpoint,
infrmation on available plan needs to be sacrate, comparable accessible, and userfriendfly. Informed choices are particularly important as the BBA phaises out the
beneflciary's opportunity to disenroll from a plan on a monthly basis and moves toward
the private sector practice of annual reconsideration of plan choice.

The BBA mandated that, as part of a national information campaign, HCFA undertake
several activities that could help beneficiaries make enrmenam decisions regarding
Medicare+Cboice. Each October, prior to a mandated annual, coordinated enrollment
proHCFA must distribute to beneficiaries an array of general information on, among
other things, enrollment procedures, rights, and the potential for Medcare+Choice
contract termination by a participating plan. The BBA also required HCFA to provide
beneficiaries with a list of available participating plans and a conmaison of these plans'
benefits. T7he agency must also maintain a toll-free telephone number and an Internet site
as general sources of information about plan options, including traditional feefbr-service
Medicare.

Design Implementation, and Impact Issae: The BBA-mandated information
campaign is a first-time and massive undertaking for HCFA. The effort is well underway
but relative to the ideal--a market in which informed consumers prod competitors to
ofe the best value-many challenges lie ahead.

GAtYF-HEHS-99.7
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We have reported that, unlike many enrollees inthe private setrand individuals
Covered by plan in the Federal Employee Health Benefit Program (FEHBP) Medicare
beneficiaries receive little comparative information on their health plan option. We have
also reported that, unlike FEHBP, HCFA does not require that an' marketing materiat
follow a consistent format or use common terminology, thus making plan comparisons
difficult for beneficiarie. Standardized language on benefit and coverage definitios
would facilitmte HCFA's oversight functions to ensure accurate informaton, plan'
compliance with reporting requirements, and beneficiary decisionmaking. HCFA intends
to require plans to begin using a standardized format for some information in anticipation
of the November 1999 enrollment period.

HCFA is also in'the process of making summary data available throgh several sources.
In 1998, as part of a five-stae pilot project, HCFA provided beneficiaries with a
handbook containing comparative information on the Medicare+Choice plans available in
their ame and acces to a tollfree telephone line. It also established an Internet site with
smlar information about plans available nationwide. These efforts made impotan
strides, but because of pLkn pull-outs late-in the year, some of the information
beneficiaries received was inaccurate.

Critical now is a thorough evaluation of these efforts to assure that the information
provided is clear, sufficent and helpful to beneficiaries' decisionmakdig. Assessing how
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to make these eforts cost-eflbctjve--tat is. targeting the right uas

and types of

information to different groups of beneft ciaae-is also of vital importance.

The BDA also makes fundamental changes to Medicare's fee-for-service component,
which represents about 87 percent of program outlays and covers about 33 million
beneficiaries. Mandated prospective payment systems will alter how reimbursements are
made to SNFs, HHAs, hospital outpatient departments, and rehabilitation facilities.
Rather than generally paying whatever costs providers incur, the objective is to establish
rates, giving providers incentives to deliver care and services more efficiently. Our work
on the SNF and home health benefit shows the importance of the design and
implementation details of prospective payment system to achieving expected EBA
savings and ensuring that Medicare beneficiaries, have access to appropriate services.

Context for SNY PIPS provisions: Medicare spending for SNF services rose at an
average anatial rate of 23.2 percet fiom 1990 to 1996, nuch faser than overall program
spending growth. Medicare's SNF payment method has been cited as one reason for this.
Before the changes mandated in the BDA, SNFs were paid the resonable costa they
hnued

in providing Medicaro-allowedservices. There were limits on payments for the
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routine portion of care-that is,general nursiusg room and board, and Administrative
*overhead. Payments for ancillary services, such as physical, ocptnaor speech
therapy, however, were virtuay unlimited. These unchecked ancillary service payments
have been a amaor contributor to significant increases in daily reimbursements to SNFS.
Because providing more of these services generally triggered higher payments, facilities
had no incentve to deliver services efficiently or only when they were necessary. lbe
BDA called for phasing insa PPS for SNF care beginning after July 1, 1998, to bring
program spending under control.

Deslgu, Implementation, and Impact issues: Under the PPS, SNFs receive a payment
for each day of care provided to a MedicaLre beneficiary. The payment, called a per diem
rate, is based on the average daily cost of providing all Medicare-covered SNF services,
as reflected in facilities' 1995 costs. Since not all patients require the same amount of
care, the per diem rate is "case-mix" adjusted to take into account the nature of each
patient's condition and expected care needs. Facilities that can care for beneficiaries for
less than the case-mix adjusted per diem amount will benefit financially, whereas SNFs
with costs higher than the adjusted per diem rate will be at risk for the difference between
their costs and payments. The PPS is expected to control Medicare spending because the
per diem rate covers all services, so SNFs have incentives to provide services efficiently
and judiciously. Further, since payments vary with patient needs, the PPS is intended to
ensure access to these services.

GAO/rHERH&9
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We are concerned, however, that the design of the casemix adjuster preserves the,
opportunity for providers to increase their compensation by supplying potential
unnecessary services.6 T reflect differences in patient needs that affect the cost of car,
the SNIF PPS divides beneficiaries into case-mix groups. Each group is intended to
define clinically similar patients who are expected to incur similar costs. An adjustment
is associated with each group to account for these cost differences. A facility then
receives a daily payment that is the same for each patient within a group. Since the
payments do not vary with the actual costs incurred, a SNF has incentives to reduce the
costs of caring for the patients ineach case-mix group.

The design of the case-mix groups allow a SNF to reduce its costs and increase its
payments by manipulating service provision, rather than by increasing efficiency. Since
the SNF groups are largely defined by the services the patient is to receive, a facility can,
provide only the minimum level of services required for placement in a particular group.
This would reduce the average cost for the SNF's patients in that case-mix group, but not
lower Medicare payments for these patients. Thus, expected Medicare savings may not
be achieved.

We are also concerned that the data underlying the SNIF rates overstate the reasonable
costs of providing service and may not appropriately reflect conts for patients with
different care needs. Most of the cost data used to sa the SNF rats were not audited. Of
particular concern are therapy costs, which are likely inflated because thee have been

'See Balanced Budget Aft Implemnentation ofKey Medicare Mandates Must Evoave to RAWm
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few limits on these payments. Even if additional audits were to uncover significant
inappropriate costs. HCFA maintains that it has no authority to adjust the base rates aft
the implementation of the new-system Further, the cuea-mix adjusters were based on
cost information on about 4,000 patients. This sample may simply be too small to
reliably estimate these adjusters, particular!," given the substantial variation intreatment
patterns among SNFs. As a result, the case-mix adjusted rame may not vary
aprpriately to account for the services facilities are expected to provide-rates will be
too high for some tye ofpatiens and too low for others.

Under the SNF PIPS, whether a SNF patient is deemed eligible for Medicare coverage and
how muich will be paid are based on afacility's assessment of its patients and its.
judgment. Monitoring these assessments and determinations is key to realizing expected
savings from the system. Texas, which implemented a similar reimbursement system for
Medicaid, conducts on-afte reviws to monitor the accuracy of patient assessments and
finds a continuing error rute of about 20 percent. HCFA has no plans to undertake as
extensive an effixt. However, without adequate vigilance, inaccurat, inappropriate, and
even fraudulent assessments could compromise the benefit of the PPS.

Home Health IPS iad Related Reform
Coteut for Hom. He&Mt provisions: Medicare spending for home health care rose
eve more rapidly than spending for SNF services - at an average annual rate of 27.9
percent between 1990 and 1996. Several factors accounted for this spending growth,
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particularly relaxed coverage requirements that, over time, have made home health care
available to more beneficiaries, for less acute conditions, and for longe periods of time.
Essentially, Medicare's home health benefit gradually has been transformed from one
that focused on patients needing short-term came after hsitalization to one that serves
chronic, long-term care patients as well.

To control spending while ensuring the appropriate provision of services, the BBA
Mandated key changes to the payment method and provider requirements for home health
services. HCFA isrequired to establish a PPS for HHRs by fiscal year 2001.~Designing
an appropriate system for HHAs will be particularly challengting because of certain
chaactrisicsof the benefit. Home health care isa broad benefit that covers a wide
variety of patients, many of whom have multiple health conditions, and the standards for
care are not well defined. Consequently, the case-mix adjuse and payment rae must
account for substantial variation in the number, type, and duration of visits. Further, the
wide geographic variation in the use of home health care makes it difficult to determine
aporaetreatment patterns that must be accounted for in the overall level of payment.
A final concern has to do with the quality and adequacy of services. Since the services
are delivered in beneficiaries' homes, oversight isparticularly critical when payment
changes are implemented to constrain program outlays.

Rcgiig the difficulty of developing and implementing a PPS, the BBA required
HCFA to pay HHAs under an interim system The interim system builds on payment
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limits already in place by making them more stringent and by providing incentives for
HHAs to control the number and mix of visits to ach beneficiary.

Design. Implementatdon, &adImpact luau: Under the interim payment systein which
became effective Qctober 1,199M. HHAs are

-W their costs subject to the lower of two

limits. The first limit builds on the existing aggregate per visit cost limits, but makes
them more stringen. The new limit cap total an=Ws Medicare revenues based on the
number of beneficiaries served and an animal per beneficiary amount. The laer is based
on agency-specific and regional average per beneficiary payments and aims to control the
Member of services provided to users. The blending of agency-speciflc and regional
amounts is intended to account for the significant differeces in service use acros
agencies and geographic areas.

There has been widespread concern about the impact of the interim payment: system, on
HHAs and access to home-health care! indeed, between October 1, 1997, and Jaamy 1,
199, over 1,400 HHRa closed. However, historic growth in the home health industy has
been such that thee were still over 9,000 HHAs
-

-

mor-e than there were in October 1995

to provide services to Medicare beneficiaries. Further, half of the cloures were in just

four states-Caiornia, Louisiana, Oklahioma, and Texas-tfree of which had experienced
agency growth well above the national average. It is possble that the closure were a
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market confectifr overexpansion in ligh ofthe BBA's signal that Medicare would no

suppoi the double digit increases in spending of the previous few yeams

The closures alone ame not a measure of any impact on access for Medicare beneficiaries
to home health services-which is the predominant concern Since home healh agencies
require little physical capital, it is possible for other agencies to qukly absorb the staff
and patients of cluuing agencies

We have attempted to monitor the impact of the interim payment system on access for
this Committee as well as for the House Committees on Commerce and Ways and
Man Last fall, we reported that interviews with hospital discharge planners and local
organization representatives ;a seven state with high numbers of closures had not
indicated a change over the past year inthe willingness or ability of home health agencies
in their areas to serve Medicare beneficiaries. We are continuing this work expanding
the number of areas examined. Recently available claims i ormatioa will allow us to
extend this monitoring further-pinpointing areas where there has been a decline or
leveling off of home health utilization. We wI provide the Commnittee a report next
month and another this summer on our ongoing work to assess acness to hoe, health
Came.
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7U brief experience with some of the major Medicare provisions of the BBA
deosrtsthe challenges to implementing meaningful reform. HCFA has fallen
behind in instituting some changes and has had difficulty implementing others due to
constrinedresoue,lackof expeienceor iadequatedata At the same time, various
provider group have increasingly come to the Congress for relief We believe that any
significant alterations to key BBA provisions should be base on thorough analysis or
sufficient experience to fully understand their effects.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statemew1t. I will be happy to answer any questions you
or the Committee Members may have.

(1018 12)
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Question. Dr. Scanlon, we have head concerns from both benelicianes and shIled nursing
facilities regarding inadequate reimbursement wnder the new prospective payment
system, especially for sicker patients requiring ancillary ser""'es. Does GAO have an)
concerns over the new reimbursement categories desaied by HCFA for payments to
skilled nursing facilities? Does GAO have any recommendations to address these
concerns?
Ns we mated in our written testimony, we are concerned about the case-max categories usec
in the skilled nursing facility (SNF) prospective payment system (PP'S) and the level of

payment under the PP'S, The cage-mix categories, used to a4ftist payments for different typf
of patients. ax-ebased largely, on the services patients actually receive rather than on patient
needs. This means that a SNF can increase its payments by manipulating service prowvion,
which could threaten expected Medicare savings. Further, we are concerned that the data
underlying the SNF payment rates overstate the reasonable costs of providing services. Moof the cost data used to set the rat"s were not audited, so irdlated costs, particularly for
therapy services, were incorporated in the PS base rates. Fintally, the case-mix categone.,
may not appropriately reamec costa for patients with different care needs. They were based
on a sample of patients that may have been too small to adequately estimate the average
costs for each category. As a result, the case-mix adjusted rates may not vary appropriately
to account for the services facilities are expected to provide--rates will be too high for som
types of patients and too low for others.
We are examining the variation in non-thrapy ancillary costs and whether these cosw were
adequately incorporated into the PPFl..zea This work is being conducted for Mr. Thomas,
chairman of the Health Subcommittee, Committee on Ways and Meano.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. SCANLON
(JUNE 9, 19"1J

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.
We are pleased to be here as you discuss the impact of payment reforms in the Balanced
Budget Act of 1997 (BBA) on the Medicare+Choice program. The BBA's creation of
Medicare+Choice represents one important means of helping to address the growing
challenge of financing the Medicare program. Collectively. BBA reforms are expected to
lower program spending by $386 billion over the next 10 years.
In creating the Medicare+Choice program. the BBA furthered the use of a choice-based
managed care model of providing Medicare benefits. Prior to the BBA. Medicare's
managed care model was limited largely to health maintenance organizations (HMO)I.,
The OBA expanded beneficiaries' health plan options. both by encouraging the wider
availability of HMOs across areas and by permitting other types of health plans to
participate in Medicare. The BBA also sought to pay health plans more appropriately
than Medicare had done under the program's previous HMO payment formula. A decade
of research by GAO and others found that, instead of saving the government money as
intended, the managed care program that preceded Medicare+Choice overpaid health
plans in the aggregate---estimated to be several billions of dollars beyond what would
have been paid had the enrolled beneficiaries been served under Medicare's traditional
fee-forservice program.
Some health plan and industry representatives believe that BBA's payment changes were
too severe, citing plan withdrawals from Medicare+Choice as evidence of BBA's adverse
effects. This hearing provides an opportunity to examine the overall effect to date of
BBA payment reforms affecting Medicare+Choice plans. My statement today will focus
on whether BBA reforms have improved Medicare's ability to pay health plans more
appropriately and whether recent experience implementing these reforms suggests the
need for modifications. These remarks are based on GAO's prior and ongoing work on
Medicare+Choice.
In summary, the net effect of BBA payment revisions has been to reduce but not fully
eliminate excess payments to health plans. Some of the provisions, such as the reduced
annual updates, have already been implemented, while others, such as the health-based
risk adjustment system, will be phased in over time.
Despite industry alarm over the increase in plan withdrawals in 1999. our work suggests
that sweeping amendroerts, to the BBA are not yet warranted for several reasons. First.
the net effect of BBA reforms on plans has been modest to date. Cuts in rate increases,
for example, have held down per capita payment growth by only a little more than I
percent. Second, data submitted by plans themselves indicate that at least some plans can
provide the traditional Medicare package of benefits, offer some additional benefits, and
make a profit even if they are paid less than they are today. For example, according to
their own data, plans serving the Los Angeles area can provide the traditional Medicare
'For the purposes of this statement, t term HMO refers to plans with Medicanreisk contracts, which
axounted for about 90 percent of Medicare managed care enrollment in 1997. Prior to the 131A. Medicare
managed cue plans also included cost contract HMOs and health care prepayment plans.
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package of benefits for about 79 percent of what they are currently paid. Third. the
withdrawals we observed this year were not a reaction to OBA rate reductions alone.
Market forces appear to have played a larger role.
Because of cuts in rate increases and expected improvements in risk adjustment, the
BBA's health plan payment reforms will reduce aggregate excess payments. As a
consequence, some Medicare+Choice plans may reduce supplemental benefits and
rethink their participation in the Medicare program. The continuing challenge for the
Congress is to strike the appropriate balance between containing Medicate spending and
fostering growth in Medicare+Choice.

Medicare's use of prepaid health plans. which typically have a financial incentive to hold
down costs, is intended to save the government from unnecessary spending on Medicare
services without compromising the provision of covered benefits. In addition, from the
beneficiary's perspective, these plans can be an attractive alternative to traditional
Medicare because they usually offer more benefits and lower out-of-pocket costs. All
plans serving Medicare beneficiaries are required to provide Medicare's statutorily
covered benefits, and many provide additional services-such as outpatient prescription
drugs, routine physical exams, hearing aids, and eyeglasses--that are not covered under
traditional Medicare. In exchange for these advantages, beneficiaries give up their
freedom to choose any provider.
As of March 1, 1999, about 6.7 million people-or 17 percent of Medicare's 39 million
beneficiaries-were enrolled in 300 health plans. most of which were prepaid. 2 Prepaid
plans receive for each beneficiary a fixed monthly amount-called a capitation rateregardless of what a beneficiary's care actually costs. The remaining 83 percent of
Medicare beneficiaries receive health care on a fee-for-service basis, where providers are
paid for each covered service they deliver.
Although Medicare's pre-BBA managed care program attracted an increasing number of
beneficiaries, it had several serious shortcomings. First, it was overly expensive for the
government. During the decade preceding BBA, a mounting body of research showed
that government payments to HMOs for their Medicare enrollees exceeded spending for
similar beneficiaries in the traditional. fee-for-serv ice (FF5) program, even though plan
payment rates were discounted by 5 percent from estimated FF5 levels. This excess
spending resulted from faulty calculation of the base rate and inadequate adjustments to
that rate for the healthier-than-average population enrolled in Medicare's prepaid plans.
In addition, HMOs were not available everywhere. In 1996. more than 25 percent of
beneficiaries lived in areas not served by HMOs. Widely disparate payment rates across
geographic areas contributed to this variability in access and to sizable differences in
supplemental benefits. Finally, the program did not include options, such as preferred
'About 90 percent of the 6.7 million Medicare beneficiaries were enrolled in managed care plans that
receive fixed monthly payments. The remainder were enrolled in plans that are reimbursed for the costs
they incur, less the estimated value of beneficiary cost-sharing.
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provider organizations, that had become popular in the private sector because they
offered cost management but were more flexible than HMOs.
Thec BBA changed the capitation rate formula used to compensate the prepaid plans.
Among several changes, the BBA required that the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA), the agency responsible for administering Medicare, improve Medicare's current
risk adjuster--the mechanism designed to adjust a plan's capitation rates upward or
downward to reflect the extent to which an enrollee's expected health care costs differ
from the average beneficiary's. As we have previously reported. Medicare's current risk
adjuster cannot sufficiently raise or lower rates because it is based primarily on
demographic factors such as age and sex, which alone are poor predictors of an
individual's health care costs. To illustrate: under Medicare's current risk adjuster, a plan
would receive the same payment for two enrollees of the same age and sex, even if one is
expected to incur only minimal health care costs for treatment of occasional minor
ailments and the other is expected to require expensive treatment for a serious chronic
condition.
Without the use of health status factors to make better adjustments, Medicare generally
overcompensates health plans because they tend to enroll beneficiaries who are healthier
than average. Our 1997 study on payments to California HMOs, which enrolled more
than a third of Medicare's managed care population, found that health plan enrollees had
expected costs that were more than 16 percent below those for demographically similar
beneficiaries in traditional Medicare. 3 Such "favorable selection" by Medicare's prepaid
health plans--that is, their tendency to attract healthier-than-average enrollees-is not
surprising. People with chronic or severe illnesses may not be attracted to HMOs
because they have established relationships with providers and feel a need for easy access
to specialists. Moreover, given the inadequacy of Medicare's risk adjuster to lower--or
raise-payments appropriately, plans could put themselves out of business if they
attracted significant numbers of high-cost beneficiaries.
UNDER BBA. MEDICARE'S PAYMENTS
TO HEALTH PLANS LIKELY REMAIN
EXCESSIVE IN THE AGGREGATE
Beginning in 1998, BRA substantially changed the method used to set Medicare+Choice
plan payments. Some of the new payment provisions will tend to reduce excess
payments. The most important of these is a new health-based risk adjustment system, to
be implemented in two stages, with an interim adjuster to be introduced in 2000 followed
by a more comprehensive adjuster in 2004. Substantial excess payments may persist,
however, because other BBA provisions tended to incorporate some of the excess that
existed in 1997 into the current rates.

'(Medicare HMOs: HCFA Can Promndv Eliminate Hundreds of Mil[lions i-Excess Paymnts
(GAO/HEHS-97-l6. Apr. 25,.1997). This isconsistent with a 1996 study by HCFA researchers finding
tham
health plan enrollees had costs roughly 121 t 4 percent below the average beneficiary's. (Riley and
others. HCA eview~ 1996.)
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One way the BBA will reduce the excess in Medicare's managed care payments is by
holding down per capita spending increases for 5 years. Specifically, BBA sets the factor
used co update managed care payment rates to equal national per capita Medicare growth
minus aspecified percent: 0.8 percent in 1998 and 0.5 percent in each of the following 4
years. Altough these across-the-board reductions can help produce savings, the
cumulative reduction of less than 3 percent is considerably smaller than the prior
estimates of excess payments, which generally exceed 10 percent. Moreover, this
approach does nol address the problem that the excess payments can vary among
geographic areas and plans. In our study of California plans, we found that excess
payments tended to be much higher in some counties than others.
The BBA also provides for amethodological approach known as "blending," which is
designed to reduce the geographic disparity in payment rates and encourage more
widespread plan participation." Blending will work to move all rates closer to a national
average by providing for larger payment increases in low rate counties and smaller
payment increases in high rate counties. According to a 1997 study by the Physician
Payment Review Commission (now the Medicare Payment Advisory CommissionL. there
is some evidence that excess payments are more likely to occur in high payment rate
counties.5 Thus, blending may indirectly reduce excess payments by holding down
payment increases in high rate counties.
A more targeted reduction in plan payments resulted from the BBA provision to "carve
out" of the rate that portion that previously constitmed Medicare's subsidy to teaching
hospitals for graduate medical education (GME). Beginning in 1999, the BBA removes
an increasing portion of the Medicare capitation payment attributable to GME and instead
requires HCFA to pay teaching hospitals caring for Medicare+Choice plan enrollees
directly. This provision was designed to address the concern that the capitation rates
incorporated Medicare payments designed to cover GME expenditures, even when plans
did not pass such amounts along to teaching hospitals in their payments to these facilities.
When implementation of BBA is complete, however, excess payments may not be fully
eliminated. Because the law specified that 1997 county rates be used as the basis for all
future county rates beginning in 1998, the BBA froze in place prior excess payments. As
we reported in 1997, HCFA's then current methodology resulted in county rates that were
generally too high.' In addition, excess payments are built into the current rates because
BBA did not allow HCFA to adjust the 1997 county rates for previous forecast errors.
Such adjustments had been a critical component of the pre-BBA rate-setting -process.
HCFA actuaries now estimate that the forecast error resulted in 1997 managed care rates
that were too high by 4.2 percent. While BBA permits HCFA to correct forecasts in
future years, it did not include a provision that would have allowed HCFA to correct its
forecast for 1997. Consequently, about $1.3 billion in overpayments were built into
"Because of BBA-mandated budget neutrality and minimum payment constraints, no county received a
blended rate in 1998 or 1999. Blending will occur for the first time in 2000.
'Physician Payment Review Commission. 1997 Annual Repgrt to the Congmus.
6GAO/1EHS-97-16.
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plans' annual payment rates for 1998. This error will be compounded as managed care
enrollment grows.
BBA's mandated health-based risk adjustment system is the provision that most directly
targets the excess payment problem. The BBA requires HCFA to implement, beginning
January 1,2000. a method to base plan payments on beneficiaries' health status. HCFA's
proposed interim health-based risk adjustment method uses only hospital inpatient data to
gauge beneficiaries' health status but still represents a major improvement over the
current method . For the first time, Medicare's prepaid health plans can expect to be paid
more for serving beneficiaries with serious health problems and less for serving relatively
healthy ones.
Nevertheless, HCFA proposes to phase in the new interim risk adjustment system slowly.
In 2000, only 10 percent of health plans' payments will be adjusted using the new
method. This proportion will be increased each year until 2003, when 80 percent of
plans' payments will be adjusted using the interim system. In 2004. HCFA intends to
implement amore finely tuned risk adjuster that uses medical data from physician
offices, skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, and other health care settings and
providers-in addition to inpatient hospital data. This improved risk adjustment system
cannot be implemented currently because many plans say they do not have the capability
to report such comprehensive information. Although a gradual phase-in of the interim
risk adjuster delays the full realization of Medicare savings, it also minimizes potential
disruptions for both health plans and beneficiaries.
RECENT EXPERIENCE SUGGESTS
SWEEPING AMTON NOT WAR1RANTED
IN THE SHORT TERM
Announcements of plan withdrawals in the last year have prompted debate about whether
to revise certain BBA provisions governing Medicare+Choice. As we recently reported,
several factors suggest that such revisions could be premature.! First, although an
unusually large number of managed care plans left the program in 1999, a number of
plans have applied to enter the program or expand their participation. Data on approved
and pending Medicare plans as of January 1999 show that, nationwide, beneficiary access
to prepaid plans is likely to increase slightly this-year. Although for some localities
withdrawals have meant significantly diminished or no access, only I percent of
previously covered managed care enrollees were left without any Medicare+Choice plan
option.
Second, it would be inaccurate to conclude that lower payment rates alone were
responsible for these plan withdrawals. The current movement of plans in and out of'
Medicare is likely to be a normal reaction to market competition and conditions. While

r

7Medicare Mansied Care: Better Risk Adjustment Expected to Reduce Excess Payments Overall While
akinf Them Fairer to Indiyidual Plans (GAOfl-HEHS-99-72. Feb. 25. 1999).
5Medicare Manayed Cue Pl
Many Factors Cgntrbute to Recent Withdrawals: Plan Interest Continues

(GAOw'HEHS-99-9 1.Apr. 27. 1999).
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new payment rates were certain to have been considered in plans' decisions to withdraw
from certain geographic areas, other factors-including recent entry into the market. low
enrollment, and the presence of large competitors-likely played a role as well.
Supporting this conclusion is the fact that plan withdrawals were not limited to low
payment rate counties: 10 of the 11Icounties with the highest payment rates were affected
by the withdrawals. Moreover, a number of new plans either have approved or pending
applications to participate in the program. If all applicants are approved, slightly more
beneficiaries will have access to a Medicare+Choice plan in 1999 than had access to one
in 1998 before the withdrawals occurred.
Third. recent data show that, despite the BBA's lowering of rate increases. Medicare's
payments to plans still exceed the plans' cost of providing the traditional Medicare
package and plans can continue to provide benefits well beyond that. Most
Medicare+Choice plans do not charge beneficiaries a separate monthly premium and
charge only a small copayment for each outpatient service. 9 Nearly all plans offer
coverage for routine physical, eye, and hearing exams. Most provide coverage for
outpatient prescription drugs.'10 Some provide dental care. In contrast. Medigap
policies-of which there are 10 standard types-generally cost beneficiaries about $95 or
more a month in premiu ms, while 7 of the 10 standard Medigap policies do not cover
outpatient prescription drugs. Those Medigap policies offering a drug benefit require a
$250 deductible with a SO-percent copayment and an upper limit on payments..
Many prepaid health plans have had considerable latitude in offering benefits because
Medicare pays more than it costs them to provide the traditional FFS benefit package,
even after accounting for allowable profits." Under Medicare's payment terms, when a
plan's estimated cost to provide the FFS package of benefits is less than projected
payments, the M~an must use the difference-an amount known as "savings"-to enhance
its benefit package by adding benefits or reducing fees.'12 In 1997, plan savings averaged
nearly 13 percent of payments. Consequently, plans were required to provide additional
benefits worth $60 per member per month.
Although the relatonship between plans' costs and their Medicare payments may have
changed since 1997. our analysis of 1999 data submitted by plans serving Los Angeles
county suggests that their costs continue to be well below Medicare payments. On
average, Los Angeles plans could provide the traditional package for about 79 percent of
the current payment amount. They complied with Medicare's requirements by using the
$Beneficiaries who wish to participate in the Medicare+Choice program must pay the Medicare part B
monh
"The accuray of the cost data submitted by plans is unknown. Recent reports by the Department of
Heath and Human Servces Office of the Inspector General suggest that the administrative cost component
reported by some HMOs may be too high. See Administrative Costs Submitted by Risk-Based Healh
Maintenance Ormizaions on the Adiusted Community Rate Prooosas Are Hfighlx Inflated (A-14-9700202).
Department of Health and Human Services. Office of the Inspector General. July 1998.
1
' A.1termatively, plans may deposit the amount in a benefit stabilization fund for use in future years. Before
1998. plans had a third option of returning the savings to Medicare. Historically, however, plans have
enhanced their benefit packages in an attempt to attract members.
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approximately $117 per beneficiary per month difference between Medicare payments
.and their costs to provide additional benefits. This amount of additional benefits may be
higher than the national average because of the historically high payment rates in the
area. However, the example of Los Angeles illustrates that, 2 years after BBA's payment
reforms were implemented, some plans receive payments that far exceed their costs of
providing the traditional FFS benefit package.
Plans may choose, for competitive or other reasons, to exceed Medicare's minimum
requirements, and further enhance their benefit packages. In 1997 nationally, plans on
average added more than $33 in extra benefits per member per month-in addition to the
$60 in required additional benefits. The Los Angeles plans added an average of $21 per
beneficiary per month in extra benefits during 1999. Although all Los Angeles plans
offer some extra benefits, the dollar amount varies by plan from $0.43 per beneficiary per
month to almost $80 per beneficiary per month. The ability of plans to provide additional
benefits (both required and voluntary) suggests that planned cuts in rate increases are not
likely to threaten the typical plan's ability to earn a profit while providing a benefit
package that is more comprehensive than the one available in Medicare FFS.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
In creating the Medicare+Choice program. BBA substantially changed the way plan
payments are determined. Some plan and industry representatives have suggested that
BBA's payment reforms were too severe. They point to the recent plan withdrawals to
back up their claims that the Medicare+Choice program is in danger of floundering. We
believe, for a number of reasons, that these concerns must be viewed in a broader
context, as follows:
" The effect on plan payments to date has been modest and, on average, has removed
only a portion of excess payments built into the base rates.
" Data submitted by plans suggest that many of them can provide the FFS package of
benefits, offer some additional benefits, and make a profit even if they are paid less
than they are today.
" The withdrawals we observed this year appear to have been influenced by external
market conditions not fully attributable to Medicare+Choice provisions.
Decisions to modify Medicare+Choice need to balance industry concerns about the
BBA's changes to health plan payment rates against a reasoned assessment of the
program's purpose and a systematic analysis of the BBA's impact. Medicare managed
care was instituted to save the program money. Although HiMO payments before BBA
were discounted by 5 percent from what was paid for traditional Medicare beneficiaries,
methodological shortcomings led to Medicare's HiMO enrollees costing the program and
taxpayers more. The excess payments benefited plans and their enrollees as plans offered
additional benefits like prescription drug coveritge.
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Adjusting plan payments so that the program pays no more for a Medicare+Choice
enrollee than for a traditional Medicare beneficiary with equivalent health status is going
to mean smaller payments and most likely lower profits for plans as well as fewer
supplementary benefits for enrollees. These consequences raise for the Congress the
question of whether the BBA's payment changes should be modified to protect plans and
the fraction of the Medicare beneficiary population enrolled--even if that protection
results in Medicare's spending more on the Medicare+sChoice beneficiary than for the
traditional Medicare beneficiary.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I will be happy to answer any
questions you or the other Members of the Committee may have.
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PREARED STATEMENT OF W[LLIAM J. SCANLON
[JUNE 10, 19991

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to be here today as you discuss the effect of the Balanced Budget
Act of 1997 (BBA) on the Medicare fee-for-service program. The BBA set in motion
significant changes that attempted to both modernize Medicare and rein in spending.
The act's combination of constraints on provider fees, increases in beneficiary
payments, and structural reforms is projected to lower program spending by $386
billion over the next 10 years. Because certain key provisions have only recently or
have not yet been phased in, the full effects on providers, beneficiaries, and taxpayers
wrought by the BBA will not be known for some time.
-

My comments focus on the payment reforms for providers under the fee-forservice portion of the program. I will concentrate on the changes made to skilled
nursing facility (SNV) and home health agency (lHlA) payment policies. Although the
BBA mandated similar reforms for other types of providers, the SNF and HHA changes
are, at this time, farthest along in their implementation. These provisions were
enacted in response to -continuing rapid growth in Medicare spending that was neither
sustainable nor readily linked to demonstrated changes in beneficiary needs. These
provisions represented bold steps to control Medicare spending by changing the
financial incentives inherent in provider payment methods to promote more efficient
service delivery. Yet the Congress is coming under increasing pressure from providers
to revisit these reforms. As additional BBA provisions are implemented, and other
providers feel the effects of the mandated changes, calls for modifications may
continue or even intensify. d~ow responsibilities to current and future seniors, the
American taxpayer, and the health care provider community are balanced will shape
the resulting responses Achieving the appropriate balance will require recognition of
legitimate concerns about beneficiary access and the ability of providers to adjust to
the new payment methods.
Calls by providers to moderate the effect of BBA changes come at a time when
federal budget surpluses and smaller-than-expected increases in Medicare outlays may
make it easier to accommodate higher Medicare payments. Indeed, many provider
groups contend that BBA changes produced more savings than originally intended. The
Congressional Budget Office has revisited and lowered its estimates of Medicare
spending since BBA enactment. As a result of the lower projected spending, the
estimated savings from the BBA provisions will represent a proportionately larger
share of Medicare expenditures. Lower projected Medicare spending, however, does
not necessarily mean that the effect of the BBA changes was greater than intended.
Rather, it merely raises again issues of how much the federal government should pay
for health care for the elderly and what payment levels are appropriate for the various
provider groups.
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The BBA mandated the continued movement of fee-for-service Medicare away
from cost-based reimbursement methods Pnd toward prospective payment systems
(PPS). The goal is to foster more effhient provision and use of services to lower
spending growth rates, replicating the experience of acute care hospitals after a PPS
was implemented, beginning in the mid-1980s. The BBA mandated such payment
systems for SNFs, HHAs, hospital outpatient services, and certain hospitals. On July
1, 1998, SNFs began a 3-year transition to a PPS. 1 An interim payment system (IPS)
for HHAs was phased in beginning on October 1, 1997, and a PPS is scheduled to be
implemented for all HHAs on October 1, 2001.'
In brief, both SNFs and HHAs have felt the effect of the BBA provisions, and
both industries will need time to adapt, but the calls to amend or repeal the new
payment systems are, in our view, premature. The SNF PPS was implemented with a
3-year transition to the fully prospective rates, and facilities are phased into this
transition schedule according to their fiscal year, thus, the adjustment time has been
built into the PPS schedule. Current concerns that the PPS is causing extreme
financial pressures for some SNFs need to be systematically evaluated on the basis of
additional evidence. Several factors suggest that the problem may be less severe than
is being claimed by providers. Nevertheless, certain other modifications to the PPS
may be appropriate because there is evidence that payments are not being
appropriately targeted to patients who require costly care. The potential access
problems that may result from underpaying for high-cost cases will likely result in
beneficiaries' staying in acute care hospitals longer, rather than forgoing care. This is
a safety net for beneficiaries while modifications are made. The Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA), which has responsibility for managing the Medicare
program, is aware that payments may not be adequately targeted to high-cost
beneficiaries and is working to address this problem.
As a result of the swift implementation of the home health IIPS and the lack of
a transition period, the BBA's impact on home health agencies has been more
noticeable. The number of participating agencies declined by 14 percent between
October 1997 and January 1999, and utilization has dropped to 1994 levels, the base
year for the [PS. However, since the number of HH.As and utilization had both grown
considerably throughout most of the decade, beneficiaries are still served by over
9,000 HHAs-approximately the same number that were available just prior to the

'The SNF PPS will be phased in on the basis of facility cost-reporting years. During
the transition, payment rates will be a blend of a declining portion of a facility-specific
historical amount and an increasing portion of the national prospective rate.
*Mhe BBA required the HHA PPS to be in place in fiscal year 2000. Subsequent
legislation delayed the implementation by 1 year and eliminated the phasing in of the
system.
2
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recent declines. Our interviews with HHAs, advocacy groups, and others in rural
areas that lost a significant number of agencies indicated that the recent decline in
HHAs has not impaired beneficiary access. While the drop in utilization does not
appear to be related to [lHA closures, it is consistent with IPS incentives to control
the volume of services provided to beneficiaries. In short, after years of substantial
increases In home health visits, the IFS has curbed the growth in home health
spending. Some of the decline in utilization appears to involve greater sensitivity to
who qualifies for the home health care benefit, with some who do not qualify, but who
may have been previously served, not receiving services now. There are indications,
however, that beneficiaries who are likely to be costlier to serve than the average may
have more difficulty than before in obtaining home health services because the
revenue caps imposed by the IPS are not adjusted to reflect variations in patient
needs. This problem should be ameliorated with the implementation of the PPS. In
designing the PPS, it will be essential tha HCFA adequately adjust payments to
account for the wide differences in patient needs.
To date, the principal lessons to be drawn from the SNF and JIHA payment
reforms and their implementation are that
-

the particulars of payment mechanisms largely determine the extent to which a
reform option can control excess government spending while protecting
beneficiary access to care and

-

revisions to newly implemented policies should be based on a thorough
assessment of their effects so that, at one extreme, policies are not unduly
affected by external pressures and premature conclusions and, at the other
extreme, policies do not remain static when change is clearly warranted.

UCK
Medicare is the nation's largest health insurance program, covering about 39
million elderly and disabled beneficiaries at a cost of more than $193 billion a year.
Te sheer size of this program during a period of particular concern over government
spending made it the target of spending reforms. That Medicare was growing faster
than the overall economy and the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund was facing
imminent depletion only heightened attention on this program. Medicare expenditures
had been rising at an average annual rate of 10.1 percent between 1985 and 1995 (see
fig 1). While the outlook for the federal budget has changed, with projected surpluses
replacing deficits, the importance of ensuring that Medicare is an efficient purchaser
of health services rema~ns.
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FIgUre 1: Average Annual RaL- of Growth in Medicare Exoeraditures. 1985.95
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Despite significantly lower projected spending due to BBA reforms, there is a
growing consenstis among expes, Including the trustees of the Medicare Hospital
isuranice 71rust Flund, that additional reforms. are needed As the baby boomers reach
retirement age, the pressures on Medicare program spending will Intensity. ?ueled by
medical technology advancements that allow more anid better treatments for a larger
portion of the elderly, Medicare spending growth will continue to be an Important
budgetary issue. The Congressional Budget Offce projects that by 2009 Medicare's
expenditues as a portion of the gross domestic product will rise almost one-thrd.
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Prior to the PPS, SNFs were paid the reasonable costs they incurred in
providing MedicAre-allowed servces. Although there were limits on the payments for
the routine portion of care-that Is, general nursng, room and board, and
administrative overhead-payments for other costs-primarily ancillary services such as
rehabilitative therapy-were virtually unlimited. Because higher ancillary service costs
triggered higher payments, faciles, had no incentive to provide these services
efflclently or only when necessary. 7Tus, growth in ancillary costs far outpaced the
growth in routine service costs between 1992 and 1995 and drove up overall Medicare
payments to SNFW (see ftg 2). Moreover, new providers were exempt froin even the
routine caps for their first 4 years of operation, which encouraged expansion of the
industry.
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Under the new PPS, facilties receive a payment for each day of care provided
to a Medicare-eligible beneficiary. This per diem rate is based on the average daily
cost of providing all Medicare-covered services, as reflected in facilities' 1995 costs,
adjusted to take into account the nature of each patient's condition and expected care
needs. By establishing fixed payments and including all services provided to
beneficiaries under the per diem amount, the PPS attempts to provide incentives for
SNFs to deliver care more efficiently and judiciously.
The PPS represents a major change to the previous incentives of cost-based
reimbursement and, as a result, Medicare treatment patterns that were influenced by
the previous payment method will need to be modified. Previously, SNFs benefited
from providing more ancillary services, without regard to the price paid for those
services, since Medicare's payment was based on each facility's actual costs. SNFs
that boosted their Medicare ancillary costs,-either through higher use rates or higher
prices-will1 need to make more modifications than those that did not Scaling back
these services, however, will not necessarily affect the quality of care. There is little
evidence to indicate that the rapid growth in Medicare spending was due to a
commensurate increase in Medicare beneficiaries' needs. Further, practice pattern
changes may not be very disruptive because Medicare patients constitute a small share
of most SNFs' business. And, blending facility-specific costs with the national PPS
rates during the tranition will ease the adjustments for facilities that have a history of
providing many ancillary services.
Recent industry reports, however, have questioned the ability of some
organizations operating SNF chains to adapt to the new PPS. Indeed, claims of
pending bankruptcies have been linked to the Medicare payment changes. It is likely,
however, that a combination of factors has contributed to the poor financial
performance of these businesses. For example, many of the organizations have other
lines of post-acute-care services-including the provision of outpatient rehabilitation
therapy and ancillary services to affiiated SNFs as well as independent SNFs. The
PPS may have affected the demand for these services, but other BBA provisions likely
have had an effect as well.2 In addition, some of these organizations invested heavily
in the nursing home and ancillary service businesses not long before the enactmnent of
the PPS, both expanding their acquisitions and upgrading facilities to provide higher'Mhe BBA applied a per beneficiary payment cap of $1,500 for outpatient physical and
speech therapy and a $1,500 cap for outpatient occupational therapy, although neither
cap is applicable to services provided through a hospital outpatient department. These
lln'ats will not apply to Medicare beneficiaries during a Medicare-covered SNF stay,
but could affect Medicare SNF residents if their stay is not covered by Medicare. This
provision, in combination with consolidated billing for all services under the PPS,
could limit some providers' abilty to sell therapy and other ancillary services to other
SNFs.
GAYi'-HEHS-99-139
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intensity services. Yet HCFA had been developing a PPS for some time that would
curtail unnecessary growth in ancillary payments. We are studying these issues and
will provide more details later this year on the effect of the PPS on solvency and
btnefliary care.
While we think tha industry concerns about the financial viability of SNFs
operating under PPS have not been substantiated and may be premature, we have
identified three key PPS design issues that may affect Medicare's ability to realize
program savings and may lmit beneficiaries' access to care. First, we are concerned
about the SNF case-mix adjusters, which are needed to ensure that facilities serving
patients with more intensive care needs receive adequate payments and, conversely,
that SNFs are not overcompensated for patients with lower care needs. The current
case-mix adjusters preserve the opportunity for SNFs to increase their compensation
by supplying potentially unnecessary services. A SNF can benefit by manipulating the
services provided to beneficiaries, rather than increasing efficiency. For example, the
payment for a patient who requires 143 minutes of therapy care daily is $286 per day,
compared with $346 for a patient who requires 144 minutes (see table 1). Thus, by
providing an extra few minutes of therapy to certain patients, a facility could increase
its Medicare payments without a commensurate increase in its costs. Rather than
improving efficiency and patient care, this might only raise Medicare outlays. We
believe that HCFA needs to continue its research into a classification system that is
less dependent on service use and more closely tied to patient characteristics and
needs. It also must provide adequate oversight to ensure that providers properly
classify patients and do not manipulate service provision to take advantage of the
classification system.

Table l: CoMarNson of Lenfth of Averag Daily Therapy and per Diem SNF Payments
for Different Rehabilitaton Case-Mix GM=u~

Rehabitation casegroups
midx
Ultra high

Length of average daily
therapy (for days per week)
144+ nue

Per diem payment (federal
unadjusted rate for urban
$346

Very high

100 to 143 minutes

286

High

65 to 99 minutes

260

Medium

30 to 64 minutes

2391
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Our second concern is whether the system adequately identifies the most
expensive patients and adjusts payment rates accordingly. This concern emanates
from limitationts in the data HCFA had available to establish the case-mix groups and
the rates. The classification system was based on a small sample of patients and,
because of the age of the data, may not reflect current treatment patterns. As a result,
the classification system may aggregate expensive patients with widely differing needs
into too few groups to distinguish adequately among patients' resource needs. In
addition, the classification system does not take into account varying nontherapy
ancillary service needs and is likely to overpay SNFs for treating patients with low
service needs and underpay those SNFs treating patients with high service
requirements. These design weaknesses could result in access problem or inadequate
care for some high-cost beneficiaries. Hospitals have reported an increase in
placement problems due. to the reluctance of some facilities to admit certain
beneficiaries with high expcted treatment costs, which will increase hospital lengths
of stay for these patients. HCFA is aware of the limitations of the case-mix adjusters
and is working to refine these measures to more accurately reflect patient differences.
FInally, we are concerned that the cost reports submitted to Medicare for the
year on which payments are based (1995) include unreasonable costs and n~
establish payments levels that are too high. Most of the data used to establish these
rates have not been audited and are likely to include excessive ancillary costs,
because the prior system had no incentives to constrain such costs. Moreover, it is
likely that the base year includes too many services and that the costs per service
were inappropriately high.
HHA!CLOSURES AND DERCLINNG
UILIZATION SIGNAL WPS MACT. B1T
THERE IS LITTLE EVIDENCE OF IMPAIRED ACCESS
Medicare spending for home health care rose at an annual rate of 25.2 percent
between 1990 and 1997. Several factors accounted for this spending growth, most
notably the relaxation of coverage guidelines. In response to a 1988 court case, the
benefit was essentially transormed from one that focused on patients needing shortterm care after hospitalization to one that serves chronic, long-term-care patients as
well.4 Thus, Medicare may now be covering services tha would previously have been
paid for by Medicaid or by beneficiaries themselves. Te loosening of coverage and
eligibility criteria contributed to an increase in the number of beneficiaries receiving
services. Between 1990 and 1997, the number of Medicare home health users per
1,000 beneficiaries increased from 57 to 109.5 Associated with the increase in

'Dugaan v. Bowen. 691 F. Supp. 1487 (D.D.C. 1988).
'These numbers reflect Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries only.
8
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beneficiaries being served over this period was the near doubling of Medicare-certified
HHAs to 10,624 by 1997.
Also contributing to the historical rise in spending were a payment system that
provided few incentives to control how many visits beneficiaries received and lax
-Medicare oversight of claims. Between 1990 and 1997, the average number of visits
per user climbed from 36 to 73. UHAs could boost revenues by providing more
services to more beneficiaries, a strategy that could actually help HHAs avoid being
constrained by Medicare's limits on payments per visit.' There is evidence that some
HHAs provided visits of marginal value. For example, as we noted in a previous
report, even when controlling for diagnoses, substantial geographic variation exists in
the provision of home health care.7 In 1996, the average number of visits per user in
the West South Central region (Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas) was 129,
compared with 47 in the Middle Atlantic region (New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania). While the precise reasons for this variation are not known, there is no
reason to assume that it was warranted by patient care needs. Evidence indicates that
at least some of the high use and the large variation in practice represented
iiajpropriate care.$ Medicare oversight declined at the same time that spending
mounted, contributing to the likelihood that inappropriate claims would be paid. The
proportion of claims that were reviewed dropped sharply, ftrm about 12 percent in
1989 to 2 percent in 1995, while the volume of claims almost tripled.
To control spending while ensuring the appropriate provision of services, the
BBA mandated expeditious implementation of the IPS while the PPS was under
development. Prior to BBA, IIHAs were paid on the basis of their costs, up to
preestablished limits. The limits were set for each type of visit but were applied in
the aggregate for each agency; that is, costs above the limit for one type of visit could
still be paid if costs were suficiently below the limit for other types of visits. The IFS
lowered the visit payment limits and subjected HHAs to an aggregate Medicare
'Agencies could avoid the payment limits by lowering their p-.r vis" costs in two ways:
by serving less expensive patients with shorter visits and by providing more visits and
thereby spreading fixed costs over more visits.
'Medicare: Home Heath Utiization Exrands While Prog=a
(GAC/HEHS-96-16, Mar. 27, 1996).

Controls Deteriorate

'Medicare: Inrnro=e Activities by Mid-Delta Home Health (GAOfT-OSI-98-6, Mar. 19,
1998) and Department of Health and Human Services, OIG, Variation Among Home
Health Agencies in Medicare Pament for Home Health Services (Washington, D.C.:
HHS, July 1995). Our 1997 analysis of a small sample of high-dollar claims found that over
44) percent of these claims should not have been paid by the program. See Mei=
to Hold Home Health Agencies More AccoUntable for InaRppropriate Billing (GAOIHEHS-97108, June 13, 1997).
9
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revenue cap based on a historical per beneficiary amount that factors in both agencyspecific and regional average per beneficiary payments. The purpose of the cap is to
control the number of services provided to users. The blending of agency-specific and
regional amounts accounts for the significant differences in service use across
agencies and geographic areas. For new HHAs, without historical cost data, the caps
are based solely on the national median. Because per beneficiary limits are tied to
fiscal year 1994 payments, the new payment limits will be more stringent for agencies
and areas that experienced significant growth in the number of visits per user between
1994 and 1997. Notably, the growth in Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, where 1994
utilization levels were approximately twice the national average, greatly exceeded the
average increase nationally. By comparison, utilization levels declined in one-fifth of
the states with utilization levels below the national average in 1994, making it easier
for HHAs'in those states to cope with the cap.
In contrast to the SNF PPS, the IPS had a more inmnediate effect on the
operation of providers because there was no gradual transition to imposition of the
revenue cap. The EPS was phased in according to an HHA's cost reporting year-61
percent of agencies came under the [PS by January 1, 1998, and the remainder by
September 30, 1998. Moreover, unlike the situation with SNFs, Medicare beneficiaries
represent a substantial proportion of the patients served by HHAs. The closure of a
significant number of HHAs occurred after the IPS was implemented. Between
October 1, 1997, and January 1, 1999, 1,436 Medicare-certified H-HAs stopped serving
Medicare beneficiaries. However, because of the growth in the industry since 1990,
there were still 9,263 Medicare certified HHAs in January 1999-only 600 fewer than in
October 1996. (See fig. 3.)

GAOiT-HEHS-99-139
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Figure 3: Chang in Number of Medicare-Certified HHAs. October
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Forty percent of the closures were concentrated in three states that had
experienced considerable growth in the number of HHAs and had utilization rates
(visits per user as well as users per thousand fee-for-service beneficiaries) well above
the national average (see table 2). Furthermore, the majority of closures occurred in
urban areas that still. have a large number of IHAs to provide services. The pattern of
HHA closures suggests a response to the IPS. The IPS revenue caps would prove
particularly stringent for HHAs that provided more visits per user, for smaller
agencies, for those with less ability to recruit low-cost patients, and for newer
agencies. In fact, HHAs that closed had provided over 40 percent more services per
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user than agencies that remained open. Closing HHAs were also about half the size of
those that remained open, and they had been losing patients before the
Implementation of IPS.
Table 2: Decline In HHAs and Changes in Utilization Nationally and OnThree High-Use

HHA closures as
a percentage of
active agencies,
Oct. 1, 1997

Nwnber of

People served per 1,000

Medicaecertified
HHAs, Jan. 1,

Medicare fee4or-eervice
enrollees

NationwIde

-14.0

9,263

Louisiana

-21.6

407

Oklahoma

-23.2

Texas

-20.1

Visits per user

1994

1997

Percentage
cha
dinge

1994

1997

94.2

109.2

15.9

66.0

72.9

10.5

1365 125.8

161.0

28.0

21.1

1067

1147.0

39.1

25.1

97.4

141.0

44.

138.61 157.3

2991 108.91 131.91
1,580 1106.9

133.7

iPercentage
chrg

Despite the widespread attention focused on closures, the critical issue is
whether beneficiaries who are eligible to receive services are still able to do so.
Utilization rates during the first 3 months of 1998 are consistent with [PS incentives to
control costs. Home health utilization in the first quarter of 1998 was lower than
during a comparable period in 1996 but was about the same as during a comparable
period in 1994-the base year for the [PS. Moreover, the sizeable variation In
utilization between counties with high and low use has narrowed. In counties without
an HHA, both the proportion of beneficiaries served and the visits per user declined
slightly during the first 3 months of 1998, compared with a similar period In 1994, but
these counties' levels of utilization remained above the national average. Our
February 1999 interviews with officials at HHAs, hospital discharge planners, advocacy
groups, and others in 34 primarily rural counties with significant closures indicated
tha beneficiaries continue to have access to services. Some of the decline in
utilization appears to be for beneficiaries who no longer qualify for the home health
care benefit. However, these interviews also suggested that as HHAs change their
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operations in response to the EFS, beneficiaries 'who are expected to be costlier tan
average to treat may have increased difficulty obtaining home health care. Thie
pending implementation of the PPS, which will adjust payments to account for costlier
patients, has the potential to ameliorate future access problems"

CONCLUO
The BBA made necessary and fundamental changes to Medicare's payment
methods for SNFs and HHAs to slow spending growth while promoting more
appropriate beneficiary care. Further refinements are required to make these systems
more effective. However, the intentional design of these systems is to require
inefficient providers to adjust their practice patterns to remain viable.
The very boldness of these changes has generated pressure to reverse course.
In the current environment, the Congress will face difficult decisions that could pit
particular interests against a more global interest in preserving Medicare for the long
term. As PPSs are Implemented for rehabilitation facilities and hospital outpatient
services, and as SNFs continue their transition to full PPS rates, provider complaints
about tight payment rates and impaired beneficiary access will continue to be heard.
It is important that the implementation of these new payment mechanisms is
monitored to ensure that the correct balance between appropriate beneficiary access
and holding the line on Medicare spending is being achieved. Our work suggests that
it would be premature at thi juncture, however, to significantly modify the BBA's
provisions without thorough analysis or a fair trial of the provisions over a reasonable
period of time.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I will be happy to
answer any questions you or other Members of the Committee may have.

GAOCOTAT M CKOWE
For future contacts regarding this testimony, please call William J. Scanlon at
(202) 512-7114. Individuals who made key contributions to this statement include
Carol Carter and Walter Ochlnko.
(101865)
'For additional information on the impact of the home health IFS on beneficiary
access, see Medeare Home Health Agencies Closures Continue With Little Evidence
BefiCI AcessIsmik~i (GAOIHEHS-99-120, May 26, 1999).
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. ScuLty
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Finance Committee, thank you for inviting the
Federation to testify today. The Federation represents almost 1700 privately-owned and
managed hospitals nationwide. Within our membership are a large number of specialty
hospitals, including rehabilitation facilities, an area which will'receive special attention in
my testimony.
I will focus briefly on four topics this morning:
1-. The 1997 BBA cut Medicare spending by almost $200 billion over five yearsalmost S100 billion more than was expected when it passed in October 1997.
Medicare had been growing at an average annual inflation rate of 10% in the
'90's. The goal of the BBA was to slow that growth to about 5.5% a year. Last
year, the first year under the BBA, Medicare hospital spending actually fell, and
aDl Medicare spending increased just 1.5%. For FY '99, Medicare spending will
fail by 1.6% and Medicare PartA spending will fall by 5.2%.
2. Recent studies have shown that these cuts are having a significant negative
impact on hospital margins and hospital operations. Rural hospitals have been
impacted most dramatically.
3. Priorities for BBA Repair. While many services have been hit hard by the 1997
BBA, the Federation has prioritized three areas where Congress could most
effectively address hospital policy and reimbursement problems:
" Fix Unplannedand Unfair OutpatientPPS Cut of 5.7%, or $900 million peryear
" Repeal Hospital TransferPolicy
" Restore Excess Cuts in Bad Debt Reimbursement
4. Prospective Payment for Rehabilitation Hospitals. HCFA is crafting
rehabilitation hospital PPS rules, as directed by the BBA, for release in FY 2000.
This system must be a per discharge base system (like DRGs) similar to that in
place for acute care hospitals, and not a per diem system (like RUGS) similar to
what has been adopted for nursing facilities.
L. The BBA Far Overshot Its Savings Targets. The Budget Process That
Produced This Result Is Fundamentally Flawed
The goals of the 1997 Balanced Budget Act were laudable, and hospitals and the
communities they serve are pleased that the federal budget is balanced and that
significant surpluses were created. Still, the fact is that Medicare provider payments
were far and away the largest contributor to deficit reduction in the 1997 BRA, with $103
billion in net Medicare savings, as it was scored at passage. In real terms, however, the
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1997 policies far overshot the mark for Medicare savings in the BBA. Real Medicare
savings from the BBA are now likely to exceed $200 billion from FY9S-FYO2.
Unfortunately for health providers, budget reductions are a "one way ratchet". When
HCFA and the CBO underestimate the impact of budget reduction policies, the "extra"
money that is saved is gone - forever - into the great beyond of the budget surplus.
The 1995 Budget Reconciliation Bill that was vetoed contained a "look back" provision
that would have ensured that only the intended level of Medicare spending reductions
took place. Under the 1995 provisions, Medicare policies could have been adjusted
periodically to ensure that the Medicare program hit the targeted savings in the bill. As
we all know, that bill was vetoed. Unfortunately, the 1997 BBA included no such
provision. So when the actual savings from the 1997 BBA far exceeded those projected
by CBO and HCFA, health care providers had no recourse - nor did Congress. The
money is gone. It certainly helps the surplus. But, it also certainly is unfair to health
providers and the seniors they care for.
If we look at FY99, in March, CBO projected that Medicare would spend almost $20
billion less than was expected under the BBA when it passed. Actual spending now
appears likely to be over $25 billion less than targets in the BBA. Pre-BBA, Medicare
was projected to spend $248.2 billion in FY99. The BBA was expected to reduce that
number to $233 billion, but based on actual spending from the Treasury, Medicare
spending will actually be about $208 billion for FY99. This is $25 billion less than
anticipatedin the legislationjust 18 months ago. (See Attachment "A'~)
For hospitals, under the BBA, Medicare spending was expected to be held to $107.3
billion for FY99-a*bout a 1.5 growth rate. Reality is that Medicare hospital spending is
now expected to be just $101.4 billion, a 2.3% real reductionfrom FY98, and over $6
Billion less for FY99 than was projected only 18 months ago. For most hospitas, there is
no way to handle negative 2.5% spending trends without an impact on patient care. It is
simply not possible.
How could this happen? There are many factors,-and I would be happy to address the
details in the question period. But the vast bulk of these traumatic spending reductions
resulted from policy changes in the BBA - policies whose impact was not fully
understood and thus were significantly underestimated at the time the BBA was crafted.
Contrary to what others might argue, enhanced fraud and abuse and inflation differences
are a very small piece of the $100 billion scoring difference in the last 18 months. This
isn't OBO's fault, or HCFA's. They do the best scoring they can, at the time they are
asked. It is a fundamental structural flaw in the budget process. CBO is asked to project
- or "guesstimate" - the impact of major policy changes in the behavior of health
providers over a five-year period - a multi-billion dollar snap shot in a rapidly changing
system. In past Reconciliation Bills in 1987,1990 and 1993, they had over-estimated the
savings impact of many Medicare proposals, and were frustrated when spending did not
fall. But in 1997, partly due to that historical experience, they massively underestimated
the impact on virtually all providers - hospitals, nursing homes, home health, and
Medicare risk contractors. It is a virtually impossible task to project accurately. Stil,
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sadly, the government's cortractors have to try to live with the very unpleasant results of
a very inaccurate science. There are better ways - the model in the vetoed 1995 BRA is
just one example.
So, what is the impact of the 1997 Medicare BBA policies?
ii.

Two major recent studies have shown that there is a significant and growing
negative impact on hospitals, and that pain is growing. For rural hospitals the
impact is most damaging.',

In recent months, two comprehensive studies have been completed analyzing the impact
the 1997 BBA, one by Ernst and Young and HCIA, and another by the Lewin Group,
commissioned by the AHA. Guy King, HCFA's former Chief Actuary, now working
with Ernst and Young, oversaw the study commissioned by the Federation, "A
Comprehensive Review of Hospital Finances In the Aftermath of the BalancedBudget Act
of 1997". The studies had similar findings, with both finding very negative margin
impacts across virtually all care settings, as a result of the BBA.

-of

A summary of the "Key Findings" of the Ernst and YoungfHClA is attached to this
testimony. (See Attachment "B") Among the findings:
" Medicare hospital margins have declined to. .1% in 1999.
* Medicare outatient marins are negative 17% now, declining to negative 2.8% by
2002 under the BBA. And this is BEFORE the additional 5.7% unanticipated
reduction in the new Outpatient PPS Regulation crafted pursuant to the BRA.
" Total martin for small. rural hosrgitals will fall from 4.2% in 1998 to negative 5.6%
in 2002. larelv due to the BBA.
The impact of the BBA has been severe across all sectors of health care, regardless of
type of provider or their capital structure. The bond and stock markets have certainly
taken note of the impact the Balanced Budget Act is having on health care concerns.
Moody's Investors Service, in its February 1999 report, noted the negative credit health
of health system and said that it expects high rating volatility and deteriorating credit to
continue, largely due Zo the BBA. For the first time, Moody's noted significant credit
difficulties for Aa-rated hospitals. As credit ratings decline, the cost of capital increases
- which puts additional pressure on hospital operating margins. Health care stocks have
plummeted over the course of the last 18 months, with many sectors, including hospitals,
dropping 40% in value. (See Attachment "C') This, at a time when the rest of the market
is reaching new highs. Health care has been the worst sector of the economy for the past
two years. Why? The BBA.
Hospitals invest heavily in capital and assets to finance improvements in their
infr-astructure and technology. The ability to borrow capital to finance equipment
purchases to maintain and improve patient care is key to maintaining the health care
quality of patients in communities across the nation.
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So. if the BBA went too far. what should Conares fix?
ULi Priorities for BBA Repairs. The BBA reduced spending by almost $100 Billion
more than intended, yet we know Congress will not restore that level of spending.
There are easily $25-30 Billion, over 5 years, of legitimate BBA fixes that are
needed, but understanding that a package of repairs is more likely to be in the $10$20 Billion range, we have strictly prioritized our concerns:
a) Outpatient PPS
Outpatient payment policy has been flawed for many years; the chief flaw being
that beneficiaries were paying too much for their share of the cost of the services
they received in outpatient settings. Over the course of a number of years,
HCFA, hospitals and beneficiary groups worked together to fashion a remedy that
was based on sound policy that was fair and that involved compromise of all
parties. The essence of that policy was included in the 1997 BBA, and was
clearly intended to be implemented in a package that was budget neutral. Budget
savings totaling $7.2 billion were included as part of the BBA through a number
of outpatient related provisions, including the elimination of the so-called
"formula-driven overpayment." While these BBA payment reductions clearly
have serious financial implications for hospitals, hospitals accepted those cuts in
good faith, as a painful but necessary step toward a more rational prospective
payment system (PPS) that was budget neutral and included no additional cuts.
The language in both the House and Senate versions of BBA that were voted on by
both chambers and went to Conference were identical versions of the OPD PPS
s~ystem. In the final drafting of the Conference language, technical changes were
made to the provision. When the bill was signed into law, both HCFA and
hospital groups believed the final language had the same budget neutral effect as
what Was included in the House and Senate bills. It wasn't until August 1998,
when HCFA began drafting the implementing rule, that the agency discovered the
minor formula change in the Conference Report language governing budget
neutrality. HCFA estimates that its interpretation of that language will cost
hospitals an additional $900 million per year or S4.5 billion over five years a totally unexpected, unfair and massive additional cut.
Allow me to elaborate. The way the Secretay of HHS was instructed to calculate
the total amount of beneficiary co-payments was ambiguous. HCFA, in its
interpretation of the statutory language, has proposed in its rule that hospitals, due
to the technical change made in the final drafting process, would be expected to
shoulder an additional 5.7% cut in their outpatient payments. The 5.7% is an
average, across all hospitals; rural hospitals are estimated by HOFA to face an
additional 7.4% cut. We believe strongly that HCFA's interpretation is
fundamentally inconsistent with Congressional intent. Never was there a
discussion among Member,,, or with HOFA, of the technical change in the
language or the intent behind the change. There is no mention in the Conference
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Report of any intention to further reduce payments for services in outpatient
settings to achieve additional savings. There is no mention anywhere in the
legislative record or any analysis of the provision of this additional cut aimed at
hospitals. The provision was never reviewed by CBO for scoring purposes.
Basically, hospitals have been "sucker-punched" with a new and totally
unexpected $900 million per year cut. And this is just the latest estimate of
overall impact - when this was discovered last summer the impact was estimated
to be 3.8% or a $450 million cut on hospitals. Earlier this year that figure was
revised to 2. 8%, then just a few weeks ago that figure was revised upwards to
5.7%. Clearly this uncertainty adds enormously to the angst hospitals already
feel from the BBA. But more importantly, Mr. Chairman, how can we be certain
that the cuts will not run even higher?
Hospitals and outside legal experts believe that HECA is not required to follow its
current narrow reading of the language of the statute. We believe it has the
flexibility to adopt a rule reflecting Congress' clear intent. Moving to outpatient
PPS was intended to be budget neutral policy - and S900 million additional
cut to hospitals' bottom lines is not neutral to their budgets
Outpatient margins have been estimated to fall to a negative 27.8% by 2002, even
without the additional cut. Adding this cut would push hospital reimbursement
for outpatient services even further into the red. (See A4ttachment "D") This is
bad for hospitals and worse for patients.
We believe that HCFA has the ability, under the statute, to change its proposed
rule and initial interpretation. We hope Congress will clarify its intent to HCFA
to restore budget neutrality and fix this clear inequity.
b) Repeal Hospital Transfer Policy
As part of the BBA, Congress enacted what is commonly known as "transfer
policy." This policy cuts hospital payments for patients who are discharged to
post-acute settings such as rehabilitation centers, nursing homes or to their home
when they receive home health care. This policy is ill advised and is
fundamentally inconsistent with the essence of a prospective payment system.
The foundation of PPS is to reward hospitals for efficient behavior, one indicator
of which is shorter hospital stays. Transfer policy undermines the incentive to act
efficiently because hospitals suffer a financial penalty for doing so.
Even more important, transfer policy turns its back on advances in patient care.
One of the key advances of this decade with regard to patient care is the ability of
hospitals to be responsive to each patient's medical needs and treat those needs in
the most appropriate care setting. Clearly, it is in patients' interest to move them
to less intensive care settings where appropriate.
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In addition, transfer policy creates an administrative nightmare for hospitals.
They are now required to keep track of what happens after a patient is discharged
to another setting. An illustration: A patient is discharged with no plan for further
treatment. Several days later the patient's physician decides that they should
begin receiving home care, but does not notify the hospital. The hospital is now
at financial and legal risk. The original payment must now be adjusted to reflect
the per diem methodology rather than payment based on the DRG. Th~is. creates a
nightmare for hospitals by making them track patients post discharge and requires
them to constantly go back and readjust their charges.
Finally, it is unfair to areas of the country that have shorter than average lengths
of stay. Even when a patient is transferred for legitimate treatment purposes,
these hospitals are penalized with lower reimbursement simply because they have
better practice patterns and shorter lengths of stay.
c) Medicare Bad Debt
Under federal law, hospitals, as part of their contract with communities and
patients, treat all patients, regardless of their ability to pay. Until the enactment of
BBA, hospitals were fully reimbursed for Medicare-based bad debt, once a
hospital could show they exercised due diligence to collect the unpaid bill from
the patient. BBA cut that reimbursement to 55%.
As you know, there is a hefty S768 deductible charged to Medicare beneficiaries
for in-patient hospitalizations as part of the Medicare program. Almost 80% of
seniors are covered by Medigap insurance, which helps defray the costs of the
deductibles and co-pays. About 10% of seniors are poor enough to qualify for
Medicaid, which covers these costs. The remaining 10% of Medicare recipients the near poor - often cannot and do not pay their Medicare hospital deductible. It
is this population that accounts for the bulk of Medicare bad debt. The bottom line
is these patients do not have the money to pay, no matter how much time and
resources a hospital expends in attempting to collect the money.
This is a government program - hospitals that care for near-poor seniors should
not be financially disadvantaged for serving these deserving patients. Ful
Medicare reimbursement for bad debt is essential to the survival of many
hospitals, particularly those with a high percentage of near poor Medicare
patients. Without this reimbursement, areas with a high concentration of elderly
poor patients, such as many rural areas, could be faced with reduced access to
services.
This policy was intended to impact all Part Aproviders in 1997, but due to a
drafting error, it unfairly singled out hospitals. Congress should restore
reim*bursement for Medicare bad debt, as well as equity in its application to all
Part A providers., While there is a limited impact on the federal budget appr oximately $100 million per year - this funding is critical to the financial
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health of hospitals that provide quality care across this nation to low income,
seniors.
Prospectve Payment System for Rehabilitation Facilties
Some provisions of the BBA have yet to take effect, such as implementation, of a
prospective payment system (PPS) for rehabilitation facilities, which are currently paid
under a coit-based method. The BBA requires the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to develop a prospective payment system for rehabilitation hospitals and units
by October 1, 2000. The Federation has supported this move to a PPS. However,
whether the new PPS is a win for the program, taxpayers and Medicare beneficiaries
depends largely upon the choice of payment unit and patient classification system.
Congress did not specify a particular approach when it enacted the BBA.
Rehabilitation hospitals and units provide medical care and intensive physical,
occupational and speech language pathology services and other rehabilitation therapy
services to patients, who because of disease, injury, stroke or similar conditions are
physically and cognitively impaired. Because many of these conditions are associated
with aging, Medicare beneficiaries account for about 70% of admissions to rehabilitation
facilities. As such, it is critical that the Secretary design a PPS that accurately reflects the
duration and intensity of services needed by, and provided to these patients. If the PPS is
flawed, patient access to quality rehabilitation services will suffer.
To avoid adding rehabilitation services to the list of BBA problems, we support the PPS
approach recommended by the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) in
its March 1 report to Congress. The Commission has recommended a per-discharge
payment unit that classifies patients based upon functional status, diagnosis and age and
resources needed to lead the patient back to opa functional recovery - often referred
to as functional-related groups, or FR~s. In making this recommendation, the
Commission rejected a per-diem or daily payment approach.
We arp concemed, however, that the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) may
be considering a per diem approach that would closely rely on the patient classification
system used for skilled nursing facilities, known as resource allocation groups or RUGS.
We believe strongly, as does MedPAC, that such an approach is misguided for several
reasons. First, it would not adequately account for the range of patients served by
rehabilitation providers. Second, it would result in longer lengths of stay, thereby
penalizing the most cost-efficient facilities. Last, but not least, it would lead to higher
costs, without improving quality of care. A per discharge PPS has worked for acute care
hospitals and is far more appropriate for rehabilitation facilities than is a per diem, or
RUGS-like system.
Given the important role rehabilitation providers play in meeting the health care needs of
our senior citizens, we urge Congress to direct HCFA to develop a per-discharge PPS
based on fuinction-related groups. We also believe that the new PPS should not be fully
implemented until a final rule has been adopted.

"W0
ConclusionI
The 'ederation of American Health Systems and its member hospitals worked closely
with Congress to enact legislation to balance the federal budget. Many of the policies
wer, frankly, hard for hospitals to swallow. Estimates of the impact of legislative
provisions contained in this bill were just that, estimates. They have been proven by the
government's own spending reports to be woefully inaccurate. Congress voted on S 103
billion in payment reductions to the Medicare program; it did not vote on the $220 billion
plus in cuts that is the more accurate impact today.
Hospitals across the country are feeling the impact of these cuts. In fict, more than onethird of all hospitals are facing bottom lines in the red due to BBA - a855% increase. (See
Attachment "E') So, clearly, tough choices are being made every day about whether
there will be enough capital to buy new technology that is needed to serve patients,
whether there needs to be staff layoffs, or whether to cut back on services. A hospital's
mission is to serve and to heal patients. It is a fact of life that the bulk of a hospital
administrator's time now is spent navigating a myriad of complicated regulations and
payment cuts arising from the BBA.
The Federation has prided itself in the past on working with the Finance Committee to
craft effective hospital policies and payment reforms. I doubt any Member of the
Committee foresaw the full impact of the BBA when it passed in 1997. We would hope
to work with you again to identify fair and rational policies that can address these issues,
while meeting our shared goal of providing high quality care at a reasonable cost that
protects patients and the Trust. Funds.
Again, thank you for this opportunity, and I'd be happy to try and answer any questions
that the Committee may have for me.
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Attachment "B"

REPORT ON HOSPITAL MARGINS FOLLOWING
IMPLEMENTATION OF BBA 1997
Last Fail, the Federation of American Health Systems Board of Directors retained Ernst &
-Young and HClA to attempt to measure the impact of the BBA on the hospital Industry. The
analysis used current cost reports and MedPAC's methodology to project: the Impact of BOA
provisions from 1998-2002.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES M. SMIrH, M.D.
Mr. Chairman, I am Charles M. Smith, M.D., president and CEO of Christiana
Care Corporation in Wilmington, DE. I am here today on behalf of the American
Hospital Association (AMA) and its nearly 5,000 hospitals and health systems, networks and other providers of care. We appreciate this opportunity to present our
views on an issue that is critical to our members and their communities: the need
for relief from the unintended consequences of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997.
Christiana Care is a not-for-profit, coordinated health care system that provides
health care services to a four-state area. In addition to many other services,
Christians Care includes two teaching hospitals with 1,100 licensed beds and 225
residents and fellows in training; a long-term care facility; a preventive medicine
and rehabilitation institute; a home health care company; a primary physician network and a wide variety of other outpatient services including school and senior
wellness centers. The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 and the changes it has brought
about in Medicare reimbursement affect all of our services.
The Balanced Budget Act was the biggest reform of the Medicare program ever
undertaken during the past 30 years. It was a major piece of legislation encompassing approximately 350 changes that have significant implications and consequences
for the program, for caregivers, and for the people we serve. Hospitals and health
systems are greatly affected by those chanes. I urge the committee to seriously
evaluate the consequences of the Balanced Budget Act ... intended or unintended.
Such consideration will lead to the conclusion that change is needed as soon as possible.
UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Balancing America's budget shouldn't deprive Americans of the health care they
need and deserve. But that's exactly what's happenng across the nation, even
though two-thirds of the cuts have yet to take efet Today's hospitals and health
systems encompass all elements of health care delivery afetd by the Balanced
Budget Act: home health, skilled nursing, outpatient and inpatient hospital, and
health plans. This makes the act's change priuarly budnoeadthwrs
is yet to come, as a new analysis from The Lewin Group, a highly respected health
care consulting firm, makes clear.
The Lewin Group'was asked by the AMA to forecast the Balanced Budget Act's
impact through the year 2002 on payments for hospital services including inpatient,
out atient, hospital-based home health, rehabilitation, long-term care, psychiatric
and cancer services. The Lewin Group report shows tht the actual cost of the Balanced Budget Act for hospitals will be $71 billion over five years-$18 billion more
than was anticipated when the bill passed. Further findings frorn the analysis:
" For all hospitals, total Medicare margins are projected to be between negative
and negative 7.8 percent in 2002.
percent
4.* A~ead
inthe red when treating Medicare patients, rural hospitals' total Medicare margins may plummet to between negative. 7 pecnt and negative 10.4
percent in2002 as a result of BBA payment cuts. Urbanhospitals' total Medicare margins in three years are predicted to range from negative 3.9 percent
to negative 7.3 percent.
" Outpatient service margins also are expected to drop. Medicare outpatient margum... already negative in 19...
are estimated to be negative 28.8 percent
if costs increase at the historical rate of growth; and negative 20.3 percent if
hospital costs increase more slowly.
" In just one yermagn for hospital-based home health services are predicted
t drop
d raily from negative 4 percent in year 2000, to negative 11.6 percent margin in 2001. Fifty perceent of hospitals now provide home health care.
The new report contributes to the growing evidence that hospitals and their communities are fiacin hardship. A report released in April by Moody's Investors Services stated that U.S. not-for-profit hospitals'. credit deteriorated at a faster clip in
the first quarter of 1999 than the entire previous year. Moody's cited the fiscal pressures of the Balanced Budget Act as one of the reasons for the downward slide. And
other recent analyses by Ernst & Young and HCIA Inc. and the Association of
American Medical Colleges echo that hospital margins and, therefore, their stability,
will be greatly eroded.
CHRISTIANA'S STORY

At Christiana Care the post-hospital care part of the system cannot provide adequzate care to home iiealth and nursing patients because of the Balanced Budget
Act's reductions in reimbursement for those services. As a result, a genuine 'Catch-
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22" has been created: Hospitals are unable to discharge Medicare patients when
acute care is completed and nursing home placement or home heath support is
needed. At the same time these hospitals are being penalized by the system for not
discharging these patients. We now have an ever-increasing number of patients in
the hospital awaiting placement. Recently, this number reached 80-as opposed to
about 25 prior to the Balanced Budget Act.
This creates several significant problems. The most important is that hospitalization of the elderly, when not needed for acute care reasons, is bad patient care.
Older people may manifest dramatic physical and mental deterioration during periods of hospitalization, and some may never recover their previous functional state.
It's also a -problem for the operation of the hospital. We now have beds filled with
patients who do not need to be in the hospital. The fact that these beds cannot be
used for the care for which they were intended interrupts the normal flow of p atients through the hospital, from more acute to less acute settings, creating what
might be termed "medical gridlock."
The financial consequences of all this is an unintended and unnecessary increase
in health care costs. Of course, these costs are largely uncompensated and will result in losses to hospitals because Medicare, quite appropriately, pays only for necessary hospitalization.
The medical education programs at Christiana Care are very important for providing medical manpower in our state. We have developed a special program to introduce our medical residents
underserved areas in Delaware, and as many as
45 percent of our graduating primary care residents stay in the state to prctce
Without our residency programs, it would probably be impossible-certainly much
more expensive-to continue providing the enormous amount of uncompensated care
that we provide now to the underprivileged and uninsured. We are the only level
one trauma center in the state and without our residents we could not retain that
designation and trauma care would be disruted. As a result, we are very worried
about the already implmnea welllas utur, BBA reductions in support for
medical education and the impact they will have on our community.
Because Christiana also provides so much outpatient care, we also are worried
about the changes in the prospective payment system for Medicare outpatient ser-vices. Currently, Medicare 'outpatient payments do not cover our costs, and these
changes will make the situation worse. And because we provide so much care to lowincome people, we are very concerned about changes in Disproportionate Share Hospital payments.
-to

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

America's hospitals, and the patients and communities they serve, must have relief from these unintended consequences of the Balanced Budget Act. We need both
administrative and legislative solutions. Medicare should be treated like Social Security: a portion of the federal budget surplus should be used to address the Balanced Budget Act's unintended consequences
Medicare is Social Security.
Relief from the Balanced Budget Act should include:
" Repeat of the Balanced Budget Act's unreasonable transfer provision, as propose in H.R. 405 and S. 37, as proposed by Senator Grassley. The transfer provision redefined discharges to post-acute care as transfers for up to 10 types of
cases (with authority for the 1111 secretary to add more), in effect penalizing
hospitals for providing efficient care in the right setting.
" Easing the reductions in the proposed Medicare outpatient prospective payment
system (PPS). The new outpatient PPS greatly reduces and redistributes payments for services, and includes a "volume cap" that penalizes hospitals for
adopting new technology. It also includes a formula for setting payment rates
that, contrary to Congress' intent, cuts payments by an additional 5.17 perent.
Our solutions: Establish a transition for implementation of outpatient AP that
ensures that no facility will receive reductions of more than 5 percent per year;
repeal the volume cap; and encourage the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) to revisit its decision to further reduce outpatient pyments by another 5.7 percent which it has the administrative authority to d o.
" Increase the Medicre inpatient hospital service update by 0.5 percent, as recommended by the Medicare Payment Advisor Commission, to reflect the costs
hospitals are incurring to prepare for Y2K Tis would help offset some of the
Balanced Budget Act's cuts, as well as ease the sting of the nearly $8.2 billion
hospitals nationwide are expected to spend to make sure the change to the Year
2000 does not affect health care services.
.

.because
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" Relief from reductions

for teaching hospitals and academic medical centers. The
Balanced Budget Act limits payments for "indirect medical education," causing
sgiicant hardship for teaching hospitals and academic medical centers, many
ofwhich are the only place for America's urban poor to receive care. AHA
thanks Senators Moynilhan and Kerrey for introducing S. 1023, which would
fr-eeze these payments at current levels and prevent future scheduled cuts.
" Repair the damage the Balanced Budget Act has caused to America's small and
rural hospitals. Ensure that a portion of the federal budget surplus is devoted
to providing relief to small and rural hospitals through repeal of the transfer
provision of the BBA, and prevention of deep losses on the outpatient side.
" Restore adequate reimbursement. for skilled nursing facilities (SNF). The new
SNF PPS does not adequately account for the high costs of treating medically
complex cases. It also penalizes newer skilled nursing facilities, causing many
to limit services or shut down completely. In the short term, a pool of funds
should be established fr-om which additional payments can be made available
to help offset the cost of caring for medically complex SNF patients. In the long
run, SNE PPS must be revised.
" Redress for inequities in home health care services. Address both the short-term
inequity in the interim payment system, which has severely diminished the
availability of these services, and the scheduled 15 percent cut in payments for
home health services.
* "Carve out" disproportionate share hospital (DSH) payments. For providers participating in Medicare managed care, Medicare DSH payments are made to
Medicare+Choice plans without requiring that the payments be passed on to the
providers who actually incurred the costs of caring for large numbers of the
poor. AHA thanks Senators Moynihan and Kerrey for introducing S. 1024,
which would mandate that these payments be made by HCFA directly to those
providers, not to the plans.
" Encourage HCFA to develop a rehabilitation PPS that uses a per-discharge payment method rather than a per-case method. HCFA is contemplating using the
SNF PPS per-case model for rehabilitation PPS, but the SNF PPS model may
not adequately recognize the unique elements involved in providing rehabilitation care. AHA believes that HCFA should adopt MedPAC's recommendation
that the Secretary develop a discharge-based PPS for rehab patients based on
the Functional Independence Measure-Function Related Groups.
" Remove barriers to expanded Medicare options through Medicare+Choice.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the environment for hospitals and health systems today is filled
with uncertainty-financial pressures in the private market, mergers and consolidations, the ebb and flow of managed care, implementation of the Balanced Budget
Act, unstble Medicare revenue streams that result, and the specter of even more
change on the horizon. For many hospitals, Medicare has been an anchor in choppy
waters. It has been a major and relatively stable source of revenue that has allowed
hospitals to provide the care their communities need.
The Balanced Budget Act has changed all that. Hospitals today are struggling to
make up for the shortfalls caused by the Act. They refuse to compromise the quality
of services they provide, but they can't afford to continue providing those services
if their costs aren't even covered. As a result, communities are losing access to vital
health care services even as Washington debates how to spend a federal budget surplus of billions of dollars.
This is a trend that must be reversed, now. When the governments acted to reduce
Medicare spending to help balance the budget, no one was certain what effect such
enormous reductions would have. Now, the evidence is pouring in from all over the
country. the Balanced Budget Act is causing real pain for real people. We look forward to working with you to repair these unintended consequences of the Balanced
Budget Act.
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Let me start by thanking the Senate Finance Committee for inviting me to testify on "Organizations
Advancing Quality in Managed Care". A lot of positive change has occurred in the past few years
and we are proud to be a part of the progress being made.

Our company
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As a result. si=c 1994 we have developd nver 50 relationships with national- regional and local
managed care plans.- Our cuaonmers have been the early adopters of a .agnoficant change in the haltheaze

Our prgrMM descrihed above- cani be formatted in several different ways financially. Most often- we are
at risk to imprve historical financial results pluy clinical.

quality of life and paient satisfaclion remults.
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meehadalov changer ertailjbcould be made downstram during thatohas-in aeriod-we -fearthat once

diffrent methodologiet. even if on a limited bas would he now- prior to the rghased-inimplmentation

In order to encouragethe implementation of favorable health a2romotion programs within the risk
aaimnt
methadatogX. HCFA's challenge will be to align incentie accordingly. One possible
approachwould be for IICFA to ideniify atuens enrolled in such programsand roennensate the atienas
Medicare.Choiceorganis-ation for investing in the progrmm Thi crtes two challengesL First.HCFA
would need to define a set of standardsto determine what constitutes a H(7FA -endorsed health aromolion
ogram- Second- HCFA would need to develap the apnrorintCmethodology to determine riskadLstgId
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1.Our Concern
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4. Standards For a HCFA Endorsed Health
Promotion Program
5.Summary

Our Concern

The Issues

1. Plans which have been leaders and innovators in the
development of health promotion programs for the
Medicare + Choice population would be penalized during
the initial risk adjustment process.
2. Going forward, plans would have a financial disincenti Ve to
developing or maintaining strong health promotion
programs because program savings, net of investment,
would be offset by reduced reimbursement.

Offset Discussions
1. Some say that any flaws can be addressed as the program
is phased in over a several year period. Our view is the
phase-in period is the ideal time to test the results of a
pilot program.
2. Some say that once outpatient data is included in the
methodology, recognized flaws will be rectified. Our
view, supported by our numerical example, is that this
additional data does impact the results, but not
sufficiently to remedy our basic concerns.

Methodology of Study
1. Study performed by Integrated Healthcare
Information Services, Inc. (IHIS). The Team
Leader of the project was Daniel Dunn, Ph.D., a
person well experienced in general HCFA
methodology and risk assessment in particular.

SCENARIO A

-

HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM (ACTUAL RESULTS)

9 of Pts (Sad Yr)
9
10
11
12
14
16
Is
20
23

Caumm"

27
7
31
15
5is
137
4
14
11

77-9%
76.6%
81.7%
63.2%
97.1%
97.5%
96.9%
100.0%

%

(B)
Avg. Ageine Bae Put
13.410.00
$3.410.00
53.410.00
$3.410.00
53.410.00
53,410.00
53.410.00
$3.410.00
$3.410.00
$3.410 00
$3.410.00

(C)
lsBq
PIN=0 Pnt
TOW PUIPR
50.00
$3.410.00
54.405.00
$7.616.00
55.117-50
18.527-50
$58.00
$9.239.00
510299.50
$6669.50
$11.360.00
$7.95000
$13.356-00
$9946.00
$11.014.50
$14.424-50
512.06300
$15.493.00
$16.346.00
$19.755600
$16.950.00
=5,00
Total PW.-DCG Rsb- ---emn

A'(BC)
TOW CategorPt
12.472.250.00
$304.824.00
$230242.50
54.673.00
$319.264.50
4170.400M0
567.00W
$1.976.156.50
51.972.00
$276.584.00
1245.960.0

5SEBlAtlO A SUIARY:

CHF Padent:
Expected COW
COsUVr
TOWe
Expected COWF
Cost (C):

1.015
$18,000.00
$18,270.000.00

CWProgra% Saving:
Gross WUSavings (E):

40,00%
$7.306.000.00

CWProgra CoatPVr.
Grams DO Program Cost (F):

$3,500.00
13.552.500.00

Total Coat (D-E4F):
PF.ODCG Rabe (seo aboveY
GaWLoss) on CHF Pbs.:

$14.514.500.00
$6,169.126.50
. .3.
)

kflomaton Services, who used OxCG sofwar for grouin.
1.015 CHF OM progrn patIemts wholhad a PIP4DCG-qsktftn CIF odiklslon i aciw year and for whm cis dame
O -eva 9g rt
nheyewr
-PIPN=C
aasgnme busd on rnt Medicar melidogy;PIP-DCG ren91ursemetbased n 9196FederalRegiserdoasnen
*Todelenhi aver age
u pamns unmadaeoedfal
obeesymn oa les wiaverage age cpopistion (73 yearsold).
DMprogram %sai-n11
mca Path's acbsel expe-rinc aseod on over 130.000 mcmiii dt prop.. exgeloence shnc1995.
*Cmlaaioad a&*dvia k*uatd Hte

-Analyed

Quality and Clinical Results of Patients
" Sodium intake decreased by 19.3%
" Number of patients at target doses of medication
increased 54.9%
" Number of patients eligible for but not receiving
appropriate medications decreased by 30.9%
*Functional status (DASI) increased by 10. 1%
*97% of patients were satisfied by the overall
quality of care and services provided through the
program.

SCENARIO B - NO HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM
PIP4DCo
Nam
a
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
23

(A)
0of Pis (2n Yr)
354
39
27
7
31

Cwuulagvs %

15
508
4
14,
11

41.4%
42.1%
45.1%
46.6%
97.1%
97.5%
9B.9%
100.0%

(B)

Avg. AgelSex BOns Punt
$3.410.00
13.410.00
$.410.00
$3.41000
$.410.00
$3,410.00
$3.410.W0
$3.410.W
$3.410.W0
$3,410.00
$3.410.00

(C)
PIPO)CO Punt
$0.00
$4.406.00
$5.117.50
$5,.00W
$6.66950
$7.950.00
$9,946.00
$11.014.50
$12.063.00
$16,346.00
$18,950.00
TOtW PIP4OCG

(SaC)
A*MBC)
TotW PmtIpt TOW Category punt
$.410.00
$1.207.140.00
$7.816.00
$304.624.00
$827.50
$230.242.50
$9239.00
$64673.00
$1029980
$319.294.50
$11.360.0
$170.400.00
$13.356.00
$06.78000
$14.424.50
$7.327.648.00
$15,493.00
$61.972.00
$19,758.00
$276.584.00
$22.360.00
3245.980.00
mbrur0a25msnWt
901-

SCENARIO B8U"MRYCWsk ft:
E~bq"W CNF CosIPV'r
TOW EMgpsctd CNF Cost (D):
ON Progrun.%Savmpg:
Gross OK SwAng (E):

ONU
Program CdstI~tIr
GrsOK
OProgtom Cost (IF):
TOW Cost (D.E*F):
PIP4=C Reimnt (ans abov):
GalaV(Loss) on CNP Pta.:

1.015
$18,000.00
18.270 .000.00
0.00%
$0.00

(No DM Progra)
(No DM Progrm)

$0.00
$0.00

(No DMlProgram)
(No DM Program)

$18.270,000.00
$10.275.506.00
($.".4.)

Used Inlaratd Hm
l hears knlamado Sewvce study (ans Scsnado A) as. aatng poft
* Searched avmlabi Ohm*"ur (sNe APPeuix) to 63stims nimibsof PP-DCG 1ICHF amdm.s asumed
ONoehs PIP-OCG
rlfsmrenuined f, mto
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FINANCIAL COMPARISON OF SCENARIO A VERSUS SCENARIO B

SCENARIO A
MMit Program)

SCENARIO B
(No Program)

1.015

1,015

$18,000.00

$18.000.00

$18.270.000.00

$18,270.000.00

CHF Patients:
Expected CHF CostIPtYr.
Total Expected CHF Cost (MY

DU Program % Savinigs:

40.00%

0.00%

Gross Oil Saving (E):

$7.308.000.00

$0.00

Oil Program CostIfIr.

$3.500.00

$0.00

Gross Oil Program Cost (F):

$3,552.500.00

$0.00

Total Cost (D-E+F):

$14.514.500.00

$18.270.000.00

PIP-DCG Relmb (so. above):

$8.189.126.50

$10.275,508.00

OapnILoss) on CHIF Pts.:

F
I

IT

7.994.494.00)

HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT IMPACT OF HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM

Estimates of Health Risk with Health Promotion Program Using Different Models:

Initial Year

Following Year (with Health Promotion Proram)

PIP-DCG Risk

PIP-DCG Risk

HCC-DCG Risk

Age-Sex Risk

3.31

1.42

1.8

1.061

IMPACT OF OUTPATIENT METHODOLOGY ON FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

SCENARIO A
"m Program)

SCENARIO B
(No Progfwm)

1.015

1.015

1.015

s18,000.00

518,000.00

518,000.00

$18.270.000.00

518,270.000.00

$18.270.000.00

40.00%

0.00%

40.00%

Groe OM SraiW (E):

$7.308.000.00

$0.00

57.308,000.00

=U Program CoUfPUYr

$3.500-00

50.00

53500.00

Gros DM Pora& Coot (F):

53.552.500.00

50.00

$3.552.500.00

TotW Cast (D4"):

514.514.500.00

$18,270,000.00

$14.514.500.00

PIP.OCG Reirob (see above):

$8.189,126.50

$10,275.508.00

$7.303.169.27

OHF PMasu :
Expected OHF CosU~tYr
Total Expected CHIC Cost (D):

wMRogiN % Saving:

GlILs)on OHF Pts.:

SCENARIO C
(Wk Peogram

I($7.9k4.494.00) I

1~T

-

WXA

($7.211,330-73)

RsmoL

J
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Summary Results
*PIP-DCG methodology creates a disincentive for plans to
implement health promotion programs.
-

-

With a health promotion program, costs decrease but so does PIPDCG reimbursement the following year.
Without such a program, both costs and subsequent reimbursement
are higher.

*The inclusion of outpatient data does not meaningfully
impact the outcome described above.
*HCFA, through its proposed methodology, runs the risk of
hindering the development and continuation of the type of
health promotion program it intends to encourage.

Proposal to Pilot CHF PIP-DCGS
Why Pilot CHF and related PIP-DCGs?
- Piloting one PIP-.DCG area to incentivize
health promotion programs is possible to do by
January of 2000.
- CHF is the largest DRG in the Medicare
system.
- There is proven evidence in the form of
positive outcomes (i.e., quality, clinical and
financial) in a Medicare + Choice CHF patient
1
population.

Proposed Pilot Concept
*By January of 2000 HCFA sets quality
measurement standards for PIP-DCG 16/CHF
(example of standards in the next section).
*HCFA includes PIP-DCG 16/CHF as part of its
normal indexing process in preparation for risk
stratification implementation in January of 2000.

Proposed Pilot Concept
HCFA uses the first six months of 2000 to
measure health plans against its already developed
quality measurement standards.
which meet standards keep PIP-DCG 16/CHF
-Plans

payment for previously indexed patients regardless of
hospitalization during 2000 or receive modestly'
reduced PIP-DCG 16/CHF payments to allow HCFA t
share in savings.
which do not meet standards receive normal
treatment for previously indexed PIP-DCG 16/CHF
patients as now proposed in risk stratification.

-Plans

Proposed Pilot Concept
*Going forward beyond 2000 to the next evaluation,
interval
-

-

Plans which met standards in 2000 would have to
continue to meet standards to retain their
reimbursement status on CHF indexed patients or they*
would drop into normal program status.
Plans not meeting standards in 2000 could meet
standards in 2001 and retain attractive reimbursements
for those patients newly indexed into PIP-DCG
16/CHF.

Proposed Pilot Concept
*HCFA, at its option, could also consider allowing
Plans which have historically (prior to 2000) met
standards for health promotion to receive some
reimbursement benefit in 2000 to avoid otherwise
penalizing their prior efforts and investment.
*If the pilot for PIP-DCG 16/CHF is successful, the
program could be expanded to other similar PIPDCGs in'2002, well in advance of complete
program phase-in.

Quality Standards
*Philosophy behind the proposed standards
-

Ties reimbursement with quality of outcomes
Fits with QISMC
Translates QISMC into specifics for CHF program

-

Is auditable

-

*Quality Improvement System for Managed Care
(QISMC)
Domain 1: Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement
Program
1:3 Performance Improvement Projects
1:4 Attr-ibutes of Performance Improvement Projects

-Standard

-Standard

Quality Standards
*Translation into specifics
-

-

-

-

Clinical Outcomes
*%of patients at target dose of medication
*%ofptients eligible but not receiving appropriate medication
*%decrease of sodium intake
Functional Status - Validated Tool Outcomes
" SF 36/SF 12
Index)
" DASI (Duke Activity Status
Financial Outcomes
*Admission rates
*Re-admission states
*ER admissions
Satisfaction Surveys
26

Quality Standards
*Audit (Hedis Methodology)
-

Define data sources
Define numerators and denomi nators
Sample sizes, sampling methodology
Time periods for trend analysis
Identify standard tools and scoring systems
Sustained improvement

Summary
*The overall risk adjustment methodology will improve the
Medicare+Choice program. However, there is an unintended
consequence which may disincentivize health promotion
programs.
*A proposed solution for this concern is a pilot program for PIPDCG 16/CHF which could later be expanded to other PIPDCGs.'
*Under the proposed pilot, specific quality standards can be used
to quantify health plans for enhanced reimbursement. These
standards can be developed from current QISMC standards.
*The proposed pilot can be implemented by the start of phase-in
(January 2000).
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Appendices
*Assessment of Relative Health Risk for Cardiac Solutions CHIF Patients using the
Medicare PfPOCO Risk Assessment Model
* Prepared for Cardiac Sokitions by lifterated Healthcae Inormatin Servies, Inc.
AprW 6, 1999
Objective
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BELA) introduced a number of changes to how the
federal government will pay HMOs for serving Medicare beneficiaries. Currently,
Medicare risk contractors are reimbursed based on an adjusted average per capital cost
(AAPCC) approach that recognizes a beneficiary's age. sewinstitutional and welfare
status, and geographic location in setg payments. In the year 2000, the government
pans to replace this payment method with a system that also incorporates the clinical
diagnoses recorded for enrollees! inpatient stays. This approach, called the *principal inpatient diagnostic cost group" model (PIPOOGs), has been shown to more accurately
reflect diferences in health risk across Medicare HMOs and between HMO beneficiaries
and those enrolled in the fee-for-service sector.
Payment for a beneficiary under the AAPCC method is the product of a county-specific
amount called the rate book and the beneficiarys relative health risk based on their
demographic characteristics. In the year 2000, the county rate book will continue to be
part of the payment formula. However, rather than using an enrollee's demographic
health risk to compute payment health risk will be based on PIPDCGs.
Cardiac Solutons. Inc. (CSI) provides cardiac disease management services to a
number of health plans that participate as Medicare risk contractors (Medicare HMOs).
A proven outcome of OSI's management approach is a significant decrease inthe
number of inpatient admissions for congestive heart failure (CHF) patients relative to
historical benchmarks for this population. Given PIPDCG's focus on principal inpatient
diagnoses for measuring risk, a decrease inthe number and severity of inpatient
admissions for CSI patients could lead to a decrease in measured risk and a decrease in
future Medicare payments to client health plans enrolling these individuals.
The objective of the analysis described here is to simulate the relative health risk for a
typical CSI CHF population and to provide empirical evidence related to the issue of the
impact of disease management on inpatient utilization and on measured risk. Note that
this analysis measures health risk for only the CSI CHF population. A more complete
analysis would Include unmanaged CHF patients and a comparison of their trends in
measured risk with fthse observed for this study.

CSI PIPOCO Risk AnalysisAp3.19

April 6, 1M

Medicari's PIPOCO moda-uses a prospectv approach "~usassessment- using
dignoe observed for a given year to predc health risk t6r the following year. The
general approach used i s analysis khilves the meassureent of prospective health
risk using fte PIPOO-i ma an dat for two consecutive years -the year the patient
--had en
eNtF10
admission for CHF (result i qualicalon for the CSI CKF program)
and Owe subsequent year. I addition to PIPOCGs, the HiNerarcica Condiimo,
Categores (HCC) DCG modalis asoemployed. The HOC moal sue a more
c=mpehensmive approach to risk assessment end both ipetient and outpatient
diagnoses - It Islikly to provide a more accurat assessment of roeiv risk The risk
meiasrs produced using these different appoaches am corripared.
L Data
* Humans claims data for 1/1 /97
103 1/98
1h~g
" CSI dat on patient partipem In CHF program
IL Patien Selection Criteria
*CSI patients with program, enrolment daewihn the imperiodi 1/1/98 though
10/31/9 xW discharge date after 10/31/9 RW one or more claim linesithe
Humane Claims daa
11LAssumptions
* Patients had at least one inpatint admission for CHF during the time period 11 /1/98
through 10/31/97 (the aimit that led to enrolment in the CS program)
* These CHF admidssions had a lengt of stay z 2 days (minimum for PIP qualiying)
IV.
*
"
*

PIPDC Risk Group Assignmenit
PIPDCG assignments based on current Medicare methodology
Software ma**Wte by DxCG. Inc. used for grouping
Grouping based on Humansa claims data with dales of &ervicewithin the time period
11/1/97 to
10/31/9
" All Measures of risk are based on prospective models - using diagnoses in a year
to predict risk in fthfolowing year.
V. Study Perios
Thre study
are defined for$*e analysis"
" Year -111/6thovugh 10/l/97 - tsis theyeartheCHFad mnis assumed
to hae occurred (the admission used to qulfth patient for the CSI program)
" Yeaw 2 - 11/1/97 through 10/31/98 - this Isthe year for which the diagvose from
the Humana claims are used in the P1PDCG Model lo predict risk for Yeaw 3.

-eid

CSI PIPOOG Risk AnlyisArU
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*YearS-11/1198 through 1013119- this teyearfor w hicikI. predicted base
* on Vte Year 2 observed claims and diawgnss. fm ti scenario. Year 2 claims would
be used to set Year3 Medicare risk payments PMPM).
(Note: the assumption of a Year I admit for CHF can als be used to pred PIPOCO
ris for Yar 2. as ascribed below.)
Refl
" A total of 1.0 15 patients met the selictio Criteria torte analysis.
" of te" patients, 400 were found to have one or more inpatient hospital admissions
- a total of 818S admissions - during Year 2.
* Of the 818 admissions, 523 qualfy as PIPDCG admissions - admissions that
increase a patients risk score and payment Those admissions rot qualiying eithe
have a lenth of stay less than 2 or a PIP diagnosis that does not count toward
irasend risk anid payments.
" Table I shows te disrbtion of PIPOCO assigments torthe study patients. As
shown, 725 patients had no qualiffg PIP admission (71.4%) - either no admission
or an admission Oha does niot quafy. Further. 83.6% have a PIPDCG assignment
less than 18. (PIPDCG 18 Includes CHF inpatent admissions). (Higher PIPDCC~s
denot greater health risk.)
Table 1. Distribution of PIPOCO Assignments for Year 3
(based on diagnoses from Humana Claim Data for Year 2)

PIPDCG

Number of
Patients

Cumulative
Percent

tNoPh"=
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
23
Total

725
39
27
7
31
15
5
137
4
14
11
1,015

71.4
75.3
77.9
78.6
81.7
83.2
83.6
97.1
97.5
98.9
100.0
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*Tabl 2 shows an overal average risk scoe for difeent iepros sn
models end assumpdon.

ifrn

The first coum shows nmasred PIPOCO risk for I111i96 -10031190 (Year 3).
The second colum shows measured HCC ris for lI1M9S- 1013199 (Yw 3).
The third colmn shows meaured Age-Sex risk for I1III=6- 10/31199 (Year 3).
The thid colum shows measured PIPDCG risk flor 11/1/97- 10/31/98 (Yewr 2,.
The firs two colums ea baaed on the diagnose observed inthe Humanem clams
dat for Yewr2. The Otr colum is an esbimat based on the observed agWse mix
WWd an agesex risk assssmet model skimlato the MAPCC. The fourt column is
an estinmae based on the assumption of a CHF admission f1or each patiNt diarin
Yewr 1. As noted above, a CIIF adtmiion l resul ineach padew being assigned
to FPPOG 16. (These patients coi hav had an admission assigned to a higher
category. Homver, Wothese purposes, the wre assumed to have had a PIPDCO
16 admission or low durig Year 1).
Table 2. Estimae of Health Risk for CSI CHF Patits using Different Models and
Tkne Perfkod
PIPOCG

Risk Year 3

HCC Risk
Year 3

Age-Sex
Risk Year 3

1.422

1.680

1.061

PIPOC
Risk YearZ2
3.310

ApiS 6,' f1
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Discussion
*Wile all patients had at least one admission inYear I (resulting ina PIPOCG
assignment of 16 or higher for Year 2 risk and payment). a large parcenti.1ie had either
no inpatient admission (60%) or no Inpatient admission qualifying fora PIPDCG (71 %) in
Year 2. Further. 83.6% of the patients had either no qualifying PIPDCG or a PIPDCG
assignment of less tan 16.
The risk soore for Year 2 based on Yew 1 diagnoses (at least a CHF admission) was
estimated to be 3.310 - risk 330% that of the average Medicare FFS beneficiary. The
PIPDCG risk score for Year 3 based on Year 2 diagnoses (from fthHumana claims)
was 1.422. Using the more comprehensive HCC model, risk is measured as 1.680 for
Yew 3 based on Year 2 diagnoses. Finally, toe age-sex model suggested a relative risk
of 1.081 for Year 3.
The results can be interpreted from two different perspectives. First the introduction of
diagnosis-based risk assessment by Medicare will result In an overall incre
in
payments to health plans that enroll CHF patients. The age-sax modal produced a
relative risk of 1.061 - 6.1% greater than that for the average FF5 Medicare enrolle.
The PIPDCG model sho~z a risk of approximately 3.3 10 for the year following the CHF
admission leading to enrollment in the CSI program and 1.422 for the subsequent Year.
Using the 11CC model, risk is measured as 1.680 for that subsequent year. AU of the risk
scores using these scenarios greatly exceed the AAPCC-lke age-sex model. Medicare
payments for patients like those served by CSI will increase significantly with the move
from the MAPCC to a diagnosis-based risk assessment approach - PIPDCG or other.
Second. "Does the PIPDCG model provide a fair measure of risk for these patientsr
The answer is,'probably nor - particularly for Year 3 and beyond. CSI's disease
management approach decreases inpatient hospital admissions, anid the likelihood of a
patient receiving a higher nisk PIPDCG. However, the patient stil has increased
morbidity relative to the general Medicare population and will continue to consurft 9
greater number of healtcare services than the average patient including patient visits,
consultations, prescriptions and the home health visits and phone contact services
provided by OSI. A model usng only inpatient diagnoses - whose risk weighting are
bas"d primarl on healthcare utilization and costs from a largely unmanaged patient
population - is likely to underestimate health risk for patients enrolled in CSI's CHF
program. This potential bias is supported by the findings from the HCC model, where
health risk is measured at 1.680 for CSI patients - 18 percent greater than that based on
PIPDCGs.

CSI PIPDCG Risk AnaelysisAp6,10
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Figure I summarizes me relationship between the risk scores described above. The
Wo labeld oAApCC describes relative risk &ndpayments tar CSI CHF patients using
an age-sex model slmlar to Oat used for the MAPCC. The poitf lbeled 'Yw 2
PIPOCO risk shows the relativ risk for me first ful year following the CHF admit that
led to CSI program erolment - risk based on PIPOCO.- The Ilna labeled ',Yew 3
PIPDCG risk describes PIPDCG risk for Year 3 (and after). The line labeled -Year 3
HCC risk describes HCC risk for Yar 3 (and after.

Summnary of Measured Risk - Cal CHF Patients
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PRPARED STATEMENT OF MARiY SU'nma

Thank you for the opportunity tocpresent testimony today on issues relating to
the Medicare home health benefit. My namelis Mary Buther. I am the Chairman
and CFO of the Visiting Nurse Association (VNA) of Texas. I am also chairman of
the Board of Directors of the National Association for Home Care (NAHC).
NAHC is the largest national organization represen i home health care providers, hospices, and home care aide organizations. Among NAHO'. nearly 6000-member organizations are every type of home care agency, includn nonprofit agencies
like visiting nurse associations, for-profit chakins, hospital-based agencies and fr-eestandn agencies.
NAHC is deeply appreciative of the attention the Chairman and Members of this
Committee have shown to the problem created by the home health provisions of
the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA97) and the regulatory burdens imposed by
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).
icRECEN REPORTS ON HOM HEALTH ACCES

The Medicare home health benefit has undergone tremendous chang as the result of the BBA97 and recent program requirement changes. Home heath providers
are finding it increasingly difficult to serve the same population of beneficiaries they
served even two years ago. Many providers have left the Medicare program, and
those remainin have reuced clients, staff, service areas, and made other changes
in an effort to remain financially viable. These dramatic changes have compelled
providers, beneficiaries, and their advocates topes for relief.
In response, the Congress has sought the input of both the General Accounting
Office (GAO) and the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) to determine the scope of the problem in home care and to make recommendations for needed changes. in recent weeks both of these advisory bodies to the Congress have reported on their findings.
While, in general, both of these studies convey the sense that whatever problems
exist in home care are not of crisis proportions, we would urge that members of the
Committee take a closer look at their fidings. Both GAO and MedPAC found that
beneficiarieo are losing access to home care services. Both have indicated that the
number of visits per patient, the number of admissions, and the number of agencies
participating in Medicare have gone down significantly. Both reports confirm that
the beneficiaries who are most costly to treataea risk for losing access to care.
Perhaps of greatest importance for you as police makers to consider is that the
home health utilization findings of GAO and MMdAC are based, for the most part,
on data from the first quarter of calendar year 1998. During this period of time
many agencies had not yet transitioned to the interim payment system ([PS). Additionally, agencies that were on IPS had not yet received notices of their per beneficiary limits. Yet the data indicate that the home health program had already gone
back to 1994 utilization levels. Given there is no indication that the deceleration in
home health utilization is leveling off " the current situation is much more severe.
We believe that the GAO and MedPAC fn
must be trended forward in order
to get an accurate picture of the devastation tht is occurring to the home health
benefit and in the home care field.
The home care community has experienced the same difficulty that GAO and
MedPAC have had in attempting to precisely quantify the impact of BBA97 on beneficiaries and providers and isoate that from other programmatic changes. However,
we've received reports from home care providers, beneficiaries, and from media
throughout the nation that have showcased individual cases where access to care
has become a serious problem. Real people who are in need of and eligible for home
health services are going without care. We have attached some examples of these
reports to our testimony.
We understand the need for Conrss to make, prudent decisions with respect to
e lobleve that the highest priortymust
cagsin the Medicare prora.
be to target resources to ensure that beneficiary access is protected, and tt the
vital home health infrastructure be stabilized so that it is positioned to respond to
future needs of the disabled and elderly.
We believe that the concerns expressed in the GAO and MedPAC reports closely
mirror our own and those of our member agencies. For this reason, we have put
a high priority on legislative relief for the home health program that would:
I. Target specific resources through some tyeof outlier provision to highcost, heavned patients to ensure that eligible beneficiaries maintain access
to neededl~me health services;
2. Eliminate the 15% additional cut scheduled for October 1, 2000 and
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3. Provide relief from financially disabling overpayments in order to preserve
the home health inifrtructure so that it may help address future care needs.
These propoal, which will be discussed in depth later in our testimony, are in
keeping wit the concerns that the GAO and MedPAC have outlined and that led
members of this Committee and others in the House and Senate to reexamine the
home health program changes in the first place. We are grateful for your leadership,
and look forwaerd to working with you in these and other important areas.
REDUCTION IN MEDICARE HOME HEALTH EXPENDITURES PROJECTED TO BE NEARLY
THREE TIMES GREATER THAN EXPECTED UNDER THE BBA

BBA97 was exece to reduce Medicare home health spending by $16.1 billion
over five years. Altouh home care represents only 9% of Medicare, it was slated
for about 14% of the reductions in Medicare spending. The 1999 Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) analysis of anticipated Medicare program expenditures showed
a dramatic, unintended reduction of the Medicare horme health program.
At the time of BBA97's enactment, CBO reported that the effect of BBA97 would
be to reduce home health care expenditures by $16.1 billion between fiscal years
1998 and 2002. CB(Ys revised analysis now projects those reductions to exceeds $47
billion-nearly three times the anticipated budgetary impact.
When Congress passed BBA97, Members belieyed they were voting for a modest
reduction in the rate of growth of home care not alashn the benefit itself. Over
the last two years, more than 2 000 home health agencies (HHA) across the country
have been forced to close, and iiundreds of thousands of Medicare beneficiaries are
no longer receiving home health services. The changes enacted by Congress in 1997
have had a serious, unintended result of severely reducing access to the Medicare
home health benefit.
CBO projected that home health expenditures in 1998 would be $20 billion, and
in fact those expenditures ended up at less than $15 billion. Congress now has the
hard evidence necessary to take action to put an end to the dsatigof
the home
health benefit.
INTERIM PAYMENT SYSTEM

The most devastatn change for HHFAs under BBA97 has been the enactment and
implementation of iPS. The severe payment reductions -under IPS coupled with
other HCFA initiatives have had severe repercussions for home health providers
and beneficiaries alike. Thousands of agencies have gone out of business, jeopardizing access to needed home care services. Agencies who have survived have, in many
case, been forced to refuse to take on patients with more intensive care needs, lest
they risk financial ruin. Despite some measure of relief in the last Congressional
session, severe problems remain, which must be dealt with in this Congress to ensure the continued viability of the home care program.
1. Medically complex patients
A 1998 study conducted by The Lewin Group entitled "Implications of the Medicare Home Health Interim Payment System (IPS) of the 1997 Balainced Budget Act!'
and a 1998 study by the Center for Health Policy Research of the George Washing
ton University entitled "Medicare Home Health Services: An Anal is of the Impli
cations of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 for Access and Quality" both found tha
IPS curtails access to covered services for the sickest, most frail Meadicare patients.
Under IPS, HHAs have strong financial disincentives to care for patients wihmore
intensive care needs because taking on these patients could threaten the financial
HCtablt haote
the
gne
position that there is no statutory authorization for exceptions to the annual apeto per beneficiary limit. Since the base year for the per
beneiciay liitsisca
year 1994, agencies arm using data from 1993 as their
bm ear.
an agencies have experienced significant changes in case mix and
services provid edsince that base year. Currently, no adequate case mix adjuster exist whch
eflctsthe characteristics of patients served that influence cost. [PS uses
the per beneficiary limits as a proxy for case
establishing
data inthat
=x-6ejfic
udrthe theory
an agency' case mix does not vary significatyfo one
yerto the next. The validity of this assumption is severely tested when utilizing
beyerdata that is four to five years old.
advances in recent years have vatyepaddtescope services
'TSEcooaI
uhas parthat can be provided to Medicare beneficiaries in thir hoe.Srie
enteral and central nutrition, chemotherapy and care of ventilato rah pendent
to be provided only on an inpatient basis, can now be poie
used
which
patients,
thus
reducing the need for more costly hospItamztion. Teeservices
Ithe home,
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are costly for the home health agency to provide, however. These services often require nursing staff who have hadt additoa rmAing In administration of drugs and
procedures, as well as patient monitoring. In addition, such services require prologdvisits in the patients' homes as well as hih standby costs, extensive case
mngmnt, transition discharge piannn and other activities that add further to
the cost per visit.
A type of outlier provision is needed for purposes of recognition of the higher cost
of serving certain patients who qualify for Medcr hme health services.
2. Per beneficiary limits
CBO, in estimatn savig that would result from implementation of IFS used
an unprecedented 2(3 behavioral offset. What this narsin is that CBO dieTei Congress to cut $48 billion to yield $16 billion in savingc over five years. To yield $48
billion in savings, Congress was forced to goall the way back to FY94 data for the
base year in determinn per beneficiary limts. It is now painfully clear, given recent CBO data, that this was completely unnecessary. But this mistake has had
devastating consequences. The per beneficiary limits, based on 1993-94 data, clearly
do not reflect changes that have occurred in the population served by home care or
the types of services agnisare providing today. Further, [PS fails to distnus
between efficient cost-efetve1 HHIAs and providers that have high visit utlaio
and per-visit costs. In some circumstances, the use of a per beneficiary limit based
upo agecy-specific data perpetuates Medicare expenditurs for overutilization.
WeThelak f an effective case mix a~justor which dist-gu- he patients based upon
needs and service costs prevents IFS from properly settn reimbursement limits.
As a result, historically efficient lHAs may have lower payment limits than historically high cost providers. Agencies who serve a greater number of medically-complex
patients may have limits insufficient to care for those patients, despite higher per
beneficiary limits.
3. Per visit limits
BBA97 reduced the per visit cost limits from 1121% of the mean to 105% of the
median per visit costs freestanding agencies. As a result, agencies have been
forcd
t draatiall reduce the costs of delivering home health services. In many
cases, agencies are reducing expenditures by reducing the number of visits they provide. However, as the number of services provided in a visit increases, costs per visit
go up. Given the reduction in the per visit limits under BBA, many providers, in
an attempt to stay within the per beneficiary limit, are being caught by the per visit
limit.
Under the 1998 Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act (OCESAA), the per visit limits were raise& from 1089%to 106% of the median. This 1%increase was insufficient to help HHAs who are operating under cost
limits that have been reduced from 14-22% under BBA97. The current cost limits
are inadequate to cover the costs of providing care and to account for the increased
administrative costs of participation mn the Medicare program.
Reduced per visit cost limits 'jeopardize patients' access to necessary home health
services. Under [PS, many HH1s have been forced to be more selective about the
patients they accept, especially with respect to patients in rural or inner-cit areas
and those who have special needs and rqire more intensive care. Espeial vulnerable have ben individal who n~rterapy seviesto retore their abXt t
care for themselves and inner-city residents for whom caregivers may require security escorts and language translators. Agencids in rur-al areas have been particularly
hard hit by reductions. Their costs tend to exceed national averages because of
longer travel times between visits and higher wages resulting from the lingering
personnel shortages in rural areas.
4. Overpayments
BBA97 did not require HCFA to publish information on calculating the per visit
limits until January 1, 1998, even though the limits went into effect beginnings October 1, 1997. Likewise, HCFA was not required to publish information related to calculation of aces' annual aggregate per beneficiary limit until April 1, 1998, despite an October 1, 1997,'star dat. More than a year after [PS began, many agencies had not yet received notice from their Flu providingL the visit and per beneficiary limits under which they were expected to operate. some agencies were operating for more than a year under IFS before thay received information regarding
their limits.
In other cases, where agency limits were provided, the Flu' calculations of agencies' limits were wrong due to the use of faulty data. Additionally, most of the Fla
never modified agencis payments to reflect the IPS reductions; rather, they contin-
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ued to pay agencies according to the previous yeaz~s levels, resulting in significant
i9verpayments to MAnyV HHAS across the country.
TheAB7 home health reductions were so dep and occurred so quickly that
many agencies were not aware of the full impact te cuts would have on their reimbursements, particularly since most agencies did not even know their reimbursement limits until months after care was delivered. More importantly, most agencies
continued full access to care within the scope of the Medicare benefit rather than
terminate care to patients.
Flu have been issuing notices of overpayments to agencies and demandn repayment. The [PS reductions make it near possible for agencies to provide high qua]ity, appropriate care to Medicare beneficiaries and to comply with repayment requests. These overpayments are not the result of abuse or inefficiency. Rather, most
overpayMents have occurred because HHAs continued to serve high-cost patients
within the scope of Medicare coverage sahd the payments have already been used
to provide legitimate needed care to eligible beneficiaries. Without some relief from
these overpayments, it can be expected that agency closures, and the attendant access problems, will accelerate.
5. Mandatory 15% reduction in home health limits
Under the BBA97, expenditures under a prospective payment system (PPS) were
tobequa toan amount that would be reimbursed if the cost limits and per beneficiary liiswere reduced 15%. Even if PPS was not ready to be implemented on
October 1, 1999, the Health and Human Services Secretary was required to reduce
the cost limits and per beneficiary limits in effect on September 30, 1999, by 15%.
The OCESAA delayed the 16% reduction for all [HAs until October 1, 2000.
IPS aledy significantly reduces the reimbursement rates for provide. On averap, agencies are receiving 31% less in reimbursement under [PS than .hey did previously. HCFA has projected that nearly all HHAs under IPS will receive reimbursements that are lower than their actual costs of providing care. Given CBO's estimates of outlay reductions far in excess of those anticipated (nearly $48 billion as
opposed to the expected $16 billion), further cuts to home health of 15% would be
devastating to providers, severely jeopardize the ability of beneficiaries to access
care, and restrict the level Of care beneficiaries could receive.
6. Proration
BBA97 stipulates that the per beneficiary limit will be prorated amon agencies
when a patient receives services fr-om. more than one agency. This provision is unnecessary and too complicated for routine administration of the payment system.
The per beneficiary limit is calculated from the 1994 fiscal year where patients
were also served by more than one agency. Therefore, the per beneficiary limits a]ready account for patients being served by more than one agency and prorating of
fees is unnecessary. However, it is reogizd that one method of circumventing the
per beneficiary limits would be totrerpatients to another agency. HOFA should
have a mechanism to deal with these situations if they arise.
The traci
rred
to comply with this provision would be problematic for both
prvdr ndIICFA. HHAs do not have access to the information that would alow
thmto sufficiently track beneficiaries' use of other home health services and do not
have control over where patients receive services before and after the home care
becomes even more complicated. given that agencies have
provide.
tey,
dferent
limitsProrating
and fiscal years over which those limits are aapplied. Further, proration of the limits would interfere with aptient's right of choice of an [[iA and
pot ntial access to care. A patient previously served by another provider may bring
hg-cost care needs and a reduced payment limit, thereby discouraging the patient's admission.
7. Periodic interim payments (PIP)
Medicare allows for periodic interim payments (PIP) for many Medicare providers
in order to maintain a steady cash flow for services rendered on behalf of Medicare
beneficiaries. PEP payments to RHAs are based on volume experience which is adjusted on a quarterly basis.
on
BBA97 eliminated PIP for [[HAs effective for cost reporting periods be~
or after October 1 1999, a date intended to coincide with implementation of PS
for home health. (JESAA extended. PIP to fiscal year 20N1, eliinting it for portions of cost reporting priods occurring on or after October 1, 20.
Under [PS, manann PIP is more iprtant than ever in allown a encies to
serve Medicare beneficiaries effectively. Th csflwgne
by't i citca
to the financial viability of small [[HAs that do not have large cash reserves to support delayed payments from HCFA. Congress should maintain PIP or, at a minimum- extend it at least one year beyond implementation of PPS.
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VENIPUNCTURE

Effective February 5, 1998 a provision included in the BBA removed blood drawing (vemipuncture) as a qualifying service for the Medicare home health benefit. Before this date, if a beneficiary needed venipuncture and met all other home health
criteria, he or she could receive venipuncture from a home health nurse along with
other Medicare-covered home health services, including home health aide services,
ordered by his or her physician. Under the new policy, if venlhiuncture is the sole
skilled service needed, Medicare will only cover venipuncture provided by lab technicians under Part B, and homebound beneficiaries in nee-1 -if blood monitoring will
lose eligibility for home health services.
Beneficiaries who qualified for home health services based on venipuncture are
some of the oldest and most disabled Medicare beneficiaries, many with multiple diagnoses including diabetes, heart disease, stroke and clinical depression. Many
homebound individuals with chronic conditions and complex medication regimens no
longer receive nurse assessments for purposes of preventing acute episodes and hospitalizations. The home health aide services that were sometimes provided by the
agencies in conjunction with blood monitoring made it possible for beneficiaries to
remain in stable condition and at home. Without such services, many of these individuals are admitted to long-term care facilities. NAHO has received hundreds of
phone calls and letters from consumers, physicians, providers, and other organizations raising concerns about the severe impact on patients resulting from the remnoval of vemipuncture as a qualifying service under the Medicare program.
15 MINUTE INCREMENT REPORTING

BBA 97 required that claims for homie health services on or after July 1, 1999-,
must contain a code that identifies the length of time for each service visit, measured in 15-minute increments. HCFA issued instructions to the FIs on February 18,
1999, directing them to initiate necessary steps to implement this new billing requirement for all HHAs participating in the Medicare/Medicaid programs (Transmittal No. A-99).
This new administrative burden imposes a complex time-keeping requirement for
agencies to stop the in-home clock when an interruption in active treatment occurs.
The HCFA transmittal defines the "time of service visit!' to begin at the beneficiary's
place of residence, when delivery of services has actively begun. Agencies must
count the number of 15-minute intervals, but cannot report services lasting less'
than 8 minutes.
Since the time counted must be actual treatment time, providers are expected to
discount time spent on non-treatment related interruptions during the in-home visit.
For example, if a beneficiary interrupts a treatment to talk on the telephone for
other than a minimal amount of time (less than 3 minutes), then the time the beneficiary spends on the telephone and not engaged in therapy doss not count in the
amount of service time.
In-home time represents only a portion of the total time invested by an agency
in caring for a patient. Numerous activities required by the Medicare Conditions of
Participation and needed to ensure effective patient care are often times performed
outside the home, including communication with physicians and family members,
coordination of services with other home health personnel and community agencies,
care planning, and clinical documentation. In order for home care treatment time
to be meaningfully quantified, visit time must be better defined and recognized as
only part of the resource cost involved in providing home care services.
Neither Congress nor HCFA has indicated how this information wil be used. Its
value is questionable in light of the. ongoig move from a per-visit reimbursement
system to a prospectively set preu
of payments that are not tied to number
of visits or visit length. In light of the substantial financial and administrative
strains already being experience by agencies, we urge you to revisit this requirement.
CONCLUSION

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present our views. You
and the M mte have our thanks for bringing home health issues to this level
of consideration. We look forward to working closely with you to resolve these
issues.
Attachments.
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Home health came companies die en masse

Meddcare's drive to cut costs fOoe messy companles to go
belly up
Economic survival is diethemes she Virginia Association for Homne
Can's annual
conference which begins today diteHotel Roanoke aid Conference Center.

By SANDRA BROWN KFI I
POLITICS
THE ROANOKE T04ES
NEW RIVER CURREP11
Interim Home Health of Roanoke Valley ts month became one of dhelaest
COLUMNISTS
casualties of a financial tida wave in the home health
cure industry thatwas one
consequence of thedrive to balance: the federal budget
NEIGHBOaS
CRIME
OBITUARIES

The 18-year-old company had recently cut its full-time employees from 44to 22.
Now, ishas tiled aChapter I I petition for debt reorganization in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court.

DECLASSIFIED
OURTOWN
SPECIAL SECTIONS

In sheOalax-Hilsville area.Deerfield Homne
Health Carein Mouth of Walson and
Tn-County Home Health in Hillsille are completely bankrupt.

rowioke,yellow
QW1.18k
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This trend is why survival is the theme of the agenda for the Virginia Association
for Hom Cares annual conference, which begins today atthe Hotel Roanoke and
Conference Center, said Bobbye Terry. director of legislative affairs.
The conference program includes speakers on die financial effect of Medicare
changes, ways aeries can be more efficient,and how they can retain staff during a
period of = n
A temporary capped payment pla Medicare setup for home health agencies has
driven more than I,000 of them into bankruptcy or out of business since last
October, according sodata collected from 23 staseby the National Association for
Homne
Cue- When all states report in, die association expects the number of agence
lost soreach 2,000, about 20 percent of the U.S. total.
'The home health industry has been under thegun for a year andahalf,' Tenry
said.
Moss of what hashappened canbe traced to the Balanced Budget Act of 1997.
which included adictm tha Medicare trim home health payments by about S16
billion over four yem. (Medicare is a federal progr-ani tha pays for some health care
services for people older tha 65 or disabled.) To do this.the Health Cue Financing
Administration (HCFA), which rns Medicare, had to figure out anew way of
reimbursing for home health services. In the meanwhile, it placed hn health
agencis on a temporary payment system basedon theagencies' 1994expenses. In
April 1998. HCFA gave eaclsagency an annual cap per patient
aindmade it retroactive
to 1996.

Ifsa company was really efficient in 1994 or provided less expensive services, it
got Alower f-patent cap than anodier company that
Imh have been less
etffscient
of tese caps, which in this
or was deliveringimore complicate services. Because
53,000, agencies must have theright mix ofpatients to stay in
a avem
business. Tecap amount getspo whether apatient is see twice overall or twice a
day. sodheideal is to have lots of patients who getwell within afew visits to offset
the cost of caring for patients with more intensive and long-terni needs.
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The cap amount is not guaranteed inome. Medicare mighudecide after an audit that
acompany expense. don't warrant thatlevel Of reinbursMent
gym

Services provided by hom health agenie vary greatly by agency. Most employ a
combination of registered and licene nurses anidhome helt aides. Others also
have thw'ptsts on staff. Theservices are intended to beshort term and designed to
help a patient go home from the hospital assoon aspossible and bec-ome
self-sufficient. An agency
might offer therapy to a patient who hashad a knee
replacement. care for wounds, or provide a companion for someone who temporarily
cannot be alone.
HousecalI Homne
Healthcare in Salem, oneof dheareas largest agencies. offtredl a
broad rn of services, including physical therapy, and had alot of patients in 1994,
soits peZr wr
'
a is higher than some other agencies'cap. administrao Joe
Hewnssaid
Hearst said heexpects Housecall to grow largerat the sie tDme
*the cap ts wiping
out small ageties.'
I heard a consultant say that at least 4.000 agencies areout of business and don't
know it because they haven't yet gotten their bills for overpayments.' Hearst said.
"We're going to be one of the survivors.'
"It's abadtime to be in home health, though.' he said.
of(Galax knows thatfor sure. Sheand her husband. Tom Peery,
Peery
Don filed
recety
Chapter 7debtliquidation for Tri-County Home Health, which theyhad
operated since 1994.
'We couldn't provide thequality of care with a per-patient beneficiary limit below
SU.00. Donna Peery said 'it was all well and good if somebody had surgery and
just nedda couple ofldays of dressing changes. We hadpatients who neededd
dressings change twice aday andlpatints needing daily insulin injections.'
When thePeer officially closed Feb.12.they faced av,S87.000 bill from
Medicare for overpaynients. Both arenurses. He now works for ahospice, and she
draws unemployment.
In addition to thepressure put on agencies. Peery anticipates thatpatients who
need longler-tern visits will eventually beshowed by agencies.
'Home health care got to bemome
than what it saie out to be. andpeople have
become dependenteon it.' shesaud.
Kimberly Wilson. a former Tn'County Home Health employee who opened
Southwest Virginia Homne
Health Care Inc. in Galax in July 197. doesn't know if
she can stay in business.
Wilson sad She owes money back to
'I've yet to take an income homCe.
Medicare maybe atmuchas 525,00 which shehopes sobeallowed to pay over

tie

Wilson says the govemaneat has been too strict on what it will payfor. Fr
exaplsince Februaey I99. it has refused sopay for a home health worker to
draw bodsamples for apatient taingl die blood thinner Cownadt.. although too
much of the drug -a caus dangrousbeeig
Her home are has a number of windows
who donl drive who need the Cousadin
blood checks, she said.
When Miedicare eliminsted. paymnt for blood withdrawals, called venipunctar.
many agencies lost large anbers of patients. The home health servce rn by die
Roanoke Health Departnentlost 50 pertent of its patients, said Linda Hudguns,
director of die program
Some of the paents were kepteon
daroug~h
thehealth depanunienres
free services
shesaid.

7
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The annual paywnni cap pressures thehealth department's program just asmuch as
a hits theprivfe companies. said Hudgins. who considers some of Medicares
expectios unrealistic.
For example, shesaid Medicare expects a home health worker to wean away a
patient who needs dressings on a wound changed by teaching family members or the
patient to change die dressings. Her agency has apatient who hasa back wound that
the patient can' reach, andno family members are availableto provide the care.
"We will lose money on that patient.' Hudgins said.
T7he
cost pressures on home health awe
driving health departments' hoqie health

services out of thebuasiness.
coo.shesaid. Thirty health departments in the state used

to provide the services. but only nine do now, she said.

Home health has hadfraud andabuse in is.Hudgins sad but sheargues chathome
care also hasbeen instrumental in keeping people in their home and out of nursing
homes, which icost the government more than homehealth visits.
Wsand Sigmon. %ho o'.%ns
the Interim franchise in Roanoke. said he expects to
pay his bills and stay in business, but said he needed the protection of the courts
while he revamp. His company opersied at a loss in 1998 for thefirst time since it
opened. Sigmon said.
In addition he just paid S311.000
back to Medicare for overpaymencs in 1996. and
he expects he will owe more to thegovernment once his books areaudited for 1997
and 1998. Because of thecomplexity of the Medicare reimbursement system. it's not
unusual for home health agencies to owe money back afte an audit. But the
repayment coupled with adrop in reimbursement amounts proved to betoo much.
Sigmon said.
"The unknown is what's difficult to deal with." Sigmon'said.
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20 prts cut tha threaten home cars
a Elderly Phode landers visitin nurs groups,home health
agis Medicare cutsathat have fo-r ad'some agencies to lose.

aides and politicians rally

&ML1ZIA
BJOATKH
woooisoC5x - As Roland Trudel lay dying of brain cancer five years ago, his wife Of48
yeas made him a promise: She would anve to keep him out of a nursing home so he could
die at homieTo help make good on her pledge. Alice Trudel turned to the Visiting Nurse Service of
GetrWoonocket. Theaec seawa nurse or nursing assistant to the couple's house
T
him medication and ease his pain.
dail
atheRolad
to
Tesas Instrunents maufiacturing worker died in late 1994. he
When the 7S-year-old rePtired
was hoom in his livirmooasurbounded cherished pliobographs of their three children.
four grandichildreiia n e putsndc111,
"It would have broken my heat iflI had to break my promise." said Alice Trudel. 77. -"But
if they didn't come. I would have had to put him in a nursing home."
Yesterday. Trudel joined more than 200 elderly Rhode Islanders. homnehealth workers, civic
leaders and politicians, at a spied rally to protest federal cutbacks in Medicare
care agencse.
reimbursements that dursatn homne
The cuts which am squezn agencisacross the country, led to the recent closing of two in
Rhode Isla that provided home health aides.
Meanwhile, visiting nurse associations throughout the state are laying off scores of workers.
or considering merging or reorgatnng in the face of enormous losses.
One of the hardest hit agencies has been the Visiting Nurse Service of Greate Woonsocket.
An agency official sad it has lost 130 workers through layoffs or attrition in the past year.
"This is something this very real, very now, and directly hurtng people.' said former LL
Gov. Roger N. Begin, a Woonsocket native who hosted the event in a pecked dining ro
of the Woonsocket Senior Citizns Center.
letdofficials at the rally, all of then Democrats. trcdthe problems to the 1997 federal
by Congress an signed by Preident Clinton. The act reduced
dqdBct passed
Baaof Meicare
the health insurance program for the elderly, but had what detractors
the growth
describe a dimtrous consequences on home health care.
It led to enormous cutbacks 'in reimbursements to visiting-nurse agencies, reductions in the
number of visits that Medicare would finance andlthe amount it would pay for each visit.
The new formula for reimbursement was based on peat spending, madin the Northeast where costs have typically been low - agencies were hard his. Some closed. all had to cut
back sharply.
Patients who could no longer get care throuh Medicare turned to the state. Some were
eligible through the Medicaid program for the poor. others qualified for a staePrgra that
susdzshome car for people whose incomes are just above the cutofffo aiid
Bttenetwork of home healthece in the state wats already struggling with a
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These employees have leas training and earn leaa tha visiting nurses. In Rhode Island, they
uPartcularly low-PAid Home healt sciesp
Se
ase -at of$510.94 an hour for an
Aides services compared with S1int~ r
and520.2210n Conneticu Afte
for costs suchks overhead Andwortu's copensanon insurance, the specs
pain
typcaly have S6 to S7 an hoar left to paytheir workers.
The low pay and tight labor market have left many agencies strapped for workers. When a
small health agency in Providence. Advanced Homne
Care, closed recently. its owner cited an
inability so find qualified employees.
Rep. hatck J. Kennedy, one o~the key spaesat the senior citizns center, said that when
he voted spinst the Balanced Budila Amt critics called him sa g spender.
But, he aid he knew die measre was "penny-wise and poun-foolisit" Cuts in home
health care have Fored elderly Rhode Islandlers to go o hospitals or nursing homes, he said
usually paid forbythetameatmn"dinmthe costof home care.
Apar from die burden on taxpayers, hesaid, die cueshave taken an intangible toll on patinas
wowould rather stay home, and familes who would prefer to have them then.
Kennedy said he understands that desire frorn Is own experience. His gaknte.Rose
Fitzgerald Kennedy. was the **teal glu" in his family,he said, Andhe was grateful shecol ienhrfinaldays Athome. She died in 1995 atthe age of 104.
Sen. Jack Reed. Another speaker, said the Balanced Budget Act may have been well
intendS, but "solvency is nojaistiracation for running a programthat's insufficient'
He AndKennedy vowed to lobby Congress. to increase the Medicare payments to home
health Agencies.
The issue is heading for debate asthe State Ho~use
aswell.
Reubicn(irvrnrAlmond, who did not attend die rally, said in a.reen statmen thth
Balaced
udgaActwas -landmark legislation' that stoked the economy. But he conceded
that ft had" unintended consequences' on health care program such ashome health care.
He has sacked 5350,000 in die state budget that begins July 1for home health cuemHe
has promised to add5 1.65 million, assuming May estimates of state revenue remain
optmisic.Thenealy
2 mllin wuldenable the seto increase houry reimbursements of
home health aides by $2.50. According to the Almond admintsosuo.
--

But LL Goy. Charles J. Fogarty, a Democrat and vocal proponent of imsproving the
loog-term-care system saidthames
notenough.
Hec
has Asked
two Democratic legslaor in the Genera Assembly to introduce bill that
would increase
m-Aid by 13. numilin That woul enable the -ttto raise the
reimbursement ratesto 516 anhour.
-lercaly
conmmalyfoolish for ustsoundesfund home heat cue becas die direc
resutilbe people going to more expensive care in institutions.' Fogarty said.
By increaing the reimbursement rate. he said, the state will be Ableto expand the poo of
homelhealth workers before the situation-msdirt
"As agencies are reducing services and some are closing their doors," he said, " it's
bcm
n moe
X Ai moreaprn that this is not aproblem - ifs a crisis, and we have to
deal wi it."
Add YM&MSWN'I on t
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Utah Has Lost About Half of Home Health Agencies
Due to Cuts
OT
NORIMA
WAOXNER
THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE
Utah has los about half of its home health-care agencies in the past two years because of benefit
cusinte Medicare program.
"Wehadover 112atone point and our latest count is around 55 Jagencies)." said Allan Elktins.
who oversee inspcuons andcertificoui for agencies thatcare for Medicare and Medicaid

:
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Article

Small agencies were fored out of she business aswere some larger ones enrural Utah and along
thdeWasatch Front.
The Columbia hospital chain divested its home health ser'ecesacross the nation. including seven
agencies
in Utah. Interwountan Healhh Care (lHC) no longer houses its home health-care services
inssome of its rural hospitals.
'We've hadto reduce overhead, administrative services, brick and mortar." said Boyd Woolsey,
sp .safor [HC home health services. "But we're still offering the services to the patients in
those areas.'
*And we've hadsmall ones close %ho hadso few clients it was no longer (financially] beneficial
inthe progam"2said RoyalSbmpson. mpxiaer pfjhesate Health Departient's hospital
andambulary-care survey section.
Elkins. also of the Utah Department of Health. said the drop 'is amazing to us.Were hoping
there's adequate agencies
left out there to meet the consumers' needs."
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Lawmakers Scrambling to Fix Medicare

Spending cars have severe impact emhome health-we tndrstoy

DYtARRY

WHEELER
GANNET Nff
SERViCE

WASHINGTON - A budget-balancing law Congress approved in 1997 %s supposed to slo%%
fedeal spending on Medicare home health services. Instead. it resulted in the largest benefit cut in
Medicare history and lawmakers are scrambling to fix the problem.
More than 1,400 Medicare home health provide have close since theHialth Care Financing
Administration. the agency that administers the Medicare program began implementing anewL
payment system last year. agency records show.
The nations largest home health industry trade association estimated the cuts have left 700.000
Medicare beneficiaries without home health-care services. but some experts challenge that estimate
because of weaknesses in Medicare data.
What is nordebatable is that mounting anecdotal evidence points toward an extensive impact.
In Florida. where thestate hasawell-developed safety net for retirees, state agencies are seeing
significant increases in demand for homebound personal-care services, an increase they attribute
d&ecdv to Medicsre benefit cuis.
And anIllinois visiting nurse agency recently decided to discharge 25 patients whose care %%as
so costly theagency sad it faced certain bankruptcy if it continued to care for thepatients.
Similar stones can befound across the country.
The Congressional Budget Office. which predicted cost-cutting measures would reduce
Medicare home healthspending by S16 billion. now estimates the cuts kill exceed $47 billion ov er
a five-year period.
L.ast year. Medicare spent S14.9 billion to provide home health services to more than 3 million
elerl y and disabled patien Ls.the first time in the history of the Medicare program that spending.
declined from the previous year.
"This is clearly the largest cutback that we have seen." said Barbara Markham Smith. senior
researher atGeorge Washingtona University Center for Health Policy Research "The nature of
this particular cutback ispretty much unprecedented.'
President Clinton announced Tuesday that the Latest
Medicare trustees report extended the
projected solvency of the Medicare trust fund from 2008 to 2015. The extra scien years were due
in pan to savings generated bycutting the home health benefit.
Home health industry officials, patient advocates and some lawmakers believe the new payment
system and other cost-cutting measures have been a disaster
both for elderly patients and the small
businesses that send nurses and aides to carefor the homebound Medicare beneficiaries.
Medicare managers andgovernment auditors say they have detected isoadverse impact on the
Medicare population.
The cost-cutting measures, which include increased audits andmore stringent screening of
said Robert Berenson, director of Medicare's Center
difficult but necessary reformss.
providers,
for.ealt are
Plansand Providers.
"We arelooking very carefully at whether beneficiaries arelosing access to needed services."
Berenson said. "As of now, we don't have any information that beneficiaries who need homew
health care arenor rcen'ing it.
Despite the alarming number of agency closures since 1997. there still aremore than 9.000
active Medicare home health providers nationwide, which Berenson said appears to bean adequate
number.
Next year.the interim payment system will be replaced with a prospective payment system
designed to repay home healthagencies based on the nature of apatient's illness rather than based
on historic spending patterns in a particular county.
'The prospective payment system will be beer for everyone." Berenson. said. "atiensts who
have more heajlt-came needs will get substantially more payment."
But the law Congress passed requiring the prospective payment system also dictates that homne
health spending %tilldecline another IS percent in addition to thecuts already under way.
Senators and House members aren't waiting for official confirmationr for aproblem they, already
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know exists.
aretrying to deny nothing badis happening." said Sen.Russ Feingold. D-Wis.
ofpeople
iccreality
"A the
"But
is we have los a lot of agencies crucial to providing home came
for older people and
those with disabilities."
Feingol successfully amendedl the recently passed Senate buidge resolution with language that
calls on the Senate to miterthe new payment system and other changes that have hada "negative
impact" on Medicae homehealth delivery.
A similar amendment was included in the House budget resolution.
Wish 55 of his stts 150 Medicar home health agencies out of business, analarmed Sen. Jeff
Bingaman. D-N.M., summoned Health and Human Services Secretary Donna Shailas to his
office.
Following the meeting. Shah"ldispatched a special team to New Mexico soinvestigate, Since
thet the investigation has grown to include ocher states. but the group hasnot reported its
findings. Bingasman said.
"We were getting low of complaints from poiesessentialy advising usthey were having to
(ue their epoyees. ;o out of business and tniaetheir sernces." Dingamn said. "After you
hear thatfrom s=vrasources. you begin to think this is a problem worthy of attention."
At least four government and academic studies areunder way in an attempt to measure the
impac of the Medicare home health refosns.
Home health-indisay represntaves arecatutol optimistic that senators and House members
will beableto repair some of the damage.
'we recognie the world of the budget issuch that monies arent readily available sobring about
significant fixes." Doenbi said. "At the sameoime. our cautious optimism istrggered by the many
, sits our industry members have had with their members of Congress where the member says.
"We know we didn't fix all the problems andwe have to revisit it.'"
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By Apri M.Wcshington

Balanced Budget Act a bitter pill for some
GRAND PRA Isa
e sn~irwoke
Arm emergency surgery in anOak Cliff hositaleu
=5
W 4zdfmthwas
down. The Grand Prfle'*2Wo broke bet back i t jh esnwhen do.flew out ofthe
ma ca I
Fodconerible and
smekd Ineoa atepole onSootaReRoad in hZ
IU

;i

S6ewas 16 yewraold.in the primeofbr young life.

= Wofbet sfqu2SN & one too many beers
asot
lL~Mrs.
UP
Fisher fromt her bestffendrs house.- On the way
home,
aw-ru A.
coner and lostootol ofthe w. Shearl knew doeboy.

Since the aclap. the S-yest-old Mrs. Fisher estimates shehas beens
operated on mare than20 tines. Her greatest fear is being
forced out ofher modest dule bult in the 1940Le
Ijkw waft to remain Inapy own envioment -Jus me andmy cat.* said te wheelchair-bound Mrs Fisher. Imst, thinking ahout
Win nanursing Iouwa meout of my mind.Medcae §QWMrs
Fshes omehelthsewastmiaedial ne

earclier O aMhand cutthe

fzvM

herone

Shea not alone. Thousand, of chronically Ill and elderly patients ae losing some or all of the home-health-care services once covered
by Madicae
Last surmner, Congress passed
legislation asa pan of the broad-sweeping 1997 Balace Budget Act thadlimits the

payments home-health agencies can receive for taking care of homebound patients.

amount of

Lawmakers Soock:
action to cutil exploding: home-heath-car costs and rampantt fraud, waste and abuse.
Once asmall component of Medicare. spending for borne health care soare inthe latdecade. saidUS. Rep. Joe Barton.a
Republican whose District 6 includes parts of Arlington.

The coststo ears for homebound paiensquadrupled. from about $3million in 19901So517 billionin 1996. said Mr. Barton who
supposed the new guidelines.
For tha reso. Congress imposed a cap on the amount of funds Medicare reirobuses home-health-care agencies per yewrfor the cart
theyprvde to people like Mrs. Fisher
Uder the old sidelines. hath waeproviders hadnsoinetve to mnreamline
their costs. said Mr. Baton, chairman of a
ceagressional
o-tih ~ stossle
itt conducting Medicare bearings around thecoury.
As areol, many bilked the Medicare system for services no covd by the law. be ad.
'Whle you had a lot of good health care providers. you also bada number. if not ftadulest that wats wasteful in spending
taxpayers dollars. Mr. Bartio said. 'lb system stted out asaless
expensive way to letpeople out of the hospital to reeve
isonc-term medical care ia their homes.
'n=s people started going Into the home supposedly to ams medkca
conditions. Instad they were cooking. cleaning andgiving
padeabwhs andehaerging Mledicare
'Thsts wba going to come soan end. The people who really need
home healt care are going to gee
home health care.
Mvrs.
Rise receIved notificationabout the elimination of ber home
bofth caue
benefits April 1.
Nojoke
*1though it was an April Fool Day joke.* shesaid. 'I really rely on the care the numse
give me.
'Ye afraid they (lawmakes I didal understand bow much damg the changes
were going to have on alo of people like me who
11"e
alone and haeno family close enough to take care of thems.*
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Poor blood circulation fo -re dotr to WASItiuMrs. Fisbeea right lCSin 197S.
Just last Yew. a MWwho Visit her hme' onCe
aweek treated Mrs. Fisher for eight kidney infection and taught the woman how to
cae for rss that develop from sixting for enconded
periods.
She haspgowns eed dath core she receives fro mAulingean-basediCuiddoCasero Home Health Care Servjces.
Iseasck srmetimas that cant even get ow ofbed so dress myself, to get on &bus. or call ataito,get to iedoctor,' Mms
frodft
ghtbeefiiareslike Ms. Fisher hav Rlowed lno the congressional offices of Mr. Bartn and Demoocrati
.3
MatinFrot.
1
-Dass.the other coogresman who represents parts of Arlngoa and Grand Praire.
tAke Mr. Batson. Mr. FProd voted for the far-reaching health core changes. But unlike Mr. Barto,hebas since had achang of bean
He now wonder whether COnOP=s
actetoo hast*l.
'We were trying soM .Mihdstt down." said Mr Frost. who rcdy co-sponsored legislatot would delay the mew
payment
system
umi
cigsas
zusecs its effct
ThMhome-healdiwe provision needs to belooked at again ad changed. People ought to be able gotasmuch help us possile
Miero we some ooncin about tso andI duink Congress overreacted intrying to idrs othat.
Firthw ndeine
The 2 0.year Incombent said he began
reslixing the seveity of the cost-cutting changes after his notAer fell and broke her hip about
two months ago.
Mr. Frost hashad to makeseveral trip to San Antonio to look afler his 79-year-old mother's medical needs.
'Fve been down thete quite a W"s.be said. 'Shea hadsopay quite a bit out of her pocket
for some of herhome health came
'IWs
ad muwch,seM ansard to pay as mtuch asdhe weeds.
This 6 a Isse that'shit cloae to home'
'MIS
DIaec 2AGPe

unfairly con the medical ewe of
AmlnShaw. Terty assaile Mr. Frast for supporting a bil heargues

'Mrs. Fisher isadanki example ofsorreone who doesn't need ic live Ina nursln home, but udrteaai ytmmgtb
toe into QOne,said the Dallas managenien Wo34ns
who me; the Grand Prairie resident after accompanying a ore to herhome
Ian MODat
'Frostvoted for abad bill tdot doosat akeinto account he fsathatpeople have different medical needs
and mWqurements. I thmn
home hesMt
we cs sae this country money. it co avoid neeesyhospitalization tha aom MWn
troublesome and expesve.
We have wosatrk abhie.'
'We cuathave ablaka onemla-Os d approach to he" a mtw
A day befle dic emnatd Ms. Fishersabenel. Culdedo Caaero Home HealthCame Services ownerarman Santiago,
bere
er agency would belimte soamx of S3.3 10 per yeer soewe for minor tocddtcaiy Mlpatients.
7Wos adropindobucketoaaqaIeto theavragegSL100the Heaft Care
paK taccoring 0 doTemAsscietio for Home Health Caremh eadw
Mrs. Sa-iago woestimats ecmamnaqretabout9S pae
so Otars
weOf spdy "icpomim in as eek

Adeadolannuallypaid

of her company's Income. said "thoeswht it costs us

*We take cm of podsam that we totally bedriddes. blinded by dasbeata paal=& 7hey take a lot of me.' she sad. 'A aors has to
go out twice a weakt
to we for diM.
'ThS3.310. dt waim't cover the ga or supplies.'
Mrs. Sumpg.ethd stat's home health cme woad assists doe new payment cop penalizes amputsble agendies
tsogmeout
F
of bissfes md thelewncaly Mlpaient in mining homes.
Per
.mM.Saatlgo matsdlo
- gagc Isable to survivi the cutibe Somel ostm friends with other agmcles
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lucky. she said

90WISIII
WS
ad
POPIwyou'
e d with for ymut. bowing they have families to SVppot and Sake caredl Io by the wayside
becase
*an hesebo
cb*ngm*, Mn. Santiago said
The Tema Association for ilcm Ca= and Rockwal Howe Heamt.inc.. filed a lawsuit last month seeking saiwcdoa .o P,.ven
the U.S. Department of Health sad Humn Serices from imnplementintg the new payment caps.
lbs daas-action lawsuits. Mi n the U.S. Notthern District Cowe in Dallas, contends the new limits WAINadequy covet the ost of
carin for homebound patients. psaacarly to like MmsPaher with multiple medical nee&s

-

The association. which. rwam
i
m
1.200 bome-healtb
asece thaughout the state, also cb.w tha mot thnn half
ofthe 3.00 sucha busineses In Texas will go banksupe if the chages am allowed wostand.
*Devasationaiuled
'Reliticfl.
tes ots reso evrethat Texas home-htealth agniscannot con&tneso ewe for MoGM
Of daibiowe-cost patients.said Sa Speigis. direcrja of government afflali for Teas Association for Homen
Cue. They am ally vuaniatng the
deva-tadno it caused so iom human beings.
Ibey have blown s lot of isolated case of fraaadout of ptoportioa PM ce

a whole new system that V9W on theinne

Qaidad Casero repree*Iaves have ackked to Washingon. D.C.. in reen months tending a series of beiep and fonAmas
to
lapoelw'makers to 'WWWlse
hces
lhyedoe this to balance the budget.* saWdGloria Cariln Cutdado Caseo'sdbreto of human Feo
baaodthe budget on the backs of she eldry and the chronically WlL

"But ty'v

U.S. Rep. Greg Ganke.-R-Iowa. a menme of Mrt.Barton's oversight commatroc ased homo'benth-cmgrim~wd
exaggerating the threat of zsduced services.
'Faced wish new policies to eliminate fraud, som home casmagencies have tOie to frighten their patients
&aa inhe refoiw' said Dr. Ga.ke. who operated a private med"ca paceace before ho was elected to C

of

Paheoi
g advocates
iursr
1994.

lb. service will still be themebut will con t omlss And it won't be an opportunity so explt the progsuhr uncesawy
serviM.
Mrs. Santiago said lawmaker like Dr. Ganake just don't get it.
lbs7 only noe the outside. They don't know what we go through to make sm our patients ae taken caredL whether Irs paying for
a patient's preacriptio. gSubills or s"y for their kis out of our own pockets."
(Coprigt 199)
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Medicare cutbacks strand housebound poor, elderly
EviwROSEso"d&'
hamns the smesan alwm's
O~v
u~ms
"me.
The only different this Uim was
Karen Jones has heem going to that she was not getting pad
Erns Saidias hams for twoyamr
Jones isi one of an unkown
tompelblood and make sure nume of nes. aides and othth tri.he takes hove not er health care works= across the
caused him to bleed Internally,
city who are continuing to proSoldins athritis hon left his, vide their services for free out of
hands and feet deformed, making fear their elderly ad disabled
it painful for th*74-yoald An, patients who receive care at
diarage mealst walk the few feet : hamnewillget aickmroir even die if
from his bmeroomtothe tcan
they do eL
I
LaMWeek Jon shwe ast
They say mor cuts In federal

~

fluidluL have frae them to
daabs tn diffloqat s Iws f lot'
,siet
ofndfrteioralcoltn
to care for
thorn without pay.
In the lat two nwtatla dnAnchnefirma pro;dn home
hatcefor the aredl
hsve slut down one heoas e
hands ad die fousrembbghv
hed to as back on the mmno
cre they provide to Medicare par
theta, according to horns health

In t= term thecuts could
severely limit theapooraccess to
homne health cars - lng praised
for proving the quality of life
of thetold ad disabled Ibytmwid

of housed in institutions.

The atm and other change
that took effect in October an
Pines on flec PomsCAN
14

&AN

CARE: 'Medicare cuts badj
tmlgo
their home," said CSans'dthe result of the 1997 Balanced udsAct in
which Camgea. slashed bilin from 'mniat Of Mcr.who *g down -her
Medicare funding in mnattempt to hoid down Mdedicae hohe~alth autthlslakbtazsa
federal smaninS a-"h servlM w b M Mfthe outs.
that asestill open are
skyrockeedbnthe passn- Years, salipaxn - Meanwhile.
for ntrggling to survive with len fending from
health insrance specialis
Negri, a ISeattle.
. *.'
the government
Medicarec
Pacific Home Health has bi to lay off a
Hom health care visits- in whic use
few administrative workers =A cut nurses'
and others do everythin frcm--adlnte
aiaeltheaecy's
.
chemotheapy to change bndpedfo ul- bebfltwsadlQ
OmainW e
P
~
allatrco~
~
~cers10t 20prit.
~
of care is tis we poslb"
tiningh
'Thsold systm tAlowedlnsilm
"Iabs
vt
can besa
bted visits gave sgenc ie i
.riBut SiVIC in the Indsry fin the Cuts: Will
cot nd opened thdorm to widespread
e to cult
end' up putting pressure amn
N sraid. The nswnrules put acaponmtheimm
back on the number of visits, Wohing'people
beMsome visits and eliminate soee a
While many in the local hE careIndu- beck into hospitals for longer says. or into
-try believe there was fraud in the lower 48, nursing homes..
"Thwre
government is going flesetihat l~as
thyo o think Iteamended to Alaska."Onebad apple tends tonmakee.,eryonelook come full circle and won't bss savell
moe in the process," taChaed add.
of
W~chisbed, said RAmyg on director
Ie]d services for Gees Woods Home Health. ~KtyLuita director of Prosdenc Alaska
Ietrs
borne health eme operain
Withagen lshtting the doors, bandreds Meia
wnsae
scrambling to find the largest in the city, hopes government
of Anho a pa
care The fou' remaining agencies in Ancho- will -m how shortsighted soe of the
a" nu pckig
may f te ptiets changes are and the "Pendum will swing
saye arey cn a mars. oacthepatentan
Ron Cowan, a supervisor fh the states
In som case, however, painsare no
longe covered wnder the new rules. For ax- health facilities and leasing beiau, said his
ample, the federal program no longe covers agency bas not received any complaints from
the ca of taking blood tests in a person's patients, but he has heard fns area health
'a rvdaa bouSt their ci's
home. If the ptetcan gtto a lab or doe117 hasving this kind of stale effect, I
tar's aMos Mledicare will Cover the service
would hope the federal govmaent would
but for som that is imposhle or risky .
For Soldu, a former Bush pilot who can no chng the policy. I can't baarv we would
longer walk down the stisof his home. the cutoff our nos to spt ow' fin, he said.
lik Dek Fischbach
Meanwhile.
ful and danger6alp would he essrenely
ol pay plan to spend B o"wn moey fil the gap.
ous to his health, Jone;s ok
Flechbacb, an owner of Prossional Infuth $150 Per visit ao himself, but Jonex
sion Pharmakcy, was so concereed &Au a few
feared it would be too hard on him flnaclal
ly, whidh is why she continues to provide the of er tients she's decided sopay for them
froM their nurses.
o eev
.ocniu
service for free.
Some health care workes said they fared Thesy could have gone to anotharprovider, but
for somes pedents who are simply falling Itwould be too amac for , she aid.
"Rlight now, Ican't go tellithatlittle old man
thrughthecrem- people who can't make
"T-doctos office for blood work can't that he's no oing tosso his amse anymore.
I can't do that.
to
Morally,
coming
of
someone
afford to pay the aos
their hom or simply won't make the arip
I"Ro*
r
-ap h reee~ at
"There aOea lot of old stoic pionr out
@NbNn
there who aren't gong togsoto the doctors of- ________________
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Funding cuts leave home care facilities in poor
health
ORLAHOMA a1W

- Moms
jm IM0home
braids-cure agmne InOklahomna have gowe
out of
businasnthe pm yearbecmaa of cmt uinliederal funding. and
am semnatr
expressed concern
peoplee could te ord
mP nt'ommwagkhrns.Pbecame
of that.

Today

The menba Of
arce
.rvt
providing haft-e services tohomebound patients hasfallen
from peak of 31 InWll 1997 todthe cuue level of 428.
Newtly hakrfoie agencies
thimclosed wete in metropolitan.
The largest-rnIbe of doom were in Ok&ahma County. with 32. Tulsa County is seodWith
aight and Cleveland County Isthurd
with seven.
Guy Glower, astae Healt Depanakoofficial, said hom health cae still is available in all??7
U1hdo lsures continue, i could

aProblem" hesaid.

eqI &@n=fo
lvrw thud
moat of those clients served by agencies du&ihave gone owx
o~bunieu
me m g similar services fromt other agencies. several senators expressed concern
demany people have
through the cracks.
.1 asentimny have been cut offend don't know what todo about it," said Sen.Gene Stipe.
D-McAleaaer. thechaliman ofa special conm-ntte studying the problem
Oloversid these hprbeas n outgrowth of the federal Balanced Bude Act or 1997. He said
fnoding declined ftom an average of S7.000 per beneficiary to 52,600 after the leislation took
"7@ don't know anything about the Balanced Budget Act," Stipe said of people wanting homne
mie Ibhey Just know they nee caMeAnd they aent9 gettin.i"
Hlesid'home healthcare allows amy Oklahomans to remain athom atareltively low coat
Ahethan have to go to more expensive nursing home care
Gloverw
Pd
1' bet haodd therehas bena acme abuse, in which arvies have beenprovide
I*patients who weenot a*t bomebouteL

obver sod

oeuetm
_
ieseea
chedurled to stat anew payrm system next year. which

mykpvethe sitmimn

Chuck ErWAcmbreh

sor(A

dwer(405)
528-2465.
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Vermont Business Magazine
Main Totic: WPS;
Medfics.: Ve nao- agencies: health care
By Anonymous

Home health care: The Interim payment system
The ureaent was a success, his dhepatient deed. That sums up the state of affairs for Vermons's 13non-proS Mediacesofled bomte healt
agnc. Because, of recent federal Vvres mandates. dhey are beginig a battle for economic survival that will bmplay1 out lnthe host
of raL eldr md
d isaled Vermoesas well as i dheon. Theeagencies areuying to presre bomess
besa e fet
frMdcare
recipeents ueth face of some of die moat svre budget cut bhitthe psogrn. -Modt lions wae industry insiders ism ee we cii. a
Draconiant hit Silm conceived aed unconstitional.
In order to widcerstand the comspleuity of thieproblem one needs, to look at the recomhistory of the Medicare home lahtenefitt.
Over the past few years greae numbers of Medicare beniefeciares have been receiving born health care provided hywases. therapists, social
workers and home health aides. Its ewe that ha helped people remain at borne without the seed for more costly enienal care.
Thes is a national trend that is reflected in Vermont statistics. In I9M. 7. 100 Medicare patients were served by Vertnkiihm healt agencies.
That number nearly doubled so 13.463 en 1997. While Vermont's overall numbers ate not high.what in impressive isahect tho over this
period of tame Vermont's average cost per visitlees been the lowest in the national S42-545.
Touring
deistperiod of rai growth ind-. uti li zation of the Medicare home health benefit. the Healt Care FinAncing
srion (HCFA).
theagency thatns Medicare. helped socrat theOperation Restore Trust (ORT) program. ORT has been a federal ive executed bythe
Office of the Inspecto Generail(0101 to weed out wastful, fraudulent and abusive ever-utilization of the Medicare liheah benefi
The reaonng behind the creation of ORT was the assumption that the Medicare borne health program mnssthave a kitfbaud medl
abuse in is ii
is is growing such a rapid rate. Home health preveden arequick to point out that the program ha grown so rapidly~msse people are living
longer and they amedeciding tha they prefer to receive health care in their homes when possible.
As the ORT initiative proceeded. frhud andlabuse was found enstates such as Tennessee. Texas and Florida, Nti a sga caat of fraud and
abuse was found in Vermont.
Whenever die ORT inspectors found fraud and abuse is made headlines, and the public as well as federal legislators scate to see the Medicare
home health benefit a something rife with fraud and in need of change. So it was logical that when the Balane Budgrs Act (MBA)was
passed in the summer of 1997 it included a change in the Medicare home health benefit payment system.
prior to the BRA, home health agencies were reimbursed by Medicare based on their actual cost per visit: a cost-bLasedmubursernent system.
During the years of a cost based system. non-profit Visiting Nurse Association (VNA%)
Mtill
struggled for economic awival, hit they were
able to recapture the cost of doing business.
Unacnipulou agencies isiflase their cost per visit and made more visits than honest agencies and they were able to camin mi llions, of dollars is
the process. There was minimal ovaiglvt of shinsystem in the early t990rs prior so ORT.
The BBA of 1997 change the payment system to one which imposes a yeatly payment cap on agencies. That cap washlsermined by looting it
agency cost across the nation during 1993 and 1994. when moss of the fraud and abuse was going unchecked
Thes means that an agency in Tennessee that may have been operating inefficiently and possibly uncuuoy inl9Ufwil be rewarded for ei
fiscal irresponsibility while agencies in Vermoont that were keeping their costs the lowest enthe US will be puelhe.
Thi new payment system is called the Interim Payment System fF5S).Is is supposed so be insffect for two yewts and ispojected to nave the
Medicare program $3. million dollars according to Congressional Budget Office (CEO) estimates. VPSwas peain
witut antypublic
heareigs and tmplesnented in ror time for any government propsa.

-L

Medicare adeUSbornehealthinustyhavebeenworknon ap soimplement aProspectivePay.mn System fflS)sinslar to the
Diagnosis Related Group (DRO) system pestenp-ic in hospitals in 1983. ADlpactin have agreed that as long as PPtqrsem reimbursement
is lair, that theycast ive with it. flee IFS came as a surprise anid a shock to tiny in the home health industry
looting bude to a PS.
As hm elhaece nVrotlo tterribreetudrF
hyasraiigte aebe iciundaie o epn
ae n19
iu o enwlb nTnesewl
h vrg ttwd eiaeraebreni
th:We eicsslwfrs ayyas ndrIS
60 epro.Ta en htpis
ilbebsdo
vrg
ense'
er
or19v iuee stigis$,9
rMdcr
frda ainse emn vntog bnft o l eiaebnfcaisaednts
have moto ei iiswillahave sokeep track of each paetients account in term of how close they come someeting ore Pxei the ye arla.The
realin =em d across the nation is "hsthehealth care needs of people at home ame
momtintense aed complex thadeey hae eve been.
Patients continue to be discharged from hospitals sicker and quicker. In addition Vermont has cut back on the numbered asng home beds in
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-effort to funel a -a eae. people's
homses
under Adt 160.
Hoame
carepue nd to han periods ofme illness tha repeat
cylcally overthe count of years.One visitsaweek in July mnay
meeta
it may take two, tih'eeor mo
astewsweed.
hen bw f WnW11$hean fare or prgesve chroni lung disease occur in January.
ande
iene functina stte A typical hom ewaepalm stuc. this could nonspayearly visit cost
;ia&'weeds tokewa bo in t o
a los is excess of %3=OU.
clovr 6.00. menusthe hom healt agency would have to Abmuo1h
apatient with complex needs,
usually a a greater costthan theMedicare
oe healt agency sees
Under IFS. rOwy dat a VNErmon
resaeuenss they- putthei fimcial future on theLae. It is expected that Vennonts home health agencies will lose55.1million dollars a
yearuider KWfl.
reflect thestatewide frassuwon over IF
The comments oa Pair Cobb. exteuive director of theVermon Assembl of Home Health Agenicies
inadie naton for years ad we get rewarded with die lowest payments. The cap is higti
Na (US smy Vetusont has hadthe lowest coats
Eaceilasoy
agan th people seted bylow eoo. no fot profit home health agencies.* Cobb said.
Howard Dew aid "I can undrsaad why thefederal government wants moreefficiency s
onIFS. Vemn ouvesator
Coemmug recenttly
you're stacking thestatethat aredoingsa badjob is
ITT!!o that, but ansnack thesawte ans doing agood job with the -u vigor whsch
alesse
to Washington askng that Vermont begrad a waiver of exemrptiona
hewould hespending
IPS -n atrocity ad said dam
Dean ha called
fromn
IFS. Deprnaent of Social Welfare Commissioner JaneIitchel echoed thegovernors sentiments andurgedtha Vermot's Washington
delegation suppon legislation ancorect the IFS.
Hampshire. ha emphasized that theoverall mission of her orgnization wili
smyDavis, CEO of theVisiting Nurs Alliance of VesaasonttNew
Sheemphasized thatagencies suchashers will."need tolook sothecommutariy for
uncertasnuies
dham
lieahead.
not change despite dhefisicall
providin
suipport services for Patients."
but
voluntee
help
such
as
-or supo not only funding
Shedoesadit however damhathelonger umanif thereareno changes, homehealth agencies may haveto sayto hospitals tha. 'We csanot
take careof your "Mcespaie "IThamesns damall of thehealth careproviders in shestatewall be affected byIFS. andDsvis believes they
will all work together to fid00=sao soluisons anproblems they amfacing.
The casreeIFS problem in Vermont ha auniquely regional twint in thesene thatthere ae two toads diverging andthehome health agencies
hathesut will most likely travel oneof dietmIt will not beamatter of choice, but something that wallbedictated bycircumstance.
casesisasation
in which theIPSstays in placefor shemandated two yea'swhile home
Oneroad will take two years to travel. It will bethewonst
will be
wall survive andsomewill not. Many lives of frail, elderly anddisabled people
agencies struggle for survival. Someagencies
health
advesely affected.
in ste USDistrict Court in
ThieVermn Assembly of Home Health Agencies hasfiled papers
The otherrmod is shorterand offers more hope.
on thebelief that IFSviola te Fifth Amendment of the United Stases
based
Burlington eting anssjtsnction to theIFSin Vesrmont.
people
tem Arbitrary. irrational anddiscriminatory action by the federal government. The motion for preliminary
Conastitastion
amProtects
that."nogoo deed shall go
sherewarding of fraud andabuse and theassurance
istjanctioa also addesses sastsa of lack of dueprocess.
The con duehabowusofor Junel1.
could solve theIFSproblem without theneedfor acoust injunction. There mrebills in Congress. onethe
Thea
stloner road also ha adetourthOw
formula sodeternine
theIFSinequities by using acombined national andregiona blend
would change
sto-called
Collins Bill doh'! assead
reimbursement to home be agencies.
money, butswill Vermont's
ass
budget is theInterim payment System. Is will save
treatnasit prescribed byMedicare sopreserve
The short-terms
survive thetreatment? Theseagencies will be forced soreactsothechanging political
13non-profit Medicsr oerified home health agencies
climate andhope thateoinntnisiea rally antheir support to preserve anessential service for Vermonters.00*Copyright Lake KIrouois
Publishing. Inc. &lb& Veraot Business Magazine Jun01, 1993
(Copyright Ube Copsy 1998 AUsights reserved.)
-via
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FWhy

go 56K when you can go 128K? -*Sprint]

Home health-care firms struggling after cuts In Medicare

I

The federal
goveenees cuets
in Medcare
M~~~nia
~payments to home health-care businesses this
yerhas
cause 10perceutof hebusinesses
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lonlgtermU
Paties needing
0ramr~
Forty-five ofFloids 450Medicare bomne
ealth-car businesses have given uptheir

~

Administration In Psam
Beach County andon 1
Coast. two c mnses haveclosed
th treasure
smofteroffices and Laidoff eiiqloyees.
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Agency for Health Carm
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haskore Others
reconayder bowthey ca
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Nationwide. aboat 800 of the nearly 10,000 Medicare-certfied home-health agencies bsv'C
closed. according to theNational Association foeHome Cgre.
aWashington, D.C. trade

1TRAYR
group.
bATSfinancial
~~
Until now, thehosne-health industry hassoared in theI
incendve to getpatients out

A-i~t

Re
t a e s

Rent.-

Ms with hospitals having the
quicker andhorne-c= businesses
havin better
makex
it emser
to provide cm a borne. Horn health caremein metica
= livred t as P *sborne; it does no include borneassistance
suab
delivering meals or helping the ill orelderly bat.
The eost of home health care have rooim too. Medicare
thisyearwill spend about $20
billion on borne bheth c- seven
amnes
whot it spent in 1990.
After yearsof hearing from goefu tivestigatoe sbout
bow much money Medicare
qwxlredfromurmcesary am ongrss essyewr finally did something about
it.
Rahrthan coetuntg to pay borne-health businesses afeeof $63418 per visit *sa
frcbpdn.In Florida. the average
capuabout $3,100 apatient Therange is from
S2.00
to 5000pPatient.

___________

CFe--)

Th om-eat Idstysays thegoeneewen too fartIndusesy
officials saynot
only win diechanges forcemaaycope w leave theMedicare program butiewill
leave many chrasically I ien t wihot
Fort Pierce-basd RN Home Health
lastmonth closed toaMedicare officeuma Boca Roce
ad Wesi Pam Beach. it amitains offices.t Martin St.Lucia.d Okeechobee, comie
Rash-Nurse, asWenalm Bsctn
hi of hhablh
ln t
Meics ffc in northern Indian River County. keadDopu frm-Boa Rica to

who*U
Redi-Nwse also,bidoff 33olin 136 staff PemIe,this year In prepgre
for & oms, ad
i, 3A~~controller Kenneth Healy. I'va been in this business for 24 yearsandthis isthe wors
reever see it.* be said.
buNessP-P
es
ge

n avr -& N pr

lessfor eChb
Patient.
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Iadmu~~y mt aso complain taraes e mcoeaastere. V"~a fr. om py go
I~y.strsay. They uyha system reaesnclnsidcyan

*

t

*

*

Tbe cmanies hut the mn hy the
wemasawal
notloc-peo homeheasM chains,
su~ rn~eldneNmaeua~iaionjloida. which coven the Trieumw
Coaxt Such
COMuMeS =
;
( Melyo
Mu For
naac Ofthe aSsinessand the Only
buasiness
@567
wydo is home head&cm Othe bI ess such ashoepsial have abhet lines of boinesa
oablam
soa
& thawe
hem hsskhkcr opesum.

~The
VNA this yew
its

ede hadiniatie staff by 10 percent. Halso swkechd most of
mines from af-dme eeiesto per diemn.which mw they loit benefits suchas

-Fbe system Mediema has now does not ake any sew." said Bob Quisut. director of
op iconoldie VNA. "Why woul you vare sodrive the most economical people out of

system is a nauls of Congres Dying soreit Inrnsaway home-heamt eperkding.
ArnieMena@.L
gunqothMe
bome heahh-cm uat the Florida Agency for Heah Cmr
AdminisaUsion. said her agnyhas received more tha 70 conplahas this yewrfto.
puiens worried they ma Jsthei home health ca When a Meficam home-health
company leaves die business ftis supposed to make arrangements for sapatent. but
ther wreno gusraees.
'I worry thee very sockVednta fallng through the cracks," Menard said Yhe
nsamrrfr ie AICA i U415
Oriug pubbae ih Te Aae Beec*Pow anSailday. May13.IM9.
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Group keps
abreast of
spiral effe.0cts
Some state residents already
affected by congressional cuts
By MANNIx PonasuwD

Burdette at 252-2148, or the
state headquarters in Morantown at 1-800-2104M6.
Like a mighty steamer luch data will help arm the
sinking in the ocean, the bal- council in taking its case to
anced budget movement is
oges
leaving many homebound
The group represents
patients to fend for them- about 60of the 113 providers
selves with neither life pre- in this state. Cuts in
server nor lifeboat to reach Medicare forced two out of
an island or safety.
business this year, and BurAlready in WVest Virginia, dette rears others may folsince Congress began cur- low.
tailing home health services.
State lawmakers sought
some 3.000 lost benefits to soften the blow in the
when the venipuncture pro- venipuncture program by
gram was altered.
covering the service via MedAnd that, one official icaid.
warns, could be only the tip
'So they're payizga *nomiof the iceberg.
nsal amount for people, to be
venipuncture pro- able to continue to receive
gram now only covers bodservices in their home under
work if another primary ser- Medicaid," Burdette said.
vice is performed in the 'But if they have Pfedicare,
home such as dressing a thy wo'
oe t. Only
REGISTER-MERA.D
REPOMP!
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her.Bbclh?
ue~to sees two other
APW&
BikI~t'fffF6*,
k
krai tbacka :td Uhme--- Violet Burdette is monitor- health provides
:::o
ing the spiraling effects of
One is a reqirmet for.
the rollbacks in her role as $50,000=suetybons topar".
president of the West Vir- ticiate in Medicare and
giniaCouncil of Home Medcaid.
ealth Agencies.
wHome health agencies
Burdette's group is seek- don't have a lot of physical
ing to enlist the help of West assets," Burdette said. "They
I
Virginia's congressional del- provide services, so you'll see
egation. The council is them rent spaces. They don't
attempting to leamn effects of own buildings.
the cuts and invites agencies
See MEALTH on Page 12A
and patients alike to call

8,03

HEALTH

Elimination of the venspuncture service alone translates
into a $4.9 million loss this
year fer the public agencies,
she said.
'Now, with this additional
cut, based on this new reinbursement system, many of
those agencies may go out of
business," Burdeno aid
*This state, I think, has
somne
concerns that other states
don't even havs because we
don't hae" backup system. If
wi don't have home health#
where is the srvi going to be
provided? There is juat not a

1It wasn't the intent of conpress for everyone to hawe to
hvbodactuailly,' ahe said
'twas the Intent that new
ProvidersW ow~vle that bad
problemwit fraud,and abnus
and other issues, would be
required to have bonds.
'When the regulation was
written by Medicare. it included everybody.The other setback, which
*loofpeople aie starting
will have the igreast impat
is in the payment system, sghe
syo.e
yThkat'sIs
"ot working.
pro~bb
Said.
Medicare hasdecided that the whole aim of the problem.
the payment structure for Instead of just saying the govl
home health is wrong, and cement can't afford to meet all
that's probably true, because of your needs, sowe' re going to
it's cost-has ad reimbursed," cut this benefit, they disguised
that cut in terms of provider
Burdette said.
"I bere was not a lot of icen- payment.
Albert 'Mae* Techie, former
tive for providers to keep down
coats as long as they ke pt themn administrator at Deckley Hoepital,
sees a disturbing old
So
down to a certain degree,
now, they're going back and trend manifesting lts*IL
'They're doing tha same
,saying, 'We shouldn't have
reimbursed like that.' And thing to home health care
they're going to a perspective agencies that they did to hospitals 20 yeas ago,' he said.
payment system.."
"They start off and say, 'All
This means payment is
based on the types of patients' right, we're going to docoatbased reimbursement. Every'They're going to pay home body have a good time.' Then
health provider* based an what they turn around and say,
their coats were in 1993 or 'We're going to go to perspec1994" Burdette laid. 'Theyre
not taking into consideration
that the patients' needs have payments, based on a state or
changed, or they're sick, or any national average. the government claimed cheaters would
of those kinds of things.
'That's the one that's start- get hurt and responsible
trelyharm providers at providers would be helped,
if'an pcy handled 1,00
patriots fve years ago for a
combined $20000 it would be
allowed U.,000 for each under
the new system.
'That's an aggregate," she
'said. *Ifit cost you $1.000 for
one patient, mad $5,000 for
Another patient, they'd still pay
you just the 82,000. That's an
Aggregate. They don't pay you
the 81,000 and the 85,000.Ripples are evident within
the public health sector, as
well Witnesis the demise of the
West Virginia Family Home
SHealth Agencies. with 16 units
that opeate such aeds
'They're dislband.Zin
ur e dtte said. 'They're eliminating
that group. One isOeng to try
to make it on their own. They
can't make it under this new
payment system asUnit.'

ate victims that are eilen Victims. that are not voting vie'
tins.' Tieche said.
'These ae minority people
that get home heath. And doa
workers. They don't have abi
lobby like the teachers or the
veterans.'
In 10 states to date, 350
agendas have thrown in the
towel, Durdetti said.
"This Is one of the case
where they have kind of
thrown out the baby with the
bath water' she "ai.
'They recognIsied. home
health was the fastest gr owing
industry in the health care
industry. Well. it should have
been. We were putting people
out of hospitals and we were
pushing thminto the home
environment, which is mere
Coat effective.'
Val Halamandaris, president of the National Assodia.
tien for Home Care, recently
pointed out that 1995 marked
the first time in the nation's
history that more people died
illof(chronic ilness than ascute
"By definition," he said 'this
Maen a greater need for home
care services.'
Echoing this sentiment,
Burdette said many West Virginians face years of chronic
illness with black lung and
heart diseases. Many enrolled
in bone health care are seeing
a decline in services.
"You're going to start seeing
Patintswhoeeda lot oftcare
hvn
iutyfinding home
health agencies that will be
willing to take them at the
beginning of their care," she
said.
Many of the 3.000 eliinuated from home health care in
February wound up in nursing
homes, meaning that Medicaid
is picking up much of the tab.
'Unfortunately, when it
comes to reimb~ursement,
there's a lot of it that makes no
soese" Burdettet said.
Burdette produced a
Medicare statistic showing 93
percent or home health care
providers will get reimbursed
beow casts.
'If you're running a business
and 93 percent of the businesses are getting less than the
coas 'rho's going to be left to
provide the services?" she

The idea was to keep more
efficient providers in the market to absorb the service of less
efficient one".
'So you were efficient and
pnaiz~ed for it,"
g:c tot
itch
sad. Theinefficient
ones get rewarded for that
because they had built-in gaps
there.
"They can back up three or
fou yars. They can ct
enog costs to survive untI
the nest round and figure out
another way to get by. It's a
terrible way to do things. And
they ontinue to do it."
iecho scorned such tactics
as 'anaelection-year bonanza'
when voters are dished out
"IL's is truly the first time I
something that appears *really
believe we're in danger of losbig and really great."
'And then we go privately inga entire service, an entire
and quietly ream people or cre- part of the continuing care.'
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Health Matters

Business of health care Is a human and
humanitarian endeavor
Ink.

W. Pta

Just by looking at the.header of this section-"Siategies-you can tell that this
column ismostly about the business andorganizational aspects of healt care.
This is, after all, the Business Peview. But as we enter the holiday season, Ws
worth retniding ou'tlves how the health care 'business" is not just comunmerve.
So here we acouple of stories. As usual, some names have beenchanged.
Health care professl~eals
JoeDoolittle tells astory of four nurses in the continuing-care deparuien of a
health mainteance organization receiving a bouquet of roses from a 61-year-old
patiet haddied two weeks earber.

-The

But dhecard was addressed to each of diem, signed in die parties own hand aNd
read, Trhank you for all that you di for me."
These uses will sell you that they didn'tdo all that much for her. Well, yes
they hadknown her since her initial diagnosis two yeas prior, andhad been with
her through her surgetry andchemotherapy. Since thepatiem lived alone, they
had mnade
surethere wer rides for her, andpeople tobethere with her.
Astfime passed, they saw aka of her at homneand indWomeof die hoptal.
Deapte thefact that these muses didtthn
I
theyhaddoner
me*h the patien
obviously thought differently; they had donea lot for her. She'd plaed ahead to
ay thank you to peoplewho hadlbecome an linportant put other le,
insa
day'swork. But to the
For these professional. it may have aeDl
pat.ie t was far frm routine It wiss valuable enough to berectiand atthe
end.
Health emi .rgasalzatl..s
Jane isa 47-yew-old grandmother. Becausher daughter ha =

rolm

putty common stmy thesedays.
What makes Jane's stoty even more wrenching is thatshe herself his multile
Each day, staff from avisitingnwm orgavion help Jane getup and inm her
U
IF-5I
wheelchair, take her metdn Atk aeof her catr.i IId
care am based
on anaverage
number of
rules this agency's payments for Jane's

305
wa's reqosre for Janes are and far
-ii~mstow

ew what'. ecessry

TIs agency is going to lose money on Jane and ithadl resigned itself to that fact.
However, when Jane was hospitalized a few mtontha ago she was discharged
from the agency's car. Of course. when Jane was ready ooleave the hospital.
she wantd toreturn home, Under both federal and state ruiea, nothin required
Owe
agency to tak her bac& it did anyway.
Knowingk wait gping to lose money (and probably a lot, tia agm= promised
dat allow Jam eo mo
: ivinaabome
crn o
bar grandchild. Absent those services. Janeliey would have spent the rest of
herWe
a ursnghome, and her grandchild would have spewt the res of his
you in foar cam.
so mum.nve
doeWvc
V

A slhbor
Pat was in her late 20s when she died of cancer. After liS onth oftrying just
about everything. her physicians finally told her there wss nothing left they could
do, and she went homne.
Her las few weeksawere just what you would expect painful foir her and her
family. Pat lived in a rural community with no hospice. Sheha gotten
extioamofnary hospital car during her illness (despite being uninsured). but
during her last few weeks. the organizational supports pretty much disappeared.
Mary was a nurse who lived down the road. She knew Pat,but really only
enougha to say hello when they passed on the road. When Patwent hom for the
last amn.Maria simply arrived. having heard about Pat's pligliL
During &moelast weeks, Mazy went to see Pat every morning before she went to
workr, every afternoon after she returned, and every night before bed. She often
left work during her lunch hour to drop by.
Mary was the one who gave Pat her pan medication who called the doctor when
itwas tune-eo inraetedsgadwho remained a steady presence during
those last weeks. She never asked for anything.
After Pat's death. her family offered to pay Mary. but she shrugged it off. *Yes.
ifs my profession. but rm a neighbor." she said. 'My profession simply enables
me to do things that I ouldnt otherwise.*
Every day, thousands of professionals. family members friends. neighbors.
volunteers and just folks share in the joys of a heathy newborn and the relief of a
recovery frn illness or injury. Every day, these sanx folks struggle with the
issues that arise in die moss intimate, vulnerable and painful moments of our
lives.
At Oneend of the yew. it's worth remembering diem and reminding ourselves that
every day. they do it with skill. energy. generosity and grace.
So in this month's column, we'll ignr business snagy shieeconomics of
healtinurance, government rejulaa ol d whatever gie aet aggravation is,
Instead. we'll salted and thank A of those folks and remaund ourselves that the
real core of the health cae enterprise is bodh hutman and humm'witan.
Rodat is presideneofSignalhealth, a Delmar firm that specializes in health cmr
wtatges and analysis Hecanb reached at 439-5743, or by e-nasl at
jwrosgnalhealth.com
W LWee
i
aA2Mha, Ii

Ij lzsalsa

I Zin..aof.ba9W-
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ISSUES THAT LIMIT ACCESS FOR BENEFICIARIES
Prior to the passage of the BBA. 13 counties in Texas had no Medicare home health agency
parent or branch office located there. As of April 1999, 40 counties had no Medicare home
health agency part or branch office, and another 40 counties have only one parent or branch
office left. These counties are located primarily in North and West Texas. Two of the counties
with no parent or branch office are more than 4,500 square miles in size and share a border with
a county that also does not have a parent or brghch office.
In response to reduced reimbursement under the BBA, rural agencies who used to provide
therapy services to homebound patients no longer do so. In many rural counties there is no other
source of therapy.
A small hospital-based agency in Ochiltree County. the sole agency in the county, is surrounded
by counties with nd other Medicare home health agency parents or branches. Due to staff
cutbacks, the agency does not have the nursing staff to accept patients who require daily skilled
nursing or who live more than 60 miles from the agency office. There are no other agencies
these patients can turn to for services.
A patient who is hospitalized in El Paso !'ut needs home care upon discharge to Van Horn, Texas
(Culberson County) is unable to find a Medicare-certified agency located close enough to serve
him. There had been one Medicare-certified branch office in Culberson County at one time. But
it has closed, and the county is more than 3,800 square miles in size.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL N. VAN DE WATER
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to represent the Congressional. Budget Office (CBO) at this hearing on the fee-for-service portion of the
Medicare program. After many years of rapid increases, the growth of Medicare
spending has slowed sharply in the past two years. My statement discusses the reasons for that slowdown and presents OBO's assessment of future trends. I will make
three main points:
" The greater-than-expected slowdown in the growth of Medicare spending stems
mainly from successful efforts to combat fr-aud and from delays in payments to
health care providers.
" With one exception, CBO's estimates of the effects of the Medicare provisions
of the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 still appear reasonable. CBO did not
anticipate how home health agencies would implement the -interim payment
system for home health services, however, and may therefore have underestimated its savings.
* The factors that are holding down the growth of Medicare spending will be
played out in the next few years, and more rapid growth will then resume.
TRENDS IN MEDICARE SPENDING

Between 1980 and 1997, Medicare spending increased at an average rate of 11
percent a year and expanded from 5 percent to 12 percent of the federal budget.
Total outlays for Medicare rose by only 1.5 percent in 1998, however, and may dedline in 1999. Part of that slowdown was anticipated; the Balanced Budget Act lowered the projected growth of Medicare spending by an estimated 4 percentage points
in 1998. The BBA reduced payment rates for many services and restrained the update factors for payments through 2002. Both fee-for-service- providers and
Medicare.Choice plans are experiencing lower increases in payments as a result.
But the actual rate of spending growth is considerably slower than the BBA provisions alone were expected to produce. Other factors appear to have contributed to
the sudden flattening of Medicare expenditures, including greater compliance with
Medicare payment rules and a longer time for processing claims.
Widely publicized efforts to clamp down on fraud and abuse in the program have
resulted in greater compliance by providers with Medicare's payment rules. Those
efforts include more rigorous screening of claims by Medicare contractors and tougher enforcement of Medicare laws by the Departments of Justice and Health and
Human Services. Through investigations and lawsuits, those agencies have pursued
a wide range of providers-including hospitals, teaching physicians, home health
agencies, clinical laboratories, and providers of durable medical equipment-as well
as Medicare contractors themselves. Although the total reduction in spending
growth attributable to the improved compliance cannot be quantified, OBO estimates that one response alone to recent enforcement efflorts-less aggressive billing
by hospitals--lowered growth in Medicare spending by 0.75 percentage points in
1998.
The average time for processing Medicare claims rose dramatically in 1998. Expanded compliance activities, combined with major efforts to prepare computer systems for 2000, contributed to longer payment lags, which can have a substantial effect on Medicare outlays. An increase of one week, for example, in the average time
for processing claims reduces Medicare outlays for the fiscal year by 2.3 percent.
But that reduction is only temporary because the delay merely moves outlays into
the next fiscal year. CBO expects that improved compliance with payment rules and
longer
claims-processing times will have little or no effect on the rate of growth of Medicare spending in the longer run. Our projections assume that payment lags will
begin to return to more typical levels late in 2000, with a catch-up in spending and
a resumption of normal spending growth in 2001 and 2002 (see Table 1). Most of
the projected increase over the next few years reflects rising expenditures per enrollee. The leading edge of the postwar baby boom will not reach age 65 until after
2010.
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TABLE I1. MEDICARE OUTLAYS (By selected fiscal year)
1990

1998

1999

2004

2009

107
b

210

J*

212
1*

298
--

443
I

TOtW

107

211

213

300

444

Premiums

a

_2n

_1u

jA

--.

Mandatoy Outlays Net of Pranhums

96

190

192

266

391

-A

-.A

269

396

In BWiios of Dollar
Gros Mandatory Outlays
Benefits
Mandatory mdmnnisraton and grants

Discretionary Outlays for Administration
AflMedicare Ou~1s Net of Premiums

__
98

_-I

3..

193

195

Avenge Annual Growth Rate from Previous Year Shown (Percent)
Gross Mandatory Outlays

8.8

Premiums

7.5

MandatoyOutlays Net of Premiums

7.1

8.2

3.4

9.7

9.3

9.0

0.8

6.7

8.0

Disocretionary Outlays for Adm inistration

1.5

7.4

4.7

4.0

All Medicare Outlays Net of Premium

8.8

0.9

6.7

8.0

-1.1

SOURCE: Covpsatomal Budoe Office.
a. Muiory owlay for miaisrgonasuppe pea review orguizaons certain ocui~icis agait 6=Wiaid awe, aOd
po~ to Stu" for premium USiWaic.
b. Less dbm $S00 million.

Projections of Spending and Enrollment in Medicare+Choice
Payments for MedicaresChoice plans in OBO's baseline soar from $37 billion in
1999 to $141 billion in 2009 as enrollment in those plans continues to expand. The

spending increase also reflects the expected growth in expenditures per enrollee.
CBO projects that risk-based plans will account for 16 percent of Medicare enrollees
in 1999, 22 percent in 2004, and 31 percent in 2009, assuming that the second
phase of risk adjustment is implemented on a budget-neutral basis.Projections of Spending and Enrollment in the Medicare Fee-for-Service Program
OBO projects that spending in Medicare's fee-for-service program will increase
from $175 billion in 1999 to $302 billion in 2009 (see Table 2). That growth will
occur despite shrinkage in fee-for-service enrollment, which will decline by 1.5 mnillion over the next decade, and cuts in the growth of payment rates for many services.

Spending growth for different services will vary considerably over the same period. The extent of the recent slowdown in spending has also varied by type of service, although spending for all services has been affected by the 1.9 percent drop in
fee-for-service enrollment that occurred in 1998 and the further 0.8 percent decline
expected in 1999.

59-592 99 -11
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TABLE 2. OMtAYS FOR RbEICARE BIEMIS BY SECToR (By fisca yew)
Soclor
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NMedicue4Oaoe
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Fee-fir-Service
SAW Adawga%Mde
Hmbe"J
Ho~lce
Hosp~iupmc
Pbyac'rce

13
1s
2
1732

13
Is
2
86
32
16

13
17
2
91
33
17

14
16
2
95
34
18

14
17
3

XZ

_Z

_H

_U

X

178

175

136

194

205

-N
217

253

277

2001 2002

2003

2004

60

70

is
16
1t
203
3
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36
37
21
23

2005

2006

2007

2006 2009
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U

08

124
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17
21
3
112
38
25

13
23
3
117
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26
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3
123
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33

X~
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-a
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AL
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4.7
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4.6
4.5
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3.4
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6.0
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Postacute Care Services. Growth in payments for skilled nursing facility (SNF)
and home health services--the fastest-growing areas of fee-for-service spending in
Medicare during the decade preceding passage of the Balanced Budget Act-slowed
significantly in 1998. The most dramatic change was in spending for home health
care, which actually fell by 14.9 percent in 1998. SNF expenditures, by contrast,
continued to rise but at less than half the rate of growth in 1997C8.9 percent compared with 21.1 percent. The slowdown in spending reflects the implementation of
new prospective payment systems and increases in the time for processing claims.
The transition to prospective payment systems is expected to hold down the average annual rate of growth in these categories of spending through 2001. Spending
is then projected to increase through 2009 at an average annual rate of 6.2 percent
for SNF services and 7.5 percent for home health services.
Inpatient Hospital Services. Medicare payments for inpatient hospital services fell
2.5 percent in 1998, to $87 billion. The factors contributing to that drp include a
decline in the volume of services provided (reflecting the drop in fee-for-service enrollment) and several provisions in the BBA that froze payment rates for most operating costs, reduced capital-related payment rates by 17.8 percent, and cut subsidies
for medical education. In addition, the case-mix index-a measure of the relative
costliness of the cases treated in hospitals paid under the prospective payment system-fell 0.5 percent in 1998. Much of that unprecedented drop in the index is probably attributable to widespread adoption by hospitals of less aggressive billing practices following antifraud initiatives that focused on those practices.
For most hospitals, the BBA limits cumulative increases in payment rates for operating costs to about 6 percentage points below inflation over the 1999-2002 period.
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OBO projects that the limit on rate increases, in combination with declining fee-forservice enrollment, will result in a 1.5 percent drop in payments for hospital inpatient services in 1999. Those payments are projected to begin rising in 20, with
annual growth rates average 4.5 percent f-rm 2000 through 2009.
Ph Biw.' Services. Medlicare payments for physicians' services rose 3.0 percent
at 198, to $32 billion. Payments are projected to remain flat in 1999 and to grow
aanaverage annual rate of 2.8 percent over the next decade, reaching $43 billon
in 2009. That growth rate is a result of payment formulas enacted in the BBA that
tie the growth of per-enrollee expenditures for physicians' services to the growth of
gross domestic product per capita. Those formulas generate annual rate changes
that oscillate widely around a smooth trend. OBO projects stable growth rates, however, because the timin of those oscilationis is impossible to predict.
OutpatientServices. garments to outpatient facilities-such as hospital outpatient
facilities, and rural health clinics-fell by 5.5 percent in 1998
and department,is~
are projected to decline another 6.6 percent in 1999. Those reductions result
largely from lower payment rates accompanying the transition to a prospective payment system for hospital outpatient services. Outpatient payments are projected to
rebound in 2000 and grow at annual rates of 7 percent or more for the rest of the
decade.
Spending for outpatient therapy services and other outpatient ancillary services-including pharmaceuticals, durable medical equipment, and chiropractic care-rose
only 0.7 percent in 1998 as a result of reductions in payment rates and a cap on
payments for therapy services performed outside hospitals. Projected payments for
nonphysician professional services and outpatient ancillary services will grow only
slightly in 1999 before taking off again in 2000. Annual spending growth is expected
to average 11.3 percent from 1999 through 2009.
EFFECTS OF THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT

In January 1997, CBO projected that net mandatory outlays for Medicare would
grow from $189 billion in 1997 to $288 billion in 2002. That January 1997 baseline
was the basis for OBO's estimate of the savings from the BBA. CBO estimated that
the BBA would reduce net mandatory spending for Medicare by $6 billion in 1998,
$41 billion in 2002, and $112 billion over the 1998-2002 period. As a result, in its
August 1997 analysis of the BBA, CBO projected that net mandatory outlays for
Medicare would grow, to $247 billion in 2002, rather than the $288 billion projected
the previous January (see Table 3).
OBOas current baseline, prepared in March 1999, projects that net mandatory
Medicare spending will grow from $192 billion in 1999 to $227 billion in 2002. Those
figures are $18 billion and $20 billion, respectively, below the levels projected in August 1997.
TABLE 3.

COMPARISON OF AUGUST 3997 AND MARCH 1999 PROJECTIONS OF NET
MANDATORY OUTLAYS FOR MEDICARE (By fiscal yew, in billions of dollrs)
1997

1998

January 1997 Projection

189

206

Minus Effects of Balanced Budget Act

_Q

-6

August 1997 Project=o

389

March 1999 Projwcion
Marai 1999 Projection Minus August 1997 Projection

1999

2000

2001

2002

250

261

28

-29

-2

200

226
-1_I6
210

220

241

247

187

190

192

206

219

227

-1

-9

-18

-15

-22

-20

-41

SOURCE_ Compinna Budget Offtc.
NOTE: Nwsbcn may

no add up to tas becam of roidimg.

Why the Projections Have Changed
Each year CBO updates its budget projections to account for legislative changes,
updated economic assumptions, and other new information. Since the enactment of
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only noticeable legislative effect on Medicare spending has been the
=modfcton of home health payment rates included in last year's omnibus appropriation bill (Public Law 105-277). CBO estimated that legislation will increase
Medicare outlays by $2 billion in 2000 and reduce them by $1 billion in 2001. OBO's
current projections of inflation rates are slightly lower
*hn
they were in January
1997. Those lower inflation rates account for about $3 billion of the annual differences between the August 1997 and March 1999 projections.
Most of the difference between the two sets of projections is attributable to new
information-most notably the unanticipated slowing of spending growth in 1997
and 1998 resulting from unproved compliance with Medicare payment rules. In essence, the 1997 projections were too high because CBO did not anticipate the full
effects of Operation Restore Trust--Medicare's program to combat fraud. CBO also
did not foresee the increasing lag in 1998 and 1999 between when services are furnished and when payment is made and implementation of adjustments to payments
to Medicare+Choice plans on the basis of risk in a manner that will reduce spendinOhas not revised its estimates of the effect of the BBA on Medicare spending.
With one possible exception, CBO believes that its estimates of the Balanced Budget
Act were reasonable.
Spending for Home Health Services
The one policy for which OBO may have significantly underestimated savings is
the interim payment system for home health agencies. OBO's current projection of
outlays for home health services is much lower than projected in August 1997.
Theqe lower projections are largely attributable to new information about the effects
of Operation Restore Trust and other antifraud initiatives and to increases in the
lag between when services are furnished and when payment is made; they do not
fuly incorprate our revised assessment of the effects of the interim payment system.
Lower payments for home health services also explain most of the shortfall in
Medicare spending so far this year. Some of the drop in home health spending stems
from longer payment lags resulting from a new method of processing claims known
as sequential billing, in which a claim is paid only if all prior claims have been processed. Medicare will suspend that billing process in July, which should increase
spending during the last quarter of the fiscal year. In addition, the use of home
health services seems to have dropped substantially, probably as a result of both
antifraud activities and an unexpectedly cautious response by home health agencies
to the per-beneficiary limit under the interim payment system. That limit aplies
to aggregate payments: payments for individual' beneficiaries may exceed the liut
as long as the average payment for all beneficiaries served by an agency does not
exceed the per-beneficiary limit. Some agencies, however, apparently believe that
the limit applies to each beneficiary and are cutting off services to patients who
have reached the per-beneficiary limit. Thus, the average payment per beneficiary
is well below the allowable amount.
CONCLUSION

CBO is currently updating its projections of Medicare spending and will release
them on July 1, as called for in the budget resolution. Because the rate of Medicare
spending through May of this yar has been lower than CBO estimated in March
(and about 22 percent below the rate for the first eight months of last year), the
July projections of Medicare spending in 1999 and 2000 will probably be several billin dollars lower than the March estimates.
Medicare will replace the interim payment system for home health services with
a prospective payment system in 2001. Because that system will remove much of
the uncertainty about payments that has contributed to the current apparent drop
in utilization, spending for home health services could rebound in 2001 and subsequent yer.TeeoeCB dosntnwatcptsinfcnlreiigisreiaesedn
oa
200.COepcsta
yond
averageraeo7pecnto8pretayaintedcdafe20.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL R. WILENSKY, PH.D.
(MARCH 17, 19991

Good morning Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, and members of the Committee. I am Gai
ilensky, Chair of the Medicare Paymenit Advisory Commission
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(MedPAC, or the Commisso) I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss the
provisions of the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 that affect the Medicare progrmand how they are being implemented. My testimony will draw heavily on
MedPAC's Report to the Congress on Medicare Payment Plcwhich was released
March 1.
Broadly speaking, the Commission's recommendations address four topics: adequacy of payment updates, equity of payments, technical and regulatory components
of new payment mechanisms, and other payment-related issues concerning coverage
and beneficiary cost sharing.
For certain services whose payment updates are set in law by the BBA-such as
those provided by Medicare+Choice plans, inpatient hospitals under the prospective
payment system (PPS), and physicians-MedPAC's recommendations address
whether the statutory updates are appropriate. In general, the Commission finds
the updates to be appropriate and does not recommend changes to the law. In the
case of payment for physicians' services, however, the Commission has developed
several recommendations.
For example, the sustainable growth rate mechanism should account for changes
in medical technology and changes in the characteristics of beneficiaries enrolled in
traditional Medicare, such as their distribution across age groups.
MePCs recommendations also address the issue of pamnt equity. The Commission supports the introduction of a new risk a 'usment system for the
Medicare.Choice program to make payments that better reflect enrollees' health
status. We also recommend changing payment methods for hospital outpatient and
Physicians' services to account for cost differences that reflect diferences in patients'
For services that the BBA directed to be paid under new payment systems,
MedPAC addresses recommendations to the Secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services (the Secretary) and to the Congress, as appropriate. We recommend technical changes in regulations that would make payments more equitable
within provider groups and more consistent across types of providers. For example,
the Commission supports the Secretary's efforts to develop a case-mix adjustment
system for skilled nursing facilities that would better account for use of services
other than rehabilitation terapy. The Commission also supports developing a common unit of payment-a facility discharge where possible-across providers of postacute care.
With respect to other issues, MedPAC's key recommendations concern services
For the
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T11E BALANCED BUDGET ACT OF 1M9 AND TH1E MEDICARE PROGRAM

The Balanced Budget Act made wide-reaching changes to the Medicare program.
It established the Medicare+Choice program, which allows new types of private
health plans to offer options for Medicare beneficiaries, and changed how Medicare
pays private health plans to slow the rate of growth of spending and make nv
ments more equitable among providers and across geographic areas. In the tr'afi
tional Medicare program, the BBA changed payment updates and methods for services provided by acute cart hospitals and physicians. it also directed the Secretary
to establish new prospective payment systems fr skilled nursing facilities, home
health agencies, rehabilitation hospitals, and hospital outpatient departments.
MedPAC is monitoring the implementation of B BA policies closely and evaluating
them on the principle that Medicare's payment policies should ensure beneficiaries
have access to necessary medical care in an appropriate setting. At the same time,
the program should not spend more than is required to achieve that goal. This principle impglies that payment rates must be consistent with the costs of efficiently providing te necessary level of care, while not interfering with clinical decisions as to
the amount of care or the setting in which it is provided.
CREATION OF THE MEDICARE+CHOICE PROGRAM

The BBA abolished the so-called section 1876 risk contracting program, which had
allowed Medicare beneficiaries to enroll in health maintenance organizations
(H{MOs). In its place, the Act established a new program called Medicare+Choice,
which permits many new types of private health p lans to participate in Medicare,
including preferred provider organizations (PPOs), HMOs with a point-of-service option, provider-sponsored organizations (PSOs), private fee-for-service plans, and
high-deductible plans offered in conjunction with a medical savings account.
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The BBA also change how private health plans are paid. Under the old risk contracting program, Me car set payments for managed care enrollees in each county
at 95 percent of what the program would have paid had those enrollees remained
in the traditional fee-for-service program. The BBA broke the direct link between
the level of county fee-for-servc spending and Medicare managed care payments.
Under the new system, Medicare+Choice plans are paid the higher of a floor rate,
a 2 percent increase from the prior year's rate, or a blend of loa and national payment rates (but only if a so-called budget neutrality condition is met). The BBA also
directed the Secretary to implement a new system of risk adjustment based on the
health status of plans' enrollees, effective for payments in 2000.
One of the major objectives of the BBA was to make a wider variety of private
health care coverage options available to Medicare beneficiaries by expanding the
types of private health plans eligible to participte in Medicare. However, changes
in how payment rates are determined, the establishment of new regulations to implement thle program, and concurrent trends in the health insurance environment
resulted in few new available options and, in fact, a sizable portion of former risk
plans declined to participate in Medicare+Choice.
It is too soon to tell whether the recent departures from Medicare stem from systematic problems with the level or distribution of payment. Accordingly, the Congress should not modify payment rates at this time. MedPAC will continue to monitor this situation during the next year. In the meantime, the Health Care Financing Administration (HO FA) should continue to work with the relevant parties to
identify changes in regulations or other policies that would reduce the burden of
compliance without compromising the objectives of the program. Two specific
changes recommended by Med PAC include postponing the date by which
Medicare+Choice organizations must file their remium and benefit proposals nnd
allowing organizations to vary their benefit pac ages by county within their service
areas.
The Commission supports the Secretary's plan to phase in, beginning in 2000, an
interim risk adjustment mechanism for Medicare+Choice payments. In this mechanism, differences in expctd costliness among enrollees will e ase on health sta his, as measured by diagnoses from hospital stays in the previous year, pror entitlement to Medicare benefits based on disability, and eligibility for ediaid benefits
during the previous year. As quickly as feasible, however, the risk adjustment mechanism should be reined to inco rate diagnosis data from all sites of care. These
changes should improve the corrlaion between payments to Medicare+Choice organizations and the expected service use of their enrollees.
PROVISIONS AFFECTING PAYMENTS TO HOSPITALS

For inpatient services provided in acute care hospitals under the PPS, no update
was made to payments in fiscal 1998, and the BBA limited updates for 1999
through 2002 to the growth in the hospital market basket less a specified factor.
For rehabilitation, long-term, and psychiatric hospitals-whose payments had been
made on the basis of costs subject to facility-specific limis-the B BA institute new
national cost limits and established more stringent limits for new facilities.
Hospitals covered by the acute care prospective payment system. Based on our ongonwebeieve
analysis
of the factors
thatfordetermine
changesin
opiacss
the operating
update
fiscal yearyear-to-year
2000 that was
eatdin
the BBA1.8 percentage points less than the increase in HCFA's hospital operating market
basket index-will provide reasonable payment rates. If the current market basket
forecast holds, the update would be 0.7 percent.
MedPAC's analysis shows that hospitals have responded to a more competitive
market by improving their productivity and shifting services to other sites of care.
These two responses have resulted in a substantially lower rate of in atient cost
growth and sharply higher Medicare inpatient margins. Although bo& Medicare
and the industry benefit frm productivity improvements, the site-of-care substitution has increased Medicare's payments. When post-acute care replaces the latter
days of inpatient stays, Medicare picks up an additional payment obligation while
its per-case payment for hospital care is unchanged.
MedPAC believes that a downward adjustment to payments is warranted to account for site-of-care substitution. Part of this adjustment was reflected in the update recommendation we made last year for fiscal 1999, and in our predecessor commission's recommendation for fiscal 1998. But we currently believe that an additional adjustment of between 3 and 6 percentage points should be made. To avoid
too great a single-year impact, the adjustment should be spread over three years.
At the same time, however, several factors point toward the need for caution in
specifying future updates. First, the expanded transfer policy included in the BBA
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should be considered part of Medicare's response to site-of-care substitution, and its
effects are not yet known. Second, evidence is emerging that the decade-long trend
awards higher-weIghted diagnosis-related groups, which automatiasshifin PSpayments,
callyofincreases
is subsiding. Third, we question wI ether the unusually low rate of hospital cost inflation in recent years can be sustained without adverse effects on quality of care. The year 2000 computer problem will also put upward pressure on hospital costs. And finally, several provisions of the I3BA will reduce Medicare's payments for other hospital services, and the overall impact of the
BBA on hospitals is not yet evident.
The BBA also phased in a 5 percent reduction in Medicare's extra payments to
hospitals that care for a. disproportionate share of Iow-icome patients, increasing
the importance of allocating these payet appropriately. Currently, disproportionate share payments are made through a conex formula that determines a percentte
eti
t oain ie
age add-on to each hospital's PPS payments bsdo
characteristics, and a measure of care to low-income people. The measure of care
to low-income people, however, excludes uncompensate d care and local indigent care
programs, which represent a large share of the burden faced by many hospitals that
treat low-income patients. Moreover, under the current formula, rural and small
urban hospitals that treat a disproportionate share of low-income patients receive
a much smaller adjustment (if any) than large urban hospitals with the same share.
Our technical recommendations are intended to eliminate these flaws.
Facilities exempt from the acute care prospective payment system. Certain types of
hospitals and distinct units of hospitals are exempt from the acute care PPS. These
so-called PPS-exempt facilities are a diverse group that share a common Medicare
payment method established by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responlsibility Act of
1982. They include rehabilitation, long-term, psychiatric, children's, and cancer hosrehabilitation and psychiatric units in acute care hospitals. Each of these
pitals,
facilitiesand
is paid an amount based on its own costs in the payment year relative to
a per-case target that depends on its costs in a base year, updated to the payment
year.
MedPAC's analysis of the factors that determine year-to-year cost increases for
PPS-exempt facilities indicates that the update factor applied to the per-case targets
in fiscal year 2000 should be increased by 0.4 percentage point more than in the
formula prescribed in the BBA. The BBA also established a category-specifc cap on
the per-case targets for rehabilitation and psychiatric facilities and long-term hospitals but did not provide that these nationwide caps be adjusted for differences in
input prices across areas. We recommend correcting that technical oversight.
TeBB required that Medicare implement a new payment system for rehabilitation facilities and that the Secretary develop a proposal for long-term hospitals. It
did not mention psychiatric facilities, however. MedPAC encourages additional research in case-mix classification for payments to psychiatric facilities, with an eye
toward developing a PPS for them in the future.
PROVISIONS AFFECTING PAYMENTS TO PHYSICIANS

The BBA mandated a number bf changes in the Medicare Fee Schedule for physicians. To update -ayment rates for physicians' services, a sustainable growth rate
system was established to replace volume perfrmance standards. To make the fee
schedule fully resource based, HCFA recently began to phase in a new methodology
for the practice expense component (which it intends to refine as it is used) and is
develo in revisions to the professional liability component.
MedVA recommends several modifications to the sustainable growth rate system
(SGR). These include revising the SGR to include measures of changes in demographic and other characteristics of Medicare fee-for-service enrollees, to reflect cost
increases due to desirable improvements in medical capabilities and scientific technology, and to correct for inaccuracies in estimates used in SGR system calculations.
We also call for a reduction in time lags between the periods on which the various
components of the SGR are based and the earlier availability of estimated updates
for each upcoming year.
With respect toHPCFA's implementation of resource-based practice expense payments, MedPAC agrees that, for sonme services, it is appropriate to pay a lower practice expense amount when physicians perform the service in facilities other than
their offices. MedPAC recommends, however, that a service-by-service approach be
used to decide which services are subject to this site-of-service differential, rather
than applying the same decision to entire groups of services. Services generally recas inappropriate to perform in a physician's office should be paid at the
ognzed
lwr facility practice expense level. In refining practice expense payments, participants with a wide variety of relevant expertise should be included in the process.
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To make the professional liability component of the fee schedule resource based,
payments should reflect the risk of a professional liability claim in providing each
service.
ESTABLISHING, NEW PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEMS IN THE FEE-FOR-SERVICE
PROGRAM

The BBA established new prospective payment systems for post-acute care providers-skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, and rehabilitation hospitals-and for services provided in hospital outpatient departments. Payments to these
providers had previously been made on the basis of facilities' costs-and also
charges in the case of hospital outpatient departments-subject to certain limits.
Under the new prospective payment systems, fied predetermined payments will be
made for a speified set of services.
For skilled nursing facilities, a three-year phase-in of the PPS began in July 1998.
Implementation of the PPS for home health agencies, originally scheduled for October 1999, was delayed for one year by the Omnibus Consolidated Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1998. The PPS for rehabilitation hospitals is scheduled to be implemented in October 2000. The prospective payment systems for hospital outpatient departments was originally scheduled to be implemented in Januar 1999 but has been delayed.
ThEe new prospective payment systems will reduce uncertainty for both providers
and policymakers and w ill encourage providers to deliver care efficiently. Prospective payments will also allow policymakers to compare rates across settings more
directly, which will make it easier to set payment rates that vary according to the
services provided and not simply their location. Policymnakers will need to monitor
the quality of and access to care to ensure that providers do not react to the new
systems by stinting on care, rather than improving efficiency.
Developing new payment systems for post-acute care providers. The BBA mandated

substantial changes in Medicare payment policy for providers of post-acute care. To

payment policies across post-acute care settings,
of consistent
development that
*uidethe recommends
common data elements be collected to help identify and
MdPAC
quantify the overlap of patients treated and services provided. Further, it is important to put in place quality monitoring systems in each setting to ensure that adequate care is provided in the appropriate site. We also support research and demonstrations to assess the potential alternative classification systems for use across
settings to make payments for like services more comparable.

The Commission has several recommendations intended to improve the PPS for
skilled nursing facilities. More work is needed to refine the classification system
used in the PPS for skilled nursing facilities, particularly in its ability to predict
the costs of nontherapy ancillary services. Alternative ways of grouping rehabilitation services provided in SNFs may also be called for to reduce reliance on measure-

ments of rehabilitation time. A method for updating the relative weights that determine how much facilities are paid for each type of patient is crucial as the system
and the types of services provided change over time. In general, as better data become available with the new system, distortions in the base payment rates due to
imperfections in the initial data and measures used should be detected and corrected. To avoid future problems, facilities must be accountable for accurately assessing patients ned nd reporting the data used to determine payment for each
case. Finally, payments should be al-use for geographic differences in labor prices
using wage data from SNFs, rather than hospitals, to make them more equitable
among providers.
The B BA put in place an interim payment system (IPS) to govern payments to
home health agencies until a prospective payment system was developed. The IPS
was the subject of a great deal of controversy in the year following its enactment.
This controversy stemmed, in part, from the use of payment policy as a vehicle for

curbing the rapidly rising cost of a benefit that was poorly defined. Although the
debate appears to have subsided, at least temporarily, with recent changes to the
IPS, MedPAC believes that more fundamental changes are necessary even as a new
payment system is being developed. We urge the Congress, in consultation with the
Secretary, to enact clearer eligibility and coverage guidelines for Medicare home
health services. To better understand the content of home health visits, agencies'
bills should describe the specific services provided. Moreover, we recommend that
an independent assessment of need be conducted for Medicare beneficiaries who receive extensive home health care to ensure that care is appropriately coordinated
and suits the needs of the patient. Finally, modest beneficiary cost sharing should
be introduced for home heat services; copayments should be subject to an annual
limit, and low-income beneficiaries should be exempt from this requirement.
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.As systems for rehabilitation facilities are developed, a number of crucial decisions must be made. Among them is the unit of pa .ent. MedPAC recommends that
a per-discharge mecha-nism be adopted for rehabiltation services. A system currently exists that ith some modifications could serve as a basis for such an app roach. We also recommend that in choosing a patient classification methodology
for a long-term hospital PPS, H(aFA consider not only per diem but also existing
and potential per-discharge approaches.
fo
ii? payment for aervwes provided in ambulatory care facilities. Spending
forItlase
a
amulatory care services has grwn su stantially sinca the earl1
19809, in part because a combination of financial incentives and technological affvances encouraged shifting of services that once were provided exclusively in the inpatient setting to hospital outpatient departments (OPIs), ambulatory surgical centers (ABCs), and physicians' offices. Medicare pays for many of these services differently according to where they are provided.
As required by the BBA, the Secretary has proposed a new payment system for
hospital outpatient services. MedPAC: recommend these changes be closely monitored to ensure that beneficiary access to appropriate care is not compromised in
the face of substantial reductions in payments to hospital OPDs. In addition, payments should reflect the higher costs of treating certain types of patients. In the
myb e
absece o adquate patient-level indicators, facility-leve alutet
quired for the time being. We are also concerned that loosening guidelines for determining whether a procedure is eligible for coverage in an ASC may lead to inappropriate changes in the pattern of service provision across ambulatory settings.
Although the BBA provided for a gradual reduction in the amount of beneficiary
insurance for services provided in hosital outpatient departments, it will be years
before that amount is reduced to a level comparable with that for similar Medicarecovered services furnished in ABCs or physicians' offices. MedPAC recommends accelerating the reduction in the outpatient coinsurance, to be founded by increased
prora spending rather than by further reductions in hospital payments.
The Commission makes several recommendations that apply to payment for ambulatory care in general. Consistent with the way that Medicare p ays. for physicians'
services, the unit of payment should be the individual servce-that-is, the primary
service and the ancillary supplies and services intogral to it-rather than a larger
bundle of services. Accordingly, the relative cost of the individual service should determine payment, rather than costs for groups of services taken together. When payment rates are set, the pattern of services and costs across ambulatory settings
should be taken into account. Moreover, a single u;-)date mechanism that links updates to spending growth across all ambulatory care settings should be applied to
the payment rates reach type of provider.
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF DIALYSIS SERVICES

The BBA required the Secretary to develop and implement methods to measure
and report the quality of dialysis services. MedPAC is studying the quality of care
with renal failure and will comment on this to p*i in its
to beneficiaries
provded
June
Report
to the Cogrss. In March, the Commission recommended updating the
composite rate for outpatient dialysis services. The dialysis industry has been profitable, and firms continue to enter the market despite the lack of a significant update
in the composite rate since it was established in 1983. The Commission's analysis
indicates, however, that costs have been approaching payments in recent years. We
are concerned that further increases in dialysis costs relative to the payment rate
may cause quality to deteriorate.
CONCLUSION

In just over a decade, the first members of the baby-boom generation will become
eligible fr Medicare, and policymnakers have apporaeyfcsdigfcnttetion on how to address Medicare's future fiscal pressures. But Medicare also faces
challenges in the short run as HCFA continues to implement the BBA, developments unfold in the market for health care, and new technologies and treatments
emerge.
These short-run chalenges are inevitable because Medicare is an extraordinarily
large and complex progrm The program has almost 40 million beneficiaries, and
it makes payments to hundreds of thousands of providers who deliver tens of thousands of diferent kinds of health care services and supplies. Medicare's payment
plcies both influence and are influenced by the larger health system and market
or health services in which the program operates. Therefore, Medicare's payment
policies must continue evolving to ensure that beneficiaries have access to high
quality, medically necessary care across the country.

.
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To assist the Cowges and HCFA in meeting this objective, MedPAC will continue to monitor Medicare beneficiaries' access to health care and will examine what
can be done to improve quality in both Medicare+Choice and in the traditional feefor-service program. The Commission will track developments as the
Medicare+C hoice program matures and will look at the availabilit of plans, the impact of risk adjustment, an ohr pyent polcies. MedPAC continuee to snalyefee-for-service pa ent policies in a brod context that takes into account the
publications of providin health care services in an increasing variety of-settings.
Thswork will look at what constitutes an appropriate unit Of payment and how
payments are currently updated using different methods. Finally, the Commission
will continue to study the delivery of services in the broader health care market to
determine whether strategies that have evolved in private markets can be used to
improve Medicare policy.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FROM CHAIRMAN ROTH FOR GAIL

WILENSKYV:

1. [regarding McdPAC'u recommendation on outpatient cost-sharingl
In MedPAC's March 1999 Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy, the Commission
did not make a specific recommendation with respect to the time frame that would be appropriate
for reducing beneficiaries' coinsurance for outpatient services.
Under the provisions of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, prospective rates will be set for
services provided in hospital outpatient departments. For each rate, beneficiaries' and
Medicare's payment shares will be calculated as a flat dollar amount. For services where
beneficiaries' share is greater than 20 percent of the rate, the beneficiary coinsurance amount will
be held constant as a dollar amount. As rates are updated each year, all of the increase in
payments will be program spending, because the beneficiary coinsurance amount is held
constant. This process will continue until the beneficiary coinsurance for a service equals 20
percent of the payment rate for that service. At that point, the coinsurance dollar amount will be
unfrozen, and will inease concomitantly with payment rates.
The appropriate time frame for the reduction in beneficiary coinsurance depends entirely on how
much additional money policymakers determine the Medicare program can afford to spend. If
the beneficiary coinsurance were set at 20 percent of the total payment to hospitals upon

implementation of the prospective payment system, program payments for outpatient services
would have to increase by about three-fifths (from 50 percent of spending to 80 percent of the
rate for those service), or almost S6 billion per year.
Z.[regarding MedPAC's recommendation on coverage guidelines for home hcalthj
Medicare spending for home health services inrecent years has been fueled by an increase in the
number of bcneficiaries receiving care and growth in the number of visits per user. (Costs per
visit, however, have been relatively stable.) Medicare's current eligibility guidelines, however,
are vaguely defined and once eligible for the benefit, individuals may receive any number of'
services. Further, eligibility and coverage guidelines amc not applied uniformly across home
health providers because determinations are made largely by Medicare's fiscal intermediaries.
MedPAC has not considered specific guidelines, but has recommended that the Congress work
with the Secretary of Hialth and Human Services to define the services covered by the home
health benefit better and to make the criteria for determining eligibility more clear. We would be
happy to work with the Committee in exploring different options.
On the subject of cost-sharing, MedPAC has recommended for the past two years that the
Congress require modest beneficiary cost-sharing for home health services, subject to an annual
limit. While the Commission did not specify an amount, we have discussed a per-visit
copayment of $5 for the first 60 visits. Under an episode-based system, this amount might need
to be adusted to fit the unit of payment under that system.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL R. W[LENsKi, PH.D.
(JUNE 10, 1999

Good mornn Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, members of the Committee. I
am Gall Wilens ,chair of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC),
anid I am please~to be here to discuss the implications of the Balanced Budget Act
(BA) of 1997 for beneficiaries and providers in Medicare's traditional fee-for-service
Wram~estimony today focuses on what we know about the effects of payment
changes for five types of services-in patient hospital, out patient hospital, skilled
nursing, home health,' and physician-that have been the subject of much discussion
this sprin. It draws on MedPAC's March report to the Conrss, which presented
the Commssion's recommendations on Medicare payment policy, and our June re-

port, issued last week, which discusses our recommendations on a range of issues
in Medicare, including quality of care and access to care.
A gr-eater than expected slowdown in Medicare spending began in fiscal year 1998
and has continued this year. Unfortunately, we cannot daw definitive conclusions
about what in Medicare's fee-for-service sector is generating this slowdown. Data for
the BBA period are, extremely limited, and we cannot easily isolate the effects of
the BBA from other changes. Hospitals, for example, have argued that the changes
in Medicare payments stemming frm the BBA are reducing their margins and impinging on their ability to provide quality care. But the most recent complete information we have for the Medicare program is from fiscal year 1997, the year before
the BBA took effect. For home health services, we have seen lower than expected
outlays, closures of home health agencies, and declines in the use of services. But
our interpretation of these findings is clouded by other policy changes, notably efforts by the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) to cut down fraud and
abuse in the home care industry.
The BBA had an ambitious objective for Medicare's fee-for-service program: modernizing payment systems and slowing the growth in spending while preserving
Medicare beneficiaries' access to high-quality health care. To expect legislation as
sweeping as the BBA to achieve this objective flawlessly is unrealsi and ,as I discuss, in a number of instances targeted changes in statute or in regulation could
improve Medicare's payments and access to care for beneficiaries. But providers'
complaints notwithstanding, we have no evidence that wholesale changes in the
BBA are either necessary or desirable.
PROVISIONS OF THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT AFFECTING FEE-FOR-SERVICE PROVIDERS

The BBA enacted the most far-reaching changes to the Medicare program since
its inception. In Medicare's fee-for-service sector, it made changes to a number of

payment mechanisms for inpatient hospital services. The law established, or directed to be established, new prospective payment systems for sriepovided by
hospital outpatient departments, skilled nursing facilities, home heal119iagencies,

and rehabilitation hospitals and units. It introduced a new mechanism for updating
fees for physician services. Finally, it reduced payment updates or otherwise slowed
the rowh
inpayentsto irtally all fee-for-service providers.
The changes enacted in the BBA and implemented by the Health Care Financin
Administration reduced Medicare spending relative to what it would have been oth-.
erwise and, not surprisingly, have generated concerns among providers-~about their
effects. These concerns azlse from perceptions that the effects have been more harsh
than what the Congress intended, or that the effects, while intended, have nonetheless imposed burdens on providers, and that there are specific problems with how
HCFA has implemented the law.
Providers' concerns are clearly relevant to any assessment of the BBA. But at the
same time, we must remember that the primary objective of the Medicare program
is to maintain access to high-quality care for beneficiaries. Assessing the implications of the BBA should therefore focus on whether access to or quality of care has
been hampered and, if so, what can be done about it.
In evaluating the impact of the BBA, two issues seem especially important. One
is whether the case-midx adjustments used in the new payment systems adequately
reflect predictable differences in patient care costs that result fr-om differences in
patients' health status. This issue is important because inadequate case-mix adjustments create financial incentives for providers to deny access to care or undertreat
identifiable groups of patients.
A second critical issue is how payment policies for different services may interact
to affect providers' incentives to furnish efficient, high-quality care. Some providers,
such as many hospitals, furnish most types of services. Consequently, they must
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consider and respond to the combined effects of policy changes that have altered
payments for virtually every service they provide.
[NPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES

The BBA changed payments for inpatient hospital services in a number of ways.
For hospitals under Medicare's prospective pa yment system (PPS), the law provided
for no update to operating payments in fiscal year (F)1998 and limited updates
in FY 1999 through FY 2002. It phased in reductions in the p~ercase adjustments
for the indirect costs of medical education and for hospitals serving a disproportionate share of low-income patients. And it instituted a new transfer policy for 10 highvolume diagnosis related groups (DRGs), reducing the payment rates when hospitals
discharge patients in these DRGs to post-acute care facilities following unusually
short stays.
In formulating its recommendations for the FY 2000 update, MedPAC noted that
hospitals have responded to an increasingly competitive market by improving their
productivity and shifting services to other sites of care. These two responses generated substantially lower rates of growth in inpatient costs-with costs per case actually falling every year between 1994 and 1997-and sharply higher Medicare inpatient margins. Hospitals' average Medicare inpatient margin in 1997-17.1 percent-was the highest it had been since the inception of the PPS.
At the same time, MedPAC recognized several factors ponting to the need for
caution in specifying future updates, including emerging evience that the decadelong trend in rising case mix complexity, which automatically increases PPS payments, may be subsiding. We also questioned whether the unusually low rate of hospital cost inflation observed in recent years can be sustained without adverse effects
on quality of care. With these factors in mind, we concluded that the operating update for FY 2000 enacted in BBA-1.8 percentage points less than the increase in
HCFA's operating market basket index-will provide reasonable rates. (Under current forecasts, that would be an update of 0.9 percent.) MedPAC's recommendation
took into account part, but not all, of the cumulative reduction in costs per case due
to shifts in the site of care.
Since MedPAC made its recommendation in March, the hospital industry has
issued several reports projecting, the impact of the BBA on hospital revenues and
margins. These reports contain new projections but no new data. in response to congressional requests, MedPAC staff have analyzed these studies and found that all
of them project a more adverse impact of the BBA than we believe to be the case.
Some present a particularly inaccurate picture of the impact in FY 1998 by assuming a rate of increase in costs that substantially exceeds what we already know has
occurred. Data from the American Hospital Association's National Hospital Panel
Survey suggest that when complete Medicare cost report data become available, we
will again see a decline in Medicare cost per discharge for FY 1998, the fifth year
in succession.
Although we believe that these- reports overstate to some degree the impact the
BBA will have on hospital margins, the overall direction of that impact is correct.
The law has thus reversed a six-year trend of Medicare payments rising more rapidly than the costs of treating Medicare payments. But changes in total margins
also reflect developments in the private sector, where HM~s and other payers have
continued to exert strong downward pressure on hospital revenue flows. As Medicare tightened its payment policies in 1998, the combined pressure on revenues has
caused the financial distress that hospitals are currently experiencing.
Projections of margins also need to beinterreted with caution. Because hospitals
will respond to financial pressures, MedPAC views projected margins only as a
gauge Of the pressure that Medic-are payment policies will impose on hospitals but
not as a prediction of what will occur. Evaluating whether those responses affect
quality and access to care will be just as important as measuring financial performance. MedPAC has seen no evidence that t~o canges to date have affected either
quality or access in the inpatient sector, but we will continue to monitor developments.
OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES

Jn addition to changes in payments for inpatient services, the BBA also enacted
major changes in Medicare's payments for services provided in hospital outpatient
departments. It eliminated the so-called formula-driven overpayment under which
Medicare's payments did not correctly take into account the effect of beneficiaries'
cost sharing and extended the reduction in payments for services paid on a costrelated basis. The law also directed the Secretary to establish a prospective payment
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'or services that previously had been paid under a blend of fees and costsystm
basd reimbursement.
In contrast to the a ent changes for inpatient services, hospitals have not yet
felt the full impact of theBBA p revisions affecting outpatient services. MedPAC estimates that elimination of th ormua-drven overpayment, which took effect in FY
1998, reduced payments by about 8 percent. However, the PPS that was to have
gone into effect in Janar 1999 will not be put in place before next spring. HOFA
originally estimated that the PPS would reduce payments by 3.8 percent; the agency
recently revised its estimate to 5.7 percent.
MePACs picipal concern with the PPS proposed by HOFA is that it is too aggegated. In basing payments on groups of services instead of individual services
te system is likely to overpay for some services and underpay for others. This coula
lead to access problems for beneficiaries needing services whose payments fall short
of costs. In our March report, MedPAC recommended that the PPS be based on the
costs of individual services.
Implementing the outpatient PPS will reduce payments for virtually all hositals
but could have much larger effects on spell fic types of hospitals. For example based
on HCFA~s original estimates, small rural hospitals would see a 10 percent decline
in payments, and payments to cancer hospitals would drop almost 30 percent. Given
the magnitude 6f these changes, MedPAC recommends that the Secretary closely
monitor the use of hospital outpatient services to ensure that beneficiaries' access
to appropriate care is not compromised. Consideration should also be given to phasing in the new payment system to help us detect any problems before they become
severe.
SERVICES IN SILLED NURSING FACILITIES

The BBA enacted a prospective payment system for services provided in skilled
nursing facilities (SNFs). These services had previously been paid on the basis of
costs, subject to certain limits. Under the new system, patients in SNFs will be classified under the Resource Utilization Group system, version III (RUG-IIl), which
groups patients by their clinical characteristics for determining per them payments.
Payments are intended to cover the routine, ancillary, and capital costs incurred in
treating a SNF patient, including most items and services for which payment was
previously made under Part B of Medicare. The PPS is being-phased in over a threeyear period; during the phase-in, payments are based on a blend of federal rates
and facility-specific rates.
Industry representatives and others have asserted that the SNF PPS does not
ade~uately account for the costs of high-acuity patients, which may impair access
for these people. The RUG-III classification system is based on the time providers
spend furnishing nursing and therapy services. But SNF patients can vary significantly in their use of ancillary services and supplies, such as respiratory therapy,
lab tests, imaging services, drugs and biologiCAa, and transportation. Variation in
the use of these services is reflected in the RUG-Ill system only to the extent that
their use is correlated with the use of nursing and therapy services.
Although anecdotal, early evidence indicates that some Medicare patients are in
fact having difficulty accessing care in SNFs. The problem is not the PPS by itself,
but the mismatch between pa ents and costs for patients who require reltively
igh levels of nontherapy an~ar services and supplies. Accordingly, the Commoission recommended in our March report that hJe Secretary continue to re-fine the
classification system to improve its ability to predict the use of nontherapy services
and sup plies. An improved classification system would match payments more closely
to beneficiaries' needs for services and help to avoid access problems airr ng medically complex patients.
HOME HEALTH SERVICES

Before the BBA, home health agencies were paid or the basis of costs, subject to
limits based on per-visit costs. The BBA directed the Secreary to implement a prospective navrent system effective October 1999 and established an interim payment
system ([PSK) to control the growth in spending until the PPS was implemented. The
[Sreduced limits based on costs per visit and added an average per-beneficiary
coat limit based on a blend of agency-specific costs and average per-patient costs for
agencies in the region. Home health agencies are i~ow paid the lower of their actual
costs, the aggegte pr-beneficiary limit, and the aggregate per-visit limit.
Follwin a decade of extremely rapid growth, outlays for home health services
actuly fell in 1998, the first year of the EPS. The home health industry contends
that the EPS has been responsible for large numbers of agency closures and that
it has adversely affected care. Beneficiary advocates have echoed these sentiments.
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In response to such concerns, the Congress last fall directed MedPAC to examine
the impact of the EPS on access to home health services. Our analysis is contained
in our June 1999 report.
MedPAC found that fewer Medicare beneficiaries are receiving home health care
than in the recent past, the number of visits per user has decreased, and the number of agencies has declined. Based on a survey of home health agencies conducted
for MedAC by Abt Associates, Inc., we found that some agencies report they no
longer accept, or are likely to discharge earlier, certain types of patients because of
te payment changes. We also convened a panel of experts familiar with beneficiaries' problems accessing home health services. The panel indicated that some
beneficiaries are having more difficulty obtaining services to which they believe they
are entitled under Medicare's home health benefit.
These findings are consistent with the claim that the IPS has hampered access,
but they do not tell the whole story. First, numerous concurrent policy changes have
contributed to the changes we observed. These policies include efforts by HCFA to
reduce fraud and abuse by stepping utp oversight of home health care providers, immoratorium on the certifcation of new agencies in early 1998,
a four-month
posng
a new bill-processing policy. Concurrent policy changes also include
and adopting
enactment by Congress of a much stricter per-beneficiary limit for new home agencies. The new limit has probably reduced entry into the home health care market
significantly.
Changes in the use of home health services may also reflect confusion about the
El'S on the part of home care providers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some
home health agencies have interpreted the per beneficiary limits to apply to specific
Medicare beneficiaries, not to the agency's average cost per beneficiary as intended
by the BBA. Thus, some agencies may be failing to recognize that costs for beneficiaries who use a large number of visits can be balanced against the costs of shortstay users.
Finally, it is impossible to determine whether the changes in use of home health
services that have been observed during the past two years are appropriate. It is
difficult in part because Medicare',s standards for eligibility for and coverage of home
health services are too loosely defined. MedPAC recommends in our June report
that the Secretary should speed the development 0 g regulations that would outline
home health care coverage and eligibility criteria based on the clinical characteristics of beneficiaries and that she should recommend to the Congress the legislation
needed to accomplish the implementation of those regulations.
MedPAC is also concerned that the timetable for implementing prospective payment for home health services is very tight. Accordingly, we recommend in our June
report that Congress explore the feasibility of establishing a process for agencies to
exclude a small share of their patients--sa 2 prcent-from the aggregate beneficiary limits. Under our recommendation, Medicare would reimburse care for excluded patients based on the lesser of actual costs or the aggregrate per-visit limits.
MedPAC believes that such a policy should be in a budget-neutral manner.
PHYSICIANS' SERVICES

The BBA replaced the volume performance standard system that had been used
to update physicians' fees with a new sustainable growth rate (SGR) system. Under
the SGR, the annual update each year depends on how Medicare's cumulative actual
fee-for-service spending from 1997 to the update year com pares with cumulative allowed spending for the same period. Cumulative allowed spending reflects actual
and projected fees for physicians' services, anticipated Part B3fee-for-service enrollment, projected real gross domestic product per capita, and changes arising from
laws and regulations other than the SGR system.
Two technical aspects of the SGR system have come under criticism: the Secretarys lack of authority to correct for project ion errors and the potential for oscilations in fee updates. MedPAC concurs with these criticisms and recommended in its
March report that Congress enact legislation to address them.
Because the SGR is cumulative, uncorrected projection errors affect all subsequent updates. This happened in 1999, when an unexpected slowdown in
Medicare+Choice enrollment growth led to a smaller than projected decline in Part
B fee-for-service enrollment. To address this problem, MedPAC recommended in its
March report that the Congress require the Secretary to correct estimates used in
SGR system calculations every year.
The potential for oscillation in fee updates arises from problems with the data and
methods used to calculate the updates. These problems are likely to lead to extreme
positive and negative updates.. MedPAC recommends legislation to correct these
problems and modulate swings in updates. -

COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES AND SERVICES FOR THE
AGING (AAHSA)
The American Association of Homes and Services for the Aging (AAHSA) is
pleased to present written testimony to the Senate Finance Committee on the impact of the 1997 Balanced Budget Act on long-term care providers. As members of
Congress are realizing, deep cuts in Medicare funding for skilled nursing facilities
have had unintended consequences that are severely affecting vulnerable Americans
residing in our nation's skilled nursing facilities. We welcome the opportunity to
provide input and comments to the Committee about how we can better serve the
SS'A is anatonal non-profit organization representing more than 5,300 notfor-profit nursing homes, continuing care retirement communities, assisted living
and senior housing facilities, and community service organizations. More than half
of AAHSA's members are religisly sponsored and all have a mission to provide
quality care to those in need. Every day AAHSA members serve one million older
persons across the country.
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 was intended to rein in the growth of Medicare
expenditures on post-acute care by encouraging providers to become more efficient.
However, the ways in which the new payment systems have been implemented have
had unintended consequences for Medicare beneficiaries receiving care from skilled
nursing facilities and home health agencies.
SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES
In 1997, the Balanced Budget Act was expected to save $9.5 billion over five years
from Medicare funding of skilled nursing facilities by changing the payment system
from a cost-based reimbursement to a prospective payment system that reimburses
for care based on residents' needs. This new system reduced Medicare spending on
skilled nursing facilities by 17 percent. The prospective payment system for skilled
nursing facilities provided payment rates for the average cost of providing care to
patients based on defined Resource Utilization Groups (RUG-Ills). The system that
went into effect July 1, 1998 is being phased into national rates over tour years.
Under prospective p ayment system rates, skilled nursing facilities are reimbursed
for the bundle of all Medicare Part A and Part B. services provided to residents covered under a Part A stay. This forces the skilled nursing facility to act as a prudent
buyer of services and to provide cost effective care. The efficiency encouraged by the
prospective payment system was expected to account for the 17 percent reduction
in funds.
In developing the prospective payment rates for the RUG classifications non-therapy ancillary services such as prescription drugs, ventilator care, wound care and
prosthetics represented approximately 43 percent of the nursing component. Whereas the nursing component costs were developed with staffing time measurements
within the RUG-III classification system, non-therapy. ancillary costs were lumped
into the RUG-Ills without regard to the type, amount, and cost of the services required and provided to patients within each grouping. HFCA has a contract for research to modify the RUG-111 classification of non-therapy ancillary costs. However,
the research is not expected to be completed until early 2000 for changes to be in
effect by Otbr20.
AHA does not oppose the prospective payment system, because we recognize
the need to control the growth of Medicare costs. However, the RUG-III payment
rates that HCFA developed do not accurately reflect some imprtant costs involved
in providing essential care to nursing facility residents. At the time the Balanced
Budget Act was considered, Congress recognized that payment rates must be suffi(331)
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dient to meet the needs of nursing facility residents with complex conditions. The
conference report on the Balanced Budget Act stated, "It is the intent of the Conferees that the Secretary develop case mix adutr that'reflect. the needs of such
patients," (House Report 105-217, page 758). The RUG-III payment rates that' are
now in effect do not meet this criterion for residents with complex needs.
As not-for-profit providers, AAHSA members are driven primarily by the goal of
fulfilling their mission of providing high-quality medical care to their residents. Furthermore, nursing facilities, unlk all other health care providers, are sub'ect to
federal quality standards under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987,
which requires skilled nursing facilities to maintain every resident at his or her
highest practicable level of fuinctioning. This requirement limits the degree to which
skilled nursing facilities can achieve efficiencies by cutting back on care.
Many AASA members now are in a difficult position. On the one hand, theirmission and legal obligation is to provide as much care as is necessary to achieve
and maintain a resident's highest level of functioning. On the other hand, there is
a large discrepancy between the per diem rates that Medicare pays and the actual
cost of caring for someone with very complex needs. While AAHSA members do not
have to show a profit, there is a limit to the amount of losses that they can absorb.
Although the prospective payment systemn has been in effect for less than a year,
we are hearing increasingly from skilled nursing facilities that have had to dip into
endowments or step up charitable fuindraising in order to subsidize the care of M edicare residents with complex needs. These funding sources generally have been reserved for other needy residents who have exhausted their personal financial resources, and to supplement reimbursements under the Medicaid program, which
also does not pay its fair share of the cost of care. Having to use charitable funds
to supplement inadequate Medicare reimbursement puts a severe strain on nursing
facilities' ability to serve all of their residents.
Because of the flaws in the way the RUGS categories were designed, Medicare
spending on skilled nursing care is falling below the levels that facilities can absorb
by becoming more efficient. In fact, it appears that the way in which the prospective
payment system has been implemented will cut the growth of Medicare spending
far more than the $9.5 billion that originally was projected. Although the numbers
are still being reviewed as to- whether more money than expected have been removed from skilled nursing facility services, the fact remains that vulnerable residents in need of quality skilled care in nursing facilities are being hurt by the unintended consequences ofite budget cuts.
In addition to lower funding than is Deeded to provide quality care, the distribution of funds is also inequitable. The prospective payment system's payment rates
according to RUG-11l are averages. Individual residents of a -skilled nursing facility
rarely consume the average cost of nursing, therapy and non-therapy ancillary services. Some require less, others slightly more, which averages out. However, a few
residents require substantially more care and services, and thus significantly higher
costs, than ever expected for the average resident. Most of the excessive costs are
for non-therap anc Illary services. Examples of medically complex patients requiring
extraordinriyexpensive non-therapy ancillary costs include the following:
" In Michigan, a skilled nursing facility provided over $80,000 in intravenous
medications to a resident with cancer who was in the facility for 27 days. Of
that amount, Medicare paid less than $10,000.
" A skilled nursing facility that treats residents with AIDS provides each of them
with an extensive battery of medications whose daily cost exceeds $450; whereas the Medicare payment is less than $200 per day for each resident.
" A skilled nursing facility in rural Wisconsin had to close down its ventilator
care unit because Medicare reimbursement fell to half of the actual cost of providing the services. The facility could not refuse to provide the care just to
Medicare patients, since that would have constituted illegal discrimination
under federal law, so the facility was forced to stop providing ventilator care
to anyone. This facility had been the only provider of ventilator care in a large
geographic area that covered several counties and portons of the states. As
a result, many patients who were ready to leave hospitas in the vicinity but
who needed ventilator care had to remi in the hospital because they had no
other access to the care they needed.
" After providing wound care At a cost of over $200 a day for a resident who had
had an amputation, a skilled nursing facility provided him with a prosthetic device costing over $5,000 so that he could maintain the greatest degree of independence _possible. Medicare reimbursed his care at less than $200 per day.
As indicated by these examples, patients needing expensive non-therapy ancillary
services may have difficulty finding access to a skilled nursing facility with specialty
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services because most facilities cannot absorb the large losses that the new reimbursement system imposes.
Recommendation: AAHSA strongly encourages Congress to restore some of the
funds cut from Medicare funding for skilled nursing fcilities and to ensure that restored funds are allocated to payment for medically complex cases.
The non-therapy ancillary problem is two-fold: the RUG III rates need a tempora adustment for the next year until HCFA's current research is completed and
the agency is able to make a permanent revision in the rates to make a more approancillary costs. Whatever changes are made in the
for non-therapy
allowance
prate
RG III
rates, however,
there are likely to be a small number of patients whose
care is extraordinarily costly, beyond the ability of a skilled nursing facility to average out. For the long term, an outlier provison should be added to the prospective
payment system, similar to provisions a have ben included in the Medicare payment system for hospitals, to allow for additional payments to a skilled nursing acility once a patient's costs rise beyond a certain threshold.
Skilled nursingfacilities--therapy caps
Effective January 1, 1999, the Balanced Budget Act limits Medicare beneficiaries
to an annual beneficIar cap of $1,500 for physical therapy which include speechlanguage pathology and a separate $1,500 cap for occupational therapy. The only
exception is unlimited rehabilitation services from an hospital outpatient facility.
Beneficiaries living in the community have the option of switching from an independent therapist to a hospital outpatient facility. Although the beneficiary is able
to circumvent the therapy cap, changing therapists does not provide continuity of
care which is essential to sustain improvements from therapy. Residents of a skilled
nursing facility are not allowed to receive therapy in any other setting or by another
the skilled nursing facility The 'therapy cap is a restriction
provider
based on other
wherethan
the Medicare beneficiary resides and receives rehabiltation services, and it therefore discriminates against residents of skilled nursing facilities.
Medicare beneficiaries in skilled nursing facilities require rehabilitative services
to restore and maintain functioning that might enable a return to the community
or enhanced quality of life. Residents of a skilled nursing facility are limited as to
where they may receive therapy by the very nature that they required placement
in a skilled nursing facility. The Part B therapy caps place unfair and unrealistic
limitations on services ailbeto theseMdicare beneficiaries. Furthermore, as
noted above, skilled nursing facilities have a legal obligation under federal law to
provide residents with as much therapy as they need in order to regain and maintain their highest practicable level of fuinctionng.
Once again, the therapy caps are having unintended consequences for Medicare
beneficiaries. While the nursing facility must offer therapy services that exceed the
cap if the therapy is still medically necessary, the resident can be required to pay
out-of-pocket for these services, since they are not covered by Medicare. This poses
a serious problem for most nursing home residents who have extremely limited incomes. Almost six months into 1999, some residents of AAHSA facilities already
have reached the cap on their therapies. Other residents who anticipate that they
may reach the cap are refusing therapy, fearing that they may nedit more later
in the year.
Recommendation: AAHSA strongly urges Congress to p ass S. 472 and H.R.
1837, legislation to ease the therapy caps for Medicare beneficiaries who encounter
multiple episodes or who have multiple conditions requiring physical, speech, or occupational therapy.
Home health reimnbursemtent
The combined effects of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Operation Restore
Trust, and the Omnibus Reconciliation and Appropriations Act of 1998 have left
Medicare-certified home health services in turmoil. Reimbursement levels were severely cut by the interim payment system- numerous federal agencies are stronly
scrutinizing the industry Or frud and adjustments made last year to the interim
payment system provide little relief to home health agencies, especially those that
care for the sickest beneficiaries.
The home health interim payment system that was included in the 1997 Balanced
Budget Act significantly lowered the reimbursement level for home health agencies
for cost reporting periods begunn~ing on or after October 1, 1997. At the time of its
passage, Congress and the Administration calculated that the interim payment system would cut $16 billion in home health expenditures over a five year time period.
This past March, the Congressional Budget Office (OBO) determined that the sav$79.1 billion over five years. It therefore appears that home
apprximate
ing
healthwill
savings
over the Syear period will far exceed the $16 billion target.
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Reimbursement was cut so low by the interim payment system that small, rural
and/or traditionally cost-efficient agencies (those already providing the fewest visits
and services that were medically necessary) are being forced out of business. Furthermore, many agencies' ability to care for sicker patients in need of complex services or multiple visits have been severely restricted. Adjustments made to the interim payment system in 1998 were too late to prevent the demise of approximately
14 percent (1,281) of the nation's home health agencies, as recently reported by the
GAO (GAO/HiEHS-99-320). More will fail this year without additional relief.
While AAHSA appreciates the finding of the aforementioned GAO report, Medicare Homne Health Agencies: Closures Continue, With Little Evidence Beneficiary Access Is Impaire& "'home health agency closures due to implementation of the interim
payment system are consistent with interim payment system incentives to control
utilization," AAHSA remains concerned that the data analyzed for the study does
not reflect the current status of home health access. Unfortunately, this study used
beneficiary utilization data from the first quarter of 1998 and compared it to similar
data in 1994 and 1996. While this was the best available data at the time, we urge
Congress to request further study as more reliable, up-to-date data becomes available. We also must recommend that Congress continue to hear from beneficiaries
and their caregivers as to how all of these changes are affecting their access to home
health services, keeping in mind that consumers may have a limited understanding
of the Medicare home health benefit's eligibility and coverage guidelines.
AAHSA members surveyed earlier this spring reported various effects of the implementation of the Balanced Budget Act across the continuum of care. Our members who provide home health services are experiencing declines in admissions either because hospitals with captive home health agencies are not referring patients
to other home health agencies, or due to fears associated with inappropriate referrals from doctors, an outgrowth of the intensified scrutiny from Operation Restore
Trust. Consequently, AAHSA home health members report decreases in their home
health reimbursements under the interim payment system ranging from 10 to 33
percent.
The home health interim payment system must be adjusted so that the medically
complex, sickest beneficiaries do not lose access to care. At the same time, HCFA
must work with home health providers to assure that the development of a permanent home health prospective payment system is fair to all stakeholders including
the beneficiaries and the federal budget. We must assure quick implementation of
a new home health prospective payment system that does not penalize cost-efficient
home health agencies or that creates competitive disparities among agencies.
While the interim payment system is in effect, Congress must amend it to assure
access to beneficiaries and to provide relief to home health providers. AAHSA urges
Cowges to: 1) adjust the per-visit and per-beneficiary cost limits up to reasonable
levels; eliminate the addition 15%01 total spending reduction that is supposed to
be implemented in October 2000; 3) include an outlier provision to reflect the extraordinary needs of high utilization/medically complex patients; and 4) assure that
periodic interim payments are extended at a minimum through the first year of implementation of the home health prospective payment system to ensure adequate
cash flow for agencies.
CONCLUSION

In the long run, the new Medicare prospective payment systems for skilled nursing facilities and home health providers will help to- slow the growth of Medicare
spending by mkgpotacute care more efficient. The ways in which the3e systems
have initially been implemented, however, have resulted in larger spending reductions than Congress intended and in sizable discrepancies between Medicare reimbursement rates and the actual cost of providing care. These discrepancies pose serious difficulties for not-for-profit skilled nursing facilities and home health agencies
that already have beeii providing high quality care in an efficient manner. Not-forprovide services indefinitely when the reimbursement they receive
profitsfarcannot
~alls
short of the actual cost of providing the care and results in significant financial losses to the provider. Medicare beneficiaries with complex needs already
are having some difficulty in accessing care; these access problems are likely to
worsen if changes are not made in the reimbursement rates. Some funding must be
restored to Medicare post-acute care, and adjustments in the prospetive payment
rates must be made in order to ensure the continued availability of aot-acute care
not only to Medicare beneficiaries, but to the wider community as wer
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

The American Occupational Therapy Association, representing 60, 000 practitioners and students nationwide, applauds the Finance Committee's attention to the
Medicare fee-for-service program as shown by the holding of today's hearing.
"The Medicare fee-for-service program is what most beneficiaries depend on for
their care and the recent changes to key prgrams such as skilled nursing, home
health and outpatient rehabilitation. AOT supports the Fnace Committee's review of fee for service and the impact the BBA changes and other issues are having
on beneficiaries.
Occupational therapy is a health and rehabilitative service that uses activity, or
occupation'" to enable individuals with illnesses, inuries or disabilities to overcome
the effects of those conditions and lead fulfl lives. In Medicare, occupational therapy
is covered under hospital, skilled nursing care, home health, hospice and as an outpatient service.
AOTA is concerned about two major issues in the BBA that are having a significant impact on members and the patients they serve:
THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR MEDICARE PART A SKILLED NURSING FACILITY
SERVICES

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 mandated a change in the payment under Medicare Part A for services in skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) from a cost-based system
(with routine limits) to a fully prospective system (PPS) is~causing tremendous upheaval in the occupational therapy profession. Practitioners are experiencing
changes in their employment status, in their economic status, challenges to their
professional standards and ethics, and, most importantly, limitations in their ability
apropriate, and required services to Medicare beneficaisi
ad
to provide
these settings. The reductions in staff have gone as high as a 30%01 percent reduction
in therapy workforce in some companies; in addition, remaining caregivers are no
longer continuously involved in the SNFs and therefore less involved in patient observation and care. Rather, staff are being moved to "on call" service, limiting continuity of care and, in many cases, relegating the provision of care to unqua ified,
inadequately supervised personnel.
In addition, some facilities or companies are changing treatment protocols, reducing the time a trained therapist spends with a patient. Therapists' ethics may be
compromised by requirements to move patient care to aides or other unqualified
personnel without appropriate supervision.
aso ein raised in relation to assessments of patient need
oncens
Ethial
allow forreadequate time or diminish patient access to therapy because
that do not
of financial concerns.
For the PPS, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) is using the
framework developed under a demonstration effort over the past several years. In
this system, patients are classified into a payment category for a daily rate. The category is called the "Resource Utilization Group," or RUG. A patient's health and
functional status are reviewed using a "Resident Assessment Instrument" that identifies a patient's needs for nursing, pharmaceuticals, physical/occupational/speechlanguage therapy, and other services. Patients' needs then translate into a daily
rate that is adjusted as a patient's needs change. This process applies for the 100
days of SNF stay covered under Medicare Part A.,
Because payment for all services is included in the daily rate, facilities are required to manage more intensively to provide and pay for services in order to assure
bot appropriate care and efficient use of resources. If the patient classification and
the management of resources is not done carefully and correctly, the patient may
be vulnerable to less than adequate care or the facility may be liable for costs that
are not covered by the daily rate.
Option.s for Change
AOTA supports the changes in the BBA to move to a prospective system in SNFs
but patients may be in jeopardy during this implementation period of a brand newsystem and oversight by HCFA and Cogrss appears to be lax.
Thousands upon thousands of layoffs of therapy staff are being caused by the industry's reaction to the PPS. AOTA believes that these reductions in staff and provision of therapy are disproportionate to the reductions in payment that the facilities
are experiencing under the PPS and to the slight reductions in SNF census that
HCFA is reporting
AOTA is concerned that HCFA is not adequately or effectively monitoring the implementation of this massive change. HOFA has provided no guidance to fisal intermediaries about medical review or quality assurance criteria to assure patients are
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receiving the care that nursing facilities are being paid for. AOTA urges that efforts
be undertaken to assure that nursing homes are not minimiin care, either intentionally, because of inadequate payment levels or because of confusing direction
fr-om HOFA and its agents.
For instance, rules for using qualified professionals to provide therapy services
are being skirted. Standards of supervision of aides and assistants, though covered
by law in most states and reaffirmed in Medicare regulation, are a particular area
of concern. If standards of care, including use of qualified personnel, are not upheld,
patients will suffer loss of function and reduced health status. Thus the purposes
of the Medicare program will not be achieved.
The cuts to the SNF program appear to be far greater than anticipated in the
BBA estimates. AOTA urges that additional resources be returned to the SNF program to assure that quality care, such as that required by the OBRA nursing home
protections, is provided to these vulnerable citizens.
AOTA also believes legislation should be considered to address the limited amount
allowed in the daily rates for high cost items such as chemotherapy drugs and prosthetics.
Because therapists are spending less time with patients because of cutbacks in
hours and are being asked to adhere only minimally to appropriate practice standards, AOTA is concerned that there will be increases in health and other problems
in nursing facilities. Congress should undertake a monitoring effort to monitor increases in problems such as pneumonia or bedsores because of lack of activity, increases in use of medications to control behavior, and impact on appropriate staffing
levels for other services such as nursing.
THE $1500 CAPS ON MEDICARE PART B OUTPATIENT REHABILITATION

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 imposed a payment limitation on outpatient rehabilitation services under Medicare Part B. The limit affects providers including
private practitioners, clinics, rehabilitation agencies, skilled nursing facilities and
home health agencies (for services for non-homebound individuals). The limit established is $1500 for occupational therapy and a combined cap of $1500 for physical
therapy and speech-language-hearing services. Implementation in 1999 is incomplete; the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) has determined that the
cap will apply per provider as there is no way at this time to track individual beneficiary use.
This cap will be imposed without regard to patient need for continued therapy and
without regard to whether the patient has more than one episode of need for therapy during a year
In addition, this provision puts the government squarely between the patient and
his or her medical caregiver. Such interference in medical decision making is inappropriate for the Medicare program and potentially harmful to beneficiaries.
Legislative Proposals: AOTA supports legislation to address the cap:
Rep. Jo Ann Emerson (MO) introduced H.R& 1385, the Reinstatement of the
Medicare Rehabilitation Benefit Act of 1999" which repeals the cap entirely.
Sen. Charles Grassley (R-IA) and Sen. Harry Reid (D-NV) introduced S. 472,
the "Medicare Rehabilitation Benefit Improvement Act of 1999." The bill creates
exemptions for:
" Individuals who have more than one incident or diagnosis of need for therapy
during a calendar year,
" Individuals who have one or more diagnoses of illness, injury or disability which
intensify their need for therapy in a calendar year;
" Individuals who would be hospitalized if they did not receive therapy beyond
the limit;
" Other individuals that the Department of Health and Human Services designates (such as those with severe stroke, Parkinson's disease, bumns, or multiple sclerosis, etc.)
Reps. Jim McCrery (LA), Richard Burr (NC), Frank Pallone (NJ), and Ben
Cardin (MD) introduced a similar bill in the House, H.R. 1837, the "Medicare
Rehabilitation Benefit Improvement Act" of 1999.
Rep. Pete Stark (CA) introduced H.&. 1736, the "Medicare Rehabilitation Benefit Equity Act" which provides for exemptions and establishes an alternative
system by a date certain (2002).
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STATEMENT OF THE AmERICAN MEDICAL REHABILITATION PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION

(AMRPA)

(SUBMITTED BY DENNIS O'MALLEY, CHAIRMAN, AMRPA, AND PRESIDENT, CRAIG
HOSPITAL, ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO]

The American Medical Rehabilitation Providers Association (AMRPA) is pleased
to submit testimony today on the Balanced Budget Actes (BBA) requirements relatof a prospective payment system (PPS) for rehabilitation prodevelopment
to the
ing
vide.
AMRPA
is a membership ognation representing 380 freestanding rehabilitation hospitals and units.
Thisbut 33% of such facilities recognized by the
Medicare program.
BACKGROUND

Rehabilitation hospitals and units provide medical care and various therapies to
patients who, because of disease, inur, stroke or similar incidents, have impar
ments of their abilities to function, either physically or cognitively. Our goal ust
help them regain the maximum level of functional capability and to return to their
homes and independent living patterns. More than 801 of patients admitted to rehabilitation hospitals and units return to their homes, in spite of the fact that many
have experienced severe disabilities. Because many of the conditions producing the
need for rehabilitation are associated with aging, a significantly high percentage of
hospitals and units are covered by the Medicare program.
rehabilitation
patients
In 1997 in
over
70% of admissions to such facilities were patients covered by fee-forservice Medicare. Accordingly, the policies of the Medicare program largely determine the availability and quality of rehabilitation services. And there little room
for error.
Our association and its predecessor strongly sported the idea of a rehabilitation
prospective payment system (RPPS) to rep ce the flawed and inequitable system
of TEFRA limits whichhave distorted care for Medicare beneficiaries for over 15
years. We were very pleased when an RPPS was included in the BBA of 1997.
The BBA is completely adequate to support a rational, patient-oriented PPS. However, we believe that amendment of the law is needed to ensure adoption of a rehabilitation PPS without negative consequences, particularly for Medicare patients.
11.MIEDPAC PROPOSAL

This matter was addressed in depth in the March 1, 1999 Report on the Medicare
program submitted to Congress and the Administration by the Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission (MedAC). We support MedPAC's recommendations regarding
a PPS for rehabilitation and related matters, which parallel our views of how to proceed on a PPS, and we urge that Cogrss ensure that the Department adopt this
approach. MedPAC recommends that th ayment unit for an RPPS be per-episode
and that patient classifications and payment weights be based on function related
groups (FRGO in recommendation J(attached for reference). MedPAC also found
that there are serious flaws in the PPS being used for skilled nursing facilities
(SNFs) (based on Resource Utilization Groups or RUGS) in recommendation 5C, 5D,
5E, 5F, and 5G (attached for reference), and counsels against using such a system
for rehabilitation. We strongly commenJ these observations to this committee.
III. THE PPS SYSTEM RECOMMENDED BY MEDPAC IS COMPLETELY SOUND AND SHOULD
BE USED FOR AN RPPS

We believe the most efficient way to use the funds allotted under the BBA to benefit Medicare patients is to adopt an episode-based payment system designed for
mis based
HCFA by the RADCorporation, as recommended by MedPAC. The system
on a patient classification system developed by researchers at the University of
]Pennsylvania. In its work for HCFA, RAND both evaluated this classification System and built upon it. The result is a well-developed system based on data from
a large number of rehabilitation hospitals and units. We believe it accurately measures patients' needs for treatment and will fairly match Medicare payments to the
relative needs for rehabilitation services-two critical steps HCFAs approach will
not accomplish.
The system designed by RAND parallels the structure of the PPS used for general
hospital care. Payment would be per-discharge and case mix groups would be determined by a combination of diagnosis, age, and functional abilities of the patient.
These factors are the basis for a patient clsification system know as FR~s.
The BBA requires that the Secretary set rates in the rehabilitation PPS to reduce
total expenditures for inpatient rehabilitation services by 2% from what they would
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have been in the absence of a PPS. Any such calculation is subject to misjudgments
about volume of services, but a per-episode payment system is much more predictable than a per-diem system. The former is subject to changes in total patient volume. The latter is subject to this factor and the number of days of care provided
on average, resulting in the increased expenditures noted above.
The system designed by RAND is a per-episode system. In its work for HOFA,
RAND used 1994 data for over 90,000 Medicare patients. HCFA and RAND now
have comparable data from 1997 for over 200,000 patients, and will soon have similar data for 1998. Furher, patient classification and weights under the FRG system
can be easily updated before the implementation date of October 1, 2000. Such data
is available annually permitting regular review of payment classifications and
weights.
Finally, adoption of the FRG system would allow assessment of the impact of the
PPS on patient care and outcomes. There is data on outcomes-the functional improvement of patients--going back a decade or more. These data can be used to examine patient outcomes before and after introduction of a PPS. In fact, the payment;
sytmcould even reward the achievement of superior results for patients. N one of
tiispossible with RUGS, which throws out the window all of this historic data
and starts over.
IV. CONCERNS ABOUT ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

AMRPA hopes the Department will implement the MedPAC recommendations.
However, the Department's approach may not be fully clear until it publishes its
methodology, which is not expected until December 1999. AMRPA has a number of
concerns about potential adoption of a per-diem payment system based on a method
of patient classification developed for assessing chronic care patients in nursing
homes. It is called Resource Utilization Groups fRUJGS. HCFA currently has a contract and RUGS are to be developed for rehabilitation using a one-time sample of
staff time based on the treatment of some 4,000 Medicare patients. HCFA reportedly is planning to spend $1.7 million to do staff time measurement studies on only
4,000 patients and only five days of care to each patient. This is less than 0 of 1%
of the patients treated annually in rehabilitation hospitals and units. The 20,000
days to be studied amount to substantially less than 1% of the total days of service
provided to Medicare patients annually.
HOFA says that it will call the groups developed from the study Rehab Resource
Group version 2000 (R2G2). We are concerned that this very small sample will not
capture data on many types of rehabilitation patients and, therefore, will produce
patient categories that lump together patients with dissimilar needs. If used for PPS
reimbursement purposes, the result would be to overpay for some types of patients
and underpay for others.
Of equal significance, the RUGS scheme is designed to be used to measure services to chronic patients whose treatment needs are relatively static. It is not oriented to a dynamic treatment environment where the goal is restoring the patient's
ability to function independently. Nor is it geared to assess the intensity of largel
medical services-such as drugs, medical supplies and diagnostic services-whicK
constitute a significant portion of treatment and cost in rehabiltation hospitals and
units. While the STM study proposed may gather data on some of these sources,
it will be highly limited and such data already exists.
It is impossible to predict, which types of patients will be victimized by this process because the small sample to be used by HCFA makes this largely a matter of
chance. Further, staff time measurements do not assess services the cost of which
are not driven by staff time, such as drugs, medical supplies and diagnostic-radiology. The SNF P P provides an average allowance for such costs (and which
M&1PAC also recommends be changed). Doing so in a rehab PPS will seriously distort payments, since such costs vary widely among rehab patients and on average
account for 43% of ancillary costs. medPAC's recent report examines manx of the
failings of the RUGS system, beth as applied to skilled nursing facilities and, potentially, to rehabilitation providers.
Staff time measurement studies are expensive. A part from the question of whether the methodology is sound, this means that samples will alwaystb very small and
sampling infrequent. Errors in case classifications and payment rates will not be
qucdeasily corrected. Because Medicare patients constitute such large portions
of the patient populations in rehabilitation facilities, treatment will inevitably follow
the government's judgments of relative levels of services, producing problems of access and 9uality or many patients. Because we cannot know in advance the errors
that will inevitably result from using a small sample, it can not be forecast which
types of payment will be disadvantaged, only that some will be.
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There is another problem with the RUGS methodology. In formulating payment
rates, determination of the basic payment rate is critical. This involves determining
the distribution of Medica re case among whatever patient classifications are adopted. This cannot be done accurately if groups derived from the RUGS methodology
are used as the basis for a rehab PPS, because the information needed to classify
patients will not exist. RUGS are based on a data collection system not now in use
in rehabilitation facilities, the MDS 2.0. HCFA is proposing a new data collection
instrument in the rehab field, the Minimum Data Set-Post Acute Care (MDSPAC). However, HCFA will have such data only on its very small sample. So, the
distribution of cases among whatever categories are constructed will be largely
gesswork. A 4,000 case sample can not be projected to the universe and there wil
no other way to determine case distribution accurately Accordingly, payment
rates will be set based on guess as to the distribution of cases. This means that
payment rates will be either too high or too low.
A Why is the RUGS approachfor rehabilitationbad for Medicare patients?

RUGS is a per-diem system. If payment rates are too low because HCFA guesses
wrong on the distribution of cases, then the overall qult of caewl suffer. If Par
ment rates are too low for some types of patient*, eiter because the limited sample
used is not representative, the patient categories are too broad (for the same reason)
or some types of patients are not assessed at all, providers will be financially unable
to provide the intensity of therapies and medical care needed by patients. The effects will be to reduce the quality of services to patients and over time to restrict
access to care for patients for which payment is chronically deficient.
One of the great defects of the TEFRA system is that the system strongly encouraged providers to treat patients with lesser medical complications and functional
impairments, and imposed a financial penalty for taking more disabled and medicaly complex patients. A primary goal of a PPS should be to match payment rates
with varying treatment requirements so that there is no-financial incentive to treat
one type of patient over another.
Our fundamental argument-with the alternative approach is that it will not accomplish this goal and would inevitably discriminate against some types of patients.
This should not be allowed to happen.
B. Why is the RUGS approach bad for the Medicare Program?

The BBA requires that a PPS be developed with rates that will result in a 2%
reduction in outlays from what would have been spent in the absence of a PPS. We
do not quarrel with that requirement. We are not seeking additional funding. Based
ondt or FY 1997 it appears that this provision of the BBA will produce a budget
for rehab PPS of about $4.4 billion. The issue is how to most effectively use this
amount of money to obtain the best possible rehabilitation services for the approximately 325,000 Medicare patients admitted to rehabilitation hospitals each year.
Rehabilitation providers have been under a sort of per-episode payment system,
namely, TEFRA limits, for 16 years. Such limits have encouraged reductions in
lengths of stay. Average Medicare length of stay in rehabilitation hospitals and
units has declined from about 22.6 days in 1988 to just over 16 days in'1997. A
per-diem system would provide a huge incentive to reverse this trend. Based on
1997 data, a one-day increase in the average Medicare length of stay would, under
a per-diem system, result in increase&dMedicare spending of abut $240 million.
Rehabilitation is a process, and the determination ast when a patient is ready
for discharge involves a number of variables, including the patient's physical and
cognitive progress, his or her medical condition, the level of support in the home
and the patient's attitude. These and other social and clinical factors are weighed
by the attending physician and other members of a rehabilitation team in determining when discharge is appropriate. For over 15 years Medicare, through the TEFRtA
system, has encouraged shorter lengths of say. A per-diem system would reverse
course by providing payment for each additionalday of service.
If a per-diem system would produce much higher Medicare outlays, why are we,
as a representative of providers, advising you against it? The reason is because the
BBA p resumes that a rehab PPS will produce cost savings for the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund. Sharply higher payments under a per-diem PPS (due to longer
lengths of stay) could only be offset through reductions in per-diem rates. The result
would be a downward spiral where less service per day results in slower progress
and longer stays. A per-episode payment system would be far more stable and predictable. Such a system would allow clinicians to determine the tradeoffs between
length of stay and intensity of service per day within an overall payment per-episode, while also producing budgetary stability.
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C. Why Are RUG. Bad For Providers of Services and Patients?
Rehabilitation facilities exist to meet the needs of their patients. A payment system that discriminates against certain types of patients poses a serious problem to
ethical people in the business of providing good services and outcomes. Financial reality means that they can not treat large numbers of patients for whom the palyment is inadequate. Matching services to an inadequate daily payment and keeping
patients longer is a very poor substitute for providing the optimum level of services
and the earliest possible discharge. Providers want to be able to deliver the care
that is in keeping with maximum progress for patients. They do not want to try to
that will chronically frustrate achieving that goal. For all
a system
under
operate
eaboye
reasons,
AMRPA ugsthe Department to adopt and implement the
MedPAC recommendation for a discharged based rehabilitation prospective payment
system, based on FIM-FRG.
V. CONCLUSION

AMRPA believes the future of rehabilitation access is at stake in the design and
implementation of the rehab PPS. We, like MedPAC, think that the means are at
hand to produce a sound, stable system that will provide open access to all types
of patients and high quality of services to them. However, we urge the Committee
to take limited legislative action.
To direct that HOFA adopt the RAND system as the basis for a rehabilitation PPS
would require only two changes in the language of the BBA pertinent to this matter.
First, the payment unit for a rehab PPS should be a discharge. Second, the factors
used by theRN patient classification system-impairment, age, co-morbidities,
and functionacl capabilities of the patient-should be made mandatory and referenced expicty.
Therefore, we recommend the Committee amend the BBA to direct the Secretary
to develop a rehab PPS based on a per-dischargz
amn ntuiiigtefnto
related groups and the other adjustments M AC recommends.
We thank the Committee for this opportunity to submit testimony. AMRPA looks
forward to working with Congress and the Department as we face the future.
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SC Conduct a demonstrations to assess the potential of the Functional Independence Measure-Function
Related Group classification system to predict the resource use of intensive ruhabilitationt patients
inskilled nursing facilities.
SID Continue to refine die classification system used in the skilled nursing facility prospective payment
system to improve its ability to predict the resources associated with nontheapy ancillary services.
S1 Explore die potential for revising die rehabilitation, groups of the classification system used in the
-skiled nursing facility propetive payment system to reduce reliance on measurements of
rehabilitationl tune.
SF Develop amethod for updating payment weights in the skilled nursing facility prospective
*
payment system as soon as possible..
SO Identify any distortions in the base payment rates of the skilled nursing facility prospective
*
payment system and explore options for correcting them as better data become available.
514 Develop nays to ensure skilled nursing facilities'wacountability for accurately assessing patient
needs and classifying them for payment purposes.
SI Develop trwage index based on skiled nursing facility wage data and use it to adjust payments for
those facilities, services.
SI Devlop a diacharge-based prospective payment system for rehabilitation facility patients based on
the Functional Independence Measure-Function Related Groups classification sysem. Policies to
adestransfers and short-stay outlies would be necessary components of such a system.
SL Require home health agencies to use consistent, service-specific codes on all patient bills for
services provided during home health visits.
SO Evaluate all relevant case-mix and prospective payment methodologies for their utility in
developing a prospective payment system far long-term hospitals.

The Cowe

SK

dhwult

Estbish in law clear eligibility and coverage guidelines for home health services.
SM Require independent assessments of need for beneficiaries receiving extensive home healt
services to ensure the appropriateness of such care. Benieficiaries receiving 60 or more home
health visits should qualify for assessments. Assessors should confer with prescribing physicians to
modify care plans are needed.SN Require modest beneficiary cost-sharig for home health services, subject to as annual limit. Lowincome beneficiaries should be exempt from cost-tharig.
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STATEMENT OF THE CONSUMERS UNION
(SUBM1'rrD BY GAIL SHEARER, DIRECTOR, HEALTH POLICY ANALYSIS, WASHINGTON
OFFICE)
INTRODUCTION

Consumers Union[1] has serious reservations about the premium support model
and its ability achieve substantial cost savings and improve the ability of Medicare
to meet beneficiaries' needs. Three areas of concern are described immediately
below. Consumers Union's Medicare Reform Checklist follows, with brief comments
on the extent to which the Breaux-Thomas proposal addresses our concerns.
INHERENT PROBLEM WITH THE "CHOICE" MODEL

Proponents of the premium support concept rarely (if ever) acknowledge that the
traditional fee-for-service model of Medicare provides beneficiaries with more fr-eedomn of choice of doctor than any Medicare Health Maintenance Organization or Proyider Sponsored Organization ever wil. "Choice of health plan" is assumed to be a
good thing, by supporters of the premium support model. We are concerned because
along with "choice of health plan" come many things that are not good. Of course
for many beneficiaries, the immediate result of choice is confusion, especially for
those who are visually or cognitively impaired. Another major concern is that when
benefits vary (and they would vary considerably under the Breaux-Thomas plan),
beneficiaries' health status and needs will influence the selection they make. People
at highest risk of needing prescription drugs are likely to seek a plan with this coverage. People at high risk are likely to seek lower deductible plans. The phenomenon of "adverse selection," in which benefits offered affect consumers attracted
greatly complicates the design of this important program.
COVERAGE FOR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND A CAP ON OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS-

The best way to avoid the problem of adverse selection, while assuring that every-

one's needs are met, is to have a standard, comprehensive benefit package. Two of
the early proponents of a carefully designed premium support rr.-del identified the
need for a comprehensive, standard benefit package as a core ingredient.[21 A modernized Medicare benefits package-one that might well elinxjiate the need for
medigap coverage-would include prescription drugs and a cap on out-of-pocket expenditures.
REDUC[NG THE RANKS OF THE UNINSURED

Congress has adopted an "incremental" strategy of health care reform, yet to date
the nation seems to be moving further and further from health care coverage for
all Americans.[3] Medicare reform at its best should move the nation in the direction of greater health care coverage. It could do this by creating new buy-in options
(carefully designed to minimize adverse selection) for people aged 55 to 64, who are
not yet eligible for Medicare coverage. It would be a serious mistake if Medicare "reform" increased the number of uninsured Americans by raising the age of eligibility
for Medicare to 67, as considered by the Bipartisan Medicare Commission. Many 65
and 66 year-olds have existing health conditions. Many are forced out of the work
force, often before they wish to retire. It is unfair to cast them into the ranks of
the uninsured just when they are unable to afford to pay the full premium for
health care coverage (even if they are lucky enough to find an insurer willing to
cover them.)

For Medicare reform to work, it is crucial that Congress make it clear that any

insurance companies and health plans wishing to participate must play by a fair

set of rules and be accountable to the interest of the public. Medicare has succeeded
for over 30 years in large part because of very low administrative costs. Congress

should not discard Medicare's achievements without assuring that Medicare in the
future will be able to achieve low administrative costs while meeting the needs of
its beneficiaries. It is unclear to us that the expected efficiency gains will be sufficient to cover new private sector administrative costs, marketing costs, and profits.
If they do not, we could find that the country faces even larger fiscal challenges in
the future-at a time when even more special interests have a vested stuiko in the
"reorm" efforts. It is clear that a strong federal regulatory role wil be needed to
hold private health plans accountable.
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MEDICARE REFORM CHECKLIST AND THE BREAUX-THOMAS PROPOSAL

The checklist below is a list of questions that are key to whether or not Medicare
reform proposals advance the interests of consumers and the extent to which the
Breaux-Thomas proposal addresses each particular concern.
1. Does the reform proposal provide relief for people in need of prescription drugs,
including caps on out-of-pocket prescriptiondrug costs?
The failure of Medicare to cover prescrition drugs has been one of its most serious weaknesses. Medicare should -be reformed so that prescription drugs are in
reach of all Medicare beneficiaries. Co-payments should not be so high as to present
financial barriers, and coverage should be deep, and should not be limited to firstdollar coverage (e.g., with a $500 cap on prescription drug benefits). The erosion of
employer-based coverage for retirees, limited benefits available through medigap (in
adverse selection inherent in a voluntary benefit structure) argue
pFart
or a because
universalof(non
means-tested not voluntary) prescription drug benefit.
The Breaux-Thomas proposal Loes not at this point include a universal prescription drug benefits for Medicare beneficiaries. Senator Breaux has indicated an interest in including "some kind of subsidy for all beneficiaries," but has not put forth
a universal proposal. He has expressed concernl4] about displacing coverage that exists today. However, it is very important to keep in mind that today's coverage for
pecition drugs is inadequate. Employer-provided prescription drug coverage for
reiesis decreasing. Medigap coverage is inadequate. Because prescription drug
coverage in medigap is voluntary, adverse selection leads the people most likely to
need it to buy plans with prescription drug coverage. The limits on coverage is very
low, and the premiums very high. Clearly, a voluntary benefit, with "first dollar"
(vs. catastrophic) coverage is simply not going to meet the needs of Medicare beneficiaries. Requiring medigap policies to cover prescription drugs is not the answer;
doin so will drive up premiums and create an even larger population of seniors
with edicare coverage only (without medigap or Medicaid protection). Furthermore, the non-catastrophic coverage (like that available in certain medigap policies
today) is inadequate.
2. Does the reform p roposal cap beneficiaries' out-of-pocket costs, providing relief for
those with thhghst health care costs, i.e., the sickest?
Another serious benefit deficiency of Medicare is its failure to Umit beneficiaries'
out-of-pocket costs after maximums are reached. While medigap and Medicaid cover
gaps for many, millions of moderate income Americans are at risk of devastating
out-of-p ocket costs. A reetructuring of benefits could provide stop-loss protection
while eliminating the need for medigap coverage for some.
The Breaux-Thomas proposal does not assure that beneficiaries' out-of-pocket
costs are cape though it is possible that some plans will offer such caps. Many
seniors' out-of-pocket costs could increase since traditional Medicare benefits (with
limits on cot-shain) as defined in law today would not be guaranteed.
3. Does the reform proposal establish a framework (even if not fully funded at first)
for addressingthe growing problem of long-term care?
Nursin home care and home care for the disabled are extremely expnsive and
can quicky wipe out families' savings and create financial catastrophe forfaies
Private longf-term care insurance wilnotb a practical solution for most families,
who aim ply can not afford it. Recognition of theagrowin long-term care problem
is the first step in addressing this problem, which wilonly grow worse over time
as the population ages.
The Beau-Thoa proposal does not establish a framework for meeting growing
long-term care costs.
4. Does the reform propoal etablish a fr-amework, a beginning for addressing the
insurance needs of people'who are 55-64, before they are eligble for Medicare,
and begin to reduce the ranks of uninsured Americans?
Many people have existing health conditions by the time they reach 55, or develop
them by the time they reach eligibilty for Medicare at age 65. Ideally, Medicare coverage will, be phased in to protect people in this age group (and even younger). If
the age of eligibility for Medicare were increased, there would be growth in the
number of uninsure Americans as well as a missed opportunity for expanding inausnecoverage for the near eerly.
.Not oly does the Breaux-Thomas proposal not establish a framework for addressiifthe insurance needs of people who are 55 to 64, but (as considered by the Comnr ion) it would have increased the aeofeligbility from 65 to 67, without providing a health insurance plan for people 55 to 67. Millions of people in this age brack-
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et are likely to remain uninsure. Millions of people aged 65 and 66 could become
uninsured. Since employed people (and spouses) 66 and 66 are now covered first by
employer plans, savings (for the employed part of this age group) for the Medicare
budget would be extremely modest. We are pleased that Senator Breaux and Congressman Thomas biave withdrawn this provision of their initial premium support
proposal.
5. Does the reform Proposal Put marketplace competition to work- on behalf of consumers, or is marketplace competition likely to bolster profits of companies that
don't best serve consumers' needs (e.g., by denying needed care, or avoiding enrolling the sickest consumers)?
Marketplace competition usually offers consumers substantial benefits such as increased choices, lower prices, and higher quality. This can only happen in the health
care system if private companies are required to play by the rules established and
enforced by the government. Unfortunately, when it comes to health insurance,
often competition is among insurance companies who compete for the healthiest consumers and work hard to either deny coverage to the highest risks or charge them
high premiums.
It is unclear to what degree market competition will benefit beneficiaries under
the Breaux-Thomas proposal, and the proposal contains risks of destructive competition. Since there is not a standard benefit package, HIMO's and insurance companies
can compete by paring back benefits that may not be very visible. They will compete
by seeking good health risks and rely on being a step ahead of the Medicare Board
in assessing risks (and undermining risk adjustment). While the proposal includes
subsidies that are adjusted by risk (helping to assure that the sickest will be able
to get coverage), there are many questions about the authority of the Medicare
Board, the benefit structures that will be offered, guarantees for the sickest, how
the most vulnerable seniors (who are unable because of infirmity to comparison
shop) will fare. It is unclear whether the benefits of market competition will be offset (or more than offset) by the administrative costs, marketing costs and profits
that will eat into any savings. (Traditional Medicare has been able to achieve 2 to
3% administrative costs, much lower than that of private companies). To what extent will the "reformed" Medicare program be accountable to the public vs. the interests of the HMOs and insurance plans?
6. Does the proposal target relief to moderate income individuals and families--those
whose income is -too high to qualify for Medicaid yet too low to be able to afford
medigap coverage?
It is these families that need the most help. They need protection against catastrophic costs. They need comprehensive prescription drug coverage. They need assistance with the high cost of long-term care.
The details provided so far do not allow firm conclusions about the impact of the
Breaux-Thomas, premium support plan on low-income and moderate income consumers. One of the examples used in the early discussions suggests that low income consumers might have to pay 10 percent of their premiums. Many low-income consumers face no premiums under today's Medicare system. It is possible that the burden
on low-income beneficiaries could increase under the Breaux-Thomas reform plan.
7. Does the reform proposal tap financing sources that appropriately seek revenues
from those people who are able to pay?
Medicare as a social insurance program-a universal program that pools risks
broadiy-.can be preserved while at the same time charging more to those high income beneficiaries who can afford to pay more. (The overwhelming majority of Medicare beneficiaries have moderate incomes, so there is a limit to how much money
can be raised from the well-off beneficiaries). It is fair to ask higher income individuals and families to pay more, but this added contribution should not be so onerous
as to discourage participation in Medicare.
The Breaux-Thomas reform proposal calls on high-income consumers to pay higher premiums than lower income consumers do. Consumers Union supports higher
premiums for higher income consumers. Senator Breaux suggests that higher income beneficiaries (with income at least five times the poverty level) should pay 26
percent of the average total Part A and Part B Medicare cost, and this seems a reasonable target. (Subsidies for low-income beneficiaries should continue to come from
Medicare revenues, which include a contribution from high-income Medicare
general
neficiaries.)
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8. Does the reform proposal assure that Medicare is universal (for the covered age
group) to help achieve the highest quality and highest level of political support?
The success of Medicare to date stems largely from the fact that it has been universal Payments have been sufflcitat to encourage broad participation by providers.
Quality of care has been high. If provider payments were cut too severely, participation and quality would eroLe. The well-to-do would have a strong incentive to drop
out of Medicare. The political support for a program for all seniors and disabled
would erode.
The Breaux-Thomas proposal preserves Medicare as a universal system for the
covered group.

9. Does the reform proposal spread risks broadly?
Broad spreading of risks, coupled with universal participation, is the key to keepcosts down. If the private sector were allowed to select the healthy
verage
ingwtout
reduction in their payments, the solvency of the Medicare program would
be severely threatened.
The ability of the Breaux-Thomas proposal td spread risks broadly is not entirely
clear. To its credit, it calls for risk adjustment. It is not clear that the government
will have the ability to do this accurately in the time frame needed to implement
this proposal. There is a serious risk (depending for example on design details and
accountability of the Medicare Board to the public) that HIMOs and insurance plans.
will select lower risk beneficiaries (as Medicare HIMOs have done) and that risk adjustment will not be adequate to compensate for this.

10. Does the reform proposal assure that beneficiaries have the freedom to choose
their own doctor?
Freedom of choice of doctor allows consumers to exert some control over their
health care destiny. This freedom is very important to many consumers, and has
been one of the cornerstones of the Medicare program. Many consumers wish to
maintain this freedom, even if it means higher costs for them.
Uncertainties of design and implementation of the Breaux-Thomas proposal make
it impossible to predict whether beneficiaries will enio they level of freedom of
choice of doctor that they now have under traditional Medicare. It is possible that
traditional Medicare will be out of reach for many beneficiaries. The plan calls for
choice for low-income consumers, but there are many uncertainties about how this
will translate into choice of provider and choice of plan for beneficiaries.
ENDNOTES

[1] Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization chartered in 1936
under the laws of the State of New York to provide consumers with information
education and counsel about good, services, health, and personal finance; and
to initiate and cooperate with individual and group efforts to maintain and enhance the quality of life for consumers. Consumers Union's income is solely derived from the sale of Consumer Reports, its other publications and from noncommercial contributions, grants and fees. In addition to reports on Consumers
Union's own product testing, Consumer Reports with approximately 4.5 million
paid circulation, regularly, carries articles on health, product; saety, marketplace economics and le native, judicial and regulatory actions which affect consumer welfare. Consumers Union's publications carry no advertising and receive
no commercial support.
[21 Henry J. Aaron and Rbert D. Reischauer, 'The Medicare Reform Debate: What
Is the Next Step?" Health Affairs, Winter 1995.
[31 For a discussion of principles that Consumers Union believes should be incorporated in incremental reform, see Blueprint for Fair Share Health Care: Incremental Steps Toward Universal Coverage, Consumers Union, May 24, 1999.
[41 See Testimony before the Senate Finance Conmittee, "Using the FEHBP Model
to Reform Medicare," Senator John Breaux, May 26, 1999.
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Key Findings and Other Issues

The

purpose of this document isto provide a comprehensive, accurate picture of the

current and anticipated state of the hospital industry's financial health. Key
findings of these analyses are highlighted below.

" Total hospital Medicare margins are expected to declinefrom 4.3 percent in FY
199710 only .1 percentIn FY 1999. These margins are projected to remain below 3

percent through FY 2002, the duration of the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) payment
reduction provisions (see page 12).
"

Total hospital margins are projected to decline 48 percent Injustfiveyears,from
6.9 percent In FYl1998 to 3.6 percent In FY 2002. While total hospital margins for

all hospitals would have decreased even if the BBA had not been enacted, these
margins are significantly smaller under the BBA and decrease at a much faster rate
during the five-year period (see page 13).
"

Total hospital marginsfor small, rural hospitals are expected to fallfrom 4.2
percent In FY 1998 to negative 5.6percent by FY 2002, a decline of233 percent

(see page 14).
" Findings on hospitalMedicare inpatient margins are consistent with MedPAC

While these findings-which revealed that hospital Medicare inpatient margins
decreased from 16.9 percent in FY 1997 to 16.5 percent in FY 1998-re consistent
with those of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC), they
represent only a portion of the overall rascal picture for hospitals (see page 11).
" Hospital outpatent margins are already negative 17 percent In FY 1998, and are
projectedto get substantialyworse, dropping to negative 2 7.8 percent by FY 2002.

The BBA has significantly reduced outpatient payments, payments that were already
inadequate. This analysis modeled the impact of the elimination of the formuladriven overpayment (FDO), but not the impact of the outpatient prospective payment
system (PPS). The PPS would reduce margins another 3.8 percent according to
HCFA's impact analysis that was published in a September 1998 proposed rule. As
outpatient revenues continue to increase as a portion of total hospital revenues, the
impact of these negative margins will be even more injurious to hospitals (see page
15).
*The BBA 's transferpayment policy reduces hospital Inpatient payments by
approximately two and a halftimes more than original estimate& The transfer

policy reduced inpatient payments between S500 and $800 million in FY 1998, and
by approximately $3billion between FYs 1998 and 2002. The Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) had estimated a $1.3 billion five-year budget impact when the BBA
was enacted in 1997 (see page 16).
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T'he magnitude of these reductions in margins and Medicare payments must be
considered in light of two other significant outcomes attributable largely to the BBA:
The CEO projects Medicare spending will be S191.S5 billion lower than was
anticipated when the EBA was enacted. Recent CBO spending estimates for
Medicare project total spending to be $191.5 billion less than pre-BBA estimates for
FYs 1998 through 2002. CBO0's estimate of Medicare spending reductions at the
time of BBA enactment was $103 billion (see page 6).
*BRA cuts have shaken confidence in the health care industryand have led to
numerous downgrades in bond ratings for community hospitals. Many analysts are
attributing much of the precipitous drop in health care bond ratings to the impact of
the BBA. Lowered bond ratings ultimately impair a hospital's ability to access
capital to finance technological and facility improvements which. in turn, negatively
affect patient access to, and quality of, care (see page 19).
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Introduction

Tthe

here is a perception among sonmc federal policymnakers that the financial health of

nation's hospitals is strong. But how much of this is myth and how much is

reality? The perception appears to be perpetuated mostly by the "inpatient
Medicare magnigure issued each year by MedPAC, a nonpartisan body that advises
the Congress on Medicare payment policies. In the absence of any other credible and
accepted measures. MedPAC's inpatient margin figure has become the domdiant, if not
exclusive, financial benchmark that Congress relies on when making payment policy
decisions that affect hospitals.
In recent years, hospital Medicare inpatient margins have been reported to be strong.
However, robust Medicare inpatient margins do not equate to strong overall financial
health. In fact, other indicators of financial health, such as bond ratings, are declining,
signaling a weakening of the industry's financial status.
This study was designed to assess the financial status of the hospital industry, taking into
account the various environmental changes that are affecting hospital revenues. These
changes include revenue streams that are eroding as managed care penetration increases,
private payor revenue growth rates that are diminishing, and hospital revenues that are
increasingly derived from other service lines. These expanded service lines-specificaly
outpatient and post acute care services-,are experiencing large negative margins. In
addition, the full impact of the BBA payment reductions has not yet been realized by
providers.
The purpose of this work is to supplement the efforts of Congress, MedPAC, and others
attempting to assess the financial status of hospitals. The various analyses serve to
produce a complete and current picture of the industry's financial health and Medicare's
contribution to hospitals' financial status by:
1. Projecting hospital Medicare inpatient margins using more current cost report
data;
2. Projecting total Medicare margins, including margins for all service linese.g., outpatient, skilled nursing facility (SNF), and home health agency
(HHA)--not just inpatient acute care; and
3. Assessing the impact of the BBA on total hospital margins through modeling
of actual hospital cost report data.
Congressional decisions that could ultimately determine the financial fate of community
hospitals across the country should be made with a thorough understanding of hospitals'
financial health.
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A Snapshot of Today's Hospital Operating Environment:
Impact of the 131A

T

he Medicare program is the largest public payor of health care services.

According to Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) projections, in 1998
the program spent $23 1.1 billion on health care for its 38.4 million enrollees. Of
that, HCFA projects that $128.5 billion was spent on hospital care, $12.7 billion on SNF
care, and another $13.8 billion on home health care.'
Provisions that reduced Medicare reimbursement for hospitals and other health care
providers were a major part of the BBA. According to CBO scoring, at the time of its
passage the BBA was projected to reduce Medicare spending by $103 billion through FY
2002: this included reductions in hospital payments which were then projected to save
over $4 billion between FYs 1998 and 2002. However, the CBO's latest projections
indicate that Medicare spending will be far below its original estimates. The CBQ now
projects that Medicare spending will be $191.5 billion lower than was anticipated when
the BBA was enacted (see Figure I and Table 1) .

FRgure 1. Medicare Spending $88.5 Billion
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While MedPAC projects strong hospital inpatient margins for FYs 1997 through 1999,
the true financial impact of the BBA on hospital Medicare margins will not be known
until cost reports from FYs 1998-2002 are filed, audited, and analyzed. As reductions
in Medicare payments take effect as a result of the BBA (see Table 2 for the estimated
impacts of key provisions), margins are expected to fall, and more importantly, the
percentage of facilities that lose money under the hospital PPS is also likely to increase.
In addition, for the growing number of hospitals that have developed integrated delivery
systems that include post acute care services, the magnitude of the BBA's impact will be
even greater. Many of the provisions in the BBA were designed to dramatically reduce
Medicare payments to post acute care providers, specifically SNFs, HHAs, and
rehabilitation and psychiatric units. At passge, the BBA was projected to reduce
payments to these providers by nearly $30 billion over a five-year period (see Table 2).
These payment reductions will be accomplished through: implementation of an interim
payment system (IPS) for home care, which began inOctober 1997. and eventual
implementation of a new PPS for HHAs; a new PPS for SNFs, which is being phased in
over four years; and changes to the payment methodology for PPS-exempt services.
;ncluding rehabilitation and psychiatric units.
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Table 2. Est~mate Budgetary Effects of Key 88SA Provisions (in biflons,of dollars)
Provision

FY 16

FY 19

FY '0O

FY 01

FY V2

FYs '9.0

Update Factor
Capital Payments
DSH Payments

(0.8)

0

(1.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)

(1.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)

(1.1)
(0.2)
(0.5)

(1.2)
(0.2)
(0.5)

(5.3)
(0.6)
(1.3)

PEPmn-

(0.3)
(0.1)

(0.6)
(0.1)

(0.7)
(0.1)

(0.8)
(0.1)

(0.9)
(0.1)

(3.5)
(0.5)

(0.1)
(1.1)

(1.3)
(2.0)

(2.1)
(4.1)

(2.7)
(4.2)

(3.3)
(4.7)

(9.5)
(16.2)

a

Transfer Cases

Hosials
Operatin Payments
Capital Payment
Post dA~e
PPS for SNFs
Home Health PPS

a Leas Owa 550 mito
Sowc.~COO. SXdetaY Improcab" onsfthe Balanced Budget Act of 1997.' Deoembe' 1997-

Another change the BBA imposed on hospitals is the expanded Medicare definition of a
hospital transfer. The BBA expanded the definition so that acute care hospitals that
discharge Medicare beneficiaries classified in one of 10 specified diagnosis-related
groups (DRGs) are now paid primarily based on length of stay and no longer
automatically receive the full DRG rate. Patients in these 10 DRGs tended to have a
disproportionate use of post acute care services.
The CBO's original projections for the financial impact of the transfer payment policy on
hospitals was a reduction in Medicare payments of $1.3 billion between FYs 1998 and
2002. Our projections estimate Medicare payment reductions of at least $3 billion
between FYs 1998 and 2002 (this topic is discussed in more detail on page 16).
In response to these measures and others designed to reduce provider reimbursement,
hospitals and health systems have taken aggressive steps to reduce their costs. Cost
saving activities include: outsourcing many non-clinical support services such as
housekeeping, food services, and groundskeeping; improving clinical efficiencies by
adopting treatment protocols; redesigning work processes for more efficient use of staff
resources; and adopting drug formularies. After nearly a decade of growth rates above six
percent, for the past three years (1995-1997) hospitals have had little or no growth in
total expenses per adjusted admission. In 1997, hospitals held these costs to a 0.6 percent
increase.
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In addition, for the first time in history, Medicare Part A spending on hospitals actually

went down, by 0.06 percent (see Figure 2 and Table 3) in FY? 1998.
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Once initial cost efficiencies have been achieved, however, hospitals may not be able to
absorb additional cost cutting because of other cost pressures that they will be facing,
including expenses associated with becoming Year 2000 compliant, rising pharmaceutical
prices, and new technology. Furthermore, since labor costs account for more than half of
hospital expenses, the slightest change in labor costs will have enormous implications.
As the full impact of the BBA starts to take effect, many hospitals are already reporting
large operating losses; in response, many hospitals are reluctantly taking aggressive and
swift action by closing services, laying off staff, and cutting or freezing employee wages.
These actions ultimately affect patient access to services, especially in rural areas, and
could diminish the quality of care providt~d.
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Current Picture of Hospitals' Financial Health Inadequate
~fedPAC

recently projected that Medicare hospital inpatient margins reached

6.
1~I1 percent in 1997. the highest level since the inception of the hospital PPS
in 1984. According to MedPAC, the inpatient margin outlook for FYs 1998
and 1999, when the impact of the payment cuts enacted in the BBA begin to take effect,
will remain strong at 15.9 percent and 15.7 percent, respectively. While the MedicarL
inpatient margin is an important indicator of hospitals' financial health, it does not
adequately represent the overall financial picture, for a number of reasons. Key among
them:

V

Hospitals are not simply stand-alone providers of Inpatient acute care services.
Today, most hospitals are integrated systems of care; these systems include, at a
minimum, outpatient services, and may also include post acute care services. Thus,
looking at strictly the hospital inpatient Medicare margin distorts the representation of the
overall financial health of hospitals. Margins that compare revenues and expenses of all
hospital services for Medicare and all payors (i.e., total Medicare and total hospital
margins) present a more complete picture of hospital finances for consideration in a
federal policy-making context.
Data used do not reflect the impact of the BRA. Data from the 1996 and partial-year
1997 cost reports used by MedPAC do not reflect the impact of the payment reductions
mandated by the BBA, which only began to take effect in October 1997. In fact, only
about 10 percent of the expected impact of BBA changes will show up in FY 1998 cost
reports; most BBA changes were "backloaded" and payment reductions will grow
through the year 2002 (see Table 2).
Not all BBA provisions were included in the calculations. While MedPAC made its
best effort to model the payment policies contained in the BBA (e.g., reductions in the
annual Medicare inflation update). it did not attempt to model other key policies such as
the transfer provision, which is projected to reduce hospital revenue much more than the
CBO's initial estimate.
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Results of Analyses:
Overall Financial Health of Hospitals Is Eroding

The

primary differences in this study wtv n compared to MedPAC's methodology

include: (1) FY 1998 data were used, when appropriate, so that at least part of the
BBA impact on margins would be reflected in the results; (2) total hospital
margins were determined based on all lines of business (e.g., outpatient, SNF, JIHA); and
(3) the impact of many more of the BBA provisions were included in the analyses (e.g.,
outpatient PPS. transfer payment, SNF PPS. and HHA [PS/PPS).
The results of the analyses discussed in this section all indicate that hospitals' financial
health is indeed deteriorating. In particular, the research found that all Medicare margins
(i.e., inpatient, total, and outpatient) are decreasing and that Medicare payments are
dropping precipitously.

Hospital Inpatient Margins Declining.Results of ReplicatingModPAC's Methodology With Newer Data
MedPAC (and its predecessor, the Prospective Payment Assessment CommissionProPAC) has been projecting hospital Medicare inpatient margins under the hospital PPS
for more than a decade. Rather than create a new methodology for this analysis,
MedPAC's methodology was obtained and utilized. While MedPAC used data from FY
1996 and partial-year FY 1997 cost reports for its projections, cost report data from at
sample of hospitals for FY 1997 and partial-year FY 1998 were used in this analysis.
Hospital Medicare inpatient margins were projected using the more recent data~ so that
some of the BBA impact would be reflected in the results. Since the purpose of this
analysis was solely to replicate MedPAC's methodology using more recent data to
compare results, no projections were made regarding the inpatient margins for FYs
1999-2002. (See Appendix A for a description of the methodology, database, and
hospital sample used in this analysis.)
These results project that hospital inpatient Medicare margins will decline between FYs
1997 and 1998. The inpatient Medicare margin was determined to be 16.9 percent in FY
1997 and 16.5 percent in FY 1998'. The study's margins appear to corroborate
MedPAC's inpatient margin projections for FYs 1997 and 1998.

inpatient margins that were Incresing pro-BSA may have been Illusory
One factor that may have contributed to the illusion of increasing inpatient margins preBBA is the effect expanded service lines have had on the allocation of fixed costs. As
pointed out earlier, many hospitals have diversified into other service lines, including
lThese results are based on a reweighting ot the sample to reflect national norms. Using raw data the
overall Medicare inpatient margin dropped from 17.9 percent to 17.6 percent between FYs 1997 and 1998.
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outpatient, and possibly SNF and/or home health services. These additional services
cause fixed costs to be spread over not only inpatient care, but the other service lines as
well. Spreading them over all service lines results in what looks like, on paper, a
financial benefit to the inpatient margin. Stated another way, with revenue held constant,
a hospital's inpatient margin seems to improve simply because a smaller amount of fixed
costs are allocated to inpatient services.
Total Hospital Medicare Margins Become Virtually Nonexistent Under BBA:
Results of Analysis of BSA Impact on Total Medicare Margins
This analysis was designed to determine the total hospital Medicare margins. not just
inpatient Medicare margins, when the impact of the BBA is accounted for. N'edPAC has
provided Congress with projections of hospital inpatient Medicare margins that reflect
some portion of the impact of some of the BBA's provisions, and has also provided
historical data on total hospital Medicare margins. However, no projections of total
hospital Medicare margins that reflect the full impact of the BBA provisions have been
developed for use by policymnakers.
This analysis focused on projecting total hospital Medicare margins using FY 1996 as the
base year; cost-to-payment ratios for FY 1996 were the most recent available from
MedPAC. The projections used assumptions developed by HCFA's Office of the
Actuary (QACT). (Appendix B provides a complete discussion of the methodology and
data used for this analysis.) It was important to look at the impact of the BBA on total
hospital Medicare margins for two reasons: (1) the BBA significantly reduced Medicare
payments for hospitals and other health care providers, and (2) many hospitals now
operate as integrated health systems with distinct components whose financial health are
interdependent and contribute to the overall system's financial status.
Table 4 below displays the Medicare hospital-based margins resulting from the payment
(Table B-1) and cost projections (Table B-2) in Appendix B. The projections show that
Medicare hospital-based payment margins increased from 2.3 percent in FY 1996 to 4.3
percent in FY 1997 (the year before the BBA had an impact), and then they begin to
decrease as the BBA takes effect. -Payment margins fall to 1.7 percent in FY 1998 and
then become negligible, reaching a low of 0.1 percent in FY 1999; in FY 2000 they begin
to slowly rise, from 1.0 percent to 2.6 percent in FY 2002. QACT's baseline projections
assumed current law with no further reductions in payments to hospitals. Margin rises in
the outyears are attributable, in part. to a less severe reduction in the PPS update actor
(which sunsets in FY 2002) and to other QACT assumptions, such as coding increases.
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Table 4. Medicare Hospital-Based Costs, Revenues, and Margin. (billions)'

Hospital-based Costs (S)
Hospital-based Payments ()109.8
Medicare Payment Margins ($)
Medicare Payment Margins (%)

FY
1996

FY
1997

FY
1998

FY
1990

$107.3

$110.1

$111.6
113.6
2.0
1.7

$113.2
113.3
0.1
0.1

2.6
2.3

115.1
5.0
4.3

PY

FY

FY

2000

2001

2002

$111.5

$114.3
115.6
1.3
1.1

$119.2
122.4
3.1
2.6

112.6
1.1
1.0

'Assumes cost increases of market basket (MB) minus I%
Some:c. Ernst &Youing analysis using QACT and MdPAC data. 1999.

Total Hospital Margins SignificantlySmaller Under BOA:
Results of Using Current Data to Project BSA Impact
This analysis was designed to model the impact of the I3BA on Medicare revenues and
total hospital margins using the data available from a sample of FY 1997 hospital cost
reports. FY 1997 data were used to ensure that the baseline data would not reflect any
impact of the BBA. (See Appendix C for a description of the methodology and data used
for this analysis.)

- Impact on Total Hospital Margins
This analysis included the impact of the outpatient PPS and transfer payment provisions
on total 1.:spital margins. Historically, total hospital margins were at their highest in 1984
at 7.3 percent, and had been rapidly declining when they bottomed out at 3.5 percent in
1988. However, since 1989. total hospital margins have slowly been on the rise, reaching
an estimated 6.4 percent in 1997 (see Figure 3).
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The results of this analysis (summarized in Table 5) indicate that while total margins for
all hospitals would have decreased even if the BBA had not been enacted, total hospital
margins are significantly smaller under the BBA and decrease at a much faster rate
between FYs 1998 and 2002. Pre-BBA total hospital margins are projected to drop from
8.2 percent in FY 1998 to 7.7 percent in FY 2002. Post-BB1A, however, total margins are
projected to be 6.9 percent in FY 1998 and by FY 2002 decline to 3.6 percent. a decrease
of 48 percent. The projected total hospital margin of 3.6 percent in FY 2002 nears the alltime low of 3.5 percent in 1988.

IWhile,

tota hospital margins would have dereased even withut the BSA, they

are significantly smaller under BOAand experience a 48 percent drop during the
Itvs-year,period, nearing the all-time low.

When stratified by bed size. the results indicate that the total margins for small hospitals
with 99 beds or less, which are predominantly rural, are hardest hit by changes under the
131A. Their margins significantly decrease from 4.2 percent in FY 1998 to negative 5.6
percent in FY 2002, a decrease of 233 percent.
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Table 5. Total Hospital Margins (With Expense. Increasing at MB -1%)
__________________

FY=0

V
y'g

All Hospitals
Pro-8a
Post-Oa

FY'01

FY'02
7.70%
3.6

8.2%
6.9

8.2%
5.8

8.1%
5.0

8.0%

5.1%
9.4
11.1
7.4
7.6

4.8%
9.4
11.2
7.5
7.6

2.9%
8.3
11.3
7.6
7.7

0.7%
7.2
11.5
7.7
7.8

(2.0)%
6.0
11.6
7.9
7.8

4.2%
8.5
10.2
6.5
6.9

2.5%
7.2
9.0
5.4
6.0

0.2%
5.6
8.7
5.0
5.6

(2.4)%
4.1
8.4
4.6
5.2

(5.6)%

4.4

Bed Stae

PreBBA
0-99
100-199

200-299
300-499
500+

Post -BA
0-99
100-199

200-299
300-499
500i.

2.4
8.1
4.3
4.9

Source: Ernst & Young analyss. 1999.

Finally, the study examined how many hospitals would experience a negative total
hospital margin (with expenses increasing at MB -I percent) under the 131A. Before the
BBA, 22 percent of hospitals (75 hospitals) in the sample had negative total hospital
margins; after the BBA (between FYs 1998 and 2000), 34 percent of hospitals (116
hospitals) are projected to have negative margins-a 55 percent increase in the number of
hospitals with negative margins.
Hospitals with less than 100 beds are hardest hit by the BBA: their margins
significantly decrease from positive 4.2 percent In IFY 1908 to
negative 5.6 percent In FY 2002, a drop of 233 percent.

Impact on Outpatient Margins
These results indicate that, even without the BB1A, all hospitals were already losing
money on the provision of outpatient services. However, after implementation of the
131A, the negative outpatient margins are projected to get substantially worse (see Table
6). Pre-BBA, in FY 1998, margins were anticipated to be negative 11.4 percent.
declining to negative 18.7 percent in FY 2002. However, post-BBA, the outpatient
margins are projected to become even worse, starting at negative 17 percent in FY 1998
and dropping precipitously to negative 27.8 percent in FY 2002. It should be noted that
this portion of the analysis only included the impact of the elimination of the outpatient
FDO, and does not account for the impact of the outpatient PPS, which HCFA has
estimated will result in an additional 3.8 percent reduction in payments.'
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As hospital outpatient revenue continues to grow as a share of total hospital revenues
(outpatient revenues increased from 14 percent of hospital revenues in 1984 to 32 percent
in 1997), losses like these will dramatically affect the overall financial health of hospitals.
Table S. Medicsr. Outpatit Profit Margins (Expenes increasing at M8 _1%)
FY'0

FY9

IFY
VO

FY'0
VI

FY0V2

Pro-BSA

I(11.4)%

(13.0)%

(18.7)%

(17.0)

(14.7)%
(23.5)

(16.6)%

Pot-S

(25.6)

;27.8)

AN Hospftals

Soutc

(21.7)

Ernst &Voung anawl. 1990.

Impact on MWelam Payments
The results of this analysis projected that enactment of the BBA will significantly reduce
Medicare payments each year between FYs 1998 and 2002 (the analysis excluded the
impact of outpatient PPS, discussed above, and the transfer payment methodology
changes, which are discussed in a subsequent section). In FY 1998, Medicare payments
toall hospitals are projected to decrease by 3.0 percent as compared to baseline" (see
Table 7); by FY 2002, there will be an estimated 11. 1 percent reduction in payments. (See

Appendix C,Table C-2, for estimated line-item impacts for select years.)
Table . Reduction In Medicare Paymnt (compared to FY 1907 baseline)

AlHoksIYr"
(3.0)%

Porcefft Reduction

Fr'"
(6.8)%

IFO
(8.5)%

FY'01
(9.9)%

jFY'2
(1.)

aroyals. 1999.
Source: Errol &Youaig

*Impact of the Tiransfier Payment Policy
The transfer provision is a costly one for hospitals and health systems. In the past,
Medicare considered patients to be discharged from an acute care hospital when they
were sent to a rehabilitation hospital/unit, SNF, or home to receive care from a lIHA. For
a discharge, acute care hospitals are paid the full Medicare DRG rate, regardless of the
patient's length of stay.
Since October 1, 1998, "qualified discharges"--those involving one of 10 specified
DRGs (i.e., 14, 113, 209, 210, 211, 236, 263. 264, 429, and 483)-to a post acute care
provider (i.e., PPS-exempt hospital/distinct part unit, SNF, or HHA within three days of
discharge fiom the hospital) are treated as transfer cases. In these cases, the hospital
forfeits part of the DRG payment if a patient's stay is shorter than the average length of
stay for that condition. For DRGs 209.,210, and 211, HCFA pays transferring hospitals
50 percent of the DRO payment for the first day of stay plus 50 percent of the amount
UBasline isdefined, for purposes of this analysis. as payments petr a given year had BDA not been enacted.
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which would be paid under the per diem methodology. The transfer policy does not
affect the post acute care provider's payment.
Payments for cases with shorter than average stays (and, in general, corresponding lower
costs) help defray the costs of caring for patients with longer-than-average stays (and
corresponding higher costs). This rule of averaging is one of the fundamental principles
upon which the PPS is built. However, under the new transfer definition, Medicare pays
less for the shorter stays but does not increase payments for longer-stay patients.
This analysis used PY 1997 dao' for 5,244 hospitals obtained from HCFA's MedPAR
file. Because of the way HCFA classifies its discharge codes, two analyses were
conducted to ensure that all discharges to providers affected by this provision were
appropriately captured. The first analysis determined the revenue impact taking into
account only transfers to SNFs and HHAs, while the second analysis determined the
revenue impact of transfers involving SNFs. HHAs, and HCFA's "other" category (which
includes inpatient rehabilitation and psychiatric facilities, and other types of providers).
Results of the first analysis projected a 0.6 percent reduction in Medicare revenues for
transfers to SNFs and HHAs (see Table 8a). Results of the second analysis involving all
otherr providers projected a 0.98 percent reduction in Medicare revenues (see Table 8b).
Table So. Projected One-Veer Impact of Transfers to SNFs

mid HHA@ Only

14
113
209

210
211
236
263
264
429
483
TOM

130,270
22.155
168.053
82.541
13,492

S 58.767.780

14,119
1,376
28,623
11.468

61.252,217
102,597,383
51,329.014
4.143,542
8.711.007
28.520.376
1,097.673
8,734.058
171,585.098

496,859

$494,718.128

24,76
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0.07%
0.07
0.13
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.21
0.60%
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196.022

209

253.212

32.479

113
210
211
236
26
264
429

113,904
19.070
31,504
16632
1.660
43A87
20.062

463
ToW

1

730.242

_

_

_

_

_

S931170.M6

67.075.27

1M3061.444

70.563.500
5.923.960
9.310,939
33.371.045
1.213.653
12.979,059
313,976.516

_

_

__DW

0.11%
0.11

0.21

0.09
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.36

$606260.9e%
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Therefore, the projected impact likely falls somewhere in between 0.6 and 0.98 percent,
since HCFA's "other" category may include providers not affected by the transfer
provision. This would result inan estimated reduction inMedicare revenues of between
$494.7 million and $8007 million in one year due to this policy change, and at least a $3
billion impact over five years-much greater than the $1.3 billion 'eduction predicted by
the CEO.
The trasfe payimnt policy Is proleated to have.a much greeter Imipa-ct#thnJ

CSo.
F

eaWdnate. reducing MedNcare psymntsu by at leee
$3 billion betwen FYs 1iNS and 2002.1
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Other Factors to Consider
Financial Markets Losing Confidence in Health Care IndustryDue to 88A Impact
Bond ratings have value as one barometer of fiscal viability. Judging an organization's
financial viability is a complex task and no single factor is applicable to every hospital in
the country. Hospitals are assuming greater levels of risk; pressures from managed care
and private-sector purchasers have increased economic risk for providers. Pressures from
managed care have also increased competition in many markets. In response, the
financial markets have required increasingly stronger performance levels for
organizations co be deemed credit-worthy.
Moody's Investors Service has noted in a February 1999 report that the BBA has
negatively affected the credit health of not-for-profit hospitals and health systems in
1998, and that it expects that the sector's high ratings volatility and deteriorating credit
quality will continue throughout 1999 and beyond. In fact, 1998 was the first year that
Moody's noted significant credit difficulties for the best-performing hospitals (i.e., Aarated hospitals). The number of overall downgrades surged in 1998 (see Figure 4) as the
impact of the BBA began to take effect, and the outlook for the hospital sector was
lowered for 1999, with analysts expecting further credit deterioration.

FIgure 4. More Bond Rating Downgrades
Number of Downgrades
60-

10
0
1968

1990

1992

1994

1999

1998

Sote: Moodys Invtors Seo,v. S. NoI~o-Profit
Heafttcare:
R&*Vns
Volatlt Aheed for 1999 andBeywWdFebruaryI999

According to Moody's, over the past several years. exceptional returns from the stock
market and a strong economy have protected not-for-profit hospital financial profiles
from further downgrades. However, Moody's does not foresee that current investment
19
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returns will be sustained in the future. A possible market decline will have a more
pronounced impact-on hospital financial performance, and will have a detrimental impact
on not-for-profit hospitals. which will have lower returns on their investments in equity
mawkets.3 As credit ratings decline, the cost of capital increases-a spiral affect that will
put additional pressure on hospital operating margins.
If hospitals cannot absorb additional cuts in Medicare reimbursement or continue to cut
costs, this will further erode already declining bond ratings and, as a result. impede their
ability to access capital. This domino effect would be especially damaging to the health
care community, since hospitals are highly invested in capital and assets. If hospitals
cannot finance improvements intheir infrastructure and technology, this will clearly have
a detrimental impact on their ability to provide quality patientcare and may force them to
limit availability or altogether close some crucial services. Thus, it is imperative that
hospitals maintain higher margins than other sectors so that they are able to access
financing.

Bond ratings have dropped precipitously, In larg part due to the
Impact of the BOA on hospitals and health systemsa. A ratings drop Increases the
cost of capital, which exacerbates the BOA's Impat
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Conclusion

The

results of these analyses demonstrate that overall hospital financial performance

is eroding as direct result of the BBA provisions. The research indicates that, as
a result of the BBA, Medicare inpatient margins are declining, and all other
hospital margins considered by this study (i.e., total Medicare, total hospital, and
outpatient) are expected to experience significant declines during FYs; 1998-2002, with
some margins even becoming extremely negative. Given these poor margins, it is
unlikely that most hospitals will be able to reasonably absorb additional Medicare cuts or
extensions of key BBA payment reduction provisions.
In addition to the payment reductions that are occurring as a result of the BBA, the
Administration has proposed additional measures to reduce Medicare payments to
providers in FY 2000. Included in that package is a proposal to freeze Medicare hospital
inpatient payment rates, which would cut $650 million in FY 2000 and $3.9 billion over
the course of five years. If Congress follows through on the President's proposal to
freeze the hospital update, it would be the second time in the past three years that
hospitals have experienced no annual increase in their Medicare inpatient payments.
There is also discussion about extending the BBA provisions for an additional two years.
Hospital and health systems also face increased pressures as a result of managed care
growth and capitation, Year 2000 compliance issues, and increased competition. The
convergence of all of these pressures and others has resulted in many hospitals
experiencing weakened financial and credit health in 1998, which makes them less
attractive to potential lenders.
Serious consideration needs to be given to all of the factors that impact upon the
industry's operating environment and fiscal status. In fact, before making any further
payment policy decisions affecting acute care hospitals. Congress should assess the
impact of the myriad of changes enacted in the last two years under the I3BA and consider
other important indicators of ho-jiitals' financial health in addition to Medicare inpatient
margins.
Decisions that affect the financial health of the nation's hospitals directly and indirectly
impact the health of the communities they serve. If hospitals cannot maintain fiscal
soundness under the BBA, their ability to access the capital they need to make
improvements to infrastructure and technology will be severely impeded.
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Appendix A
Hospital Medicare Inpatient Margin Analysis
The Methodology
This analysis was a collaborative effort between Ernst & Young and HICJA."' Data from
FY 1997 and partial-year FY 1998 cost reports of 487 geographically-dispersed hospitals
were used in this analysis; MedPAC's analysis used FY 1996 and partial-year FY 1997
cost reports.
Based on the methodology provided by MedPAC, a template was developed which
allowed for the replication of MedPAC's analytic technique using more recent data
(provided by 14CIA) than were available through the HCFA's Public Use Files (PUFs).
(PUFs are downloadable files available on HCFA's Web site that contain various types of
information and data on providers that are paid by Medicare.) Some files also include
data used to develop provider payment rates and cost limits.

Provider Dabts Deription_
HCIA's hospital database contains more than S00 data elements for over 6,000 U.S.
hospitals. Virtually every general acute care hospital with 25 or more beds in service is
included in the database, as well as all hospitals with bonds rated by Standard & Poor.
The primary source of these data is the Medicare cost reports filed by the general acute
care hospitals in the U.S. that participate in the Medicare program. Required by HCFA to
participate in Medicare, hospitals must complete one each year. The cost report
information promotes comparability and consistency among hospitals in reporting. In
addition to including balance sheet and income statement information, the Medicare cost
report contains detailed data on staffing, facility charateristics, hospital utilization,
patient mix, overhead structure, detailed cost and charge data. production costs, and
pricing strategies.
As allowed by the Freedom of Information Act (FOJA), HICIA obtains copies of these
cost reports. Selected data elements are extracted from the cost report and entered into the
database. The data are then checked for accuracy and consistency before. being made
available for general use. The cost report data are from unaudited hospital submissions,
some of which are incomplete. Hospitals that are members of multi-hospital systems may
provide individual-level cost and charge data but report financial and balance sheet data
for the combined multi-hospital group rather than the individual hospital. HCIA further
enhances the comprehensiveness of the cost report database by adding its own
information on hospital location, system affiliation. teaching status, case mix, bond
rating, and market-area demographics.

Services Salt Lake City. Utah. provided assiuance with this analysis.
SPace Managemame
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The Sample
The sampling strategy bypassed the traditional flow of data, whereby the hospital submidts
data co its intermedliary, which then submits it to HCFA. Instead, HCIA obtained
electronic cost reports (ECRs) directly from the intermediaries and obtained sets of ECRs
directly from somec proprietary hospitals on an "as filed" basis. As a result, the raw data
sample was somewhat over-weighted with itivestor-owned hospitals. However, the data
wert; itweighted to reflect the national distribution of hospitals so that these results
acurdiely depicted what was happening to hospital Medicare inpatient margins.
It was impossible,under the circumstances, to fully replicate whatever editing and quality
assurance testing is done to the data by the intermediaries and HCFA. HCIA, however,
conducted its own quality assurance testing and is not aware of any reason to believe that
the data are biased. In addition, based on discussions with MedPAC staff there is no
reason to believe that using as-fled or ECRs obtained from the intermediary should cause
systematic bias.
The sample used in this analysis consisted of 487 hospitals. A total of 675 hospital data
records were provided by HCIA, however, nearly 200 of the records were eliminated if
the hospitals fell into any of the following categories:
" PPS-exempt
* No Medicare cases
" No casemix
" Data were missing that were needed to compute PPS operating, Medicare
inpatient, and total margins (for FYs 1997 and 1998)
To replicate the "peer grouping" (i.e., bed size. urban/rural, etc.) used by MedPAC, at
MedPAC's advice, the 487 hospital HCIA sample was compared with the contents of the
PPS payment impact file available on HCFA's Web site-a file containing descriptive
data on 5,070 hospitals. As shown in Table A-I,. the sample of 487 hospitals represents
less than 10 percent of the hospitals contained in the HCFA file. In terms of peer groups
based on bed ranges, the sample matches the national distribution almost exactly. The
HCIA data are less representative when split by region. The sample under-represents the
East North Central, the Middle Atlantic, and New England, while over-weighting the East
South Central and Mountain regions.
The sample is about five percentage points more rural (and five points less urban) than
the nation. Because of the cost reports obtained, proprietary hospitals represented 24
percent of the sample versus 14 percent nationally. However, there was no significant
difference in our results when the data were reweighted to reflect national norms.
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9
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51%
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9
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9
10
7
4
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15
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1

38
7
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4
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1
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1
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Appendix B
Analysis of Total Hospital Medicare Margins
The Methodology
This analysis used data available from the government rather than hospital cost report
data. To project total hospital Medicare margins, projected hospital Medicare costs and
projected hospital Medicare payments are compared. In order to ensure that these
projections are objective and credible, the hospital Medicare payments projected by
HCFA's OAC1' were used.
Since hospital Medicare cost data were not available, in the interest of time, these
numbers were derived using MedPAC's hospital payment-to-cost ratio for FY 1996. The
volume increases and increases in the hospital input price index (also referred to as the
market basket, or MB) which were assumed by OACT in making the payment projections
were used to project total hospital Medicare costs.
Hospital Medicare unit costs are projected to increase at MB -1% (the same rate of
increase used by MedPAC in its analyses) using the same input price indices and volume
increases as those underlying the OACT projections. Thus. OACT assumptions for price
and volume growth were used for the projections of both hospital costs and hospital
Medicare payments.
Because hospital medical costs for the base year were derived using MedPAC's paymentto-cost ratio, FY 1996 was used as the base year. the same (and most current) base year as
that used by MedPAC. Hospital medical costs were derived using MedPAC's most
6
recent estimate of the Medicare hospital payment-to-cost ratio for 1996 of 102.4 percent.
This payment-to-cost ratio was derived by MedPAC using inpatient and outpatient data
only. A small inconsistency results from assuming this same figure applies to all
hospital-based revenues, including SNF and HHA. However, since SNIF and HHA
payments account for a small portion of hospital payments, the resulting error is small,
and should result in an overstatement of total hospital Medicare margins. Since Medicare
payments were $109.8 billion, costs were estimated at $107.3 billion and the total
hospital Medicare margin at 2.3 percent in PY 1996.
Table B- I displays projections of hospital-based Medicare payments, including payments
to hospitals for inpatient, outpatient, SNF, and HHA services. The figures in the table
were all derived from projections developed by OACT. Since GACT does not project
hospital-based SNF and HHA payments separately from all SNF and HHA payments,
these figures were derived by applying percentages published by MedPAC.
Table B-2 displays the increases in volume, input price indices, and total cost increases
for each of the four components of Medicare hospital costs projected. This analysis
assumed cost increases to be one percent less than the input price index to replicate
MedPAC's use of MB -I percent.
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MedPAC's use of MB -I percent reflects the Commission's assumption that
improvements in hospital productivity could result in actual unit cost increases being one
percentage point lower than the increase in the input price index. However, based on the
history of hospital cost increases published in MedPAC's Data Book, it is questionable
whether productivity gains of that magnitude can continue to be-achieved by hospitalsduring the next few yeas. Typically, productivity gains do not occu at a steady rate, but
occur in surges followed by periods of retrenchment. The historical data provided by
MedPAC indicates that hospitals reduced Medicare inpatient PPS operating costs per-case
continuously frm 1993 to 1997, and have actually reduced nominal cost per case by
nearly 3.5 percent. This translates into a real reduction of nearly 13 percent during the
same period of time. This period of intense productivity growth makes it that much more
difficult for hospitals to achieve productivity gains in the near futur.
Table 0-I1. H
kol med Medicac
Yew

h.

pmnt

Ou40O

WaetSF

asevmhwi

NAA

1997

66.956

17,174

2.267

6,092

1999

65,91

18,169

2.606

6.65113.8

2001

66,264

20,941

2,543

0,795

115.069

115,563

Soswo: ElY &WyWiof OACT. 199 protection MdPAC. J~iy 1996.
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Table B-2. Volumne, Input Price Indices, and Cost Increase.
Y FY

1
IN?__
IM 1996
IW

FY
200

"FY
2001

FY
20M

FY
200

M00

200

Admissions Increase
Input Price Index Increase
Total Cost Increase

1.019 0.998 0.960
1.020 1.028 1.027
1.039 1.026 1.006

0.957
1.026
0.961

0.999
1.026
1.025

1.017
1.028
1.048

1.010
1.027
1.00

1.010- 1.012
1.028 1.029
1.038 1.041

1.014
1.030
1.045

0uqdw
Voume Increase
Input Price Index Inceas
WeightedCostlIncrease

1.063
1.020
1.064

0.988
1.028
1.016

1.029
1.027
1.057

1.027
1.025
1.053

1.052
1.026
1.079

1.052
1.028
1.061

1.051
1.027
1.079

1.049
1.029
1.078

1.048
1.029
1.078

1.048
1.030
1.077

SNIF
Days Increase
Input Price Index Increase
Total Cost increase

1.006
1.024
1.030

1.048
1.028
1.076

1.100
1.030
1.133

0.961
1.030
0.989

0.995
1.028
1.023

1.013
1.029
1.042

1.002
1.029
1.031

1.002
1.029
1.031

1.004
1.030
1.034

1.006
1.030
1.036

HHA
Visit Increase
Input Price Index Increase
Total Cost Increase

0.656
1.028
0.80

0.958
1.030
0.987

1.098 0.960
1.032 1.030
1.134 1.032

1.002
1.030
1.032

1.047
1.030
1.078

1.030
1.030
1.031

1.026
1.031
1.058

1.016
1.031
1.048

1.023
1.032
1.066

Weihted Avg. Inceatise

1.03

1.024

1.025

1.035

1.054

1.046 11.046

1.048

1.0611

IFY

0.906

Y Iy IFy
200

SOOM.e
ElY mUasIs OfOACT. 1999 p~drolon.
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Appendix C
Analysis of Total Hospital Margins
The Methodology
Ideally, specific analyses would have been performed for all program areas affected by
the BBA. In a best-case scenario, this analysis would have included data from Medicare
cost reports, specific patient claims data, and the minimum data set (MDS) for SNFs.
However, for a variety of reasons, some or all of these data elements were not available.
In addition, for several of the BBA provisions, the actual payment methodologies have
not yet been developed and/or finalized (e.g., PPSs for home health, rehabilitation
facilities, and outpatient services).
Therefore, in the interest of reasonableness and timeliness, the approach adopted allowed
for the measurement of the most significant payment changes using a variety of
methodologies, data sources, and tools. For example, for those program areas which are
specifically driven by cost report data, filed cost reports were used in the analysis. For
those programelements for which specific claims data were necessary, either independent
analyses were performed using claims data (i.e., transfer payment policy change) or the
results of externally prepared analyses were used (i.e., CBO projections were used to
estimate the SNF PPS impact: HCFA estimates were to used to project the impact of the
outpatient PPS).
In addition, there were several program elements that could not be measured for this
study, given time, data, and methodology constraints. The following matrix summarizes
which reimbursement components were utilized in which type of analysis.
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Analyses Prformed to Detarmine knpet of BOA Proviseon
Component

Cost RePort Data
Used

WW~tiergP

X

Dispropofllonal. Share
Inptatient Capital
PPS-s.xep Hoepials
Outpatient (FDO)
Indirect Medical Education

Hospital Outpatient PPeb
Transfer Payment Poliy
SNF PPS'

lIndepnden Analysis
Peufonned

BOA Imnpact
Not Measured

X
X

X
x
x

X
X
x

SNF Consolidated Rilin
Rehabiitation Hospital PPS
TEFRA Provider Exuemption
Elimination
TEFRA Rebase Option
Voluntary FrE Reduction Program
SystemvWde Aggregation of RTEs

X
X
X
X

x

x

The 15 percent mwidulory reducton as applied to horne healt Mcars paynmns as te estimated
Imat ow
h
HHA PPS. bsglnntn wMtFY 2001.
A3.Spercent reduotn was applied, based on HCFA's estimate in its prcpoeed rwdeputlgshed in the &9WS Federal
CIOp,
d sinc

offthe reihtpsyner poliy oliene was deteuined by en KIA snalysI.

da as~ not availble regardig Vie SNF PPS. the CSO's scored percentage reductio inSNF medicare

pamen

s

ued Io estmAe the WA Wmpact.

Using the BBA legislation and regulations, a spreadsheet was developed to model the
impact of BBA provisions (based on availabi: cost report data) on total hospital margins
and on Medicare payments for FYs 1998-2002. Using this information and impact
projection information obtained from external sources (e.g., CBO, HCFA), the impact on
total hospital margins and Medicare payments were determined for the five-year period.
The base year used was FY 1997 and the analysis determined both the pre- and post-BBIA
total hospital margins and Medicare payments. In addition, it was assumed that expenses
would increase at MB -1 percent, since that is the assumption used by MedPAC.8 The
FY 1997 cost reports of 340 hospitals were used to determine a baseline just prior to the
period when the BBIA would have an impact on cost report data.
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The Sample
The sample consisted of 340 hospitals (see Table C-I1), which is a subset of the 487
hospitals used in the MedPAC analysis simulation. Of the 340 hospitals, 170 (50
-------

pecent)

voluntary,

83

(24

percent)

proprietary,

AndC8

(26percn

qgovernment-

owned. According to HCFA's hospital distribution by ownership (as published in the
July 31, 1998 Federal Register, pp.41116-17, Table 4), this sample has about 10 percent
more proprietary hospitals than it should have and nine percent fewer voluntary
providers. When compared to national norms, hospitals in the Mid-Atlantic and East
North Central regions are under-represented in this sample and hospitals in the East South
Central region are over-weighted. When the data were reweighted to reflect the national
distribution of hospitals, there were no discernible differences in the results.
Table C-1. Summnary of Sample
Hbopka Caegoodm

Dat isrbution for BOA Anal~ls
Nwnber

AllHoswitsk

Pwctpemo
of Total
Number

of Total

340

100%

5,0717

100%

0-99
100-199
200-299
300-499
500.

130
85
52
49
24

38%
25
15
14
7

2,525
1,270
639
481
155

50%
25
13
9
3

East Nod1h Central

24
55
12
37
2
54
53
48
55
0

7%
Is
4
11
1
16
16
14
I6
0

761
432
504
3S3
206
609
751
699
702
53

15%
9
10
7
4
12
is
14
14
1

2,852
2,218

56%
44
6%
9
65

Bed Sir

East South Central
WI*lA~mwU
Mountain
NowEnglend
PaCift
South Atlanic
Weet North Central
Wet othCnral
Puefto PAW

tbwarvi

Rural
Uiben

TddI*1g Stotw
mw
Othe
Non-Teachbis
Voluntas
P, euatery
L overnmen1

126
214

-

3-%
63

38
55
247

11%
I6
73

295
476
429

170
83
87

50%
24
26

2.991
710
1 1369

1

56%
14
27

1
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Table C-Z Estimatd SBA Line tem Medicae Paymntd Rodedtons for Sample Hospftas,
lkddvduul Yew lmpeos- Seleo Year
PY 1IO6
Poe-BOA Mediar
~fs~4~ilew)Pawnents (Ul~q!

Up
Pro-SEA Medr
-11DAY-faywal

PPS Part A

DSH
Medical Edi catn
Inpatient Cap"ta
Sad Debt
Oultent - FOO
PPS Exsipt-Psych
PPS Exempt-Rehab
Horns Health PPS
SNF PPS
Totals

EMA Provision

1

$5,701.7

$5.8062

497.5
568.6
612.3
166.2
1814.6
171.0
218.4
454.7
279.5

501.0
60.7
672.2
171.0
242.6
173.5
221.7
454.7
279.5

FY 19W6
ILine-Item
0Dla ktfpect IPffen
QW
RMEdu.L4

(1.83)%

5(106.5)

(2.8)

(57.9)
(2.5)
(3.3)
0.0
0.0

(1.20)%

(1.40)
0.00
0.00

(0.04)
(0.41)
(0.66)
(0.03)
(0.84)
(0.03)
(0.04)
0.00
0.00

(0.70)
(6.13)
(8.91)
(1.64)
(23.e7)

(3.5)
(37.1)
(59.9)

Reduction %
asPercent *1
Total
Paiamnt 4

-(1."4)

$9,117.0

$8,843.5

$(273.5)

(&.00)%

(3.00)%

PmB-BA Meiare
Payment (MWilons)

FY 200
Post-SEA Medicare
Payments (Mlons)

FY 200
DocarImpact
(willion)

Urne-itm
Percent
Redutlcn

Reductions
as Percent of
TOtM

__ _

_

_

PPS Part A
DSH
Medic" Education
Inpatlent C""ta
Bad Debt
Outpatient - FDO
PPS Exempt-Psych
PPS Exsmpt-Rehab
Hom Health PPS
SNF PPS

$5.11 1.3
537.8
638.4
672.2
171.0
242.6
175.3.
223.0
466.8
279.5

55,769.1
493.2
511.1
586.0
102.0
156.2
161.9
212.0
446.3
274.1

Totals

$9,504.8

$81,699.7
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S(342.2)
(44.6)
(127.4)
(86.2)

5(805.0)

~f~EWntM

(611.9)

(86.4)
(13.5)
(11.0)
(20.5)
(5.4)

(5.60)%
(6.29)
(19.96)
(12.82)
(40.29)
(35.61)
(7.70)
(4.93)
(4M3)
(1.93)

(3.80)%
(0.47)
(1.34)
(0.91)
(0.73)
(0.91)
(0.14)
(0.12)
(0.22)
(0.06)

(8.50)%

(8.50)%
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Table C-2. Estimated BA Line Nte" Medicare Payment Reductions for Sample Hospitals,

Individual Year Impact-Select Years (continued)

.Bflk~mvlslo.

PPS Part A
DSH
Medical Education
Inpatient Capital
Bad Debt
Outpatient - FDO
PPS Exempt-P"c
FPS Exempt-Rettab
Home Health FPS
SNF FPS
Totals

Pre-BB11A Medicare
(Minlion).
-flunt

FY 2002
Paymnents (Millions)

Reduct.
-m1
ae e
Tots

Urnsitem

FY 2002
_6IM,4Icnr,
D.llrlmpa_,
(Millions)

Reduction,

$6.448.3
588.6
672.9
672.2
171.0
242.6
177.0
224.3

$5,943.3
497.7
480.6
586.0
94.0
158.2
163.7
212.5

S(503.1)
(89.0)
(192.3)
(88.2)
(78.9)
(86.3)
(13.3)
(11.8)

(7.80)%
(12.18)
(28.58)
(12.82)
(44.97)
(35.57)
(7.51)
(5.26)

(5.08)
(0.70
(1.94
(0.87
(0.78
(0.87
(0.13
(0.12

471.4
279.5

419.9
271.5

(51.6)
(7.9)

(10.95)
(2.63)

(0.52Z
(0.08)

$9,910.7

$8,813.0

$(1,097.5)

1

(11.07)%

1

*The Uneen Percent Reduction" column represents the percent reduction in line-item Medicar payments. It Is
calculated bydividing the Doltsr Impact by fth ine-Item Pro-MA Medicare Payment.
ccntributes to thetotal
**The 'Reduction awPercnt of Total Paymienr column represents the percent eat? line-itemn
in Medicare payments. It iscalculated by dividin Oe Dollar Impact column by the Total PreMA Medicare
reducbwo
Payments amount
Source:, Ernst &Young analysis. 1999.
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Appendix D

Glossary of Acronyms
___BBA

DRG
DSH
ECR
FDO
FOIA

FTE
Fy
HCFA
HHA
IPS
MIB

MDS

MedPAC
OACT
OBRA
0MB
PPS
ProPAC
PUP
S&P
SNF
TEFRA

Balanced Budget Act of 1997
Cozigessional Budget Office
_
_
Diagnostic-related group
Disproportionate share
Electronic cost report
Formula-driven overpayment
Freedom of Information Act
Full-time equivalent
Fiscal year
Health Care Financing Administration
Home health agency
Interim payment system
Market basket
Minimum Data Set
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission
Office of the Actuary
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
office of Management and Budget
Prospective Payment System
Prospective Payment Assessment Commission
Public'Use File
Standard & Poor
Skilled nursing facility
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982

1
HCFA Web site, www.hcfa.gov, 1999.
32CBO. "An Analysis of the President's Budgetary Proposals for Fiscal yea 2000: A Preliminary Report"
March 2, 1999 and "Budgetary Implications of the Balanced Budget Act of 199r7." Deceiber 1997.
3
AHA Web site. www.ahaorg. 1999.

Federal Register. September 8. 1998, p.47601.

5

Moody's Investors Service. "U.S. Not-for-Profit Hcalihcare: Ratings Volatility Ahead for 1999 and
Beyond." Feray1999.
6HdPA.Hat Care Spending and the Medicare Program: AData Book. July 1998 (Chart 3.25).
MedPAC. Health Care Spending and the Medicare Program: A Data Book. July 1998 (Chat 4-4 and 413 for SNFs and HHAs. respectively).
aMedPAC. Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy. Volume U.- Analytical Papers, March
1998. page 35 (Figure 11-3-5).
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Ernst & Veun, LLP is one of the nation's leading professional accounting, tax, and
consulting farm. The professionals in Ernst & Young's large health care consulting
practice work with many of the top provider, payor, and life sciences companies
worldwide to design and deliver enterprise-wide business solutions and create a stronger
competitive edge. The firm's other business offerings include stragic: services,
operations improvement, finance, accounting, tax consulting, real estate consulting, and
technology design and implementation.
HCIA. Inc. maintains the health care industry's largest health care data warehouse. It
collects data from a variety of industry sources that include hospitals, managed care and
insurance companies, federal and state governments, clinics, physicians' offices, and
patients. By combining leading industry databases, methodologies, and analytic services,
HCIA creates information assets that help customers manage health care costs and
improve patient care. Serving a client base of more than 7,000 customers, HCIA provides
decision support systems to more than 1,500 hospitals, as well as many of the largest U.S.
health insurance companies, managed care organizations, and pharmaceutical
manufacturers. HCIA also supports the efforts of research organizations and government
agencies, and has formed proprietary relationships with more than 20 hospital

associations nationwide.
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HEAL TH INDUS TRY DISTRIBUTORS ASSOC IATION

Statement for the Record of the Finance Committee
United States Senate
Submitted by Health Indusoy DisributorsAssociation

BalancedBudget Act Implementation
March 17. 1999

Contact:
Cam C. Bachenheuner or Erin H. Bush
Health Industry DLstibutors Association
66 Canal Center Plaza. Suite 520
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
703-549-4432
703-549-6495 FAX
The following statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee behalf of the Health Industry
Distributors Association (HRDA). HIDA is the national trade association of home cae companies and
medical products distribution firms. Created in 1902, HIDA represents more than 700 companies with
approximately 2000 locations nationwide. HIDA Members provide value-added services to patients in
their homes as well as virtually every hospital. physician office, and nursing home in the country.
HiqDA is pleased to be able to provide the Committee with our evaluation of the Health Care
Financing Administration's (HCFA's) implementation of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (P.L.
105-33).
Homne medical equipment (HME) providers are an integral component of the home healthcare
delivery chain. HME providers supply medically necessary equipment and related services that help
beneficiaries meet their therapeutic goas. Pursuan to the physician's prescription, HME providers
deliver medical equipment to a consumer's home, set it up, maintain it, educate and train the
consumer and caregiver ;n its use, provide socess to trained therapists. monitor patent compliance
with a treatment regimen, and assemble and submit the considerable paperwork needed for third party
reimbursement. HME providers also coordinate with physicians and other home care providers (such
as home health agencies and family caregivers) as the consumer improves and his/her needs evolve.
Specialized home infusion providers mnagei complex intravenous services, including chemotherapy,
in die home.
These providers and the beneficiaries that the serv are at a great risk for negative consequences
resulting from HCP~s implementation of Balanced Budget Act (BBA). Although a large number of
provisions in the B8A have the potential to impact HME providers, our testimony will focus just two
issues - HCFA's implemntation of an expended inherent ranblnsinhtority and the
competitive bidding demonstration program.
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HiDA is concerned that HCFA's inzplernentatioq of the expanded inherent reasonableness (IR)
authority granted in the BBA has violated a number laws that govern the promulgation of regulations,
superceded Congresional Wnt and will ultimately threaten beetciary access to quality medical
equipment services.
In 1935 HCFA was granted the authoity to altar Medicar reimbursements for durablemedical
equipment, prosthetic orthotics and supplies (DMEPOS) through the "inherent reasciabketdW (lR)
authority. This authority allowed HCFA to adjust remusmet for individual items and services if
the payments are found to be grossly deficient or excessive. Under this original authority, HCFA had
to take certain logical steps to make adjustments to the fee schedule.-Specifically, HCFA had to (1)
consult the communities that would be impacted by this change, (2) publish the propofod hocw
reimbursement limit in the Fedrrm Regist. (3) allow 60 days for public commen:4 and (4) publish a
final rule in the FedeaRegister. This proes was used successUly by HCFA in 1995 to reduce the
national fee schedule reimbursement for blood glucose monitors.
The BBA provision (Section 4316) granted HCFA a greatly expanded authority to adjust DNMS
reimbursements by as much as 15 percent each yearwihu in
- consultation, publication in the
FederalRegister, or public comment. On January 7,1998, HCFIA 4sd an interim final rule
implementing this authority, declaring that the protection of the Mec
xeTrust Fund necessitated a
waiver of the public notice and comment period mandated by the Administrative Procedures Act
(APA), and the Social Secuity Act (SSA). In addition, HCFA failed to conduct and report a small
business impact statement- as required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA). Inteestingly, HCFA
stated that the RFA analysis was not needed because the rule did not constitute a "significant change,"
while simultaneously maintaining that the need to eact the rule constituted an "emergency" worthy
of bypassing the notice and comment periods necessitated by the APA and the SSA
On April 9,19I8, HCFA delegated the IR authority to the four Durable Medical Equipmn Regional
Carriers (DbMRCs). The DNMRC's were quick to announced payumt reductions. In their
respective September 1998 Supplier Bulletins, the four DbMRC proposed IR reductions between
0.5% to 35.7% for the same eight product codes; an apparent violation of the I1S%
thresold
established In the BBA. As you are aware, the BBA outlined specific notice and comment guidelines
for HCFA to follow for payment adjustments over 15%. HIDA suggests that by including the
legislative language addressing the process for implementing adjustments greater than 15%, Congress
was expressing its intent for HCFA to follow this process.
HIDA is also concerned that the data used by the regional carrier to support these reductons reveal
serious weaknesses in Medicare'3 data. colletion p rceess.P The DbMC Pricing Units contacted
specific providers in 16 Stae to obtain retail pricing data. The DMERCs then arbitrarily selected the
median of a varying number of observations for each code as a value, which represents a "firand
equitable payment amount" and proposed payment reductions to the median for each and every
payment above the median. HIDA maintains tha this process contained a number of important
weaknesses, such as the following:
* The DMERCs relied on pricing from retail pharmacies, which do not accurately represent the
costs incurred by a supplier in finishing thesoiem to Medicare beneficiaries. ICFA has

* determined that HME suppliers incur as least 15 percent highe costs in order to comply with the
administrative burdens imposed by dhe Medicare program. These coss were not recognized in
the retail pricing data accumulated by the DMERCa.
# The items surveyed by the DMERCs simply awe not the same items fbr which Medicare
allowables ate derived. For example, for items such as eneal nutrition and blood glucose test
strips, RIDA's review of the survey dama reveals that the DNMC relied upon pricing for
products
~ o~cvrdt ~ ~Md
thtw
~ oO aely used by beneficiaries. Severa of the
observationsreted to the DMERCs forutet sorip are for low-end brands of such poor quality
that physicians do not prescribe them.
* H3IDA's review of the data obtained by DMERC Pricing Units for blood glucose test strips and
lancets reveal a selection of localities heavily skewed away from large urban ares, as well as
fundamental flaws in the questions posed by DMERC repreFs entatives. HIDA has contacted
numerous participants in the survey, whose responses reveal that the pricing obtained by the
DMERCs were not representative of the actual prices charged to beneficiaries.
HIDA fears that similar flaws will be repeated in further IR determinations, unless Medicare is
required to use a rational, apparent and statistically valid data collection process.
As Section 4316 of due BBA provides HCFA with vast authority to modify the statute-based Medicare
Part B payment system, and these modifications could have a significant impact on HME providers
and beneficiaries alike, it is imperative that HCFA comply fully with the important procedural
requirements enacted by Congress. HIDA urges this Committee to require HCFA to re-issue the
regulations enacting the JR authority in order to allow the agency to come into full compliance with
the requirements of the APA, the SSA, and the RFA. HCFA did not analyze the impacts that this
regulation would have on small entities and failed to contact the affected indusries that could have
supplied the agency with this information. HIDA urges this Committee to require HCFA to use
statstical-ly valid, appropriate dat collection techniques when promulgating future JR determinations
of less than 15%.
Competitive hiding
HIDA is concerned about the Healt Care Finaning Administration's implementation of a
competitive bidding demonstration program for HME and supplies authorized by the BBA (Section
4319). It is important to remember that although the term "competitive bidding" may sound attractive,
this program will actually stifle the existing free market competition that encourages the provision of
high quality medical services to Medicare beneficiaries. HCFA is currently implementing this
demonstration in Polk Counrty, Florida, where competitive bidding will enacted in the fall of this year.
Once this demonstration program is under way, only a very limited number of IIME providers in this
county will be reimbursed by Medicare for home oxygen services, hospital beds, wound care
supplies, enteral nutrition, and incontinence supplies. The fact that the vast majority of providers will
be excluded from providing these services will create monopolistic forces that will eliminate the
existing market competition. In addition, by radically reducing the number of providers of HME
services, consumer access may be threatened and beneficiaries in the demonstration areas will lose
the important right to choose their own healthcare provider.

'HIDA is particularly concerned that HCFA's current competitive bidding plan threatens access to
important health services. Home medical equipment (HME) such as oxygen equipment cannot be
drop-shipped to patients because the therapeutic support services offered by HME providers are
crucial to positive health outcomes. History shows that once an artificially low bid is awarded and the
these therapeutic
winning bidder fia budget pressures, the first thing the provider eliminates ame
services (e.g., preventative mainteance patient education, 24-hour on call service, the professional
care of respiratory therapists, and the furnishing of supplies). Once these services amr lminated, di'e
beneficiary is much more Riely to experience healIth problems. Importantly, beneficiaries in the
demonstration area will be have extremely limited options if they are unhappy with the HME services
provided by the selected bider.
As this demonstration program has the potential to directly impact the healthcare services of
thousands of Medicare beneficiaries, it is urgently important for HCFA to conduct awell-reasoned,
responsive program. We urge the Committee to review the design of the HME competitive bidding
demonstration. If the Committee determines that the current design fails to protect the welfare of
beneficiaries in the demonstration area, the demonstration should be halted.
CoRadUSlOm
HIDA appreciates the opportunity to provide the Committee with our views on HCFA's
implementation of the BBA. We hope that you will take this opportunity to review the irregularities
of HCFA's implementation of UL. We urge the Committee to exerciseits oversight function to
require the Administration to use a rational, legal, and valid process. In addition, we hope the
Committee will investigate the possibility negative consequences of the competitive bidding
demonstration in Polk County, Florida.
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MICHIELE M.LAWONN, JD, PT
7871 East CorneA Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80231
303-751-7012, Fax 303-751-7013
The Honorable William V. Roth. Jr., Chair
United States Senate Committee on Finance
215 Dlrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
Re:

Finance Committee Hearing June 10, 1999
Impact of Balanced Budget Act of11997 Provisions on Medicare Fee-for-Service

Dear Senator Roth:
I am a physical therapist with over two decades experience, including extensive
experience with Medicare A and B.Medicare assigned managed care plans and Long
Term Care. I also am an attorney and a mediator. I fully understand the need to
balance our countrys budget, the difficulty of changing fiscal Impact legislation such as
the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, the concerns regarding Medicare fraud, and the
Impact of the BBA on reimbursement for rehabilitation services pursuant to Medicare A
and B.
However, the Medicare A and B payment structure for rehabilitation services for
physical, occupatkmal and speech therapy, so adversely has been affected, that the
projected fiscal savings IsIllusory. Infact, the Impact of the present provisions in the
BSA will cost not only the federal government. but each of the fifty states far more than
any anticipated savings, due to the Increased Medicaid costs incurred for seniors forced
prmaturely Into logterm Care.

La
Seniors will NOT and presently are NOT receding adequate rehabilitation pursuant to
Medicare Ato allow them to achieve tei pre-ljurylpre-hospitellzation level of
independent functioning and enable themr to return to livin Intheir own homes,
apartments, assistive liing, and other I"n situations as was the case prior to these
BBA reimbursement changes.
Medicare guidelines always have stated quite clearly that a rehabilitation provider can
not and may not rehabilitate a senior to a Ohighee level of function than that of his/her
pre-hospitizatlon status. For example, the long term rehabilitation goal for a senior
that was waling Independently without an assistive device and living In hishe own
home prior to failing and breaking a hip would be to be able to return him/her to that
SAME level of idpnec.Whereas, for a senior with a fractured hip that was
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already livng in a long term care facility, wheelchair dependent but transferring
independently to his/her bed, the long term'rehabilitation goal for this person would not
be to got him/her walking Independently, even if she/he had the potential to achieve this
Frequently, rehabilitation takes a significant amount of time for seniors as there are
many uncontrollable variables which occur. These Include, in the example of a hip
fracture patient: adverse effects of general anesthetic; the type of hip repair surgery
and its effect on weight bearing status; muscular strength and ability to use assistive
device; medical complications; and prior level of functioning.
Under the previous Medicare A guidelines, seniors received days 1-20 of skilled
services for rehabilitation or sub-acute rehabilitation at 100% reimbursement without a
co-pay, which 20 days frequently were adequate for them to return to their previous
living situations. If not, then they, their families or their supplemental Insurance policies
covered the co-payment amount for days 21 to 100, that were required. During their
rehabilitation, seniors had to show progress towards their short termn and long term
therapy goals, or they would have to be taken off rehabilitation. as they would lose their
eligibility-for services.
Now, however, because of the extremely low reimbursement for Medicare A retab
services based upon PPS for seniors at nursing homes, not only are they not receiving
the rehabilitation services that are indicated, they are receiving totally inadequate
services for their medical conditions, which frequently are administered to them in a
group" therapy setting, with little one-on-one therapy even provided. Additionally, now,
instead of receiving therapy from a physical therapist, seniors are receding therapy
from physical therapy assistants or on the job trained therapy aides, both of whom are
less expensive employees. The current reimbursement rate Is so low, that it doesn't
even come close to covering the rate of pay for skilled nursing care, let alone skilled
rehabilitation services in long term care facUities.
Ultimately, because seniors are receiving inadequate physical therapy to rehabilitate
them back to their pre-hospitalization level of function,- they are and will have to be
placed permanently in long term care facilities. If,at that time, they immediately are not
eligible for Medicaid, they will spend down their assets until they are eligible for
payment of their long term care under Medicaid. The fiscal Impact and purported
savings for Medicare A and B rehabilitation services truly Isa Odollar foolish and penny
wise* scenario. As seniors also can not be covered by any oth~r health care insurance,
presently, they are being unfairly taken advantage of by the effects of the
reimbursement provisions of the BBA legislation.
-IL

The Senate's concerns with decreasing Medicare fraud caused by excessive charges
for physical, occupational and speech therapy, best can be addressed as follows:
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1) Increase the funding for more Investigators of Medicare fraud. A complaint
was filed by a physical and occupational therapist against a nursing home In Aurora,
Colorado, owned byea large national company. The complaint claimed excessive rehab
charges and poor nursing care. This was Investigated almost a year later due to lack of
investigator staff. By that time, this nursing home had conducted its own Internal audit,
discovered its rehab program manager Intentionially had Increased the Medicare
charges for rehab services submitted by her therapists and the nursing home had
reimbursed Medicare, thus avoiding any significant penalty.
2) Develop a three tiered reimbursement plan for Medicare A rehabilitation
services which reflects greater payment for rehab services provided by therapists, and
progressively less for assistants and aides. A tiered payment system would decrease
significantly the use of less highly trained workers being utilized for rehab, its financial
incentive and improve patient care.
3) Require Medicare assigned managed care plans to reimburse nursing homes
at the same rate as that gotten directly from Medicare for a senior, in order to decrease
the financial incentive of purposely over billing Medicare patients to make up for the
significantly lower reimbursement received from a managed care company. A rehab
manager at a nursing home in Denver owned by a large national company, required her
therapists to Increase their charges on Medicare patients to cover for lower
reimbursement from Medicare assigned managed care plans.
4) Consult with experienced therapists *inthe field* to explore options on how
best to make viable Medicare policy changes in order to address the concerns of
patient care, fraud and fiscal savings.
Addressing these concerns will not only assure the return of adequate and professional
rehabilitation pursuant to Medicare Afor all seniors, but will restore the rehabilitation
profession for all physical, occupational and speech therapists nationwide who
presently are unemployed due to BBA reimbursement effects. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
Very truly your,

VkkL
Michele M.Lawonn, JD, PT
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Statement of Jack J. Pivar, President
National Association for the Support of
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Medicare Fee-For-Service Program
Impact of th e SEA '97 Pro visions

Submitted for the Record to,
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Hearing Date June 10, 1999
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Chairman Roth:
On behalf of the National Association for the Support of Long Term Care (NASL), I am
pleased to submit the following written testimony toyou and members of the Senate
Finance Committee. This testimony is provided inresponse to the hearing held by your
Committee on June 10, 1999 to examine the impact of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997
upon the Medicare Fee-for-Service program.
NASI represents over 150 companies involved in the provision of services, products and
supplies to the long term care industry and is the only organization at the national level
concentrating its concerns and endeavors exclusively on legislative and regulatory
matters affecting the ancillary service and product supply components to long term care
facilities. NASL has worked closely with Congress and the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) as many of the provisions included in the Balanced Budget Act
(BBA) were developed. Our members have a particular interest in the impact of the
skilled nursing facility prospective payment system (SNF PPS ) provisions, as well as the
non-physician Part B issues.
We appreciate not only the opportunity to comment, but also -yourcontinuing efforts to
monitor the impact of the comprehensive BBA, particularly upon beneficiaries' access to
quality services. We, like you, agree that our nation's seniors deserve a Medicare
program that meets their health needs.
The passage of the BBA marked the most drastic changes to the Medicare program since
its inception in 1965. While the goals may have been laudable, too many changes were
made too fA with too little understanding as to how the changes would impact each
other. The inevitable operational defects inthis vastly complex law, have been
exacerbated by HCFA's inability to competently administer or implement the changes.
This in turn, has put beneficiary services at risk and the post-acute health care sector on
the verge of economic collapse. Closing options and the resulting service disruption for
beneficiaries across the apecunm of health care settings, has begun to translate into real
problems of access and quality of care,
L Immsedlate Concerns:
We are particularly concerned about the severe impact two specific provisions of the
BBA are having upon beneficiaries. We appeal to the Committee to ensure
beeflcla.le' cositinmed access to quality care by:
(1) Mandating an laitesim solutions to the flawed skilled nursing facility (SNF)
prospective payment system (FPS) that restores Medicare funding to
levels of reimbursement the provisio, of mo-therapy ancillary services
provided under the SNF FPS;

NASL Tesimny
)une 25, 1999
Pare 2

(2) passing the "Medicare Rehabilitation Beneflits: Improvement Act iif
1999," (S. 472) which would exempt certaina beneficiaries from the
arbitrary $1,500 cap placed upon outpatient rehabilitation services.
The problems associated with these provisions are real. Early research findings show the
Resource Utilization Group HII (RUG 111) system used for the skilled nursing fioility
prospective payment system (SNF PIPS) fails to adequately account for the costs of
certain non-therapy ancillary services. These non-therapy ancillary services include
prescription drugs, respiratory therapy, laboratory, radiology, ultrasound, enteral and
parenteral feeding, and the provision of certain complex medical equipment which is
used in the treatment of pressure ulcers. Without the implementation of an interim
solution and the restoration of Medicare funds to the Programn, elderly Medicare
beneficiaries will he denied access to these services.
Mr. Chairman, sixty-six of your Senate colleagues signed their names to a letter to Donna
Shaiala, Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services expressing their deep
concerns about the "growing crisis inthe nursing home industry" and urging the
Secretary use her authority to "ensure the transition to the new prospective payment
system does not harm beneficiaries with unneccessary reductions in payment rates that go
beyond" what was anticipated.
As you heard during the June 10 hearing, the American Health Care Association (AHCA)
recently commissioned Muse & Associates, leading health care analysts, to examine the
findings. of an AHCA membership survey. The survey was intended to assess changes in
such things as admission, length of stay, average Medicare payment and occupancy since
the implementation of the BBA. According to the report, "ASurvey of Changes in
Skilled Nursing Facilities Medicare Patterns Since the implementlm of die Praspective

Paymefit System," payments to SNFs decreased between the first quarter of 1998 and the
first quarter of 1999 by an average of $50 per day. The report also documented
significant declines inthe length of stay for Medicare patients (15%) and a large drop in
Medicare patient days (10. 5%).
NASL strongly supports the efforts already underway to immediately address the
problems related to the flawed SNF PIPS. Essential to a remedy is am
acknowledgment that the system has been under-funded and the services used by
beneficiaries, particularly those with high-acuity needs, have been under-f

recognized. Another aspect crucial to a solution, isa reassessment of the Health
Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) use of an early 1990's industry smapihot
to set the base of aN rates. The current demographics of the healt cam system are
significantly different and this exacerbates the funding shortfall.
Congress must also act quickly to ensure our nation's Medicare beneficiaries continue to
have access to medically necessary therapy services. This can be done by supporting the
"Medicare Rehabilitation Benefit Improvement Act of 1999," (S. 472 / H.R. 1837). The
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BBA imposed an annual coverage limit of $ 1,500 upon rehabilitative services provided to
beneficiaries outside of hospital settings. The Medicare program, pursuant to this
provision, therefore no longer provides reimbursement for the rehabilitative services
received by beneficiaries when the financial limitations, or caps, have been exceeded.
The provision has been interpreted as establishing two S$1,500 caps

-

one for occupational

therapy and another for physical therapy and speech-language pathology services
combined.

Data show that in the first three months following the enactment of the provision,
beneficiaries negatively impacted by the therapy cap continued to escalate at an alarming

rate.' An extrapolation of this data projects as many as 13% of Medicare beneficiaries
receiving rehabilitative therapy services will exceed the cap. One of the Committee's
witnesses, and Chair of the congressionally-created Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission, Gail Wilensky, has called the caps "totally arbitrary and capricious. "' The
same Commission estimates I in 7 Medicare beneficiaries who seek rehabilitation
therapy, or about 200,000 people, will exceed one of the caps this year.'
The continued provision of medically necessary services in a hospital outpatient
department, which is not subject to the limitations, may be difficult, if not impossible,
for nursing home residents or beneficiaries living in rural areas. Many beneficiaries may
therefore decide to forgo or limit medically necessary services rather than pay for the
services out of pocket. The arbitrary limitations may also result in inappropriate
placements for some beneficiaries or an increase in the cost of care.
Legislation has been introduced in both the Senate (S.472) and the House (H.R. 1837) to
help ensure the most vulnerable of our nation's population - those with high acuity
conditions - have access to rehabilitation therapy services. The "Medicare Rehabilitation
Benefit Improvement Act of 1999" is a common sense targeted approach which would
exempt from the financial limitations those beneficiaries meeting certain criteria.
Specifically, in order to be exempted from the limitations, a Medicare beneficiary would
need to meet one of the following requirements: (1) be subsequently diagnosed with an
illness, injury, or disability that requires the additional provision of medically necessary
services in the same year; (2)have an additional diagnosis or incident that exacerbates the
individual's condition, thereby requiring the provision of additional services; (3)the
individual will require hospitalization if the individual does not receive the services; or
(4) meet other criteria determined by the Secretary.
NASL continues to oppose as bad health care policy, the implementation of any type
of arbitrary financial limitations on medically necessary services. We believe
beneficiary needs should dictate the provision of services. NASL urges your support
of the "Medicare Rebabilitation Benefit Improvement Act or im
S.472/LLR.
'Analysis preare by NovaCare Regulmowy Affairs office, March 1999, based on January - March 1999
Medicare claims.
3"Medicare Cap on Theuapics Spark Protest." Wall Street Journal, April 26. 1999.
3"Medicare Ctdbadis Prmv Painful to Some,"0 Washington Post, May 10. 1999.
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1837 end your assistance in ensuring these benefiiary protections are enacted into
law.
IL BA Implementation Concerns:
These immediate concerns cannot be viewed ina vacuum. Essentialto the discussion of
the impact of the BBA, is an analysis of the Act's implementation which necessarily
includes an examination of the following issues:
(A.) Beneficiary services are being put at risk or disadvantaged by IICFA's
computer systems problems.
(B.) Clinical standards and program safeguards are being undermin~ed by the
inability of HCFA and its contractors to meet minimum performance
standards.
(C.) HCFA's administrative problems should not supersede the need to address
real policy issues.
Each issue is discussed ingreater detail below.
L Beneficiary services should not be put at risk or disadvantaged by HCFA's
computer systems problems.
We are deeply concerned that HCFA has begun to cite Y2K issues as the primary reason
for not moving forward on needed policy changes.
" The skilled nursing facility prospective payment system must be finalized. SNF PPS,
perhaps the biggest change to the industry since the beginning of the Medicare
program,~ i3currently being implemented pursuant to an interim final rule. HCFA now
projects the final rule wHIlberteleased in July. Initially it was to bereleased in may.
By definition, an interim final rule lacks the level of certainty needed by providers
who are in the process of making costly changes to their own systems. By the time
the final rule is released, providers will have worked under an interim nile for almost
a year.
" Non-therapy ancillary services must be appropriately funded. As discussed above
early research findings show the Resource Utilization Group III (RUG Ill) system
under the skilled nursing facility prospective payment system (SNF PPS) fails to
adequately account for the costs of certain non-therapy ancillary services.
Nevertheless, potential, interim solutions continue to be rejected or limited by
HCFA's Y2K computer compliance problems. Policy decisions directly affecting
beneficiaries' needs are being dictated by the status of HCFA's "mission critical
systems."
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De
M to computer systems problems, HCFA has also been unable to fully implement
the $1,500 on outpatient rehabilitation therapy services which Uas exacerbated the
already inequitable impact of these financial limitations. The way HCFA has
implemented the policy significantly impacts skilled nursing facility outpatient and
rehabilitation facility patients, many of whom my exceed the cap. Nursing homes
are put at risk to provide services without assurances such services will be reimbursed
3. Clical standards and program safegmards shoul mot be inndermlaed by the
imabflt ofHCFA aod its conato~ri to meet mdinan performance standards.
We ame concerned that the integrity of the Medicare program is being compromised by
management challenges within HCFA and its contractors. HCFA's lack of oversight of
its contractors, combined with inadequate training, has resulted in inconsistent and
incorrect implementation instructions.
Criticisms have been leveled against HCFA, particularly by the Small Business
Administration (SBA) for the agency's apparent disregard of the requirements under both
the Administrative Procedures Act and the Regulatory Flexibility Act intheir
promulgation of regulations pursuant to the Balanced Budget Act of 1997.
Informal directives in the form of program transmittals and HCFA web site guidances are
being used as pseudo rulemaking vehicles. Many of these directives have been
inconsistent or contrary to the language of the interim final rule. Systems crucial to the
SNF PPS transition, including the Arkansas Shared System, continued to remain
inoperable seven months after the effective date of SNF PPS.
The following are just a few illustrative examples of nmagement performance problems
which have threatened to undermine services being provided under the Medicare
program:
* In January, fiscal intermediaries under the Arkansas Shared System notified
facilities they would be unable to pay claims pursuant to the physician fee
schedule until "approximately" April. According to the notice, Medicare
claims would be temporarily paid under cost reimbursement methodology
which were likely to result in overpayments. These overpayments were in
turn likely to result ina future recovery of payments. In addition, the
contractor predicts the coinsurance amounts calculated during the interim
period will also be invalid.
" In a recent transmittal, HCFA instructed their contractors, as of April 5, 1999,
to "return as unprocessable all claims submitted by providers that are not
Y2K compliant. At this time, a standard UB92 form capable of accepting that
much data still does not exist.
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A provider's claims for outpatient services were recently rejected due go the
inclusion of discipline specific modifiers on the claim. The provider was
instructed by the fiscal intermediary to resubmit the claims - this time.
without the modifiers. A week later the claims were again rejected for not
including discipline specific modifiers.
*A provider contacted their fiscal intermediary in an effort to obtain a copy of
the physician fee schedules. and was told they would need to submit a
Freedom of Information Act request to obtain the information.
C. HCFA's administrative problems have superseded the need to address real
policy issues.
HCFA's "short term" management challenges, while administrative in nature, can and do
have a direct and immediate impact upon policy and the quality of services provided to
beneficiaries. The debate regarding HCFA's administrative performance, should not be
allowed to eclipse the need to address the real policy issues that continue to exist.
In addition to the problems associated with the flawed SNF PPS and the S1,500 therapy
cap addressed above, we see the need for the following policy issues to be addressed:
1. HCFA needs to establish an appropriate site of service differential for nonphysician services shifted to fee schedules by the Balanced Budget Act of
1997. Establishing a site of service differential for services performed at a SNF
or similar facility is needed to reflect the fact that different providers have
different cost structures and that different costs arise in connection with the
performance of similar services.
2. Congress must reconsider the consolidated bMfing provisions of the BDA
and better define core beneficiary services for nursing home residents in
order to prevent further harm to beneficiaries. The demands placed upon
skilled nursing facilities by Part A consolidated billing requirements, coupled
with a lack of clear direction from HCFA as to the what constitutes core
beneficiary services, and wholly inadequate reimbursement levels have led to a
back up of high acuity patients in hospitals. To allow core beneficiary services to
remain undefined, and to fully implement the consolidated billing provisions of
the BBA for Part B and for home health agencies, would be to pt quality
beneficiary services are even greater risk.
Part B consolidated billing should be re-considered in light of the administrative
failings already exhibited by HCFA and its contractors. The current arageet
for the provision of, and billing for, these important ancillary services function
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smoothly and assure beneficiary access. There is little to be gained and
potentially much to be lost from a major change like consolidated billing.
3. Congress should enact legislation to give HCFA the authority to pay
mobile diagnostic testing companies a transportation rate, when it is
economically advantageous to bring the services to the patient. The Secretary

of Health and Human Services failed to comply with aBBA mandate to make a
recommendation on the continuation of EKG transportation to Congres's by July
1. 1998. Congress would be able to use the recommendation to extend or allow
the expiration of the EKG transportation provision in the BBA. Failing to receive
a recommendation from HCFA, Congress allowed the EKG transportation
provision to expire.
The General Accounting Office reported that Medicare would save approximately
$10 million per year by continuing to reimburse for EKG transportation if nursing
home patients would continue to receive EKG's at their bedside rather than be
transported via ambulance to a hospital or clinic. In December 1998, the Office
of the Inspector General (OIG), reported that approximately $150 million per year
was for ambulancekservices which were used, in part, to transport nursing home
patients to diagnostic tests. There is overwhelming evidence that without a
transportation component to the diagnostic testing services, patients and nursing
homes have limited choices but to send the patient via ambulance to the hospital
or clinic at a great expense to Medicare.

Conclusion

The unintended consequences of the BBA are being exacerbated by severe
implementation problems which continue to plague the Program, particularly within the
skilled nursing facility prospective payment system. Computer systems capabilities are
dictating decisions being made regarding benetliries' access to services. Policy
decisions which should be made inaccordance with the Administrative Procedures Act,
are being implemented by informal notices. Providers are struggling to comply with
rules that seem to change daily, only to find out the claims systems are not capable of
processing the claims. HCFA and its contractors must be required to meet the same
standards to which providers continue to be held.
Mr. Chairman, NASL appreciates the opportunity to provide this testimony and asks that
it be made a part of the June 10, 1999 record. We welcome the chance to work with you
and your fellow Committee members in trying to ensure the nation's Medicare
beneficiaries continue to have access to quality services.

